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Word.Processing Software 
Reviews offour major word-processing tools: WordStaI; Word Master, Peach 
Text (formerly Magic Wand) and Spellbinder. 
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Word-Processing Hardware 
Bill Machrone reviews five video terminals: Televideo 925, Zenith Z19, Wyse 
WY-lOO, Visual 50, and ADDS Viewpoint 60. 

Word~Processing Auxiliaries 
Ernest Mall tells how to avoid' a data-devouring interaction between SpellStar 
and WordStar. In a second article, he shows how to cajole WordStar into using 
more features of the Epson MX/SO. 

More About CP/M Plus 
David Hardy and Kenneth Jackson give step-by-step instructions for getting 
CP/M Plus up and running. 

System Cross-Pollination 
Ed Scottprovides a workable solution to that tiresome problem of getting 
software on S" disks into a system with 5 14" drives. 

The Large 8105 Pr.blem 
What doyou do when your BIOS grows too big to fit on the system tracks? 
Andrew Bender describes a method for automatically loading BIOS routines 
from a .COM file. 
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You Just Found It! 
E-Z Tax. The simplest tax preparation 

software ever developed was designed 
for your Apple II personal computer. 
Now you can prepare your own tax 

return without any knowledge of taxes 
or computer programming. From the 
moment you insert the E-Z Tax floppy 
disk, you'll be in full control. Every ques 
tion is self-prompting and nothing is 
overlooked. . 
If you make a mistake, the program 

lets you know about it immediately. If 
you need tax help, just press a button 
and you'll get the answer. Its simply 
the most amazing tax preparation soft 
ware ever. __________ COUPON • 

Please send me the followmg # of Jars requested: 
___ APPLE II IBM PC 

___ ATARI 400 & 800 CP/M 

___ TOTAL REQUESTED 

x $69.95 each 
___ Total 

___ Plus Postage & Handling ($4/kit) 
___ Plus C.O.D. Charges ($3/kit) 
___ TOTAL ORDER 

(Enclose payment for this amount.) 

ACT NOW! 
Send: 0 Check 0 Money Order iJ C.O.D. 
Charge my credit card: r::J Visa 0 Mastercard 

Card #· Exp. Date _ 
Signature _ 
Name _ 
Address _ 
City State __ Zip I 

Ma,1 II"s coupon to: TAX HELP, INC. I 

Prints on Federal Forms 
When you're finished, E-Z Tax will 

print out your tax return on official fed 
eral forms. If you don't have a printer, 
just fill in the forms from the data on the 
screen. 
If you need help, you can call E-Z 

Tax's toll free customer service phone 
number. 

Tax Organizer 

""'f ••.• ' •••.• ',...j""'Q •..• ,\_.,..,~"" ----- 

Your E-Z Tax Kit Includes ... 
• • • 
• • • 
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E-Z Tax prepares the following IRS forms 
and schedules: 

1040A 2106 
1040 EZ 2119 
1040 page 1 &2 2210 
Schedule A 2440 
Schedule B 2441 
Schedule C 3468 
SChedule D 3903 
Schedule E 4137 
Schedule F 4684 
Schedule G 4972 
Schedule R/RP 5695 
Schedule W 6251 
1040 ES 6252 
1040 SE 

ACT NOW! 
You just found the tax preparation program 
you've been looking for. Now here's how you 
can get your hands on it ... 
• Fill in the coupon, or 
• Call toll-free to order over the phone. 

Just give the operator your credit card 
number or request a C.O.D. shipment. 

OnlyS6995 
TAX DEDUCTIBLE 

£~TAX' 

INCORPORATED 

BOX 7676 
SAN JOSE, CA 95150 
(408) 998-1040 
WATS LINE: (800) 331-1040 - USA 

(800) 344·1040 - CA 



Now our $29.95 complete Pascal for CP/M is an even better bargain ... 
\ 

WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT 
JRT PASCAL 2.0: 

CREATIVE COMPUTING, Nov. '82 " ... While 
'there is no such thing as a free lunch,' 
JRT Pascal at $29.95 (which includes 
postage) certainly allows the user to 
experience champagne and caviar 
at cafeteria prices ... " 

INTERFACE AGE, Oct. '82 " ... JRT Pascal is 
following the example set by Software 
Toolworks (Sherman Oaks, CAl of 
offering quality software at extremely 
low price ... " 

INFOWORLD, Aug. 16, '82 The magazine's 
'Software Report Card' rated JRT's 

documentation 'good' and performance, 
ease of use and error handling 
'excellent' - the highest rating. 
AND NOW: JRT PASCAL 3.0- 
with all the features that earned 2.0 so 

much praise-PLUS the many new features 
shown here. The price?-still just $29.95! 
This astonishing price includes the complete 
JRT Pascal system on diskettes and the 
new expanded user manual. Not a subset, 
it's a complete Pascal for CP/M. * 

Faster and more reliable than ever, 
for beginner or expert, engineer or busi 
nessman, JRT Pascal 3.0 provides a set 
of features unequaled by any other Pascal, .. 
or any other language. 

OUR NO-RISK OFFER: 
When you receive JRT Pascal 3.0, look 

it over, check it out, compare it with similar 
systems costing ten times as much. If you're 
not completely satisfied, return it-with the 
sealed diskettes unopened-within 30 days, 
and your money will be refunded in full. 
That's right: satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back! 

A JRT bonus: if you want to copy the 
diskettes or manual-so long as it's not for 
resale-that's o.k. with us. Pass it on to your 
friends. But don't delay. Send the coupon or 
phone today and start enjoying the Pascal 
advantage; at $29.95, there's no reason 
to wait! 

Separate compilation 
of auto-loading 
external procedures 

Extended CASE statement 

Fast one-step compiler; 
no link needed 

Efficient compiler needs 
only 85K diskette space 

NEW Full support 
for indexed files 

NEW CRT screen 
formatting and 
full cursor control 

NEW Facilities for 
formatting printed 
reports 

Graphing 
procedures 

Statistic procedures 

14 digit BCD 
FLOATING POINT 
arithmetic 

True dynamic 
storage 

Advanced 
assembly interface 

NEW 
File variables 
and GET/PUT 

NEW 
Dynamic arrays 

Random files 
to 8 megabytes 
with variable 
length records 

64K dynamic strings 

Activity analyzer 
prints program use 
histogram 

No limits on procedure 
size, nesting or recursion 

More than 200 
verbal error messages 

Maximum program size: 
more than 200,000 lines 

Handy JRT Pascal 
reference card 

NEW 17S-page user manual 
With protective 3-ring binder 
and 5-1/4" or 8" diskettes 
NEW SEARCH procedure 
for fast table look-up 

RT/F1\rJ\L30 
Send 
to JRT SYSTEMS 

550 Irving Street/E1 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

or 
phone 415/566-5100 

Name _ 

Address _ 

City State Zip _ 

o Check 0 C.O.D. 0 MasterCard Here's my $29.95; please send me JRT Pascal. I understand that if I'm 
not completely satisfied, I can return it within 30 days-with the sealed 
diskettes unopened-for a full refund. (Allow 2-3 weeks for shipping.) 

CPI H d S Card # --------------------------- Exp. ------- I need the 5-1/4" diskettes for DApple M; D Heath, ar ector; 
D Heath, Soft Sector; 0 Northstar; 0 Osborne; 0 Superbrain; Signature _ 

: 0 Televideo; 0 Xerox 820. I need 0 8" SSD diskettes. 'CP/M is a Oigital Research TM. A 56K CP/M system is required . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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o VISA 
(CA reetoerua add sales lax. Add ~o for Shipping outside Nonh Arnsnca.) 



Now Our Family Tree Is Complete 

SBC-l (Above) A multiprocessing 
slave board computer with Z-80 CPU 
(4 or 6 MHz), 2 serial ports, 2 parallel 
ports, and up to 128K RAM. Provides 
unique 2K FIFO buffering for system 
block data transfers. When used with 
TurboDOS or MDZ/OS the results are 
phenomenal! 

HD/CTC (left) A hard disk and 
cartridge tape controller combined 
together on one board! A Z-80 CPU 
(4 or 6 MHz); 16K ROM, and up to 8K 
RAM provide intelligence required to 
relieve disk I/O burden from host 
system CPU. Round out your 
multiprocessing system with an 
integrated mass storage/backup 
controller. 

Systemaster® (Right) The ultimate one 
board computer; use it as a complete 
single-user system or as the "master" 
in a multi-processing network 
environment. Complete with Z- 80A 
CPU, 2 serial and 2 parallel ports, 
floppy controller, DMA, real 
time clock, and Teletek's 
advanced CP/M BIOS. Also 
supports MP/M-II, MDZ/OS, 
and TurboDOS. 

TELETEK 
9767F Business Park Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95827 
(916) 361-1777 
Telex #4991834 
Answer back-Teletek 

Your Single Source Family of 5-100 Products. 
© Teletek 1983 CIRCLE 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Program haining 
Read only file protection 
Sequenti{ll and random files 
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BASIC B+™ 

with documentation 
$325_00 

Delphic Systems 
2260 Compton Avenue 
SI. Louis, MO 63104 

314/773-6753 
Coming Next 

INVENTORY B + ™ 
VISA MaslerCard 

MICRO B+ ™ IS a Trademark 01 FaHCom 
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#1 with Words. A+withNumbers. 
Spellbinder Word Processing and Office Management Software. 

Spellbinder processes words and numbers. Spellbinder features flexible printing options; mass 
So you save time and improve accuracy in any document: mailing and legal text capabilities; plus forms handler 

. Financial statements. Budgets. Reports. Invoices. and boiler plate features for commonly used documents. 
Spellbinder lines up columns of numbers for faster Spellbinder makes word processing much easier, 

data entry; calculates rows and columns; and puts the much faster, and much less expensive. In fact, many of our 
totals where you want them. users convert from some of the better known (and more 

Spellbinder performs a number of mathematical costly) systems. 
functions, such as addition, subtraction, and multipli- You should be just as discriminating. See your nearest 
cation; extends figures (for example, 6 dictionaries dealer for a demonstration of Spellbinder. Or call Lexisoft 
@ $12.35 = $74.10); adds tax to invoices; and displays at (916) 758-3630. 
convenient reference tables. 

You can edit numbers within a column, or move a 
column to a different location. Spellbinder'S integrated 
forms handler saves time and manpower on multiple 
invoices, reports, and other documents. 

The software for discriminating users. 
Whether you process numbers or words, you'll appreciate 
Spellbinder's unrivalled ease-of-use and superior capa 
bilities. Spellbinder and an inexpensive microcomputer 
easily outperform dedicated word processing systems 
costing up to three times more. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. 

Spellbinder Word Procc~~in.g 
and Office Management System. 

A product of Lexisoft, Inc. 
Box 267, Davis, CA 95616 0 (916) 758-3630 
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Editor's Page 
by Chris Terry 

W hile at the Fall COM 
O EX in Las Vegas, I 
attended a breakfast 

hosted by Digital Research, 
Inc. (DRI), at which Gary Kil 
dall and his colleagues dis 
cussed both new products re 
leased or shortly to be released, 
and also the company's long 
range plans. In the short term, 
the two most interesting items 
were CP/M Plus, on which we 
have already started a series of 
articles, and the Graphics Sys 
tem Extension (GSX). 

I shall not dwell here on 
CP /M Plus, except to say that 
the enhancements included in it 
are so radical that internally it 
no longer bears much resem 
blance to the earlier versions 
it is for this reason that DRI 
christened it "CP/M Plus" 
rather than "CP/M 3.0." The 
user will be able to run most 
programs that were designed 
for CP/M 2.2-the exceptions 
are utilities or application pro 
grams that access and manipu 
late directories or make direct 
BIOS calls; these will probably 
not run without considerable 
modification. But anyone who 
implements CP/M Plus in a 
banked environment will expe 
rience a speed increase of four 
to ten times: the more memory 
is made available for directory 
hash tables and disk buffers, 
the greater the increase. But 
speed is not the only benefit to 
be obtained; a concept which 
greatly extends the functionali 
ty of the BOOS is that of the 
Resident System Extension 
(RSX), which is also being 
used to enhance Concurrent 
CP /M-86. An RSX is a special 
type of program that can be at 
tached to the operating systems 
to modify or extend its opera 
tions. An RSX can be loaded 
below the operating system and 
can intercept console com 
mands, rather in the same way 
t uat DDT works. A number of 
commands (e.g., SAVE) that 
used to be built in are now im- . 
plemented as RSXs and are re 
sident only when specifically 
requested. This makes for more 
efficient use of main memory. 

- 
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routines absolutely required as 
sembly language-there are 
fewer than 500 lines of assem 
bly language code in the final 
system. 

The use of C has given DRI 
the advantage of further port 
ability, allowing them to move 
very quickly to new processors. 
The Z8000 version of CP/M 
was also implemented in C, 
only the Z8000-dependent ar 
eas having to be changed. 
CP/M-68K and CP/M-Z8K 
will include a bundled C com 
piler and a C runtime library. 
This will allow software devel 
opers to port programs written 
in C for a UNIX environment 
to CP /M-68K and CP /M-Z8K 
environments with relative ease. 

As a comment on future de 
velopments, the DRI spokes 
men put forward the view that 
UNIX is basically an old tech 
nology-the current direction 
of operating systems is mes 
saged-based, using semaphores 
and multitasking. UNIX has 
not gone that way and thus, 
convenient as UNIX is for 
some purposes, more modern 
operating systems that follow 
the present-day mainstream 
may well be able to provide 
even better facilities for micro 
computers, especially in the 
commercial sector. 
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GSX is an operating system 
designed specifically for graph 
ics work, aimed at achieving 
portability of graphics pro 
grams at the object code level 
by the use of standardized 
function calls and standardized 
ways of performing primitive 
graphics functions. We shall be 
speaking more about this sys 
tem, especially in an issue later 
this year that will have graph 
ics as the main theme. 

In the long term, DRI plans 
to port all of the languages and 
facilities currently available for 
CP /M-80 not only to CP /M- 
86, but also to CP /M-68K. 
This has led to an interesting 
development. The conversion of 
CP /M from the Z80 environ 
ment to the 8086/8088 envi 
ronment proved much more dif 
ficult than had at first been ex 
pected, which was largely the 
reason for delayed introduction 
of CP /M-86. The situation be 
came even more acute when 
creating a version for the 
68000 CPU was proposed. An 
implementation in 68K assem 
bly language was first envis 
aged; however, not a single pro 
grammer on their staff was 
willing to undertake such a 
monumental task. Thereupon, 
DRI started experiments with 
several high-level languages. A 
full implementation was done 
in Pascal, for example. By that 
time it was becoming evident 
that many 68000 systems 
would be supplied with UNIX 
or one of its derivatives, so that 
the use of C would have evi 
dent advantages. And in fact, 
the CP /M-68K operating sys 
tem is written in C, right down 
to the BIOS level; very few 

Other systems 
Although our main focus will 
continue to be CP/M and the 
hardware that supports it, we 
have no intention of ignoring 
other systems. Our Nov/Dec 
1982 issue introduced some 
material about MS-DOS, and 
our January issue was largely 
devoted to UNIX. We would 
be glad to consider articles on 
other operating systems also. 

Public domain software 
Microsystems has always 
strongly supported the organi 
zations that disseminate soft 
ware put into the public do 
main, and I am starting a col 
umn highlighting the sources 
and the important programs 
that are available. The first 
column appears in this issue. f!J 



, 
oppy Disk Controller, 

64K of Memory, Serial. & Parallel 
I/O Ports ... all on a SINGLE 5-100 BOARD! 
Advanced Digital is the leader in 
5-100 single board computers. Our 
attention to quality workmanship, 
our outstanding performance 
and proven reliability have made 
our SUPER QUAD "computer 
on a board" number one. 

Now SUPER QUAD® has been 
elected "Chairman of the Boards" 
in the expanding Multi 
Processing marketplace. SUPER 
QUAD functions as the Bus Master 
and takes charge of many 
SUPER-SLAVE® processor boards. 

SUPER QUAD is so complete, 
it actually replaces the traditional 
4-board 5-100 computer and for 

only $815.00. 

Look at these features: 
• IEEE 5-100 Standard 
• Z-80A CPU 
• 64K of Bank Select Memory as 
well as extended addressing 

• Double density floppy disk 
controller. Both 8" or 5-1 /4" Disk 
Drives 

• 2 serial & 2 parallel I/O ports 
(RS-232 and intelligent hard 
disk interface). 

• 2K or 4K of monitor EPROM 
• :Runs with CP/M®, MP/M® and 
turbo-DOS'" 

• One year warranty. 
• F~ee copy of bios disk. 

Advanced Digital's SUPER 
SLA.VE processor boards are the 
ideal directors to work with the 
Chairman of the Boords and 
Turbo-DOS® operating system in a 
multi-user, multi-processor system. 

~1r~~~~~~~?;~~~'FiI Ask obout our new HDC-1001 
Hard Disk Controller for 
both 8" or 5-1/4" hard disk 
drives, only $500 retail. 
For more information, write or 
call: Sales Dept. 

12700-5 Knott Street • Garden Grove, California 92641 • (714) 891-4004 TELEX 678401 tab Irin 
® Registe<ed Jrademork of Digital Research Corp. 
N Registered Trademark of Soflwore 2000 Inc. CIRCLE 148 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Ncws&Views 
Random rumors 
Osborne is expected to intro 
duce the Osborne-2 this month. 
They have been keeping this 
unit under tight wraps, so no 
details are available. However, 
we suspect that it will continue 
to have a 5" display and a hard 
disk, be as small as the Otrona, 
and weigh about 15 lbs . 
There are rumors that Mattei 
will introduce a CP 1M based 
system this summer selling in 
the $600 range. 

User group on-line 
systems 
Both CPMUG and SIG/M, the 
two most popular CP 1M public 
domain software user groups, 
maintain interactive computer 
ized bulletin board systems. 
SIG I M has had theirs in oper 
ation since their inception in 
early 1980, while CPMUG has 
just initiated theirs. 

The SIG 1M RIBBS (Re 
mote Interactive Bulletin Board 
System) is operated by Bruce 
Ratoff and can be reached by 
calling (201) 272-1874. In ad 
dition to the bulletin board, it 
contains about 3MB of SIG 1M 
software available for down 
loading. The entire SIG/M li 
brary is maintained on a second 
RIBBS system having a 10MB 
hard disk drive. This system is 
operated by Bill Earnest; to 
reach it call (215) 398-3937. 

The CPMUG CBBS (Com 
puterized Bulletin Board Sys 
tem) is operated by Ward 
Christensen and can be reached 
by calling (312) 849-1132. This 
system also contains all of the 
CPMUG catalog files, which 
are available for downloading. 

All three systems operate 24 
hours a day, seven days a week, 
and are single-user systems, so 
please be considerate about the 
time spent on them. All three 
use PMMI modems and hence 
can operate at 100 to 600 
baud. Press return until the 
system detects your speed. 

New public domain 
software releases 
CPMUG has not released any 
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by Sol Libes 

new software this month. 
SIG/M has released eight 

new volumes, bringing their to 
tal up to 83. The new ones are: 

Volume Description 
76 Software Tools from the 

CP/MUG of Australia 
77 ZCPR 1.6-An enhance 

ment to replace the CP 1M 
CCP 

78 More Software Tools from 
CP 1M UG of Australia 

79 PL/I-80 User's Group Li 
brary, Volume I 

80 More Software from the 
Pascal-Z User's Group 

81 More Software from the 
Pascal-Z User's Group 

82 Complete JRT Pascal 
from Pascal-Z UG 

83 More Software from 
CP 1M UG of Australia 

See page 20 for address. 

DRI sets up CBBS 
Digital Research Inc. has set 
up a Computer Bulletin Board 
System for use by purchasers 
of DRI software. The phone 
number is (408) 649-5186. The 
system is running on an Altos 
8000-10, using CP 1M version 
2.2. It has one 8" floppy drive 
and one 8" 10MB Shugart 
hard disk drive The system is 
operating at 300 baud, 8-data 
bits, 1 stop bit, no parity. 

DRI classes the system as 
"experimental" and calls it the 
"Computerized Software Per 
formance Report System." DRI 
says: "The intent is to provide 
an additional method for ISVs 
and others to report suspected 
software bugs and to review 
patches developed by Digital 
Research to correct known 
technical problems. 

"Callers may leave a mes 
sage on the 'bulletin board' at 

any hour; these messages carry 
the same weight as a personal 
telephone contact with a tech 
nical analyst. At the Technical 
Support Center, all communi 
cations are reviewed daily and 
messages are routed to the ap 
propriate personnel. Response 
to the inquiry will be appended 
to the user's message, typically 
within 24 hours of the original 
call. The caller then may tele 
phone and reread his message 
followed by DRJ's response. 

"Use of the system requires 
entry of a valid and registered 
DRI serial number with the 
appropriate code; assistance is 
available from Technical Sup 
port, (408) 375-6262." 

"RAM Cards Review" 
update 
Two of the suppliers of the 
RAM cards reviewed in the 
January issue have informed us 
of revised specifications for 
their products. The CompuPro 
RAM-16 and RAM-17 boards 
are now being delivered with 
6116-2 CMOS chips and im 
proved decoding circuitry that 
yields better than 10 MHz per 
formance with 8086-type pro 
cessors and better than 6 MHz 
performance with the Z80, 
both with no wait states. Their 
CSC boards are rated at 12 
MHz. Also, the prices of the 
RAM-16 and RAM-17 have 
been reduced to $550 and $449 
respectively. 

Electronic Control Technolo 
gy has informed us that their 
64K RAM card is now being 
delivered with CMOS parts, re 
ducing power consumption and 
raising speed and reliability. 

Errata 
Jeff Duntemann's review of 
Pascal MT+ (Feb '83) was 
written some time ago. DRJ 
has drastically revised its li 
censing agreements; there are 
now no royalty charges for in 
clusion of the runtime libraries 
of Pascal MT +, CB-80, or 
PL/I-80. We apologize for any 
inconvenience the error may 
have caused. (!J 



ASHTON-TATE 
dBASE II $529 

C.ltoh 
PROWRITER SERIAL $639 
PROWRITER PARALLEL 489 
F10-55 1399 

COMSHARE TARCET 
PLANNER CALC $79 
TARGET FINANCIAL MODELlNG 249 

FORCE II 
MATHSTAR $99 

FOX & CELLER 
DUTIL $68 
OUICKCODE 229 

HAYES 
MICROMODEM II $289 
1200 BAUD SMART MODEM 589 
CHRONOGRAPH 199 
SMARTMODEM 224 

IDS 
PRISM 132 PRINTER $1649 
IDS PRISM 80 PRINTER 1049 
MICROPRISM PRINTER 599 

ISA 
SPELLGUARD $189 

LEXISOFT 
SPELL CHECK $225 

MICROPRO 
CALCSTAR $189 
DATASTAR '" 239 
INFOSTAR CALL! 
MAILMERGE 89 
SPELLSTAR 149 
WORDSTAR .. '" 279 
WORDSTAR CUSTOMIZATION NOTES 299 

MAXELL 
FD-1 8" SINGLE SIDED $41.50 
FD-2 8" DOUBLE SIDED 48_95 
MD-1 5" SINGLE SIDED 31.25 
5" DOUBLE SIDED 47.10 

CALL TOLL·FREE 
1·800·523·9511 

GREAT PRICES! 
MICROSOFT 

BASIC COMPILER $299 
M/SORT 165 
MICROSOFT COBOL 80 559 
MICROSOFT COBOL 80 with msort .. 675 
muuss / muSTAR 169 
MULTIPLAN " 229 
muSIMP/muMATH 199 
Z80 SOFTCARD PREMIUM PACK 599 

MICROSTUFF 
CROSSTALK $119 

NOVATION 
CAT ACCOUSTIC MODEM $146 
o CAT DIRECT CONNECT MODEM 156 

SORCIM 
ASSEMBLY CODE TRANSLATOR $93 
PASCAL M 131 
SUPERCALC 189 

SUPERSOFT 
DIAGNOSTIC I $65 
DIAGNOSTICS II 84 
DISK DOCTOR 84 
STACKWORKS FORTH 153 
C COMPILER 153 
FORTRAN RATFOR 284 
SSS FORTRAN IV 219 
SSS RATFOR 88 
TERM 1 131 
TERM 11 150 
UTILITIES I 53 
UTILITIES II , 53 
TINY PASCAL 74 

TELEVIDEO 
910 TERMINAL $656 
912C VIDEO TERMINAL 806 
920C VIDEO TERMINAL 868 
925 TERMINAL. 825 

WHITESMITH 
C COMPILER $600 
PASCAL 437 

ZENITH 
Z19 VIDEO TERMINAL , $899 
ZENITH 12" GREEN MONITOR 129 

CIRCLE 91 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

IN PENNSYLVANIA: 
1-215-868-8219 
MICROHOUSE introduces innovative products periodically. Please call for 
the new CP/M menu. . 
PRICES MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT FORMATS. ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR SPECIFICS. 

1444 LINDEN ST_/BOX 499 BETHLEHEM, PA 18016 

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW ... 

MICROHOUSE 



Letters to the Editor 
quirements needed to imple 
ment the Generic BIOS: 

1) First of all, you need 
some experience with Z80/ 
8080 assembly programing. 
This BIOS upgrade should not 
represent your premier engage 
ment to any assembler .... 

2) ... which brings us to the 
type of assembler you need use. 
The mnemonic coding was ten 
as four macros designed to: in- 
stall equates (I ports, com- 
mand masks, etc); install the 
"Disk Parameter Block" values; 
place the actual driver routines 
at the end of the floppy rou 
tines; and finally, to set aside 

Sir: 
Just a brief note concerning 

my hardware review of the 
Morrow Designs M26 hard 
disk system (Nov/Dec 1982). 

Two items of information 
will be helpful to your readers: 

First, somehow my fairly 
large table of the available 
hard disk systems was cut em 
barrassingly short. I spent a 
considerable amount of time 
compiling this survey; it is, 
none the less, somewhat super 
ficial. I have enclosed a com 
plete copy of this table so that 
you could print it. 

Second, I have received a 

fair number of requests for my 
software that adds on to your 
current BIOS and permits the 
addition of either the M26, 
M20, or M 1 O. Here are the re- 

Table 1. Comparisons between 8-100 hard disk systems 

Gypsy Priam 8" 4/8,32 1/02 $ 6,500 Yes 
& 14" mapped 

S33 Priam 8" 4/33 Memory $ 5,000 No 
& 14" mapped 

XIS Many SMD, 4/Varies Memory $ 2,500 No 
series SA-lOOO, mapped 

ST-506 

No. of 
drives/ 

Product Hard disk MB per I/O 
Company name used drive type 

Morrow M26 Shugart 4/26 I/O 
Designs! SA4008 mapped 

M20 Memorex 4/20 I/O 
102 mapped 
Fijitsu 2302 

MI0 Memorex 4/10 I/O 
101 mapped 
Fijitsu 2301 

Kenan SMC- Control Data 4/32, DMA 
Corp. 100 9448 & 66,96 

others" 
DGC- Seagate 2/5-21 DMA 
100 ST-5061 

David CDC Finch 1/5,10,21 1/02 
mapped 

Ades 

Xcomp 
Inc. 

Suggested Meets 
list price IEEE Std? Comments 

$ 4,300 Yes Many units 
installed 

$ 3,900 Yes 

$ 3,300 Yes 

$ 9,800- 
$12,500 

Much OEM 
use; on mar 
ket >2 years 

Yes Diagnostics 
& error cor- 

Yes 

rection 
Yes 8" floppy, 

too. Control 
ler board w/ 
S-100 inter 
face. 
Tape control, 
intelligent 
Sold by Tar 
bell as well 
Two-board 
set 

1. The Seagate ST-506 has become the 50" interface default standard, with Tandon, Shugart Associates, BASF, 
Miniscribe, CM!, and Rotating Magnetic Memories all using the same interface convention. 

2. These systems use a standard controller adapted to the S-lOO bus via an I/O card with a parallel interface. 
3. Morrow Designs has since announced a series of S-JOO TMA controllers that use the Shugart SA-lOOO and 

Seagate ST-506 type drives. 
4. The SMD interface, used'by "big boys" is also used by Konan in their SMC series. 
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Now your money 
buys more ofwh8t 

you got a computer for. 
Micro-Pricing™ guarantees it. 

Micro- Priced™ 
CP 1M Software 

Ashton-Tate= 
----*dBASE II (Call) 

Microstuf® 
*Crosstalk $139 -----" 

Sorcim® 
*SuperCalc $199 
Microsoft® 
MultiPlan $235 
Fox & Geller" 
Quickcode $229 

Sorcim® 
*SpellGuard $199----- 
Digital Research 
BASIC-80 $284 ------------::_". 
Condor Computer 

*Condor II $495 -----~...:.A\ 

Oasis Systems 
The Word Plus $119---- 

Winters Associates" 
---- Sales Pro $495 

Perfect Software" 
-- Perfect Writer $239 

CP/M Software 
Condor Computers 
'Condor 20-1 $229 
'Condor 20-II 495 
'Condor 20-III 795 
*Condor 20-R 249 
'Condor 20-Q 139 
Digital Research® 
MAC 85 
Sid 65 
ZSid 90 
Tex 90 
DeSpool 45 
PUI-80 449 
BT-80 175 
CBa~2 ~ 
CB-80 419 
PascalMT+ 419 
Compiler Only 309 
SPP Only 189 
CP/M® 2.2 139 
RMAC (8" Only) 175 
LINK-80 (8" Only) . . . . .. 90 

CP/M Hard Disk $259 
Software Dimensions, Inc. 
Accounting Plus (Call) 
Accounting Plus Demo 225 
Sorcim® 
*SuperWriter . . . . . . . . . .. 289 
"Spellfiuard 199 
'SuperCalc Demo. . . . . . .. 75 
'SpellGuard Demo . . . . . .. 55 
Standard Software" 
The Protector. . . . . . . . .. 239 
Maildrop 119 
Supe rSoft" 
Disk Doctor 84 
Diagnostics I . . . . . . . . . .. 49 
C Compiler 199 
Forth 169 
SSS Fortran 199 
Ada 229 
Scratch Pad. . . . . . . . . . . . 229 
Data- View 169 
Stars-Graph 229 
Macro I . . . .. . . . . . .. 59 

XLT86 $139 
Fox & Geller" 
Quickscreen . . . . . . . . . .. 139 
dUTIL , 69 
Innovative Software Inc. ® 
*TIM III . 399 
Lexisoft® 
SpellBinder 279 
Microcraft® 
Legal Billing 495 
Time Billing. . . . . . . . . . . . 495 
Microsoft= 
Basic Compiler . . . . . . . .. 325 
Fortran 80 345 
Cobol 80 569 
Macro 80 144 

Edit 80 $84 
M-Sort 144 
MuMathiMuSimp 219 
MuLisp/MuStar 149 
Z-80 Soft card 269 
Premium Pak 699 
Microtech Exports 
Reformatter 199 
New Generation Systems® 
Microshell 139 
Perfect Software" 
Perfect Speller " 145 
Perfect Filer 289 
Perfect Calc 149 
Pickles & Trout® 
CPIM (TRS-80) 179 

standard softvvare 
1-617-963-7220 · 1-800-343-0852 
Standard Software Corporation of America, 10 Mazzeo Drive, Randolph, MA 02368 

Open Mon.-Fri., 8:00A.M.-8:00P.M. EST Sat., 10:00A.M.-4:00P.M. EST 
To order simply call Standard 

Software direct at 1-800-343- 
0852. In Massachusetts call 
1-617-963-7220. Or mail to the 
address above. Payment: Orders 
may be prepaid by VISA, Master- 

Card, American Express, check or 
money order. Orders prepaid by 
check or money orders may deduct 
3% from the price of software only. 
C.O.D. orders please add $1.50. 
Massachusetts residents must add 
5% sales tax. Postage, handling and 

shipping charges will be added to 
orders as they apply. See below. 
Shipping is by UPS on all orders, 
unless specified. Emergency over 
night shipping is available. Pur 
chase orders are accepted from 

qualifying companies and institu 
tions. Note: We're always adding 
new products, so if you need a pro 
gram you don't see here, please call. 
All items subject to availability and 
price change without notice. 

*All items marked with an asterisk are available for the IBM PC 

CIRCLE 75 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Graphics 
"The 

Game 
Board" 

::h'l~:a1~1.o~~;:o~~~, 
chromatic graphics at an affordable _ 
price. Combined with your S100 com 
puter and a video monitor (composite 
or direct drive). "The Game Board" 
offers an economical solution to the 
high cost of computer graphics. 

Features: 
• User selectable resolution: 

512x576 or 512x288 

• High level graphics commands 
• Allows fast manipulation of user 

generated sprites. 

• Terminal emulation executes a sub 
set of the H19/Z19 command set 

• User selectable terminal density: 
85x24 or 85x40 

.6809 CPU 

.6845 CRTC 

Assembled & tested $ 595. 
Complete kit 525. 
Partial kit 295. 

Partial kit includes: blank p.c. board, 8k 
graphics PROM, address decoder ROM, 
crystal clock, 6845, and full documentation. 

For more Information and ordering, contact: 

cpara§rarhitJ 
P. O. Box 67 
South Easton, Mass. 02375 
(617) 620-'4513 

CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Letters to the Editor continued . . . 

required disk driver RAM 
space. Macros are written in 
the Digital Research/Intel 
manner. Converting to another 
format would be fairly simple. 

3) Of course, you need a 
copy of MAC@. Another, more 
tedious manner that avoids 
buying MAC (I encourage the 
purchase of MAC, a fine DR 
product) is to merge the single 
macros in the correct location 
of your current BIOS. This is 
very feasible because the hard 
disk macros are simple. 

4) You must have a Z80 
CPU, or be able to decipher 
Z80 instructions permitting the 
Generic BIOS to run on a 8080 
machine. 

5) The Generic BIOS will 
not drive any of the DMA type 
controllers. 

Enough said-the cost of a 
floppy and S&H make the non 
profit, reimbursement cost $10. 

Several people have sent me 
notes agreeing that the docu 
mentation included in the Hard 
Disk was inadequate. Several 
individuals passed on opinions 
that, if anything, the quality of 
the information was lower than 
the picture I painted. 

Finally, I would like to en 
courage individuals who own or 
have installed any of the I/O 
mapped devices (MIO, M20, or 
M26) to write, call, or leave a 
message on MicroNet, etc., 
concerning topics of interest to 
hard disk owners. I will pass 
these on. Of special interest 
are: S-I 00 boards that have 
been found to be incompatible 
with the M-series drives; inter 
rupt-driven hard disk routines 
with the M-series; helpful soft 
ware tools; and others. I plan to 
send information on the last 
two categories to anyone genu 
inely interested; drop me a note 
if you wish to receive any. 

Paul H. Earley, M.D. 
Earley Associates 

2904 SE 28th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97202 

(503) 231-7719 

Dear Sir, 
Microsystem's readers may 

be interested in the following 
idea for enhancing their stan- 

dard CP/M-based computer 
systems. 

When configured for 8-inch 
single-sided single-density 
disks, CP/M reserves the first 
two tracks (track 0 and track 
1) for the operating system, 
and the first 16 logical sectors 
on track 2 for the disk directo 
ry. It allocates the remaining 
disk space to files. The remain 
ing disk space, ten 128-byte 
sectors on track 2 plus 26 128- 
byte sectors on tracks 3 
through 76, totals 241.75K. 
File allocation is done in 1 K in 
crements, however. Therefore, 
on a standard CP/M disk there 
are 0.7SK, or six sectors, that 
are never written to or read 
from by the operating system. 
The unused sectors are phys 

ical sectors 18, 24, 4, 10, 16, 
and 22 on track 76 (assuming 
the standard sector skew factor 
of 6 is used), corresponding to 
the last six logical sectors on 
the disk. These sectors can be 
very useful for BIOS expan 
sion, disk ID, data encrypta 
tion, or other systems-level 
functions. If they are used for 
BIO expansion, the cold-start 
loading and sysgen procedures 
must be appropriately rewrit 
ten. 

Robert H. Lurie 
8 Tingley Road 

Morristown, NJ 07960 

Gentlemen; 
I think your magazine 

should be commended for giv 
ing the small software vendor a 
chance to bring his product be 
fore the public. 

I also like your new maga 
zine format. Keep up the good 
work. 

John G. Ellis 
Digital Color Corporation 
2252 Main St., Suite 15 

Otay, CA 92011 

Editorial correspondence is wel 
comed; please address letters to 
Chris Terry, Technical Editor, 
Microsystems, One Park Ave 
nue, New York, NY 10016. 





The 8-100 Bus 
This month I am going to 
discuss some of the letters 
that r have received from 
Microsystems readers. Inter 
estingly enough, two-thirds 
of the letters that I've re 
ceived have been from out 
side of the U.S. About half 
have been from Australia or 

'thereabouts, and many have 
come from Canada. 

The first letter comes from 
Phil Cogar (P.G. Box 
364, Narrabeen, NSW, 

Australia, 2101). Mr. Cogar 
suggests that an S-100 Bus 
column might be dedicated to 
explaining how it is possible to 
use "extended addressing" S- 
100 memory with CP/M. He 
also mentions that he'd like to 
see an article or two about the 
mechanics of interfacing a 
Winchester drive to an IEEE- 
696 CP/M system. 
The latter suggestion would 

probably be best covered by an 
entire feature article, or per 
haps even a series. Since that is 
a bit beyond the scope (or at 
least the size) of this column, I 
will set the Winchester aside, 
and try to touch briefly on the 
use and function of IEEE-696 
extended addressing. 

Basically, the question can 
be broken into two parts: First, 
how does the S-1 00 bus per 
form extended addressing, and 
second, how can CP/M use it? 

The IEEE-696 (S-100) bus 
performs extended addressing 
by dedicating eight previously 
unused lines for use as address 
lines A16 to A23. Although 
these lines are optional on per 
manent bus masters, they are 
required on temporary bus 
masters. These eight additional 
lines can be used to select a 
slave board or to specify a 
memory location. (Note: The 
IEEE-696 bus now also allows 
an additional eight lines for 
I/0 to allow 16-bit I/0 ad 
dressing. 

Extended addressing can also 
be used to replace the older 
method of using "banked-mem 
ory," which was basically just a 

by David Hardy 

ments of CP/M. 
In closing his letter, Mr. Co 

gar mentions that he bought a 
CompuPro System Support I 
board with a 9511 Math Pro 
cessor Chip that he is unable to 
use, because he has no software 
for it. I mention this in the 
hope that anyone who has im 
plemented software for this IC 
might contact him, as he has 
been unable to find any either 
from Godbout or other sources. 
Letter number two is from Ron 
Morrison (171 E. Sunset Blvd., 
Cannon Beach, OR 97110). In' 
his letter, Mr. Morrison states 
that he has a multiuser North 
star system running North 
star's TSS/C operating system 
with four 64K banks and one 
32K bank of memory. He 
wants to expand his system's 
memory (as he has only a 48K 
TP A or so available in each 
bank) to allow him to run a 
large database program. 

In addition, he would also 
like to add DMA disk control 
lers to his system, and change 
to a dual processor (8085/ 
8088) board to increase his 
memory addressing ability to 
greater than 64K. 

Mr. Morrison says that "I 
keep hearing that none of this 
is possible with my North Star 
but get no reasons that hold 
water." Mr. Morrison (who is 
the owner of a home improve 
ment/hardware store) also 
makes a rather interesting 
"hardware" comparison: "(If) I 
can put GE breakers in a Mur 
ray breaker box, why doesn't 
the (S-100), "standard" extend 
hardware and software to a 
level that allows someone to 
expand their system without 
starting all over again with a 
whole new computer?" 

Well, maybe you can put GE 
breakers into a Murray box, 
but I'll bet you can't fit Push 
Matic ones in there! Unfortu 
nately, the same is often true 
with S-100 machines. Although 
they are all generically S-l 00, 
they are not all IEEE-696 com 
patible. 

If the boards in your North 
Star (and your North Star 
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way to select memory in 
chunks up to 64K by sending a 
control byte out to an I/0 port. 

How all this additional 
memory can be used in CP/M 
is really up to the programmer. 
Because CP/M is written for 
an 8080 processor, it can only 
directly use up to 64K of mem 
ory. Of course, an applications 
program could switch different 
banks of memory in or out (or 
use address lines A16-A23), 
but it would have to return to 
its "base" 64Kchunkofmemory 
before it could talktoCP /M. 
MP /M uses bank-switching 
quite effectively to achieve a 
multiuser, multitasking CP /M 
like operating system. CP/M 
Plus (which is Digital Re 
search's CP/M version 3.0) 
does allow more than 64K of 
memory, although, like MP/M, 
it is still used in 64K banks of 
up to 64K that are selected by 
the CP/M 3.0 BIOS. 

In other words, versions 2.2 
and earlier of CP/M do not use 
banked memory or extended 
addressing, but will tolerate it 
under certain conditions. For 
example, extended addressing 
can be used to implement a virtual 
disk, w here per ha ps a mega- 
byte of RAM is used to sirn- 
ula te a disk drive, and the 
BIOS tricks CP/M into think 
ing that it is talking to a drive, 
I have also seen some graphics 
displays that use extended ad 
dressing to allow access by the 
CPU to the video RAM that is 
read to form the CRT image. 
The uses of extended address 
ing under CP/M are limited 
only by your imagination, as 
long as you respect the require- 



Microsy-stems 

Save up to 33% on Microsystems, too! 

The Microsystems Sweep 
stakes is open to all our 
readers. No purchase is nec 

essary-and you can choose $1000 
worth of software if you're the 
lucky winner! 

Here's how the 
Sweepstakes works 

Just mail the attached card or 
the coupon below after filling in 
your name and address. Be sure to 
indicate whether you're also sub 
scribing to Microsystems at the 
special rates shown-you can save 
as much as 33%. 

Then if you win, you may 
choose up to $1,000 worth (at re~ail 
prices) of any software you hke. 
What you select is entirely up to 
you. Business, games, educational 
programs-it's your choice! 

===OFFICIAL KULES~=~ 
No Purc ••• e Be'l_'_" 

1. On an official entry form or a 3" x 5" piece of paper, hand print 
your name, address and zip code. Enter as often as you wish. but 
mali each entry separately to Microsystems Sweepstakes, eN 
1987 Morristown. New Jersey 07960. Entries must be received 
no later than April 30. 1983, and the drawing will be held by May 
31, 1981 All entries become the property of Microsystems, which 
reserves the right to reprint the name and address of the winner. 

2. Winner will be selected In a random drawing Irom among all 
entries received, under the supervrsion 01 the publishers 01 
Mlcrosystems, whose decision Will be final. Only one prize will be 
awarded in this Sweepstakes. Winner will be notified by mail and 
may be required to execute affidavit 01 eligibitity and release 
Odds of winning will depend on the number of entries received 
Microsystems will arrange delivery of prize. Taxes are the 
responsibility of the winner. Any manufacturer's claims and 
warranties will apply. but Microsystems makes no ctaims or 
warranties with regard to any prizes. Prize is not transferable 
No substitutions or exchanges for prizes. 

3. Sweepstakes open to all residents of the US, its territories and 
possessions, except employees (and their families) of Microsys 
terns. Its affiliates. and its advertising and promotion agencies 
Void wherever prohibited or restricted by law. 

4. For the winner's name. send a stamped. self-addressed envelope 
to Microsystems Sweepstakes. Circulation Department. Micro 
systems. One Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016 

You're sure to win 
with Microsystems! 

Whether or not you win our 
Sweepstakes, the hours you de 
vote to computing are sure to be 
more profitable when you sub 
scribe to Microsystems. It's the 
Number One journal for advanced 
microcomputer users-filled with 
state-of-the-art information on 
CP IM~ MP IM~ CP INet~ 
U'Nl Xv-like systems, and the 
hardware that supports them. 

. Why not enjoy a year or more 
of Microsystems at our low intro 
ductory prices? You'll save up to 
33% if you subscribe at the same 
time you enter our Sweepstakes! 

Registered trademarks: CPI M, MPI M 
andCPINet-Digital Research. UNIX-Bell 
Laboratories, 

r-------------OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -------------, 

Mail to: Microsystems Sweepstakes 
CN 1987, Morristown, New Jersey 07960 

o YES! Enter my name in the Microsystems Sweepstakes and 
start my subscription to Microsystems for the term checked: 
o One year (12 issues) only $19.97-20% off! CHECK ONE: 
o Two years (24 issues) only $36.97-26% off! 0 Payment enclosed. 
o Three years (36 issues) only $49.97-33% off! 0 Bill me later. 
Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97. 

o NO I don't wish to subscribe now, but tell me if I've won the 
Microsystems Sweepstakes. 4511 

Mr.z Mrs.z Ms. .,--;-_.....,...,~.-""') _ 
(please print full name 

Address Apt. _ 

City State Zip, _ 
Offer valid only in the U.S., its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first 
issue if you subscribe. L J 



5-100 Bus continued. 

frame) are not IEEE-696 com 
patible, you may not be able to 
use certain other S-1 00 (lEEE- 
696) boards. Most of the S-l 00 
machines around today do not 
meet the IEEE-696 standards, 
which weren't even proposed 
until 1979. Is your machine 
IEEE-696 compatible? I be 
lieve that it is not, although the 
differences may be small. The 
only surefire way to see if any 
given board will run in your 
system would be to haul out 
the circuit diagrams for all of 
your existing S-IOO boards, and 
compare them with the dia 
grams of the board you want to 

install. This can be much more 
complicated than it sounds be 
cause of the S-100 bus timing. 
The "quick and dirty" way is 
to just try the board in your 
machine, then check your sys 
tem's operation, and the 
board's operation. 

Since you are talking about 
replacing most of your system, 
including the GPlj and disk 
controllers, making your ma 
chine IEEE-696 compatible 
may not be too difficult. How 
ever, changing the hardware so 
dramatically will also require 
an equally dramatic change in 
software. I am not familiar 

AWESOME POTENTIAL ... 
FOR THE DEMANDING CUSTOMER 
Columbia Data Products 'MPC' (IBM-PC clone) ... from $2595 

IBM "PC" - BUS MEMORY BOARDS 

512K RAM with parity only $879 
256K RAM with dual AS232 & parallel 1/0 only $669 
256K RAM with parity (expands to 512K) ...................•.•.............•...... only $549 
192K RAM with parity (non-expandable) only $359 
64K RAM with parity (non-expandable) only $189 
Disk emulatOr and print spooler software w/purchase $39 

WE BEAT EVERYONE'S PC-BUS BOARD PRICES! 
AVL Eaple II. III. t600 SERIES .. 

Convergent Technologies/Burroughs B20 systems 

Corona PC Desk-Top & Portable Models 

. CALL! 

. CALL! 

Dynaliyte 'Monarch' 6600 & 6900 systems 

.................................................... .from $2395 

. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. from $9990 

MorroW Designs 'MicroDecision' .. . .. . . .. ..•... . . .. ...•....... . . . . . .. from $1195 
Morrow/LSI ADM-20 CRTterminal . , ............• only $595 
Morrow 'Decision l' S100 systems. .. ....• . CALL! 

Molecular 'Super 8' & 'Super 32' systems ...........•..................................... from$6990 

... from$3295 NEC H0-2 'Advanced Personal Computer' . 

Parallel Computer 'CPU' faun tolerant 8-32 user 
UNIX systems with up to 2MB RAM and 400MB disk 

VECTOR 4/20 . 
VECTOR 4/30 (with 5MB rigid disk drive) . . .. .. .. ..• .. . 

.. CALL! 

. . . . .. . .. .. . • .. . .. .. CALLI 
'"'' CALLI 

ADDS Viewpoint series terminals ..............................•....... from $549 
IDS MicroPrism 48(j printer .......................•.. .. . .....•...... $599 
IDS Prism 132 with sprint & color optionS .....•...•...• ..•........ . $1799 
NEC letter quality printers . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...........................................••..•.. ... from $1799 
TEC (bah) F10-40 letter quality printer ........•.. ......•.. .. .. $1499 
TEC(IOH) F10-55 letter quality printer ..............••...............•.....•................. $1699 
TeleVideo 970 terminals .. . . . . $1395 
UDS modems (all models) 10-15% savings ....•............... ..•..••........ . CALL! 
Visual 50 CRT terminals CALL! 
WyseTechnologyWY-100CRTterminals. . from$899 

Call for details other popular product lines 

INTERNA nONAL MICROCOMPUTER 
BROKERS 
607 NE Highway Ten 
Blaine, MN 55434 

(612) 786-5545 -or- 780-5361 
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with the TSS/C operating sys 
tem, but it will almost certainly 
not run on a 16-bit 8088 pro 
cessor. 

As far as the IEEE-696 
standard extending the hard 
ware and software levels of 
S-IOO systems is concerned, 
bear in mind that IEEE-696 is 
a hardware standard. It's not 
really concerned with what 
software is used, just how the 
hardware works (or, more spe 
cifically, how boards are inter 
faced to the S-l 00 bus). 

I'm sorry I can't be more 
specific, but this should at least 
give you an idea of the prob 
lems you may encounter. It can 
really be very difficult to "mix 
and match" boards that are not 
all IEE'E-696 compatible, espe 
cially when dealing with boards 
that perform DMA. . 
Letter number three is from 
Michel Hanse (58A Leduc. 
Ste=Therese, QUE. Canada 
J7 E 2V8). Mr. Hanse writes: 
" ... / am a hobby computerist 
and / am equipped with a 
TRS-80 Mod 3. Before that / 
had a TRS-80 Mod 1. Here is 
my question: Do you think it 
would be possible to interface 
my Mod 3 with the well-known 
S-100 bus?" 

He also asks: "I would like 
to own an S-100 system espe 
cially to put an 8-channel syn 
thesizer in it (SSM Blue 
boards) and maybe to create a 
bulletin board for our TRS-80 
owners' club. What do you rec 
ommend?" 

Interfacing an S-IOO bus to 
a TRS-80 Model III would be 
impossible without having ac 
cess to all of the address lines, 
and at least some of the control 
lines. Since, as you mention in 
your letter, the Model III has 
only an I/0 bus for external 
connections, you'd have to 
"break into" the cabinet to get 
to the proper signals. You can't 
go through' the "expansion bus 
connector" that the Model III 
has, because it contains only 
those signals necessary to per 
form buffered parallel I/0, and 
a few miscellaneous signals, 
such as a reset output and a 
bus interrupt request line. 

Interfacing the Model III to 
a complete S-l 00 machine via 
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its expansion connector, howev 
er, would be fairly easy, and 
simple. The expansion bus can 
be treated as a simple parallel 
I/0 port, which could be con 
nected to a parallel I/O port 
from an S-1 00 machine. The 
handshaking lines are also 
available from the expansion 
connector. Parallel data could 
then be sent from machine to 
machine. Because the expan 
sion bus also supplies I/O ad 
dress information, you could 
actually implement several 
ports between the two ma 
chines. The model III makes 
the first 128 port addresses 
available for external use. 

If you are interested in 
building your own interface to 
the Model III, you will find the 
following two books very useful: 
The S-JOO and Other Micro 
Buses (second edition) by EI 
mer C. Poe and lames C. 
Goodwin (published by Howard 
W. Sams & Co.), and Interfac 
ing to S-IOO/IEEE-696 Micro 
computers by Sol Libes and 
Mark Garetz (published by Os 
borne/ Mcr.iraw-Hill). 

About what I would recom 
mend for use with a music syn 
thesizer and a BBS: If you plan 
to use the same machine for 
both functions, then I could 
recommend virtually any 
IEEE-696 machine. (But make 
sure that the SSM boards that 
you have will work in it!) 
You'll probably need at least 8 
slots, unless you use a single 
board S-100 computer, in 
which case you could get by 
with 5 or 6. Whatever main 
frame you get, make sure that 
the motherboard is actively ter 
minated and will work up to at 
least 6MHz-preferably up to 
10MHz. Godbout (among oth 
ers) is already shipping 10MHz 
boards, for example, so you 
may as well buy a frame to 
match. Also, make sure that it 
has a good clean power supply. 
A constant-voltage power sup 
ply is a nice feature, too, if 
your local power company has 
occasional "brown-outs." 

Unless you enjoy hardware 
hacking, make sure that all of 
the boards that you buy will 
work together. Of course, 

IEEE-696 compatibility is a 
must, but check, too, that there 
will be no other conflicts or 
problems, like, for example, 
overlapping I/0 ports. Many 
I/O-mapped disk controller 
boards can't be remapped with 
out an X-Acto knife. 

To run a BBS, you will also 
need a modem. The PMMI 
modem is a good choice for a 
plug-in S-100 board. It is a 
1031 type (0-300 baud) mo 
dem, but works well up to 600 
in many cases. It is not yet 
available as a 212A (1200 
baud). For external use (that 
is, for connection to a serial 

port), you might try the Racal 
Vadic 3451 series "triple" mod 
em that works in 1031, 212A, 
and in Racal-Vadic's own 1200 
baud standard. There are lots 
of different modems available; 
I mention the above two only 
because I use them myself. 

Please keep the letters coming 
in (even if they are only gripes, 
ideas, or recommendations). I'm 
also collecting "horror stories" 
about troubles that people have 
had with different boards or 
manufacturers for a future col 
umn, so if you have any, please 
drop me a note. [!J 

CO-POWER-88: THE EXTRAORDINARY 8088 
COPROCESSOR FOR ZBO/BOBO COMPUTERS USING CP/M 2.2 
CO-POWER-88 is a powerful 16-bit, 8088 coprocessor for Z80 and 8080 
computers using CP/M 2.2. It is available in three RAM sizes: 64k, 128k and 
256k. CO-POWER-88 runs CP/M-86 or MSOOS, the operating system of 
the IBM-PC. Simple commands move the user between the Z80-8080 CP/M 
2.2 system and the Z88 CP/M-86, MSOOS system. While running CP/M 2.2., 
the RAM of CO-POWER-88 can be used as a "memory" drive ("M") When 
programs are compiled or run in M, disk access time is eliminated, making 
job operation time faster. Currently available for the Xerox 820 and 820-11, 
the Bigboard and the ATR8000. 
PRICING: 

*64k CO-POWER-88 699.95 
*128k CO-POWER-88 799.95 
256k CO-POWER-88 1049.95 
CP/M-86 for 
CO-POWER-88 250.00 

OTHER PRODUCTS: 
Dual Density for the Xerox 820 is still available. 5';''' disks have up to 185k 
of user storage per side. 8" disks have up to 674k of user storage per side. 
Software includes a parallel and several serial printer drivers, as well as 
double density CP/M disk utility programs. Available for single or double 
sided drives. $199.95 
Dual Density for the Bigboard is available in 2.5 MHz and 4 MHz versions. 
Manual includes instructions for using 5';4" drives with the Bigboard. 5%" 
disks have up to 185k of user storage per side. 8" disks have up to 674k 
of user storage per side. Printer drivers are included. Available for 5%" or 
8" drives (SS or OS). .sn:,/}I/I~ OPre~: #14'l.<i~~ 
Extended Dual Density for the Xerox 820-11 is available for systems with 8" 
drives. This increases user storage from 486k to 674k (per side). $100.00 
The ATR8000. This 4 MHz, Z80, 64k RAM, double density processor inter 
faces to the ATARI 800/400 or to a RS-232 terminal, The FLOPPY DISK port 
runs up to four 5%" or 8" drives of mixed definition. It has a parallel 
PRINTER port and a RS-232 port. CP/M 2.2 and several double density 
CP/M disk utility programs are included. The ATR8000 and the ATARI 
800/400 also run ATARI DOS and OS/A+. $750.00 

(Other related products also available.) 

256k CO-POWER-88 with 
CP/M-86 1250.00 

MSOOS for 
CO-POWER-88 -CALL- 

*Add-on RAM units are available. 

CONTACT: 
SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, INC. 

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125 Arlington, TX 76011 
(817) 469-1181 

CPIM 2.2 and CP/M-86 are trademarks of Digital Research. Inc. MSDOS is a trademark of Microsoft. IBM-PC 
is a trademark of IBM. Xerox 820 and 820-11 are trademarks of Xerox Corp. ATARI800 & 400 are trademarks of 
ATARI. Inc. 
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In the Public Domain 
Do you know about the 

public domain software 
libraries? If you belong to 

one of the computer clubs, then 
you probably hear about the 
new volumes that are added 
every month. But I am con 
stantly amazed at the number 
of readers who call me to ask 
advice on a mailing list pack 
age or a database or some oth 
er useful program and, when I 
mention CPMUG or SIG/M as 
a source, say "What are those? 
How do I find out what's in 
them?" In fact, there are now 
(around Christmas) nearly 200 
volumes of fascinating language 
compilers (six versions of Basic 
and 13 other languages), utili 
ties, assemblers, mailing list 
programs, database packages, 
and games available to you. 
Think of it, that's around forty 
eight megabytes of almost free 
software! And there will proba 
bly be another 10 to 20 vol 
umes by the time you read this. 

To you who have been old 
hands since the days (around 
1975) when the woolly Altair 
roamed the tundra and Tyran 
nosaurus IMSAI mangled your 
fingers as you keyed programs 
in through the front panel 
switches, I make no apology for 
spelling out once more the facts 
of microcomputer life that you 
started absorbing at your first 
club meeting. There seem to be 
a lot of otherwise savvy people 
who are only just getting into 
the microcomputer world and 
haven't gotten the message yet. 
For their benefit, this column 
will give highlights of what is 
out there. 

To begin at the beginning, 
then, there are two separate li 
braries of programs that run 
under CP/M-80: The oldest is 
the CP/M User's Group 
(CPMUG) library, organized 
by CACHE (Chicago Area 
Computer Hobbyists Ex 
change), assembled and dupli 
cated by Lifeboat Associates; 
and Special Interest Group/ 
Microcomputers (SIG/M), 
which is a joint venture of the 
Amateur Computer Group of 
New Jersey and the New York 

by Chris T 

.Arnateur Computer Club. The 
addresses of CPMUG and 
SIG/M will be found at the 
end of this column, but the pre 
ferred method of obtaining 
disks is through your local club, 
where you pay only the cost of 
the media plus a small copying 
charge (usually $1 per volume) 
which goes to the club to de 
fray the cost of mailing and 
other incidental expenses. 

Right here I want to pay tri 
bute to all the people who have 
contributed their programs and 
hard-won knowledge to these li 
braries, and to the many other 
people who have given so much 
of their time to grouping re 
lated or similar programs con 
veniently on disks, and copying 
and distributing the disks for 
the benefit of club members 
and the public at large. 

Make no mistake, computer 
users and the microcomputer 
industry in general owe these 
people a very large debt of gra 
titude-just as the radio indus 
try and users owe a similar 
debt to the work of the hams. 
And I want to make very clear, 
because I feel strongly about it, 
that all of these public-domain 
programs are learning tools. 
Most of the later contributions 
will run under CP/M 1.4 or 
2.2-1 use many of them al 
most daily. Others were devel 
oped for CP/M I. 3 and are 
hardware-sensitive; you may 
have to adapt them to your sys 
tem, or you may have difficulty 
in using them at all. But you 
get the source code, which is 
reasonably well commented 
(excellently in some cases). 
Reading this source code and 
figuring out the changes neces- 

sary to make it run on my sys 
tem has been one of the finest 
learning experiences I could 
ever have wished for. 

I was horrified when at one 
club meeting people complained 
that some programs had bugs 
in them and that there was no 
way of knowing whether a par 
ticular program would do ex 
actly what the enquirer wanted. 
These people were making un 
reasonable demands on those 
who have done so much to 
make the software available at 
all. They were unwilling to 
spend a mere $5 per disk-thus 
denying themselves hours of ex 
citing and richly rewarding ex 
ploration and learning. Take a 
chance! What you get may not 
be exactly what you want, but 
you will have a lot of fun find 
ing out. Plus, you'll have the 
opportunity to pay your debts 
either by active participation in 
your local club, or by passing 
on the fruits of your experience 
to other people. 

A word or two on how to 
find out what is in the libraries. 
SIG /M periodically publishes a 
catalog of all the SIG/M vol 
umes with a one-line descrip 
tion of each program or related 
group of programs in each vol 
ume. The last issue is dated 
October 1982. It covers up to 
SIG/M Vol. 75, and it is avail 
able at $1 through your local 
club or $1.50 by mail from 
SIG/M. And the New York 
Amateur Computer Club has 
published three volumes (Book 
1; Book 2, Part 1; and Book 2, 
Part 2) of catalogs. The 
NY ACC volumes cover both 
CPMUG and SIG/M disks up 
to and including CPMUG Vol. 
79 and SIG/M Vol. 60. They 
include hard copy of documen 
tation supplied on the disks, to 
gether with brief reviews of 
some of the software. Book 2, 
Part I also contains an alpha 
betical index of all programs in 
CPMUG up to Vol. 52, and in 
SIG/M up to Vol. 42. 

The list does not end here. 
There is a C Users' Group, a 
Pascal-Z Users' Group, and 
other similar groups, all of 
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Public Domain 
continued ... 

which have libraries of public 
domain software and distribute 
it to their members at nominal 
cost. I shall be mentioning 
these in future columns. The 
next installment, however, will 
be devoted to language inter 
preters and compilers, of which 
there is a rich assortment. 

CPMUG volumes are available 
from: 

CPMUG 
1651 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10028 

SIG 1M volumes and catalog 
are available from: 

SIG/M User Group 
Amateur Computer Group of 
New Jersey, Inc. 
Box 97 
Iselin, NJ 08830 

Combined catalog is available 
from: 

S-lOO, CP 1M User Group 
N.Y. Amateur Comput- 
er Club 
P. O. Box 106, 
Church Street Station 
New York, NY 10018 f!J 

C COMPILERS-COMMON FEATURES: 
• UNIX VER 7 compatibility. standard float, double, and long support. run time library with full 1/0 

and source • fast compilation and execution. full language. 
AZTEC C II CP/M (MP/M) $199 

• produces relocatable 8080 source ccde > assembler and linker supplied. optional MBO interface. 
SID/ZSID debugger interface' library utility· APPLE requires Z80 and 16K card 

AZTEC C J [APPLE DOS $199 
• relocating assembler supptied > APPLE SHEll· VED editor· library and other utilities 

• requires 16K card 
C86 IBM PC MSDOS CP/M-86 $249 

• directly produces 8088/8086 object code' linker supplied 

Manuals-$30 ORDER BY PHONE OR BY MAil-Specify products and disk format 

software systems 
Box 55, Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701 (201) 78(}-4004 • CP/M FORMATS 8 STD. HEATH. APPLE. OSBORNE. ,;JORTHSTAR. OUTSIDE USA-Add 110 In N.J add 5% sales tax 
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GET THE BEST OUT OF CP/M @ 

WITH WAVE MATEJSUa~n 

• Cost Effective 
• Highest Performance of any 

4MHZ Z80 Board 
• 128 K Usable AAM 
• Enhanced Software to 

Optimize CP/M 
• DMA Track Buffered Disk 

Controller 
• Only 8 x 10.7 inches in size 
• Power only Sv @ 1.5 a. 
• Use any Serial Terminal and 

Centronics compatible printer 
• Capable of supporting MP/M 

Printer IWinch Port 
Printer Conn. 
Winch. Conn. 
Exp. Data Bus 
CPU Chip 

6 DMA Chip 
Power 
Clock Timer Cont. 

9 First Serio I Port 
10 2nd Serial Port 
11 DAAT 
12 Charge Pump 
13 128K AAM 
14 Data Separator 
15 Boot Disk Setter 
16 Floppy Disk Contr. 
17 Sv." Floppu Conn. 
18 8" Floppl,l Conn. 

WAVE MATE INC. 
14009 S. Crenshaw Blvd. 

Hawthorne, CA 90250 
(213) 978·8600 Telex: 194369 - WAVE MATE INTERNATIONAL 

159 Chee. de Vleurgat 
1050 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel: (02) 649 10 70 Telex: 24050 
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The UNIX File 
The UNIX File is scheduled 
to appear every other month. 
It will focus a spotlight on 
important aspects of UNIX. 
If you have questions about '. 
UNIX, send them in and I 
will attempt to answer them. 

by Ian F. Darwin 

rent directory, while 
grep "abc" *.t I we -1 

will just tell you how many 
places the string "abc" occurs 
in all your text files. 

Add-on utilities 
One measure of an operating 
system's completeness is the li 
brary of utilities with which it 
is provided. CP 1M comes with 
a very crude editor ED, a sim 
ple assembler ASM, PIP for 
copying files, and a DUMP 
program that only decodes and 
displays files. You cannot use 
DUMP for directories, because 
"files" and devices are consid 
ered as quite different objects 
under CP 1M, even at the sys 
tem call level. Trying to dump 
a disk's system tracks with the 
command 

DUMP A: 
gives a message "NO INPUT 
FILE PRESENT ON DISK"; 
it's reassuring to do a directory 
on the disk to see that your 
files are still there! This works 
on RT-ll, and it ought to work 
on CP/M from a consistent 
point of view. UNIX, by con 
trast, provides a consistent 
structure; programs usually do 
not know or care whether they 
are accessing a file or a device. 

CP 1M also has a SUBMIT 
utility for performing files of 
commands, MOVCPM and 
SYSGEN to relocate or copy 
the operating system, and a 
machine-language debugger 
called DDT. Built into the sys 
tem are the command inter 
preter, the DIRectory, REN 
ame and ERAse commands, 
and a few others. There's also a 
transient directory command 
called STAT, used to change a 
file's status, to see how big the 
file is or to see how much free 
space is left on a disk (DIR 
knows how to list files, but not 
how big they are). CP I M does 
not come with a screen editor, 
a sort zrnerge program, a macro 
assembler, a compiler, a text 
formatter or a database man 
agement system. If you want 
any of these on CP 1M, you'll 
have to pay extra for them. 
(Editors' Note: CP/M Plus, at 

UNIX isn't CP/M 

UNIX is rearing its stream 
lined head from every cor 
ner of the small computer 

market. Many are predicting 
that UNIX will become "the 
CP/M of the 80s" in terms of 
being a standard for the small 
computer user. 

Since many of the readers of 
Microsy stems are very familiar 
with the CP 1M operating sys 
tem, I thought it would be of in 
terest to compare UNIX with 
CP IM-80 2.2, (since few of you 
will have gotten CP 1M 3.0 up 
and running yet), pointing out a 
few areas where they differ as 
well as the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of each. I'll look at 
three areas: the user interface, 
add-on utilities, and document 
preparation facilities. If my cov 
erage appears biased, remember 
that this is the UNIX column, 
not the CP 1M column. There 
are many other areas to com 
pare, some of which may surface 
in future columns. 

The user interface 
The user interface is that which 
stands between you and suc 
cessful use of the computer. A 
clean interface lets you do your 
work with a minimum of has 
sle; a poor interface hinders 
you at every turn. I use the 
term "user interface" for the 
programs with which a user has 
frequent contact, the way these 
programs behave, their ease of 
use-in short, what you have to 
put up with to get your job 
done using a computer system. 
The CP 1M user interface is 
patterned after an early version 
of Digital Equipment's RT-ll 
operating system, while that of 
UNIX is patterned partly after 
that of MUL TICS and CTSS, 
and partly in reaction to those 

. of a number of other manufac 
turers. 

The RT-ll-and hence 
CP 1M-user interface is pat 
terned on the traditional data 
processing model: You run a 
single program, then it asks 
you what to do, then you tell it 
what to do, then the program 
tries to do what it was told. If 
there's further processing, you 
run another program, and it 
asks you what to do .... 

The UNIX user interface is 
patterned after the model of 
'tools' or building blocks, which 
are used together to combine 
into more powerful tools. For 
example, UNIX has a single 
program to list information 
about your files (CP 1M has 
DIR for some information and 
STAT for others). The pro 
gram does not know how to 
print today's date, nor the free 
space pn a disk, nor how to 
summarize columns, nor any 
thing else-it just lists the files 
in a directory. To get a summa 
ry, you can connect the pro 
gram (called "LS") to a line 
counter program-the number 
of lines in the LS output IS the 
number of files, so 

Is I we -I 
will tell you how many files are 
in your directory. The operator 
"I" means "run two programs 
at the same time; feed the out 
put from the first in as the in 
put to the second." Similarly 
there's a program to search 
multiple files for a character 
string, called "grep". The com 
mand 

grep "abc" *.t 
will show every place that 
"abc" occurs in all ".t" (which 
I use for text) files in your cur- 



~G£NESIS~ 
~ COMPUTER CORPORATION ~ 

introduces ... 
the Price & Performance Leader. 

the GENESIS 8D 8-100 micro 
A COMPLETE DUAL 8" DISK DRIVE S-1 QO MICROCOMPUTER 

FOR ONLY ... $199500 
THE IDEAL MICROCOMPUTER FOR: 

* Business * Education * Industry * Development * Networking 

FEATURES: 
* Z80A CPU 4MHz * 64K Dynamic RAM * 2 800K 8" disk drives (SSDD) * Floppy Disk Controller * CPM 2.2 Operating System 

(MPM and TURBODOS Available) * 10 Slot IEEE 696 Mainframe 

* 2 Serial Ports * 2 Parallel Ports * DMA * Keylock ON/OFF Switch 

COMPLETE THE SYSTEM WITH OUR 
INEXPENSIVE TERMINAL AND PRINTER 
COMBINATION FOR ONLY 

$925 
~GE:NE:SISa.. 

.- COMPUTER CORPORATION-.. 

1444 LINDEN ST. 
POBOX 1143 
BETHLEHEM,PA 18018 
(215)861-0850 

SCHOOLS AND BUSINESSES 
ASK ABOUT OUR LEASEI 
PURCHASE ARRANGEMENTS 
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100% CERTIFIED 
2 YEAP WARRANTEE 

~$lgg* 
SINGLE DENSITY 
W/HUB RING 

Ell $199* 
SINGLE SIDE 
SINGLE DENSITY 

100% CERTIFIED 
2 YEAR WARRANTEE 

SOFT, 
10 OR 16 
SECTORS 

SOFT 
OR 32 

SECTORS 

~~$219* ~"J249* 
DOUBLE DENSITY 
W/HUB RING 

DOUBLE DENSITY 

100% CERTIFIED 
2 YEAR WARRANTEE 

SOFT, 
10 or 16 
SECTORS 

SOFT 
OR 32 

SECTORS 
100% CERTIFIED 
2 YEAR WARRANTEE 

~$2gg* ~,,"~3og* 
DOUBLE DENSITY DOUBLE DENSITY 
W/HUB RING 

100% CERTIFIED 
2 YEAR WARRANTEE 

SOFT, 
10 OR 16 
SECTORS 

100% CERTIFIED 
2 YfAR WARRANTEE 

SOFT 
OR 32 

SECTORS 

* • Minimum order 10 
• Packed 10 bOles 01 10 diskelles wllh sleeves and labels 
• Omtity discount. -: tOO deduct 5%, 

1.000 deduct 7%, 5,000 deduct 10% 

HAROHOlE DISK PROTECTORS a 
WeJISOSIOCkaIFANIA$TIClowprICI"S 

MAlEll 3M DYSAN 
aASF OPUS 

Hoppres Tape Data Canncces 
Data cassettes. and Disk Packs 

Remforcmg (lngs 
01 tough mylar 
protect disk hole 
edge ftom oamaqe 
Applicators 
Hardtole Rings (50) 

5t/.· 8" 
$3$4 
S6 SB 

SFO C- 10 CASSETTES .. 10/S7 
tAli ennllu include bOllnd Ilbel1.j 
Get a cassettes. C-l0 4-~ -~iit-f---": 
Some. and cas, sene/a .~ ~ -=. ! 
Llb(ar'l-Album -~!-~'1 
as Illustrated. ..:::, ':_' ~ 
for only S8 

LIBRARY CASES 
8" kes-sene/te 
5%" Mini kesseuc/tc 

S2.99 
S2.49 

• Written purchase orders accepted Irom government 
agencies and well rated firms lor net 30 day billing .• tnternatillnal orders 
accepted with a t5.00 surcharge I" handling. plus shippin9 charges. • C.O.D. 
requires a t 0% deposit. • We accept Visa. Mastercharge. Money Orders. and 
Certified checks. • Checks require bank clearances .• All shipments F.O.B. San 
Diego .• Minimum shipping and handling 2.00. minimum order t 0.00 .• Calitornia 
residents add 6% sal •• til Prices and termssubjecll, change with"t notice .• 
All Slies sublectt, availability. acceptance. and veri Ii calion .• All sales are linal. • 
Sllisllclion guaranteed" lull relund. 

We also offer printer ribbons. printwheels. type elements. 
equipment covers. power consoles, paper supplies. storage and 
filing equipment. furniture and many other accessories for word 
and data processinq systems. Write for our free catalog. 
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$350, includes absolute and 
relocating macro assemblers 
(MAC and RMAC), a linkage 
editor (LINK-BO), a library 
builder (LIB.COM) and the en 
hanced debugger SID.) 

There are no built-in com 
mands in UNIX. Indeed, the 
command intepreter or "shell" 
is a user program and can be 
replaced by the knowledgeable 
user. Standard UNIX comes 
with a CP command to copy 
files, MY to move or rename 
them, usually two or three edi 
tors (including a powerful line 
editor and a full-screen editor), 
a simple assembler, one or two 
macro processors, a debugger 
and compiler for the 'C' lan 
guage (roughly equivalent to a 
Pascal compiler in power and 
value), a text formatting and 
typesetting package, MAKE 
for maintainance of interdepen 
dant programs or other files, a 
text sort/merge, a dump pro 
gram that dumps files or whole 
devices in octal or in ASCII, an 
electronic mail system, an in 
termachine file transfer (uucp, 
which the electronic mail sys 
tem knows how to use), a self 
teaching package (LEARN), 
online reference manual 
(MAN), program development 
tools (Y ACC, LEX, etc.) data 
base management primitives 
(DMS(III)), and a whole range 
of other software. This is all in 
cluded in the standard UNIX 
configuration (with variations 
for Y7, Berkeley, System III). 
It's also included in Mark Wil 
liams' UNIX-alike, "Coher 
ent." Some, but not all, are in 
cluded in Whitesmith's IDRIS. 

Of course there's nothing 
free in this world. While the 
cost of buying CP/M with all 
this software exceeds the cost 
of buying UNIX, you can't ex 
pect to run UNIX on a 2M Hz 
8080 with 20K of memory and 
one single-sided 5" floppy disk. 
Nobody's quite sure of the ab 
solute minimum, but it's proba 
bly something like 96K and two 
8" floppies-this is the configu 
ration which I think IDRIS 
B/80 supports. Y7 UNIX has 
been developed to the point 
where it probably wants 256KB 
of memory and a hard disk to 
be usable for program develop- 
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(+8V@16A, ± 16V@3A,+5V@5A, 
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OTC-MF + 001 No MB ..... $799 
OlC-MF + 006 w/6 s. MB $899 
OTC-MF + DDS w/8 s. MB ,,$949 
OTC-MF + 0012 w/12 s. MB . $999 

O.T. DISK DRIVE CABINETS AND SUBSYSTEMS 

Standard features & Options: All O] mainframes are built on a strong steel chassis with sturdy heavy 
gauge aluminum covers. Heavy duty power supplies have individually fused outputs and are shielded by 
an EMI/RFI filter & line surge protector. Standard I/O cutouts include provision for 16 DB 25's, 1 DC 37, 2 
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O.T.'s All in One@ 

DUAL 8" HORIZONTAL DRIVE CABINET 
Dimensions: 5"H 17"W 20"0 
Designed to provide basic disk storage 
capacity for S-100 and other computers, 
Low profile permits table top stacking, 
OTC-DDC + 88H ' ... $349 

Universal Disk Drive Cabinet 
• Expandable • Accepts all 8" drives 

OT's unique new disk drive cabinet has been designed to 
accept virtually any S" drive on the market today from 
Tandon Thinlines to 40 megabyte Ouanturns. Features 
include interchangeable face plates (Oume, Shugart, 
Tandon, etc.) and "electronics in a drawer" construction 
to simplify installation and maintenance, Heavy duty 
power supply will carry any combination of up to four 
Thinline, two standard, or one hard disk drive with floppy 
backup, + 5V@5A, - 5V@1A, + 24V@5A 
OTC-DOCS SV-XX w/one faceplate , 
Replacement Faceplates (Specify type & 
number of drives) 

Tandon 4-drive power cable 
Data Cables available ' , 

SINGLE 8" VERTICAL CABINET 
Size: 11"H 11"W 1S"0 
Perfect add-on disk drive for any 
system, Accepts most brands, 
OlC-DDC8V . , , . , . $299 

. , , $399,00 
a.T. "ALLIN ONE" EXPANDABLE DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM SPECIALS 

. , , $25,00 OlC·DDS + 0 with two single sided Siemens Drive (0,5MB) . ' $695 
, , ,$15,00 OTC-DDS + 1 with one double sided Mitsubishi Drive (1 MB) , $S95 

, $20-50,00 aTC-DDS + 2 with two OSDD Mitsubishi Drives (2MB) . , , , . $1,495 
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ment. And, unfortunately, a 
few UNIX systems-such as 
DUAL Systems' System 83- 
have extra cost for the files 
needed to reconfigure the oper 
ating system for new devices. 
Standard UNIX from Bell 
Labs includes these files. 

Some people have claimed 
that there is more software 
available for CP 1M than for 
UNIX. However, a lot of the 
public-domain software for 
CP 1M is just there to fill gaps 
in the system! The public do 
main software for UNIX con 
sists of useful items such as a 
spreadsheet package, electronic 
mail interfaces, bibliography 
packages, and so on. Most of 
the UNIX public-domain soft 
ware is written in higher-level 
languages such as C and is 
therefore movable from ma 
chine to machine, while a lot of 
the CP 1M public domain pro 
grams are written for the 
8080 I Z80 machine and cannot 
readily be moved to the 16-bit 
machines. 

Document preparation 
The line-oriented editor on 
UNIX is called ED, but has 
next to nothing in common 
with CP 1M's ED. UNIX ED is 
a powerful line-oriented editor 
with a much better syntax as 
well as the ability to split and 
join either lines or files without 
the need for such kludges as 
those of CP 1M's ED. If you 
want to merge files with the 
eidtor, CP 1M makes you re 
name files to "x.LIB", then re 
enter the editor to read them 
in. UNIX ED allows reads or 
writes of full or partial files at 
any time without leaving the 
editor. For the case where you 
do have to leave the editor to 
do something, there is a "com 
mand escape" in ED (as in 
most UNIX programs) to let 
you run any other program 
without abandoning what 
you're doing. It's common to 
answer short mail items while 
remaining in the middle of an 
edit session, for example. This 
sort of thing is possible only on 
a multiprocessing system 
(UNIX is inherently multipro 
cess and multiuser)-but once 
you're used to it you wonder 
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how other people get along 
without it. 

Berkeley versions of UNIX 
also come with a screen-based 
editor called "vi", for "visual." 
Vi has its limitations, but it 
uses one nice feature of Berke 
ley UNIX, the 'TERM CAP' 
facility. This is a series of func 
tions and a database describing 
about 200 common CRT termi 
nals and the characters needed 
to control them. When a new 
terminal arrives, you just define 
it in the Termcap language (if 
it's not already listed) and all 
the programs-screen editors, 
spreadsheets, screen print pro 
grams-know how big the ter 
minal is, how to clear its 
screen, move its cursor, and so 
on. "TERMINFO", a new fa 
cility currently in preparation 
at Bell Labs, builds on and ex 
tends the TERMCAP facility. 
The UCSD p-system has had a 
primitive screen capability fa 
cility for many years. Yet CP I 
M comes with no such facility, 
and each application must 
usually be customized to the 
terminal's characteristics. 

CP 1M comes with no text 
formatter. UNIX, as has been 
mentioned, comes with a text 
formatter and a typesetting 
language called nroff and troff 
respectively. Commands are 
embedded in the text file, with 
some special character (initially 
a period) at the beginning of 
control lines. It's not a full 
screen word processor such as 
WordStar, or a stand-alone 
such as Wang or Lanier I AES 
or others might provide; it's 
considerably more powerful, al 
though some say it's more work 
to learn. Technical papers are 
routinely typeset from UNIX 
using the same imbedded com 
mands used to produce drafts 
on the line printer; some books 
have also been typeset in this 
fashion. 

An important aspect of 
UNIX vis a vis document prep 
aration is that the wide range 
of tools used in program devel 
opment is directly applicable to 
text processing. WC counts 
words of text (useful to au 
thors!) as well as it counts lines 
of program code. Grep searches 
for names of people as well as 

are available for CP 1M and 
UNIX. The problem with some 
of them has been the use of 
"control" characters for com 
mands. This imposes a strain 
on the typist's fingers, as 
there's only one control key on 
most keyboards (there are two 
shift keys). With the advent of 
terminals with auxilliary key 
pads, such programs are start 
ing to use keypad keys instead 
of control keys. Because of 
TERM CAP, these programs 

it finds names of variables. 
SORT sorts names and ad 
dresses of people as well as it 
sorts numeric data. And UNIX 
has had spelling checkers (one 
using a dictionary, another us 
ing rules derived from the par 
ticular text being checked) for 
years before the current flash 
of spelling checkers on CP 1M. 
In fact, UNIX was originally 
promoted as a text-formatting 
system in 1970.1 

Full-screen word processors 

UNLIMITED 
VOCABULARY 
SPEECH 
SYNTHESIS * 

SENDS &. 
RECEIVES 
ALL 16 
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COMMUNICATIONS (703) 379-9660 
IPotomac Micro·Maglc, Inc.) ~ 

5201 leesburg Pike, Suite 604 Falls Church, VA 22041 

DON'T LET LACK OF A TERMINAL nE YOU DOWNI 
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will be easier to adapt to new 
terminals under UNIX. 

UNIX is very well suited for 
the development of programs 
that take text files as input. 
Spelling checkers are one ex 
ample. As another example, 
consider a program to count 
and print all two-character 
combinations used in a text. 
This would be useful to linguis 
tics researchers, to people con 
sidering ways of compressing 
English text, and others." 

I wrote such a program, 
from a fragment in the LEX 
manual, in about 20 lines of 
source code. The collection part 
is two lines; the rest is code to 
print the table, plus a few com 
ment and declaration lines and 
a few blank lines for neatness. 
Building such a program in 
CP 1M assembler would be very 
tedious, to say the least. 

There is a bibliography 
package called REFER that 
cooperates with nroff/troff to 
produce bibliographies for 
books and papers. You simply 
embed a few keywords about 
the article in the place where 
you want the reference to oc 
cur, and then REFER looks 
them up in a bibliography list 
and generates the detailed ref 
erences in one of several stan 
dard forms. It also prints the 
cited works in a bibliography at 
the end of the paper. A com 
panion program LOOKBIB 
looks up the references interac 
tively for quick location and 
checking purposes. 

Berkeley UNIX has pro 
grams STYLE and DICTION 
to analyse an author's writing 
style. I haven't used them yet, 
but the documentation tells us 
what they do. STYLE reads a 
text and calculates several stan 
dard "reading difficulty scores" 
as well as a number of other 
statistics. DICTION looks for 
overused or commonly misused 
words and phrases in a docu 
ment. Programs of this com 
plexity would be very difficult 
to develop without the wide 
range of program development 
tools with which UNIX is en 
dowed. 

Summary 
I've looked a t the UNIX and 
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CP/M systems from several 
points of view. CP/M has a 
simple user interface; UNIX 
provides a more productive and 
consistent one. CP 1M provides 
some utilities and an assembler; 
UNIX includes an assembler 
and a compiler as well as a 
very comprehensive set of utili 
ties and program development 
tools. CP/M comes with no 
text formatting tools; UNIX in 
cludes text formatting and 
typesetting, and the UNIX pro 
gramming tools work well in 
document preparation. 

My next column will feature 
some "applications programs" 
written in UNIX-without any 
programming. 

Notes 
1. For the history of UNIX, see 
"The Evolution of the UNIX 
Time-Sharing System" Ritchie, 
D.M., Proceedings of the Sym 
posium on Language, Design 
and Programming Methodolo 
gy, Sydney, 10-11 September 
1979, pp. 25-35. Springer- Ver 
lag, 1980; Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science, 79. 
2. For information on this and 
similar programs, see McMa 
hon, L.E., Cherry, L.L., and 
Morris, R., "Statistical Text 
Processing," Bell System Tech 
nical Journal, Vol. 57, No.6, 
July-August 1978, page 2137. 
Errata 
The "Unix File" column in our 
January issue contained several 
errors. The Microsystems staff 
ran an early draft of the col 
umn (not realizing that it was 
preliminary), without the au 
thor's having a chance to see it. 

Unfortunately, the names of 
the UNIX developers were 
switched. To set the record 
straight, Ken Thompson is the 
real father of UNIX. Dennis 
Ritchie and Brian Kernighan 
worked with Thompson in the 
early development of the sys 
tem. Thompson and Ritchie de 
veloped the system, and co-au 
thored the original paper de 
scribing UNIX, published in 
CACM. Ritchie developed the 
C language. Kernighan co-au 
thored (with Ritchie) the book 
The C Programming Language 
and (with Plauger) the books 
Software Tools and Software 

Tools in Pascal. 
In addition, references to 

'BSD 4.1' should be '4.1BSD', 
and so on. UNIX was first 
built on a PDP-7, not a PDP 
II. And versions 5.0 and PWB 
1.0 were released to the outside 
world. (Version 5.0 from the 
early 70s should not be con 
fused with the recently an 
nounced UNIX System 5, 
which is a 1983 product. The 
names System III, System V 
(or System 5) derived from 

"Unix Support Group System 
III" and 5; this group is now 
called the Unix Development 
Laboratory.) 

Microsystems apologizes to 
the individuals named above for 
any inconvenience this may 
have caused. 

Ian F. Darwin, Univ. of Toronto 
Computing Services, 10 King's 
College Rd., Rm. 4306, Toronto, 
Ontario M5S 1AI Canada f!J 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

WordStar 
Shining in the Softvvare Firlnal11ent 

The ins and outs of a well-known word processor 
by Steve Leibson 

I can't type. This may seem a strange way to 
start a review of a word processing software 
product, but it really isn't. Those of us who 
never learned to type need a word processor 
even more than those who do. 

Typists do not make nearly as many mistakes as 
nontypists. It's the mistakes that take all the time. 
When I made an error on the typewriter, I had to 
roll the page up, paint on an opaque white solution, 
wait for it to dry and finally roll the page back 
down to where I stopped. Many times, the paint 
wouldn't dry quickly enough, or I would miss the 
place where I had stopped typing. Thus one mis 
take could easily be compounded by staggered 
lines or a large white splotch in the middle of my 
text. 

Revolution 
The WordStar word processing package has revo 
lutionized my communiction skills. Errors are sim 
ply eradicated with the press of a delete key. This 
is only a minute fraction of the power placed at my 
disposal, however. 

WordStar is a screen editor. The computer 
screen replaces the typed page for composing. 
WordS tar shows you exactly what will be printed 
when you finish. This includes showing you where 
the page will end and how the characters will fall 
on the line. Many word processors do not show 
page breaks, and final copies can end up with dan 
gling sentences at the end of a page or tables split 
in half by a page break. 

Automatic word wraparound is another feature 
tha t aids the typist and non typist alike. You need 
not be concerned when nearing the end of a line. 
WordStar will split the sentence between words 
and carry the next word to the start of the next 
line. No carriage returns need to be entered except 
to end paragraphs. 

WordStar will left- and right-justify text. Nor 
mally, I use both left and right justification for 
articles, but turn off right justification for personal 
letters. It makes the letter look "hand done." 

These are just a few of the features that make 
WordStar easier for me to use than a typewriter. I 
have been able to improve both the quantity and 
quality of my reports and articles because of this 
amazing piece of software. 

Choosing a product 
I had a North Star Horizon computer for seven 

Steve Leibson, 4040 Greenbriar Blvd., Boulder, 
CO 80803 

months before purchasing WordStar. When I 
started my publishing house, Data Press, I wrote 
my first book using a text editor that was part of 
an assembly language development system. Text 
editors, as opposed to word processors, are charac 
ter-oriented instead of word-oriented. They don't 
know about words, sentences or paragraphs. They 
count characters or lines. A line is a string of char 
acters that ends with a carriage return, though a 
line feed is usually added automatically. 

Although I managed to type my book into the 
computer using the text editor, I vowed never to do 
it again. This started my search for a good word 
processor and printer. 

There were several requirements that I wanted 
my word processor to meet. First, it had to be com 
patible with my computer, the North Star. This 
didn't eliminate many software packages because 
the North Star can run several operating systems, 
notably the North Star Disk Operating System 
(DOS) and CP/M. 

Second, the software should be able to take ad 
vantage of the rest of my hardware. This includes 
a memory-mapped video display and a keyboard 
with extra, user-definable function keys. Also, I 
wanted a printer that would produce high-quality 
text that could be used as camera-ready copy. 
Since my system did not yet have a printer, the 
word processor would have to handle as many dif 
ferent types of printers as possible. 

WordStar fills these requirements very well. As 
it turned out, I bought both the word processor and 
the printer at the same time at the Computerland 
of Denver. The only way I was able to decide on 
WordStar was to take the operating manual home 
for an evening, so a local dealer was important to 
me. A thorough reading convinced me that Word 
Star could do what I wanted. 

Bringing up the system 
Installing WordStar is a breeze. You must have 
CP /M running reliably on your computer before 
trying to start up WordStar. A balky operating 
system will destroy text files and possibly ruin 
your program. 

All parameters that WordStar requires for op 
eration are entered once using the INSTALL pro 
gram supplied. This program steps you through a 
series of menus. A selection from each menu is 
made and when INSTALL has finished, Word 
Star has a complete description of your system 
which it uses to modify the WordStar program 
that you will run. 

The first Terminal Menu is displayed as: 
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***** WordStar TERMINAL MENU #1 ***** 

A Lear-Siegler AOM-3A CLear-Siegler AOM-31 

o Hazeltine 1500 E Mieroterm AC'f-IV 

F Beehive ISO/Cromemeo 3100 G IMSAI VIO 

H Hewlett-Packard 2621 A/P I Infoton 1-100 

J Processor Tech SOL / VOM K Soroe IQ-120 

L Perkin-Elmer 550 (Bantam) Z None of the above 

2 Terminal Menu #2 

Terminal Menu No.2 looks like this: 
***** WordStar TERMINAL MENU #2 ***** 

M Microterm ACT-V N Televideo 912 

mer who can find the way around inside the guts of 
your computer, just in case. 

The next menu presented is the printer menu. 
Printers supported are: generic "Teletype-like" 
printer, printer with a backspace capability, Dia 
blo 1610/1620, Diablo 1640/1650, Qume Sprint 
5, NEC Spinwriter 5510/5520, printer with "half 
line-feed" capability or a printer driven by the Mi 
croPro I/O Master interface board. Just as with 
terminals, MicroPro has provided you with a large 
group from which to choose. I can't think of any 
printer that isn't included in this list. 

Except mine. I bought a NEC Spinwriter 5525. 
This printer appears to the computer as a Diablo 
\1610/1620, but it has some extra features. After 
carefully reading the printer documentation, I de 
cided to configure WordStar for the Diablo 1610/ 
1620. As mentioned for terminals, if you have a 
printer listed in the menu you will probably have 
no problem with INSTALL. Otherwise, have 
someone knowledgeable standing by. 

The next menu is the "Communications proto 
col Menu." Printers that connect to computers 
over a serial link commonly exhibit a problem. 
Though characters can be transferred to these 
printers at up to 960 characters per second, most 
printers print the characters at a slower rate. 
Somehow, the computer has to be told to stop 
sending for a while until the printer catches up. 

A mechanism called handshaking is usually 
used to do this signaling, but the "standard RS- 
232C" serial interface doesn't really have hand 
shaking. Many printer manufacturers violate the 
standard by using some of the RS-232 signal lines 
for a handshake, but such use in a printer doesn't 
guarantee that the computer will violate the RS- 
232 standard in the same manner. Violations are 
not standardized! 

A more complex handshake is performed when 
the printer sends a character to the computer re 
questing a pause in the transmission of characters. 
Later, when the printer catches up, it sends anoth 
er character to the computer to start transmission 
again. Two sets of characters are commonly used 
for this purpose. They are ETX/ACK and XON/ 
XOFF. Neither of these handshakes is standard. 

WordS tar can understand either of these char 
acter handshakes. You can also tell INSTALL 
that the handshake is to be done by other software 
or hardware and not to be concerned with hand 
shaking. I had already implemented a hardware 
handshake in my computer, so I told INSTALL to 
forget about handshaking. 

This brings us to the last INSTALL menu, the 
Driver Menu, which lets WordStar know how to 
send characters to your printer. Options are: as the 
standard CP/M "List" device to a parallel output 
port somewhere in the computer, or using user 
installed subroutines. 

The easy way out is to use the CP jM List de 
vice if your printer is already connected and work 
ing with your computer. Otherwise, you'll need the 

o visual 200 P Flashwriter I 

WordStar has revolutionized my communication skills. 
I have been able to improve both the quantity and quality 

of my reports and articles with the help of WordStar. 

Q Flashwriter II R SWTPC CT-B2 

S Compueolor BOOIG V TEC Model 571 

1 original menu Z none of the above 

By entering the letter corresponding to your ter 
minal, INSTALL places the necessary software 
routines in your version of WordS tar to make that 
terminal work. Cursor addressing is used exten 
sively in WordStar to update the text display and 
menus. 

That is why the program has to know what type 
of terminal you have. Each terminal requires a dif 
ferent sequence of characters, called an Escape se 
quence, to position the cursor on the terminal 
screen and to turn on inverse video or other display 
enhancements for highlighting. 

I have added some software to my memory 
mapped video to make it work like a Soroc IQ-120. 
Though WordS tar worked with this setup, I found 
a much better configuration. WordStar knows 
about memory-mapped video displays. 

My video board, a Vector Graphics Flashwriter 
II, is on Terminal Menu number 2. Unfortunately, 
the standard Vector Graphic's configuration re 
quires the Flashwriter to be addressed at DOOO hex 
in the computer memory. My Flashwriter is at 
EOOO hex, so I could not use the standard IN 
STALL selection. 

MicroPro has done an excellent job of docu 
menting the terminal and printer drivers, so I had 
no trouble patching in my board. That is because I 
can program in assembly language and under 
stand much of the inner workings of my computer. 
It is not a job for the novice. 

The computer store from which you buy your 
software should be able to help you if you have 
problems. It might be best to assure yourself that 
they have the expertise and willingness to help be 
fore you buy from them. If you buy your software 
by mail order to get a better price, be sure to buy 
the software configured for your system (with a 
guarantee of operation or money back), or have 
someone standing by who can help you-otherwise 
be ready for an ulcer. MicroPro has made the con 
figuration as painless as possible, but there is no 
substitute for an experienced computer program- 
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Wordstar continued 

aid of a software specialist again. 
Finally, INSTALL provides a "patcher" that 

allows you to directly access the code byte by byte. 
Thus you can put in your own machine language 
routines or set up other options that are explained 
in the back of the manual. This procedure definite 
ly requires the services of a programmer if you 
need special options set up. 

As you can see, there are quite a few things to 
tell WordStar about your computer. I think Mi 
croPro has done an excellent job creating a way for 
one piece of software to be used on virtually any 
system. I have now INSTALLed WordStar sev 
eral times and each time I get a slightly better, 
easier-to-use system. 
Working with WordStar 
Since reading the WordStar manual before pur 
chasing the software and installing it, I have not 
read it again. The only reason I can do this is be 
cause of the extensive use of menus displayed on 
the screen. The upper half of the computer display 
lists of all the commands available. 

Commands are issued by using control charac 
ters. This is done by holding the "control" key 
down on the keyboard while pressing a letter key 
simultaneously. But for first entry of the text, you 
don't need commands-you can just type. 

When WordStar is started, it provides a very 
clear menu of the different operations that can be 
performed. The menu looks like this: 
D=create or edit a Document file H=set Help level 

I have found this system to be nearly foolproof. 
In two years, I have never lost a file due to the 
program or my own clumsiness-and I have been 
pretty clumsy at times. 

One item listed in the menu may puzzle you. 
Just what is a "nondocument" (main menu option 
N)? It is a text file with no special print format 
ting such as right justification or print enhance 
ments. Program source files are best edited as non 
documents to prevent WordStar from placing non 
ASCII codes in the text file. Non-ASCII codes 
tend to give assemblers and compilers indigestion 
and are best avoided. 

Control codes 
Though you can enter a first draft by just typing 
normally, the real power of the program is in the 
use of control codes to make your corrections. 
They are represented on the screen as an up-arrow 
followed by a letter such as "~A". Though two 
characters are displayed, a control character is a 
single character in the file. 

The cursor can be moved around on the screen 
with "'S", "'D", "'E", "'X" representing left, 
right, up and down respectively. Also, "'A" and 
"~F" stand for move left and right by one word. 
These control characters allow .you to walk the 
cursor around the screen to wherever you need to 
edit. Text will automatically scroll as you try to 
walk the cursor off the screen. 

This way, you never need to be concerned with 
how to get the portion of the file you wish to edit to 
appear on the screen. If you move the cursor in the 
proper direction, the text of interest will eventually 
appear. 

Screen editing in this manner is very natural. I 
frequently think of something I should have writ 
ten in a previous paragraph, walk the cursor up to 
that point, add in the extra words and return to 
where I was. Even though I can't type, I can get 
the words into the computer almost as fast as I 
think them! 

The control characters "'C" and "'R" cause a 
full screen to scroll by, up or down. This allows 
quick movement through the text. A "'G" is a 
backspace, which is the same character as a back 
space on most keyboards. The same is true for 
"'1", which is a tab. A ruler just below the menu 
and above the text shows where the tab stops are. 
WordStar has absolute tab stops as opposed to rel 
ative tab stops. This is how typewriters have their 
tabs. 

Normally, WordStar starts up In the insert 
mode. Characters are always being inserted into 
the file wherever the cursor appears. A "'V" will 
turn insert off. Then any characters typed will re 
place characters already on the screen. A box in 
the upper right of the screen tells you whether in 
sert is on or off. The "'V" will change the status 
from off to on and on to off. I usually work with 
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Installation is a breeze ••• menus present_d by 
the INSTALL program make it easy to tell WordStar 
everything it needs to know about your system. 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

N=create or edit a Non-document file X=eXi~ to system 

M=Merge-print a file P=Print a file 

F=File directory off (ON) Y=delete a file 

L=change Logged disk drive O=cOpy a file 

R=Run a program E=rEname a file 

Beneath this menu, a file directory is listed, if 
the directory is turned on. The F command has an 
alternating action that turns the directory display 
off if it is on and on if it is off. Usually, I press 
"D", which starts the document editing process. 

WordS tar asks for the name of a file to edit in 
response to a "D" command. If you give a name of 
a file that already exists, WordStar assumes you 
want to edit that file. A backup file is automati 
cally created so if you make a severe error, only 
the edits entered during the current editing session 
are at risk. The backup file holds the text as it 
appeared before you started. 

Restoring the file is as simple as renaming the 
backup file. All backup files end with the suffix 
".BAK". WordS tar will refuse to edit any file end 
ing in ".BAK", thus protecting you from your own 
gross negligence. If the file name given to Word 
Star for editing doesn't exist, a file with that name 
will automatically be created. This is how you 
start new files. 



Wordstar continued 

the insert mode on. 

Prefixes 
Five control characters are prefixes. They allow 
you to do some really fancy things to your text. 
Whenever a prefix control character is entered, 
the main menu disappears and a submenu takes its 
place. This submenu shows what operations are 
possible through that prefix. If none of the opera 
tions are desired, pressing the space bar will cancel 
any prefix. 

A "'P" (control P) is the print prefix. The next 
letter typed after the "'P" will determine a print 
control that will be inserted into the text. Some of 
these are: 
S underScore toggle: this is entered before 

and after text that is to be underlined. 
B Boldface toggle: this is entered before and 

after text that is to be printed in bold char 
acters. 

D Double-strike toggle: similar to boldface 
but the characters aren't as dark. 

X Strikeout toggle: indicates that the charac 
ters between two strikeout toggles will have 
dashes printed over them. This is useful to 
indicate deleted text in a revised docu 
ment. 

V Subscript toggle. 
T Superscript toggle. 
Y Ribbon color toggle. 
A Alternate pitch. 
N Standard pitch. 

r}um-d,fin,d printer functions. 

When a print control character is inserted into a 
text file, it appears as a control character. Thus 
bold looks like 'BBOLD'B in the text. This is nec 
essary because most video displays are not capable 
of displaying the wealth of print enhancements 
possible with WordStar. Naturally, if a printer is 
not capable of printing an enhancement, Word 
Star will not be able to either. 

The "'0" prefix is called the format prefix. 
With it you can set margins, tab stops, center text 
automatically and control how the display appears 
on your screen. The tab stop ruler can be turned on 
or off. The directory can be called up or deleted 
from the display, and word wraparound, justifica 
tion, and the page-break display can be turned on 
and off. 

The "'Q" prefix is for commands. There are 
commands to take the cursor to the beginning of 
the file, the end or to any of 10 markers that can 
be placed in the file. These markers can be placed 
with the "'K" prefix, followed by the number fo 
the marker (zero through 9). This prefix also al 
lows you to do block operations such as move or 
delete marked blocks of text. Markers. are not 

---------~---------L------------------------------------------_4 
WordStar does not hide text, or confuse me with 

cryptic error messages. 

saved with the file when it is saved on the disk. 
Finally, the :"J" prefix makes several help aids 

available. Explanations of most of the WordStar 
control characters are stored on disk. The ':"}" pre 
fix can call these onto the screen at any time with 
out disturbing the text. "T' can also be used to 
eliminate the menu or submenus for experienced 
users who prefer to see more text on the screen. 

Fine tuning 
Since the control character commands are always 
on the menu, memorization of the special control 
keys is not required. I like to have my system run 
ning as smoothly as possible, however, and decided 
that the special function keys on my keyboard 
would be quite useful for replacing the control 
keys. 

There is a block of memory in WordStar allo 
cated to user-supplied machine code routines. I 
put a special keyboard routine there that inter 
cepts the keycodes. If the key pressed is a normal 
key, it is passed on to WordStar. If it is a special 
function key, however, the code is transformed 
into a control key and then passed on to WordStar 
for processing. 
This way, I can turn off the main menu and still 

not have to memorize control keys. I also tied in 
my cursor control keys for moving the WordStar 
cursor around on the screen. 

And dots not all 
Another type of text enhancement is possible with 
dot commands. WordStar takes advantage of the 
fact that periods are never used at the beginning of 
a line. If a period does appear at the beginning of a 
line, it is interpreted as a dot command. There are 
commands for setting line height (.LH), paper 
length (.PL), top and bottom margins (.MT and 
.MB) as well as for controlling page numbering 
and text headings or footings. 

A special feature of WordStar is real-time 
recognition of dot commands. The far right col 
umn of the video display is usually blank. Text 
normally only uses the first 65 columns. When en 
tering a dot command, WordStar will recognize 
the period as the start of a dot command and place 
a question mark in the far right column of the dis 
play. The question mark will not disappear until a 
recognizable dot command has been typed in. This 
syntax checkng is very useful. You don't have to 
wait until the text is typed to see if the command is 
a proper one. Some word processors will type an 
error message during the printing of your file if an 
improper dot command is found. Unfortunately, 
by then it's too late to fix the error for the current 
printout. 

The dot commands are the only Word Star fea 
tures not explained in the submenus or the "T" 
command. There is a list of these commands in the 
back of the manual, however. That's the only part 
of the manual I use now. 
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Wordstar continued 

Using WordStar 
I have used WordStar for business and personal 
letters, addressing envelopes and writing articles 
such as this one. Letters are now fun because I can 
pull an old letter in from the disk, edit it and send 
it out. I haven't had to type my return address for 
months! 

Envelopes are a little tricky because they don't 
look good unless the spacing is just right. I wasted 
about three envelopes before I got a format that 
pleased me. Now, I call in an old envelope file, 
switch off the insert mode and type the new ad 
dress over the old one. 

Articles are the most fun to do on WordStar. 
Even though I outline what I intend to write, I 
almost always think of extra topics to write about. 
It is very important for me to be able to go back 
and add to or refine what I wrote. In addition, I 
never worry about making mistakes because of the 
ease of editing. 

An example of the power WordStar can provide 
is an article series I wrote. It was originally a series 
of 12 articles on computer interfacing, written 
over a span of two years. After typing these into 
WordStar, it took me only about three hours to 
read in four articles at a time, condense them, add 
in some linking paragraphs, and thus transform a 
series of 12 articles into a group of three. There is 
no way I could have done this without a word pro 
cessor. I simply haven't the time. 

In addition, I have used WordStar to create as 
sembly language source files. It is much easier to 
use WordStar, a word processor, than ED, the text 
editor that comes with CP 1M. I use the N option 
in the first menu (edit a nondocument) for this 
purpose. 

Performance 
WordStar lives in the CP 1M environment on my 
North Star computer. It is thus constrained by the 
disk drive and CP 1M file access speeds. I have not 
found that writing has been hampered too much 
by delays caused by this system. A large file can 
require several seconds in traveling from end to 
beginning, but it would take much longer with a 
typewriter. 

Files are maintained on disk and need not fit in 
available memory. As you edit, a portion of the file 
you are working on is brought into memory, while 
older material is written back out to the disk. Thus 
the largest text file you can edit on my system is 
250K. WordStar can take a source text file from 
one drive and create an edited file on another. 

Fortunately, I have quad-density (360K) mini 
floppy disk drives. Text requires vast amounts of 
disk space, and double- or quad-density 5.25" 
minifloppies or 8" floppies are a must. The quad 
density drives on the North Star are also faster 
than the older minifloppy drives, which is nice. 

The amount of memory in your computer will 
determine WordStar's performance. You must 

have at least 45K bytes of memory to run Word 
Star. If you have more memory than the mini 
mum, WordStar will not have to swap text be 
tween disk and RAM as often. Swapping takes 
time and is really the only relatively slow process 
in the system. 

WordS tar's interaction with the memory 
mapped video is astounding! There is almost never 
a delay between typing and display, even when 
submenus are brought up or large portions of text 
are changed. The So roc configuration was defi 
nitely slower. I think that a real word-processing 
system ought to have a memory-mapped display 
for performance. The only time I have to wait is 
when text is being transferred between disk and 
computer memory. 

WordStar will drive my Spinwriter at full 
speed. The program allows the printer to print 
both forward and backward, so time is not wasted 
with carriage returns. Almost all of the features 
available on the Spinwriter are accessible through 
WordStar. It seems like a very good marriage. 

One feature of WordStar that I never use is the 
ability to edit one file while printing another. This 
requires more memory and destroys system per 
formance. Both editing and printing require the 
use of the disk drives, and printing gets priority. 
Thus the pauses during text paging off the disk 
become much longer. I find it less irritating if I 
ignore this feature entirely. 

So far, I have experienced no program crashes 
due to software bugs. The only problems were due 
to a determined effort on my part to kill the pro 
gram or occasional static electricity discharges. 
Static is just plain bad for computers, and Micro 
Pro could hardly fight this problem. 

There are always bugs 
I have found WordStar to operate almost flawless 
ly. It does not hide text as some programs I have 
used did. It does not confuse me with cryptic error 
messages. Best of all, it does not lose files or turn 
them into garbage. The only time you really en 
counter problems is if you let your text disk get 
full. Then you may lose your edits, though you will 
still have your original file. 

The only problem I have had was in trying to 
use special print controls that allow my printer to 
print special symbols. The manual says WordS tar 
will support this if you patch a few bytes with IN 
STALL's patcher. Version 2.1 did not support the 
special symbols if they were the first characters in 
a line of text. Versions since 2.26 have not had this 
problem. 

Another irritation, though not a bug, is Micro 
Pro's WordStar Customization Notes. These 
notes tell you many extra things you would need in 
order to customize your WordStar. If you are a 
programmer, you are tantalized with mentions, in 
the installation chapter of the WordStar manual, 
of default locations for help levels, timeouts, and 
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I can get words into the computer almost as fast 
as I think them. 
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Wordstar continued 

how to add special-function keys. 
Unfortunately, these notes cost about $500. 

With the already high price of WordStar, I have 
not felt justified in paying more for these notes. I 
have either accommodated myself to what Micro 
Pro set up or found other methods for making 
changes, such as the modifications I made for my 
keyboard routine. 

WordStar's new features 
Two new WordStar features added in version 3.0 
are horizontal scrolling and column-mode opera 
tion. Also the menus have been reorganized for 
easier reading. Horizontal scrolling works just like 
the vertical scrolling of earlier W ordStars. If the 
line is longer than the video screen, it extends past 
the right edge. To see the rightmost portion of the 
line, the entire page is scrolled to the left. Thus the 
screen is a window to a text file that is as long as 
your disk is large and as wide as 255 characters. 

I use horizontal scrolling for working with doc 
uments to be printed at 12 pitch (characters per 
inch) where I get 90 characters per line. That 
doesn't fit on my 80-column screen, but with hori 
zontal scrolling, it is quite easy to manipulate the 
wide text. Previously, WordS tar would wrap the 
line around to the next, so that "What you see is 
what you get" was not really true. Now it is. 

Column-mode operation is very useful. The in 
tended purpose is to allow you to manipulate col 
umns of text when making lists, and it does work 

well for this. I have found an even better use, how 
ever. In newsletter work, the 90 characters per line 
were hard to read. I now set margins for 40 char 
acters per line, type in the text, reset the margins 
for 90 characters per line and then use the column 
mode mover to create pages with two text col 
umns, each with 40 characters per line. This elec 
tronic cut-and-paste works extremely well. 

Recommendation 
I believe that MicroPro's WordStar is an excellent 
word processor and a well-written program. It has 
a good user interface and provides a lot of features 
for the noncomputer type user. . 

There are so many features in WordS tar that I 
have covered less than half of them in this article. 
WordStar can do just about anything with text ex 
cept do the writing for you. If you are looking for a 
word processor, you should definitely consider 
WordS tar. 

The price of WordStar is $495; it can be bought 
through a worldwide dealer network. For further 
information contact: 

MicroPro® International Corp. 
33 San Pablo Ave. 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 

Note: WordStar is a registered trademark of 
MicroPro International Corp. f!I 

Toll free order line: (800) 431-1953 ext 185 . 
In NY (800) 942-1935 ext 185 

17 West 17th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10011 
(212) 243-1444 

Complete 8 inch CP/M format disk 
and manual retails for $99.95. N.Y. 
residents please add sales tax. Dealer inquiries invited. 

CP/M is TM of Digital Research 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_J35 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

WordMaster: More Than 
a Replacenlent for ED 

A screen-oriented text editor 
by Larry A. Thiel 

T he memory is kind of vague, but I seem 
to recall a guy named EDl who used to 
help me write source code for programs 
and even, on rare occasions, helped me 
write short text files so I could print 

them on my computer's printer. ED was a good 
friend, so he worked cheap (or maybe I should say 
that ED worked cheap, so he was a good friend). 
ED was reliable and got the job done, but he really 
wasn't too bright, so it took a lot of my time and 
effort to tell him exactly what I wanted done, and 
the same again whenever I needed to correct my 
mistakes. 

Fortunately, I have met a new friend who goes 
by the very strange name of W ord'Master- and is a 
great deal more intelligent than ED. WordMaster 
does not work quite as cheaply as ED, but he saves 
enough of my time to be well worth the additional 
cost. My new friend is so helpful I am afraid Lhave 
almost completely forgotten myoid friend ED. 

Seriously, WordMaster is a screen-oriented edi 
tor by MicroPro which runs under CP 1M, is rela 
tively powerful, very easy to use, much quicker 
than ED, and is not very expensive. The purpose of 
this article is not to be a tutorial on the use of 
WordMaster, but to explain what Word Master is 
and what it can do. I will also show why Word 
Master is a viable and reasonable alternative to 
other editors and word processors and for whom. 
W ordMaster is not the ideal choice for everyone, 
but if it fits your needs, WordMaster may be the 
choice for you. 

My system 
I run Word Master on an S-IOO Z80-based system 
under a 56K CP 1M operating system with two 8" 
disks and a Micromation double-density control 
ler. The printer is immaterial, since WordMaster 
is not capable of accessing the printer. The termi 
nal used is not a terminal at all, but a Xitan VDB 
video board with some custom driver software and 
an Electronics Warehouse keyboard. 

The significance of this is that while most of the 
system is pretty standard stuff, my custom video 
board driver software does not emulate any termi 
nal I know of. Therefore, W ordMaster had to be 
more configurable than many commercially avail 
able programs. 

Installation 
WordMaster does not have an installation pro- 

Larry A. Thiel, Anacomp, Suite 216, 103 Inver 
ness Drive East, Englewood, CO 80112 

gram as some products do, but I suspect that if 
MicroPro ever updates WordMaster again they 
will include one. Word Master comes ready to use 
with any of the following terminals: 

Lear-Siegler ADM-3A 
SOROC IQ-120 
IMSAI VIO-C video board and display 
WordMaster does come with sufficient docu- 

mentation to install it for just about any variation 
of console device. MicroPro provides instructions 
and assembly files so that DDT can be used to in 
stall WordMaster easily for the following termi 
nals: 

Beehive 150 
Cromemco 3100 
Hazeltine 1500 
Processor Technology SOL computer 

(or their VDM video board) 
All is not lost if you do not have one of the above 

listed terminals (or something compatible with one 
of them). The assembly files can easily serve as 
models for any competent assembly language pro 
grammer to create patches to drive your console if 

. it supports random cursor addressing, backspac 
ing, and clear screen functions. W ordMaster can 
be used in the command mode without these capa 
bilities, but since its big advantage is the video 
mode, I would not recommend this. 

Modes of operation 
WordMaster has two modes of operation. Video 
mode is easy and convenient to use for most edit 
ing functions, but does not have the power avail 
able in command mode. Video mode lets you see 
what each keystroke does as you type it and is suf 
ficient for most editing functions. Command mode 
is similar to using ED, but has a much more pow 
erful set of commands. Unfortunately, command 
mode has one drawback-you do not automati 
cally see the results on the screen as you do in vid 
eo mode. Command mode is used for more special 
ized editing functions than are possible in video 
mode. 

Video mode 
Video mode is the great advantage held by screen 
oriented editors over line and character editors 
such as ED. Screen-oriented editors display the 
text being edited on the terminal with the cursor 
placed somewhere in the displayed text. The cur 
sor is effectively a pointer into the text pointing at 
the place where any operation requested will be 
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performed. When the operator requests that an 
operation be performed, the text is altered on the 
screen so the operator can immediately see the ef 
fect(s) of what is being done (and what mistakes 
he is making). 

W ordMaster is used mostly in video mode for 
this reason. Video mode can be used with "insert 
on" or "insert off." When insert is on, printing 
characters input from the keyboard are inserted 
into the text between the character to the left of 
the cursor and the character the cursor is on. That 
character and any others to the right of it are 
shoved further to the right to make room. 

When insert is off, any printing character input 
replaces the character the cursor is on. Control 
characters input from the keyboard (by pressing 
the control key and another key simultaneously) 
are used for moving the cursor around in the text 
and for performing minor editing functions. The 
cursor can be moved within the text by a charac 
ter, word, line, or screen at a time. Editing func 
tions include deleting characters, words, and lines 
and inserting blank lines and tabs. Sometimes the 
editing capabilities available in video mode are in 
adequate for the task you have in mind. Pressing 
the ESCAPE key will then put you in command 
mode, which has much more powerful editing ca 
pabilities than the video mode. 

Command mode 
The disadvantage of command mode is that you do 
not see the effects of your commands as you enter 
them. Command mode has commands to move 
around in the text, insert and delete text, find 
strings, find strings and replace them with others, 
and display text on the console. WordMaster com 
mands are nearly identical with those In ED, 
which makes them easy to learn for people who are 
used to ED. 

MicroPro has added some extensions and fea 
tures to the ED command set that greatly enhance 
the power of the command mode. Searches and 
substitutions do not have to search for a specific 
string; the string may contain wild card charac 
ters, inverse wild cards (match any character ex 
cept), or generic separator characters. These can 
be very useful for things like selective substitutions 
for strings where you don't want the substitution 
to take place for all occurrences of the string. 

WordMaster has a special buffer, the Q buffer, 
into which text can be placed. The Q buffer can 
then be used to insert that text elsewhere or as 
commands to be executed on request. WordMas 
ter provides commands to read other files into the 
text and write text lines into other files in a fashion 
similar to ED, except that the file type can be ex 
plicitly named. Probably one of the nicest exten 
sions involves the macro function. 

Macros 
Macros are a method of executing a set of com 
mands some number of times. The whole set of 

VIDEO MODE SUMMARY (type AJ for next frame) 

INSERTION on/off 
Cursor LEFT char 
CUrsor RIGHT char 
Cursor LEFT WORD 
Cursor RIGHT WORD 
Cursor RIGHT TAB 
Cursor UP LINE 
Cursor DOWN LINE 
Cursor TOP/BOT (AHOME) 
Cursor RIGHT/LEFT 
FILE DOWN 1 LINE 
FILE UP 1 LINE 
FILE DOWN SCREEN 
FILE UP SCREEN 

RUB Delete CHR LEFT 
AG Delete CHR RIGHT 
A\ Delete WORD LEFT 
AT Delete WORD RIGHT 
-U Delete LINE LEFT 
-K Delete LINE RIGHT 
-Y Delete LINE (All) 
-I PUT TAB IN FILE 
-N PUT CRLF IN FILE 
-@ DO NEXT CHR 4X 
-P NEXT CHR IN FILE 
-V VIO CONTROL 
ESC EXIT VIDEO MODE 
-J DISPLAY THIS 

Figure 1. Old help screen No. 1 

commands is executed once and then executed 
again and again until the desired number of repe 
titions is completed. Word Master allows macros to 
be nested, which means that almost any editing 
function (even complex ones) can be easily repeat 
ed any number of times. 

A macro may have the V command (go to video 
mode) embedded within the set of commands that 
the macro executes. During execution of the ma 
cro, the V command will cause WordMaster to en 
ter the video mode so the user can see what the 
macro is doing and do any video editing that seems 
necessary. Word Master remembers the macro ex 
ecution and resumes processing it when the user 
returns to command mode. This "interactive" ex 
ecution of the command string gives the Word 
Master user a great deal of flexibility not available 
in many other text editors. 

The macro function and the ability to store a 
command string in the Q buffer can be very con 
venient. I keep a library of often-used macros on 
disk ready to be used any time I need them. I read 
this macro library into the file I am editing only 
once, and from that time on I can use any of those 
macros without having to reenter or rewrite any of 
them. All I have to do is put the desired macro into 
the Q buffer, go to the point in the file where I 
want to execute the macro and tell Word Master to 
execute the Q buffer. 

It is a simple matter, for example, to build an 
empty jump table in an assembly file and then just 
fill in the blanks instead of having to enter all the 
keystrokes normally necessary to build a jump 
table. When I have finished editing the file, it is 
just as easy to delete the lines of macro commands 
from the file. 

Help is available 
WordMaster has a help function available to the 
user at any time. The help display is several 
screenfuls of notes that the user may page through 
at will. Word Master always displays the same 
help information without regard to what the user 
was doing when help was requested. Help informa 
tion is displayed one screenful at a time, and after 
each screen the user may continue to the next 
screen or return to editing. I do not think the help 
screens are very well orgainzed. They are not easy 

WordMaster puts no control characters in the file 
unless you tell it to, and does not set high-order bits 

that confuse an assembler. 
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WORDMASTER continued 

VIDEO MODE SUMMARY (type AJ for next frame) 

CURSOR - ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ----------- - -- -_ ---------- - - ----- -- - - --- -- 
AS left CHAR AD 
AA left WORD "F 
AS right/left LINE "Q 

r Iqht CHAR 
right WORD 
right TAB 

"E up LINE 
AX do •••• n LINE 
"> top/bottom PAGE 

entirely in memory on my 56K system. 
Full Word Master operation requires enough 

disk capacity to hold two copies of the edit file plus 
about 16-20K, depending on the system and the 
operations to be performed. Word Master is capa 
ble of editing a file of over lOOK on any system 
that has 8" disks. 

Frankly, anyone who edits such a large file 
without a dire need has a lot to learn. It is much 
easier to edit small files and then put them to 
gether when the editing is done. With a 64K sys 
tem and 90K disks, you can still edit a file about 
45K long, since the whole text file will fit in the 
memory buffer and disk buffering will not be 
needed. 

WordMaster problems 
I cannot say that I have found any bugs in Word 
Master. I have found a couple of potentially irri 
tating features, however. If you tell WordMaster 
to quit the current file (abandoning any changes 
you have made), WordMaster erases the old 
backup file copy. I am sure this is because Word 
Master erases it when you begin the editing ses 
sion so as to use less disk space. I do not consider 
this an important flaw. 

WordMaster provides no recovery procedures 
for "disk full" errors and the like, so it is very im 
portant that you save your work every 20 or 30 
minutes to avoid loss of too much work if an error 
should occur. This is a good procedure anyway, 
because you never know when a power failure or 
something might destroy your work. You can feel 
very foolish if you haven't saved your work for four 
hours and must do it all over again. 

However, a "disk full" error is not necessarily 
fatal. If you receive this error, try to end the ses 
sion. If that does not work, and you have a two 
disk system, try writing 100 lines to a file on the 
other disk and then delete them from the current 
file. You should then be able to end the session 
normally and put the pieces back together later. 

While executing a command mode macro that 
contains the 'v' command, it may not be possible 

COMMAND MODE SUMMARY (type'" J for next frame) 

+-nC Move n CHARACTERS +-nD Delete n CHARACTERS 
+-nL Move n LINES +-nK Delete (Kill) n LINES 
+-8 Move beg/end FILE 
+-n@ Move n LINES & type 1 +-nP Move & type n PAGES 
+-nT Type n LINES nZ SLEEP n SECONDS 

nltextS 
I@ 
nAtext s 
A@ 
n< •••• > 
M •••• $ 
-C 

INSERT text n times 
Enter INSERT mode (ESC or "z exits mode) 
APPEND - do lL then just like nItext$ 
APPEND - do lL then just like I@ 
LOOP: repeat < •••• > n times (default n = 65535) 
LOOP: repeat •••. 65535 times 
EXIT loop whenever necessary 

F I L E: - - - - - - - - - ------------ ---- - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - --- - - - - --- 
"z up 1 LINE 
"'w down 1 LINE 

AC up 1 SCREEN 
AR down 1 SCREEN 

* - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - * 
I -t- means + or - allowed here, + assumed if omitted I 
I @ means Carriage return or line feed necessary here I 
I $ means ESCAPE or "z or carriage return necessary here I 
I n means a number, 1 assumed if omitted, # = 65535 I 
* -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -_ - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * 

Figure 3. New help screen No.2 

DELETE ------- --- -- - - - - ---- - -- --- ----- - - - ---- -- - - - ---- - ----- -- - - - - - - --- 
RUB CHAR left AG CHAR right 
"< rlORD left AT WORD right 
"u LINE left "K LINE right "'Y LINE (All) 

INS ERT ------ - - - --- ---- - - -- - - --- --- -- - - ------ -- - - - --- - - -- ---- - --- - - - --- 
TAB a TAB AN a blank LINE Ap next CHAR 

MI SC - ------- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --------- ------- -- - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - ----- 
"'0 Insertion mode ON/OFF 
"@ Do next key 4 times 

"J Display this HELP file 
ESC Enter COM~lAND mode 

Figure 2. New help screen No.1 

to read or to reference for a single piece of infor 
mation (see Figure 1). 

Fortunately, the help screens are contained in a 
simple text file called WM.HLP and may be 
edited to a form you find useful. The only thing 
you must be aware of to edit the help file is that a 
control Q in the data file is used by Word Master 
to stop the screen display for pagination of the help 
display. I have presented my modified help display 
in Figures 2 through 5 as an example and as a 
guide to the commands and functions of Word 
Master. You should note that I have changed some 
of the commands to reflect the requirements of my 
keyboard. 

What is WordMaster good for? 
I use WordMaster mostly for creating and editing 
assembly language source files. I also use it to 
create tables for reference use and forms to be 
printed and filled in by hand such as order forms 
and work logs. I occasionally use WordMaster to 
create prose type text for processing by an inex 
pensive text processor, since I do too little of this 
type of work to justify the cost of a full-blown 
word-processing package. 

I prefer to use Word Master for assembly lan 
guage editing because Word Master will not put 
any control characters in my file unless I tell it to, 
and it will not set any high order bits (like some 
word processors) that can screw up my assembly. 
Another advantage of WordMaster is that it can 
edit a rather large file entirely in memory, which is 
much faster when I have to jump around in the file 
a lot or when I wish to make a lot of global 
changes. 

System requirements 
Word Master requires a CP 1M system with at 
least 20K of memory and at least one disk. The 
system console must be capable of random cursor 
addressing, cursor backspacing, and have a clear 
screen function. Systems with more available 
memory will be able to edit larger files without 
disk buffering. Word Master can edit a 40K file 

The video mode is easy and convenient to use ••. 
the command mode has macro facilities that allow complex 

commands to be executed any number of times. 
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dBASE II 
WE WROTE THE ONLY BOOK 
dBASE II'" USER'S GUIDE $29 

FREE WITH dBASE II"'! 

WE OFFER THE LATEST ACCESSORY PRODUCTS 
dUTIL 
QUICKCODE 
NEW! ABSTAT 

$ 69 
$229 
$379 

dBASE II'" UTILITY PACKAGE 
dBASE II'" PROGRAM GENERATOR 
STATISTICS PACKAGE FOR 
dBASE II'" FILES 

WE STOCK THE WIDEST SELECTION OF dBASE If" 
dBASE II'" WITH FREE dBASE II'" USERS GUIDE 

CALL FOR PRICE 
8" SINGLE DENSITY, TRS-80 MODEL II 
5%" APPLE II/III, HP-125, NORTHSTAR, SUPERBRAIN, TELEVIDEO, 

VECTOR GRAPHIC, XEROX, ZENITH Z-89 
IBM PC DOS 1.1 

WE TEACH ALL THE CLASSES 
SPONSORED BY SOFTWAREBANC SEMINARS, INC. 

DAY 1 INTRODUCTION TO dBASE II'" 9AM - 5PM $100 
DAY 2 ADVANCED dBASE II'" TECHNIQUES 9AM - 5PM $100 

Atlanta Boston Chicago 
April 24,25 Mar. 4, 5, 7 Mar. 18, 19,20 

Houston Los Angeles Miami New York 
Feb. 4, 5, 6 Jan. 7, 8, 9 Dec. 28, 29 Feb. 25, 26, 28 

San Francisco Washington D.C. 
April 8,9, 11 Jan. 21,22,23 

ORDER 1-800-451-2502 
(617) 641-1241 IN MASS. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT (617) 641-1235 
Payment may be made by Mastercard, Visa, Check, money order, wire transfers. Mass. residents please add 5% sales tax. Add $5.00 for shipping and handling. 

Overseas orders add additional $10.00. Prices subject to change without notice. All items subject to availability. • . Mfg. Trademark 
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WORDMASTER continued 

COMMAND MODE SUMMARY (type A J for next framel 

+-nFkeyS 
+e-ntak ey s 
+e-nxk ey s t e x t s 
+-nRkeyStextS 
IF,/N,/S,/R 

FIND - short search for key n times 
NEXT - long search for key n times 
SUBSTITUTE - replace after short search n times 
REPLACE - substi tute after long search 
as above, except exit < •• > or OX if key not found 

nQP 
n/QP 
nQG 
QT 
QK 
QX 
QLtexts 
n/QLtextS 

PUT n lines into Q buffer & delete from file 
APPEND n lines to Q buffer & delete from file 
GET - copy 0 buffer into file n times 
TYPE Q buffer on console 
KILL - clear Q buffer 
EXECUTE commands in Q buffer 
(LOAD) PUT text INTO Q BUFFER 
APPEND text TO 0 BUFFER n TIMES 

*--------------------------- LEGEND 2 ----------------------------* 
! AN CRLF inside text or key Ay ESC inside text or key 1< 

I "A match any char for key ~S match separator for key 1< 

I "Ox match any char but X for key 1< 1< 1< 

Figure 4. New help screen No.3 

to abort the command with a control-Co This hap 
pens when the macro enters video mode so fre 
quently that you are not able to type fast enough to 
catch Word Master while it is in command mode. 
The problem, of course, is that control-C is a dif 
ferent command to video mode. I can't complain 
that WordMaster is too fast, but I wish MicroPro 
had chosen a different control character to abort a 
command. This problem has been resolved by Tre 
vor Marshall of Australia. Anyone interested in 
the solution is referred to Disk 42 of the SIG 1M 
User's Group (see page 20 for address). 

Most of W ordMaster's shortcomings are more 
of the "Gee, it sure would be nice" variety. The Q 
buffer is so useful I would like to have several of 

One of the finest implementations of the FORTH language. 
Field tested and reliable, UNIFORTH is available for Z-SO 
and most 16-bit systems using S" disk drives. 

As a task, UNIFORTH is compatible with and supports all 
features and file types of the CP/M, COOS, MS-DOS and DEC 
operating systems. As an operating system, UNIFORTH will 
function "stand-alone" on most commercial microcomputers. 

The FORTH-79 Standard language has been extended with 
over 500 new words that provide full-screen and line-oriented 
editors, array and string handling, enhanced disk and terminal 
I/O, and an excellent assembler. Detailed reference manuals 
supply complete documentation for programming and system 
operation, in an easv-to-undarstand, conversational style using 
numerous examples. 

OPtional features include an excellent floating-point package 
with all transcendental functions (logs, tangents, atc.}, the 
MetaFORTH cross-cornpller , printer plotting and CP/M file 
transfer utilities, astronomical and amateur radio applica 
tions, etc. 

Compare these features with any other FO RTH on the market: 
• Speed and efficiency 
• Variety of options 
• Ease of use 
• Quality of documentation 

You'll find UNIFORTH is superior. 
Prices start at $35. Call or write for our free brochure. 

unified software Systems 
P.o. Box 2644, New Carrollton, MD 20784. (301) 552·1295 

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

them, and a few character or number registers to 
use in commands and macros. The Q buffer is also 
very useful for moving blocks of text, but it would 
be nicer to be able to mark a block and be able to 
move or copy it without use of the Q buffer in a 
manner similar to WordStar. 

The ability to read an external file into the cur 
rent text is very handy, but could be enhanced by a 
conditional read file command. Such a command 
would display the external file on the screen a 
screenful at a time and allow the user to ignore the 
screenful, or position the cursor and tell Word 
Master to either start or stop using the external 
file at that point. 

Some editors have an "UNDO" command that 
allows users to erase the effects of the most recent 
command. Such a command would be an excellent 
addition to the WordMaster repertoire. 
The macro capability could be greatly enhanced 

by the addition of some conditional commands (for 
example: "insert if register x greater than n"). 
WordMaster should be capable of accessing the 

COMMAMD MODE SUMMARY (type any key to return to editing) 

Y(d:lname.typS YANK - reads file in at Cursor 
nW[d: lname.typS WRITE n lines into the file named 

Enter VIDEO mode 
All following is COMMENT 
END edi t and EDIT again 
Return to ORIGINAL file 

v n! 
E 
Q 
-Q 

PUT Ascii code n into file 
END edit (normal exit) 
QUIT - abandon edit 
Display this HELP file 

H 
o 

Figure 5. New help screen No.4 

Z-SO® and SOS6 FORTH 
FORTH Application Development Systems including 
interpreter-compiler with virtual memory management, 
assembler, full screen editor, line editor, decompiler, 
demonstration programs, and utilities. Standard random 
access disk files used for screen storage. Extensions 
provided for access to all operating system functions. 
120 page manual. 
Z-80 FORTH for CP/M® 2.2 or MP/M $ 50.00 
8086 FORTH for CP/M-86 $100.00 
PC/FORTH for IBM® Personal Computer $100.00 

Extension packages for software floating point, AMD 
9511 or Intel 8087 support, graphics, and data base 
management also available. 

Nautilus Cross Compiler systems allow you to modify 
the FORTH nucleus, recompile for a different target 
computer, generate headerless and/or ROM able code. 
Supports forward referencing. Produces load map, list 
of unresolved symbols, and executable image in RAM 
or disk file. 100 page manual. (Prerequisite: oneof the 
application development packages above for your host 
<>y"tom) 
Hosts: Z-80, 8086/88, IBM PC 
Targets: Z-80, 8080, 8086/88, IBM PC, LSI-11, 6502 
Cross Compiler for one host and one target $300.00 
Each additional target. $100.00 

PC/FORTH distributed on 5% inch soft sectored double density 
diskettes. All other software distributed on 8 inch soft sectored 
single density diskettes. Prices include shipping by UPS or first 
class mail within USA and Canada. California residents add sales 
tax. Z·SO is a trademark of Zilog, Inc. IBM is a trademark of Interna 
tional Business Machines Corp. CP/M is a trademark of Digital 
Research, Inc. 

Laboratory Microsystems 
4147 Beethoven Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

(213) 308-7412 
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WORDMASTER continued . 

system printer to print the file or portions of it. 
This list could be continued forever with fancy 
items like split screens, windows to other files, etc., 
but I guess that is why there are more expensive 
editors. 
Recommendation 
If your needs are for a powerful and easy-to-use 
text editor that also happens to be quick, I do not 
know of another program I would recommend over 
WordMaster. You can always use a text processor 
for the occasional word processing need and avoid 
the high cost of a full word processor. However, if 
you need word processing power on a more than 
occasional basis, I would not recommend W ord 
Master unless you have a great deal of patience 
and time on your hands. 
Notes 

1. CP/M and ED are registered trademarks of 
Digital Research; ED is the line editor furnished 
as part of the standard CP/M package. 

2. WordMaster is a registered trademark of 
MicroPro International Corp. The WordMaster 
package costs $150; version 1.07 was reviewed. In 
formation can be obtained from: 

MicroPro International Corp. 
33 San Pablo Avenue 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 

IPRO"· 12 
THE ONLY EPROM PROGRAMMER YOU NEED! 

This is the best IEEE-696 (8-100) based EPROM programmer available today 
Before you buy another programmer check the features of the EPROM-32 

• Programs current 1 K through 16K (byte) single supply (+ 5V) EPROMs plus future 
32K EPROMs. 

• EPROM is programmed through 1/0 ports and can be verified through a port or located in 
memory space for verification and use 

• Single Textool zero-insert ion-pressure socket accommodates both 24-pin and 28·pin 
EPROM packages. 

• 8080/Z80 control software includes commands for programming, verification, disk 1/0 
and editing. 

• Personality Modules adapt board to different EPROM types (no DIP switches to set or 
iumoers to install): 

PM 1-2508,2758 PM·3-2732, 2732A PM·6-68764 
PM-2-~~1~ 2716 ~~:t~~~j ~~:tm~8 

• Extension module for EPROM and Personality Module available -permits use of EPROM-32 
with cover installed on computer. 

We invite you to compare this programmer to our competitor's products The 
superior features and quality engineering of the EPROM-32 make It the clear 
winnerl 

$269.95 
lassembled & tested) 

Price Includes E~ROM-32, comprehensive user's manual 
~~1t%"0~~t~:'.!~~ Modules IspecllYI AdditIOnal Perso~ 
$4~.95. Control soltware on M 
compatible diskette - $14.95. ""Iable. 
~Jd ~alo~Mbo~~~ i~'gBin~oreign add $1 . iI~t; a~~ 
MASTERCARD wetcome. TN restoents add sales tax 

"icroDynamics 
Corporation 
P.O. Box 17577 

Memphis, TN 38117 
(901 )-755-0619 
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Move up to the speed and power of a true 
16 bit Key Micro System S-100 Computer. 
Unlock the door to your future now with a 
Key Micro System. 

KEY 
SYSTEM 16 

KEY 
SYSTEM 16H10 

The same as KEY System 16 
but includes one 8" DO OS 
Floppy and one 10 Mb 8" 
Hard Disk instead of two 

Floppies. 

$759500 

Assembled and unit tested 
using CompuPro boards 

• 
We Specialize In 

Single and Multi-user Systems 
Based on CompuPro $-100 Products 

G Your Authorized 

ompuPro 
SYSTEMS CENTER 

MICRO SYSTEMS, INC. 
1606 Nooseneck Rd., Coventry, RI 02816 • 401/828-7270 
822 Boylston St., Suite 201, Chestnut Hill, MA • 617/738-7305 
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CP/M SUMMARY GUIDE 
Tired of fanning through your CP/M manuals or writing 
notes that remind you of the commands, functions and 
error codes? Well it's about time you ordered our CP/M 
Summary Guide! Spiral bound and 
handy to hold, our guide is a 60 
page booklet summarizing the 
features of CP/M Ner. 1.4 & 2.X) 
and 2 totally alphabetical listings 
of the commands, functions, 
statements and error codes of 
MICROSOFT BASIC-80 Ver. 5.0 
and CBASIC™ -2. Areas 
summarized are in table form 
and include all direct and 
transient commands plus 
MAC™, DESPOOL™ and 
TEX™. Our booklet is a much 
needed supplement to any of 
the literature currently 
available on CP/M and has 
been recommended by Digital 
Research. 
P.S. Over 15,000 users 
can't be wrong! 
Ask your local computer store for our guide or send $6.95 
plus $1.00 (postage and handling) to: 
THE ROSETIA STONE, P.O. BOX 35, GLASTONBURY, CT 
06025 (203/633-8490) 

-- ... _------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Name _ 

Street _ 

City State Zip, _ 
CP/M™, DESPOOL™. MAC™ are registered trademarks of Digital Research. 
CBASIC™ is a registered trademark of Compiler Systems. 
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Magic Wand- 
A Word Processing Systelll 

An editor plus a sophisticated text formatter 

by F. J. Greeb 

J ust wave your Magic Wand and your 
words will appear printed exactly as you 
want them! It's really not quite that easy, 
but the Magic Wand software package 

. will turn your microcomputer into a pow 
erful and flexible word processing system. The 
package consists of two programs, EDIT and 
PRINT, and will run on almost any 8080 or Z80 
microcomputer that uses the CP 1M operating sys 
tem. EDIT is a screen-oriented editor that features 
all of the commands required to enter and edit text 
material. The PRINT program is a text output 
processor that can print your text in almost any 
form imaginable. In addition to the normal fea 
tures usually found in a word-processing system, 
the PRINT program allows the use of variables in 
the printed output, and for control of the printed 
output. These variables may either be internal pa 
rameters, read from the keyboard during printing, 
or read from a disk data file. 

Installation 
Bringing up Magic Wand (now called PeachText) 
on your computer system is extremely easy, since 
when you order the system you specify your termi 
nal type, printer type, and disk format. When you 
receive the system, it is already tailored to your 
hardware. Just put the disk in your drive (be sure 
you have a backup copy) and you are ready to go. 
The latest version (PeachText 2.0) released by 
Peachtree includes a configuration program that 
allows the user to configure the program for a 
number of common terminals and printers, or for 
nonstandard peripherals. 

I am currently running the system on a Xerox 
820 computer, with two double-density minifloppy 
drives and a NEC Spinwriter printer. The Xerox 
820 has a very fast memory-mapped video display 
and an interrupt-driven keyboard with a 16-char 
acter type-ahead buffer, which is an ideal combi 
nation for a word-processing system. I have also 
operated Magic Wand on an S-IOO system, with a 
serial terminal operating at 9600 baud. The screen 
update time is slower on this type of system (about 
2 seconds for a full screen), but is not unaccept 
able. Since Magic Wand frequently checks the 
keyboard status while doing screen updates, you 
do not have to worry about missing keyboard char 
acters while the screen is being updated. 

Editing a file 
To edit a file you enter the EDIT command fol- 

F. J. Greeb, 8403 West Iliff Lane, Lakewood, 
CO 80227 

lowed by the desired filename. The CP 1M operat 
ing system will load the EDIT program, and it in 
turn will load your file. Before loading the file, 
EDIT will provide you the opportunity to change 
the disks in your drives. It is not necessary for the 
Magic Wand programs and your text files to be on 
the same disk. By reading your input file from one 
drive and writing the edited file to a different 
drive, it is possible to have a file that is as large as 
your disk capacity. Magic Wand will read the file 
until the entire file is in memory, or until available 
memory is nearly filled, and then will enter its 
command screen mode. 

Command mode 
The command mode displays the name of the file 
you are editing, the number of lines or paragraphs 
(denoted by carriage returns), words, and charac 
ters in the file, the program mode, line width, and 
the current tab settings. The command screen also 
displays the total memory available for editing, 
and the amount of memory currently unused. One 
advantage of having the EDIT and PRINT fea 
tures contained in two separate programs is the 
larger memory workspace available for editing 
files. On the Xerox 820, which runs a 60K version 
of CP 1M, the available memory workspace is over 
40,000 characters. At an average of 2000 charac 
ters per page, this means that you can edit a 20- 
page document without having to page it into 
memory from disk. 

When operating in the command screen you can 
enter commands that will affect the text file you 
are editing. Available commands allow writing all 
or a portion of the file from memory to disk, read 
ing more data from the file into memory, merging 
a second file (all or part) into the file you are edit 
ing, text block manipulations, and CP 1M file di 
rectory examination and file deletions. You can 
also print your file from the edit program, but any 
special formatting features that are handled by the 
PRINT program will not be in effect. You can also 
spool to the printer any file other than the one you 
are editing. In this mode, the printer is driven as a 
background task while you are working on your 
current task with the editor. Since the PRINT 
program will allow its output to be directed to a 
disk file, you can print a fully formatted text file 
while editing a different file. How well the spool 
ing feature works depends on how it is imple 
mented on your system. If you are running CP 1M 
version 2.2 and the list status function is properly 
implemented, Magic Wand will use this feature to 
prevent tying up the system while the printer is 
busy. In this mode, spooling works quite well. If, 
on the other hand, the printer output status is not 
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tested, and the printer output routine is called 
when it is busy, it becomes very easy to miss key 
board characters during the spooling operations. 
With this form of implementation you will proba 
bly decide not to use the spooling feature. 

Text screen mode 
Entering a carriage return at the command screen 
will cause the program to enter the text screen 
mode and display the first page (screen) of your 
file. In this mode, you can enter text for a new file, 
or edit the material you have previously entered. 
To create a new text file you merely type in the 
desired material. You do not need to worry about 
line lengths or inputting carriage returns at the 
end of each line. When you reach the end of a line, 
the display will automatically go to the next line. 
If a word does not fit on the line, it will automati 
cally be moved to the start of the next line. (The 
EDIT program also includes a program mode op 
tion that defeats this word wrapping feature. This 
mode is designed for the entry of source code in a 
programming language such as Basic or assembly 
language, etc.) The cursor can be moved to any 
point on the screen, whether or not there is any 
text there, and is not limited to staying within the 
current line length you have established. 

To edit an existing file, you move the cursor to 
the position where you want to change the file. To 
change a character, you simply type the new char 
acter over the old one. You can also insert charac 
ters that will move all following text to the right, 
wrapping it around to the next line if necessary. 
Pressing any cursor control or function key will 
exit from the character insert mode. There is also a 
full insert mode, which allows you to type in new 
text just as if you were creating a new file. In this 
mode you can use the cursor control and function 
keys without leaving the insert mode. 

In addition to the single-position cursor con 
trols, (up, down, left, right), the EDIT program 
allows you to position the cursor at the top or bot 
tom of the text, as well as scroll lines or pages for 
ward or backward. You can delete characters, 
words, or lines. Line delete requires two strokes of 
the line delete key to prevent accidental deletion. 
There are also provisions for manipulations of 
blocks of text. Blocks can be moved, copied, or de 
leted. A search feature is included to find a desired 
word (or words) in the file. Search can be com 
bined with replace, to create a search and replace 
function for changing one word to another. This 
function can be repeated without re-entering the 
target word. It can also be specified to repeat a 
fixed number of times, or it can be global, which 
will cause all occurrences of the search word to be 
changed. 

The keystrokes required to accomplish all of 
these functions are dependent on the type of termi 
nal you are using. If you have a terminal with no 
special functions keys, various control keys will be 
used. With an intelligent terminal, such as the 

Televideo 950, the function keys on the terminal 
are used so you do not have to press two keys si 
multaneously. On the Xerox 820 that I use, the 
numeric keypad is used for the various functions. 
For most of the functions, it is necessary to hold 
the control key down when you press the keypad 
key. This allows the terminal software routine to 
distinguish between the Magic Wand commands 
and the normal numeric output of these keys. A 
minor inconvenience, but it does allow use of the 
keypad for numeric data entry. 

Unlike some other word processing packages, 
with Magic Wand what you see when using the 
EDIT program is definitely not what you get. You 
can enter and edit text using the full screen width 
of your terminal, and print it using a narrower (or 
wider) line. The EDIT program does not show 
page breaks, or special formatting features such as 
underlining, boldface, or reverse indenting. 
Whether this is a good or bad feature is the subject 
of much debate, and is primarily a subjective mat 
ter. It doesn't bother me, and I think it makes text 
entry easier and faster, since the program does not 
have to manipulate the screen nearly as much to 
make it look like a printed page. Showing page 
breaks has some merit, but it is not absolutely nec 
essary. You can't really italicize or type in bold 
face on a video screen, so why present a faked ver 
sion of these features? 

Printing the text 
After editing your file, you will normally write it 
to the disk and then print it using the PRINT pro 
gram. It is here that you will discover the real pow 
er of the Magic Wand system. You can use print 
commands, either entered from the keyboard or 
imbedded in your text file, to control the exact 
format of your page. To quote from the Magic 
Wand manual, "Some of the commands control 
the shape of the text, how it is placed on the page, 
the margins, spacing, etc. These commands give 
you complete control of your printer, so that you 
can make it do things you never thought possible. 
Other commands determine what is printed. You 
can access external data files, e.g., name and ad 
dress lists. You can create fill-in-the-blank files 
that you fill in automatically as you print. You can 
create a file with commands that are executed only 
if certain conditions are met, so that one file can 
print several different letters." In other words, if 
there is any way to print the material you have, 
Magic Wand can probably do it. 

The operation of the PRINT program is similar 
to the EDIT program. After you load the program 

. you can change the disks in the drives, so that the 
program does not have to take up space on your 
data disks. You can then start printing immediate 
ly, or you can display a command screen that lists 
the current values of the internal variables used to 
control the printed output. You can change any of 
these variables at any time to vary the output 
format. Commands are available to control the 

The Print program contains the real power .•• 
if there is a way to print your material, 

Magic Wand can do it. 
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Magic Wand continued 

margins and line spacing. You can indent para 
graphs any number of characters, or you can set 
the left margin in from the edge of the paper and 
use reverse indenting. Margins can be flush left, 
flush right, or justified left and right. Justified 
margins are supported in two different modes. The 
normal mode expands the spaces between words, 
in the smallest increment your printer will support, 
to line up the right margin. The character justifi 
cation mode adds additional space between all 
characters to justify the right margin. You can use 
subscripts and superscripts, print in boldface, un 
derline, or any combination of these features. You 
can insert headings and footings at the top and 
bottom of any or all pages. True proportional spac 
ing is supported by Magic Wand, wherin the space 
occupied by a character is dependent on the width 
of the character. 

Choice of printer 
Of course, to use these special features you need a 
printer which can do these things. Most of the cur 
rently available letter quality printers, such as the 
Diablo, Qume, and NEe Spinwriter, support these 
features. You can also direct the output to the 
screen for a quick look at the results (without some 
of the special features), or you can direct it to a 
disk file for later spooling while you are editing a 
different file. The disk file will contain all of the 
special control characters needed to cause the 
proper printer action. 

You can use commands to force new lines or 
pages, start and/or stop printing on a specific 
page, or print multiple copies. There is a condi 
tional new page command that you can set at the 
start of the printout to prevent the first line (or as 
many lines as you wish) of a paragraph from start 
ing on the bottom of a page. You can suppress the 
output of formfeed characters to the printer to 
print nonstandard page lengths. You can tell the 
program that you are using single-sheet paper, and 
it will pause at the end of each page to allow you to 
insert a new sheet into the printer. All of these 
features can be controlled from the keyboard dur 
ing printing, or can be activated via commands 
embedded in your text file. 

To embed commands directly in your text file, 
you mark the commands with a special command 
character. The command character is normally a 
reverse slash (\) but of course there is a command 
to change the command character to something 
else so that you can print it. You can embed a 
command in the middle of a word to create special 
effects if you want to. For example, you could 
print a word partially in regular print and partially 
in bold face, by embedding the appropriate. com 
mands within the word. 

In addition to the command character, Magic 
Wand recognizes other special characters. These 
recognition characters are used to activate the spe 
cial features. You can insert conditional hyphens 

in a word, using a special recognition character, 
and Magic Wand will hyphenate the word at the 
point if the whole word will not fit on the line. You 
can mark sections of text to be underlined with a 
special recognition character. Similarly, you can 
mark subscripts, superscripts, and sections to be 
printed in boldface. If you need to send some spe 
cial control character to your printer, such as the 
control character to select the alternate character 
set on a print wheel, there is even an OUT com 
mand that allows you to send any value to any out 
put port on your system. 

You can print or test internal variables used by 
the Magic Wand program. Internal variables keep 
track of the current column number, line number, 
page number, and the number of lines left on the 
page. Other internal variables record the number 
of copies you have printed, and keep track of any 
external data files you are using. You can use 
these variables to print page numbers, determine 
how many lines you have left on a page, skip to a 
given line, or determine the status of your data 
file. 

You can also define your own variables to con 
trol what is printed or how it is printed. You can 
use up to 128 different variables in processing your 
text file. You can define string variables, integer 
numeric variables, or decimal dollar variables. 
You can print any of these variables in your text, 
changing them dynamically for multiple printouts 
of the same file. You can add and subtract numer 
ic variables, and assign the value of one variable to 
another variable. You can use IF statements to 
test and compare the length or values of variables 
in a manner very similar to programming in Basic. 
The SKIP command allows you to skip over a giv 
en number of lines in your text. You can also use 
the SKIP command to skip to a specific character 
in your file. By combining IF statements with 
SKIP statements you can make the variables you 
have defined control what portion of your text is 
printed. 

The values of the variables may be set directly 
in your text file or they may be read from the key 
board or a disk file during the printing process. 
You can issue a prompt to the screen requesting 
the input of a variable. If you are running multiple 
copies of the same printout, you can test a variable 
and request its input only if it has not previously 
been entered. 

Data files can be either text files with variable 
line lengths, or fixed record length files generated 
by another program. For example, you can access 
a fixed record length name and address file and 
print a mixture of three and four line address la 
bels with Magic Wand. All of this without having 
to buy any additional support programs. 

Documentation 
With all of these special features, it may appear 
that it would be difficult to learn to use Magic 

The power and flexibility of output processing 
are Magic Wand's strongest points. 
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Wand, but this is really not the case. When you 
receive your Magic Wand disk, you will find sev 
eral sample files on the disk. These files are data 
files for lessons that are contained in the Magic 
Wand manual. The manual is written in a self 
study manner, and leads you through nine lessons 
in which you manipulate these sample files to 
learn the various features and capabilities of 
Magic Wand. The manual includes pictures of ac 
tual display screens and print results, so you know 
what to expect at each step of the lessons. 

The lessons start with the basic features you 
need to know in order to do straightforward edit 
ing and printing, and then proceed into the ad 
vanced features of special formatting commands 
and the use of variables. A second section of the 
manual lists and defines all of the commands and 
features of both the EDIT and PRINT programs. 
The manual includes a table of contents and an 
index so you can reference a particular feature 
rapidly. If you are working on a file and forget a 
particular command, just display the command 
screen and enter a question mark. A brief summa 
ry of all of the available commands will be dis 
played. Entering a command followed by a ques 
tion mark will provide additional information 
about that command-not a lengthy description, 
but usually enough to jog your memory for those 
commands that you don't use very often. 

If you get the impression that I like the Magic 
Wand word processing system, you are right. The 

Peachtree Software, Inc. 
3445 Peachtree Rd., NE 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
(404) 239-3000 

power and flexibility of the output processing are 
what I consider to beits strongest points. Are there 
other word-processing systems as good? I don't 
think so, but I haven't used any of the others 
enough to become comfortable with them, and be 
sides, I prefer Magic Wand. 

Magic Wand was originally developed by a 
company called Small Business Applications, Inc. 
That company was dissolved and its assets were 
acquired by Peachtree Software, Inc. Peachtree 
released a new version of Magic Wand about a 
year ago that has since become the standard ver 
sion. It retains all of the good features, and, in ad 
dition, the program is now menu driven so that it is 
not necessary to return to the CP 1M operating 
system to switch between editing and printing of 
files. The initial reports on this new version are 
that it is even better than the old Magic Wand. In 
one Peachtree advertisement I saw, they stated 
that they liked it so much that they decided to put 
their name on it. From now on, Magic Wand will 
be called the PeachText word processor. I think 
the name change is a mistake, but of course I may 
be prejudiced. 

Peach Text is a registered trademark of Peach 
tree Software, Inc. For information contact: 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

Spellbinder 
A word processor with custom-designable macros 

by F. B. McLaughlin 

S pellbinder by Lexisoft is a very sophisti 
cated, very powerful word processor and 
office management system capable of 
accommodating almost any word pro 
cessing need. Using a typographic qual 

ity printer or letter-quality precision printer, 
Spellbinder can produce camera-ready copy of 
such quality that the layman might think it had 
been typeset. 

Not that any full-featured word processor is 
simple to use, but Lexisoft has made Spellbinder's 
use quite painless. For instance, Spellbinder uses 
the function keys and the keypad of my H-19 
(Heath/ Zenith) terminal, but instead of requiring 
me to memorize the new functions of these keys, 
Lexisoft has made a set of replacement key tops 
available-in red and blue, no less-double-in 
scribed in most cases with the original and the new 
functions. This alone takes the curse off learning a 
new system. 

Some features of Spellbinder 
Spellbinder provides a host of features, such as: 

• Full-screen display 
• Full printer support of typographic-quality 
printers as well as letter-quality precision 
printers and dot matrix printers 

• Help messages customized to your 
particular needs 

• Complete management of oversize files 
• Disk directory display 
• VVord wraparound 
• Total cursor control 
• Text addition, deletion, change 
• Horizontal and vertical scrolling 
• User-controlled tab table 
• Individual line left margin control 
• Full block control 
• Automatic search, search and replace, 
search and delete, search and add, search 
with wildcards 

• Full hyphenation control-hard, soft, firm 
• Print-to-screen and print-from-screen 
capabilities 

• Savable format tables 
• Proportional spacing with user-definable 
character width table 

• User-definable letter table 
• Incrementally variable character spacing 
• Centering 
• Right justification 
• Max and min word space control 
• Nestable subscripts and superscripts 

F. B. McLaughlin, M-C Enterprises, Inc., 
8915 Piney Creek Rd., Parker, CO 80134 

• Incrementally variable line spacing 
• Bidirectional printing 
• Pagination and titling 
• Printing enhancements 
• Positive and negative line and form feeds 
• Ribbon color change and wheel change 
control 

• Pitch-independent formatting 
• Comment insertion 
• Twelve built-in macros 
• Custom macros 

And even this is not a complete list of Spellbinder's 
capabilities. In fact, I have no idea where the list 
may end, since it would take a long, long time to 
explore Spellbinder's limits exhaustively. 

I had been searching for the word processor for 
some time when the manager of the area Heathkit 
Electronics Center suggested I tryout Spellbinder. 
I needed a general-purpose word processor to use 
with my Heath/Zenith H-8 computer (64K mem 
ory, Z80 CPU), H-19 terminal, H-17 triple 5y." 
floppy disk drives and Diablo 1640 printer. I am 
the editor of the Denver Heath Users' Group 
newsletter and need a word processor for writing 
the newsletter, an occasional magazine article, lots 
of correspondence, and for editing downloaded 
text from the Denver Heath Users' Group Bulletin 
Board System and from the information nets. 
Consequently I was looking for a first-rate word 
processor. Spellbinder can handle all my needs 
with minimum effort on my part, and best of all, 
give me complete control over the Diablo. 

System requirements 
and installation 
In the beginning, Spellbinder has to know all 
about your system, which is described to it by a 
configuration program. Lexisoft markets a num 
ber of versions for major systems such as Heath/ 
Zenith, Apple, North Star, Radio Shack, Crom 
emco and the like. They are designed to work with 
either the CP/M or OASIS operating systems. 
The hardware queries in the configuration pro 
gram are those concerning the possible variations 
of your particular system, such as printer type and 
availability of function keys and keypad. The rest 
of the questions have to do with such matters as 
whether or not you wish the user guides or row and 
column numbers displayed. 

You may permanently configure your program 
at any time and the questions will no longer be 
asked. Lexisoft suggests the newcomer wait until 
he has become a little more familiar with Spellbin 
der. After all, there are tables to be configured to 
your taste-two format tables, a pagination table, 
a tab table and a character width table for propor- 
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Spellbinder continued 

tiona I spacing control. If you are eager and save 
the customization after the first time through the 
configuration program, do not worry-you may 
change it at will. 

Screen capability 
Spellbinder has a wraparound feature. You need 
not use carriage returns except at the end of a 
paragraph or to create blank lines. Spellbinder au 
tomatically shifts to the beginning of the next line 
when the text reaches the end of the line. A par 
tially completed word at the end of the line is 
shifted to the beginning of the next line. 

Text can be displayed and printed at line 
lengths selectable from 24 characters to 159 
(twice the screen width -I), defaulting to the 
configured screen width. If the selected screen 
width exceeds your terminal's capability, text is 
automatically scrolled horizontally at the expense 
of the text on the left end of the line so you can see 
all the text you have typed. When Spellbinder 
reaches the end of the extended line, either a car 
riage return or the normal wraparound operation 
returns the cursor to column I of the next line. The 
right and left arrow keys control the cursor over 
the entire length of the extended line. 

Basic operations 
Spellbinder has two modes of operation-EDIT 
mode and COMMAND mode. In general, EDIT 
mode is used for entering and editing text. COM 
MAND mode is used for major text changes, I/O 
operations, and printing. 

In EDIT mode, text may be changed by typing 
over the existing text or by deleting the existing 
text and inserting new text. Text deletion can be 
by character, word, sentence, paragraph or block, 
all single-key commands. The cursor can be con 
trolled in several ways. On the keypad of the H-19, 
arrow keys control up, down, right, left movement. 
Combined with the REPEAT key, the cursor will 
march in that direction one step at a time. A 
CURSOR SCAN key moves the cursor to the 
right margin. Tapping CURSOR SCAN again 
moves the cursor to the left margin. MODE 
FW ARD and MODE BKW ARD keys move the 
cursor forward or backward according to cursor 
mode, that is, by character, word, sentence, para 
graph or block. Function keys permit scrolling up 
or down a screenful at a time. 

In COMMAND mode, text deletion of larger 
proportions can be accomplished. You may delete 
by line, by all text following the cursor, or by all 
text. These are regular keyboard commands rather 
than special-function key commands. Major cur 
sor excursions can be made from COMMAND 
mode. The cursor can be moved forward or back 
ward to the next mark or to the beginning or end of 
text; forward or backward n lines at a time. 

Tabs can be set anywhere up to column 159 or 
removed selectively. All the tab stops can be 

cleared with one keystroke, and regular tab stops 
up to 10 spaces can be entered with a single key 
stroke followed by a number representing the 
number of spaces desired. A default tab table can 
be configured to your liking and changed at will. 

An INDENT feature effectively moves the left 
margin one tab stop at a time. INDENT is proba 
bly most useful in formatting outlines, but I find 
that I use it a great deal in formatting text inserts. 
INDENTs may be executed before or after text 
has been typed. An INDENT remains in force un 
til changed or removed by command or until a car 
riage return is executed. 

The MARK key is used to mark a specific loca 
tion in text with a non printing mark character 
specifying the point in the text to which you wish 
the cursor to move on a forward or back command, 
or to mark the end of the text you wish to delete or 
remove and place in a holding buffer. 

A block of text-anything from a single charac 
ter to the entire text-may be deleted from the 
text, moved from one place to another, or copied as 
many times as desired into as many locations as 
desired (to the limit of computer's memory). The 
constraint is one block of text at a time in the hold 
ing buffer. 

Spellbinder provides a comprehensive search 
capability. With appropriate commands, you may 
elect a simple search to find a location in text; a 
discretionary search and replace; an automatic 
search and replace, search and remove, search and 
insert, or search with wildcards. Oversize text may 
be searched globally with a global search-and-re 
place command. 
Help displays 
User guides may be displayed continuously on the 
bottom lines of the screen, removable at will. Edit 
mode guides are displayed when in edit mode, and 
command mode guides when in command mode. A 
more comprehensive set of guides, by subject, may 
be called up as needed. The subject may require an 
entire screen or even several screens of explana 
tion. Since these subject guides are programs, you 
may write your own. You may even call up and 
examine other documents and programs without 
losing your place in the text being edited. 

If you find you have repetitive tasks that would 
require the same operator interface again and 
again, such as printing a file multiple times, an 
auto-command may be issued that will direct the 
entire operation without the need of further oper 
ator interaction. 

There are a number of miscellaneous com 
mands available for such diverse needs as calling 
up the disk directories without disturbing the text 
in memory or the cursor location, displaying the 
amount of unused memory remaining, or exiting 
Spellbinder. The directory listing is particularly 
helpful when you are concatenating files or insert 
ing a file into text. 

You cannot upload Spellbinder text, as stored, to a 
network-you must make a print-image file first. 
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Having one great product to sell may keep 
us happy for awhile. But when we can of 
fer you a complete family of compatible 
products, each one a high quality, low cost 
performer, then you've really got growth 
potential. 
In 1980, OSM Corporation introduced the 
original multiuser, multiprocessor micro 
computer system. Compared with conven 
tional single-processor architecture, 
ZE(-l.S's distributed processing architecture 
provides substantially enhanced perfor 
mance in multiuser applications. For each 
user, ZE(-l.S dedicates a Z80A CPU, 64K of 
RAM, one parallel and two serial ports. 
ZE(-l.S2, our second generation product, 
has made significant market penetration. 
Based on the same architecture, it was the 
first microcomputer to incorporate an inte 
gral Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
allowing the system to stay up for a period 
of 20 minutes in case of a power failure or 
voltage fluctuation. This provides utmost 
reliability by eliminating CPU crash or 

damage. ZE(-l.S2 is a flexible system expand 
able to 32 users and 600MB of storage. 
ZE(-l.S3, introduced at NCC '82, is based on 
the same architecture as ZE(-l.S2 in an 8 
user configuration. !\pplying the latest 
technologies, the ZE(-l.S3 utilizes a 5 '14" 
Winchester hard disk and a 5'14" floppy 
drive. The cabinet measures a mere J 0 x J 9 
x 27.5 inches, yet it contains all the hard 
ware necessary to handle up to three 
shared printers as well as data 
communications. 
OSM's MUSE operating system is CP/M * 
compatible and provides a true multi-user 
environment for ZE u.S , multi-processor ar 
chitecture. MUSE allows the use of more 
than 2000 available languages and appli 
cations programs written for CP/M * 
systems. 

aSIA 
Computer Corporation 
2364 Walsh Avenue 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

CIRCLE 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD 14081496-6910 TWX9103382099 

Now we are growing again. ZE(-l.S4, intro 
duced at the Las Vegas Comdex, offers you 
even more ways to grow. A powerfUl yet 
compact system, it delivers our proven 
multiuser, multiprocessor capabilities at 
the price of a single user system. 
Come grow with us. OSM is seeking qual 
ified dealers/distributors. For more infor 
mation regarding our company and our 
computer systems, please call our toll free 
number: 800-538-5 J 20 and ask to speak 

. to one of our Regional Sales Managers. 
For more information, write to us: 
OSM Computer Corporation, 2364 Walsh 
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051 . 

ZEfJ.S and MUSE are trademarks of OSM Computer 
Corporation. 
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc 
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110 operations 
Spellbinder will manage files of any size up to the 
disk operating system's limits. You may direct the 
details of opening the file, reading the text into 
memory, writing the text to the file and closing the 
file, or you may leave the details to Spellbinder. If 
the file is oversize, that is, larger than the comput 
er can accommodate in one operation, Spellbinder 
will read into memory only as much as will fit. 
When you have finished editing that portion of the 
file, a single keystroke will direct Spellbinder to 
write that portion of the file to an output file and 
read in the next portion of the input file. In this 
manner a file as large as 500,000 characters may 
be edited. Edited files may be concatenated into a 
single output file to the limits of the disk operating 
system. A file or any portion thereof may be in 
serted at any place in the text in memory. Files 
may be deleted from a disk at any time. 

Since a Spellbinder text file is stored as a con 
tinuous ribbon of text without line-end carriage re 
turns and line feeds, the text as stored is not suit 
able for uploading to an information net. Spell 
binder has switches available for incorporating 
line feeds and carriage returns and for converting 
groups of spaces into tabs when the file is written 
to disk. 

Lexisoft has gone a long way toward foolproof 
ing Spellbinder. Should you elect to control file 
openings and closings yourself, Spellbinder will 
not let you exit the program with an open file. 
Should you command the abandonment of a text 
file in memory, Spellbinder will require reassur 
ance that you really mean it before complying. A 
means is provided for making sure that the file 
name of the file you read from disk is the same as 
the file name you write back to disk when you have 
finished editing. Backup files are provided auto 
matically, though on the same disk. 

Print formatting 
Printing options are contained in a format table of 
16 values. The table may be displayed at any time 
and changed at any time. If you wish, a two-key 
command will display the format table as a non 
printing line of text, which ensures that the options 
selected for the text will prevail no matter where 
the table happens to be set at the time the text is 
printed. A second format table, also displayable, is 
available by a two-key switch. You may switch 
formats as often as you like, which is a very useful 
feature when you want to change format for a text 
insert, for instance. Options include: 

• printer type (precision, dot matrix, CP/M 
list device) 

• destination (I/O device) 
• print routine (line or character oriented) 
• print length (length of text page in 10ths of 
an inch) 

• form length (in lOths of an inch) 

• page eject 
• left indent (in 10ths of an inch) 
• line spacing 
• justification (right, left, right and left, 
center) 

• line width (in 10ths of an inch) 
• line feed size (in 48ths of an inch) 
• character size (in l20ths of an inch) 
• special character 
• proportional spacing 
• maximum space 
• minimum space 

Some of these options are available only to preci 
sion printers, that is, printers which are capable of 
line feed control to Y48th of an inch and character 
spacing to Y,2oth of an inch. 

A separate table controls titling and pagination. 
If desired, top or bottom titling is available and top 
or bottom pagination at right, center, or left. You 
may elect separate title/page number locations for 
odd- and even-numbered pages, and you may se 
lect the starting number. The table may be called up 
at will and changed at will, or written into text. 

If you have specified a precision printer, Spell 
binder prints bidirectionally unless otherwise com 
manded. For nonroutine applications, other com 
mands specify unidirectional, space-filled lines. 

As desired, printing can be (1) even left margin, 
uneven right margin; (2) even right and left mar 
gins; (3) uneven left margin, even right margin; 
(4) centered on the line. If you have specified a 
precision printer and you select even left and right 
margins, the extra space, if there is any, is evenly 
divided among all the spaces on the line, giving the 
appearance of printing. Otherwise, the extra 
spaces are randomly added to the riormal spaces 
between words. 

The width of the text line and the length of the 
text page are specified in tenths of an inch. This 
saves you from having to calculate the actual num 
ber of characters per line in character mode or 
lines per page. 

Vertical pitch can be set to 3, 4, 6, or 8 lines per 
inch or, for precision printers, set to whatever line 
space you wish in increments of Y48th inch. Corre 
spondingly, horizontal pitch can be set to 8,10,12, 
15, user-defined pitch, or, for a precision printer, 
set to your choice of character spacing in incre 
ments of Yl20th inch. Both horizontal and vertical 
pitch commands can appear anywhere in the text, 
and the horizontal pitch may be changed for as 
little as one word. 

Spellbinder offers an inclusive set of character 
enhancements. For precision printers, there is 
shadow printing. For any printer the available op 
tions are underline, slash or dash overstrike, bold 
face, space (instead of character), skip character 
(null) or ignore enhancement. You may underline 
just the words in a phrase or both the words and 
the intervening spaces. Enhancement can be 

Spellbinder allows for user reconfiguration 
of the system at any time. 
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AVAILABLE NOW FROM DUAL 
SYSTEMS, theCMEM memory 
boards combine high-speed 
CMOS memories with a new 
5 -8 year lithium battery. The 
CMEM offers the nonvolatility 
of an EPROM board while retain 
ing the instant writability of a 
high-speed read/write RAM. 
These industrial grade boards 
are subjected to a 168-hour 
burn-in and a 1000-cycle power 
interruption test to insure data 
retention and the highest degree 
of reliability possible. 

CMEM-32K, 32K Bytes $695 
CMEM-16K, 16K Bytes $595 
CMEM- 8K, 8K Bytes $495 

:::»UAL 
DUAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
2530 San Pablo Avenue' Berkeley 

CA 94702 • (415) 549-3854 • 172029 SPX 

:::»UAL OEM and Dealer pricing 
is available. 

Sales representatives in 
most metropolitan areas. 

2530 San Pablo Avenue. Berkeley • CA 94702 • (415) 549-3854 • 172029SPX 

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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changed at any place in the text. 
For precision printers, proportional spacing is 

available. Included in the set of Spellbinder pro 
grams is a proportional space table that you may 
change temporarily or permanently to suit your 
own tastes or a different precision print wheel or 
thimble. You may develop multiple space tables. 
The maximum and minimum space options in 

the print formatting tables are for use with right 
justified printing, where sometimes the space be 
tween words becomes unacceptably large. You set 
the maximum and minimum space in increments 
of Yio space. Spellbinder will not exceed these lim 
its, but rather will stop printing, display the first 
word of the next line, and give you the opportunity 
of either hyphenating that word or accepting the 
excessive spacing. 

Some print-formatting commands are dot com 
mands. For example, a ".c" at the beginning of a 
line of text centers that line; a ".e" ejects the cur 
rent page from the printer. Other dot commands 
define titles, cause form feeds, command vertical 
tabs and negative line feeds; define non printing re 
marks, and command printing termination. Other 
formatting commands may be embedded dynami 
cally anywhere in the text. They include super 
scripts, subscripts, hyphenation, character en 
hancement, absolute tabs, font switches, pauses, 
line feeds, back spaces, and others that provide 
changes to the forma tting ta ble. You even have six 
user-definable functions available. While these 
commands are uncommon characters, or common 
characters used in an uncommon way and appro 
priated for command purposes, they may still be 
used normally by enhancing the character and 
then defeating the enhancement. 

Printing 
Spellbinder has two printing modes-line-oriented 
and character-oriented. In line-oriented format 
the printed page looks just like the screen display. 
In character-oriented mode, the line length de 
pends on the value in the print formatting table. 
Three kinds of hyphenation are available. There 

is the hard hyphen, as in "attorney-at-law." This 
hyphen will be printed regardless of where it ap 
pears on the line. A soft hyphen may be used in the 
line-oriented mode to break apart an overly long 
word at the end of a screen line. The soft hyphen 
will be printed. In character-oriented mode, the 
over-long word mayor may not come at the end of 
the printed line. If it does, the hyphen is printed. If 
it does not, the hyphen is not printed and the word 
is closed up. In either mode, if you edit the line and 
the hyphenated word is moved from the end of the 
line, the hyphen disappears. If you then re-edit the 
line and the hyphenated word is again at the end of 
the line, the hyphen will not reappear. 

The third, or firm hyphen, responds just as does 
the soft hyphen, with one exception: If editing 

moves the hyphenated word from the end of the 
line, the hyphen does not disappear-but it will be 
printed only if the hyphenated word comes at the 
end of the line. 

A very useful feature of Spellbinder is the abil 
ity to verify what the printed page will look like 
without actually printing the text. A one-key com 
mand will display the text on the screen as it will 
look printed on paper, with obvious limitations. 
The screen cannot display proportional spacing, 
right justification, subscripts, or superscripts. Oth 
er than that, printing errors will be pointed out and 
can be corrected before the actual printing is done. 
Display will stop at the end of every page to let you 
look at the page ending. The display occurs at the 
terminal's display rate, which is inconveniently 
fast, but the display can be turned on and off and 
so controlled in this manner. Another one-key 
command will verify printing and stop at the end 
of each page, but will not display text. 

Oversize files can be verified or printed. Global 
verification includes automatic writing to an out 
put file, so the corrections you make to the file 
being verified are automatically reflected in the 
new output file. If you choose, global printing can 
also include writing the file being printed (and 
edited) to an output file so you will have an exact 
copy of what was printed. 

Spellbinder can be commanded to print a page, 
a file resident in memory, an oversize file on disk, 
or any specific number of lines of text. Spellbinder 
will print multiple copies of a document without 
interruption or further direction. Spellbinder will 
even batch-print multiple files. 

Macros 
A macro is a series of commands that will be per 
formed sequentially and automatically. Twelve 
macros are included with Spellbinder, and you 
may write your own custom macros. Those in 
cluded are: 

LINENB-numbers each line of both the 
printed text and the displayed text 
for editing purposes; 

FORMS-provides forms fill-in and forms gen 
eration capability, with mathemat 
ics and access to a data file; 

BOILER-enables you to create boilerplate 
paragraphs and call them up into a 
file by number; 

BATCH-automatically prints multiple files; 
2CPRINT-prints text in two columns for 

camera-ready copy; 
CUESORT -sorts a file on up to 20 classifica 

tions and as many categories as will 
fit on one screen line; 

MMERGE-prints a form letter to each person 
on an associated mail list; 

ALPHA-a general-purpose sorting macro; 
also capable of sorting by zip code. 

Twelve macros are included with Spellbinder, and you 
may write your own custom macros. 
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.jf ELECTRALOGICS'IiFlO 
~ The most versatile andcapab]e 

I/O board available for the 5-100 bus. 
Electralogic's MFIO is the most versatile and 
capable VO board available for the S-100 bus, The 
8 asynchronous serial ports, 2-8 bit bidirectional 
parallel ports, 8 level programmable interrupt 
controller and battery backed-up real time clock 
provide all the features which traditionally re 
quired 3 or more boards, 

The design meets the needs of OEM's and 
system integrators who demand high density and 
reliability in their products, 

Additional capabilities include: extended VO 

addressing, up to 6 wait states, jumper selectable 
for high speed systems, easy to use interface cards 
and serial data rates up to 57,6 K baud, 

The 2 pin boards allow any of 20 interrupt 
sources (11 on board + 9 from S100 bus) to activate 
1-8 interrupt levels, The board comes complete 
with extensive manual and source listings for 
standard CPM* BIOS, interrupt driven BIOS, clock 
set routine, time print routine, diagnostic routines 
and sample device initialization routines, 
'CPM is a trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH 

CENTRONICS 
OPTION BOARD 

Centronics compatible 
connector. ----------- 

RS-232 Interface 
connector 

I 
I 
I 
I 

STANDARD 
PARALLEL 
OPTION 
BOARD 

SERIAL 
OPTION 
BOARD 

Interface re-configura 
---- tionjumpers 

2 - 8 bit bi-directional 
parallel ports with 
handshaking 

8-RS232 Serial Inter 
r - - - - faces utilizing TD(2), 
I RD(3), RTS(4) CTS(5), 

DSR(6), CD(8), DTR(20), 
RI(22) 

Nickel Cadmium 
Battery backs up 
Real Time Clock ----- 

_ UL Approved PCB 

Real Time Clock - 
milliseconds to months - 
+ alarm 

Software confiqurable __ 
PIA 

Asynchronous UARTs 
with internal Baud 
Rate Generator 

Interrupt Pin Boards 
map 20 sources onto 8 - 
levels 

Crystal Time base 

MFIO 
I 

Extended 110 Address 
jumper selectable 

I 
Priority 
Interrupt 
Controller 

PRICE - $499.00 
CENTRONICS OPTION BD, - $39,95 
SERIAL OPTION BD, - $24.95 
STANDARD PARALLEL 

OPTION BD. - $24.95 

Complies with S100-696 
Bus Standard for 8116 
bit systems 

Wait state generator 
for extremely fast 
systems 

logics 
TM 

Electra 
Manufactured by: 
ELECTRALOGICS INCORPORATED 
39 Durward Place, Waterloo, Ontario 
Canada N2L 4E5 Tel: 519-884-8200 

Represented by: 
INTEGRAND 

8620 Roosevelt Ave., 
Visalia, California 93291 

- Incorporated 

CIRCLE 58 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
OEM and Dealer Inquiries Invited Tel: 209-651-1203 
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judgment. Spellbinder optionally carries on the 
message line (the top line of the display) a running 
count of line number and column number. The line 
number counter counts command lines as well as 
text lines, which destroys its usefulness for detect 
ing the approaching end of a page. If you are in 
corporating footnotes at page end, it would help to 
know during text writing exactly where the page 
ends. Lexisoft's decision to ignore this problem is, 
in my opinion, poor judgment, since footnotes can 
not easily be incorporated into the text. 

One remaining annoyance is not really Spell 
binder's fault. The problem lies with CP/M" the 
operating system. CP/M 2.2 has no type-ahead 
buffer, as does HDOS (Heath/Zenith's operating 
system), so if you type too fast, as, for example, 
when ending a paragraph with a carriage return 
and typing a second carriage return to create a 
blank line between paragraphs, the computer may 
not see the second carriage return and consequent 
ly no blank line is printed. You have to learn a 
deliberate rhythm to such operations to avoid this 
problem. Brought up on HDOS, I find this trait 
most annoying. 

Spellbinder's greatest weakness is its instruc 
tion manual. It is only average at best, and not 
nearly up to the quality of the program. The man 
ual appears to have been edited critically for spell 
ing, grammar, and syntax, but not for usability. 
While sections were rewritten and improved in the 
new release, it is still frequently ambiguous, par- 

ADDIT -adds columns and rows of numbers 
and locates the answer in the text; 

KPH RASE-allows any key to be predefined 
as a word, expression, or sentence 
when preceded by a specific key; 

CALC-exits to a calculator mode, operating 
with both standard registers and 
with information in text; 

MOVEIT -allows the editing of columns of 
data including deletions, insertion 
of text, insertion of columns from 
other documents, and moves within 
a document. 

Performance assessment 
If you now believe that Spellbinder is indeed a 
most powerful word processor, I have succeeded in 
my intent. Moreover, with the recent advent of a 
new version, 5.1x, some previously existing bugs 
have been eliminated and a number of new fea 
tures and improvements to existing features have 
been incorporated. Unfortunately, some new bugs 
have appeared in the new version. Only a couple of 
them are significant, though. When, in the right 
justified printing mode, you're using the command 
that causes the printer to overstrike one character 
with a second, the column counter counts the sec 
ond character-hence the last column of the line is 
a blank. 

The other significant shortcoming of Spell 
binder is not really a bug-it is more a matter of 

r-------------------- 'I 0 send information Please send me copies of "Learning to Program In C I 
on Plum Hall Seminars .ct $25. (plus $1.25 for N.J. residents) ea. enclosed find $ -- I I on C and UNIX™ NAME _ 

I ADDRESS .1 
CITY STATE Zlp::E I I 0 Check . I 0 Mastercard 0 Visa expiration Date Card No. , 

_0 American Express Signature , _ I . ._------------------- 
CIRCLE 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

From Plum Hall an Introductory Book on C. 
It has been several years in the making and now it is here. Learning to 

Program in C, by Thomas Plum, teaches C language from the ground up. With 
or without previous programming experience, anyone acquainted with 
computers will find a clear description of how C works. 

You will find guidelines for writing portable programs that will run on 
a wide variety of modern computers - micro, mini. and mainframe, with 
excellent efficiency in all these environments, 

Topic areas include: 
• Environmental details - starting C 
• Data and variables - using the memory 
• Operators and expressions - Intuitive reasons for C precedence. 
• Control structure - readability rules 
• Functions - print and scan made easy 
• Case study - full Blackjack source, from design to documentation 
• POinter, struct clarified 

PLUM HALL 1 Spruce Ave, Cardiff, NJ 08232 
Phone orders: 609-927-3770 

• explains C step-by-step 
• practical "how to" 
approach 

• describes what happens 
in the computer 
210pp++, 7x10, Price $25. 
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ticularly in the more complex explanations. On the 
plus side, the manual includes a detachable, bound 
tutorial section for leading the newcomer through 
the introduction to the system, which it does very 
well. It also contains a quick-reference section that 
is useful, particularly for the experienced operator. 
However, it has no index or glossary, so it is not 
always easy to find a particular reference. 

All in all, Spellbinder is a very good and very 
sophisticated word processor. Deplorably, Lexisoft 
has not proved to be very good to do business with. 
They exhibit a churlish attitude toward their cus 
tomers in that they do not answer letters-at least 
they have not answered mine or my vendor's. Con 
sequently, I have been unable to get any help with 
the problems I have found with Spellbinder. When 
you have invested as much as $495 in a word pro 
cessor, you have the right, I believe, to expect a 
helpful attitude on the part of the manufacturer 
toward your problems in using his product. 

I can recommend Spellbinder to those who need 
its more advanced features, provided they can cope 
with the ambiguities of its manual. I cannot rec 
ommend it to the newcomer to word processing be 
cause of the manual's shortcomings and the com 
pany's apparent attitude toward its customers. 

Lexisoft 
P.G. Box 1378 
Davis, CA 95616 
(916) 758-3630 

Before disk errors ruin your work again order BADLIM. 
• BADLIM assures the reliability of your CP/M 

computer. 
• You can use your disks 10 times longer without 

losing your data AND your time. 
• BADLIM checks t hor ouqhiv your disk marking all 

the blocks which have defective sectors. The 
operating system will know that those sectors 
should be skipped. 

• BADLI M is the only program that gives protection 
for soft and hard errors. 

• The first time BADLIM will list which files in your 
disk are on bad sectors, so you can take action to 
correct It. 

• But thereafter the bad areas in your disk will be 
automatically by-passed. 

• For CP/M 1.4 single density and for CP/M 2.xx of 
any format and density. It is a must for Winchester 
as the media cannot be replaced. 

BADLIM COSI only $73. Wh;,lever the redson you have 
to use a compu ler you need BA D LI M. Contact you r 
dealer or call us toddy. 
BLAT R&D Corp., 8016 188th. St SW, Edmonds 
WA 98020. Phone: [206J 771 - i 408 BADUM 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 
CIRCLE 57 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

"MR EDit"TM 
VIDEO TEXT EDITOR 

The INTELLIGENT Workhorse of CP/M & MP/M 
MR EDit Demo is now available on a 30 day trial and money back guarantee. 

If not completely satisfied, you will be refunded the purchase price less $20.00 handling charge. 

ONLY $149.00 with complete documentation and installation instructions. Manual is available separately for 
$25.00which is refundable with purchase of software (Tn residents add 6.75% sales tax). VISA and MasterCard 
welcome: send account number and expiration date. Order today by letting us know your computer model, 
terminal and disk format desired. (8" and 5%" soft sector only) Free technical summary available on request. 

Add $3.00 shipping U.S., $10.00 foreign order. 
Micro Resources Cotporation 

6922 Harding Road, Suite 117-A 
Nashville, Tennessee 37221 

615-352-4605 

FEATURING: 
• User Configurable to ANY non-memory mapped VDT with at least 12 

lines of 64 columns. 
• Fully screen oriented with comprehensive status 'information line. 
• User defined mix of commands and function keys. 
• Function keys are LIVE and screen of text stays in place and in view 

EVEN IN COMMAND MODE. 
.; Cursor is maintained in proper text location EVEN IN COMMAND 

MODE. 
• English language commands: can be abbreviated as desired 
• Insert, Overwrite, and Command modes. 
• Can be used Standalone or with a Text Processor for Word Processing. 
• Handles MBASIC Line continuation. 
• MR EDit supports 129 commands. 
• 189 page comprehensive user manual. 
• Demo Disk· Sealed MR EDit Disk. 

PARTIAL COMMAND SUMMARY: 
• Cursor Control: up, down, left, right, by character, line, word, 

paragraph, screen, buffer; user defined tab stops. User definable 
visible Tab and Carriage Return characters. 

• Delete character, word, line (all bidirectional). to EOLIBOL; area or 
paragraph. 

• Automatic word wrapping at any column; automatic paragraph alignment . 
• List on Line Printer by line or area. 
• Extensive search/replace capabilities; supports up to 10 simultaneous 

search/replace arguments. Local or Global search capability. 
• Disk Directory and File Deletion, both selective by user, drive, and file, 

with wildcards allowed. Selective Disk Reset. 
• HORIZONTAL window control for easy editing of material wider than 

the screen. 
• Primary and secondary files for both input and out, if needed. 
• UNSURPASSED edit command files and iteration macros. 
• Indent level control for structured programming. 
• On-the-fly definition of a function key as any combination of commands. 

Dealer mqumes welcome. 
CPIM and MP,M are trademarks of Digital Research. Inc 
MA EDit IS a trademark of Micro Resources Corporation 
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8" Disk Drive 
Double-Density 
$249.95 

8" Disk Drives 
Siemens FDD 100-8 single-sided double-density 
MSF-201120 $274.95 ea 2 for $249.95 ea 

Shugart SA810 
MSF-108100 

Shugart SA860 
MSF-108600 

half-size single-sided double-density 
. . . . . .. $424.95 ea 2 for $394.95 ea 

half-size double-sided double-density 
........ $574.95 ea 2 for $549.95 ea 

Shugart SA801 R single-sided double-density 
MSF-10801R ..... .. $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea 

Shugart SA851R double-sided double-density 
MSF-10851 R $554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea 

Tandon TM848-1 single-sided double-den thin-line 
MSF-558481 $379.95 ea 2 for $369.95 ea 

Tandon TM848-2 
MSF-558482 ... 

double-sided double-den thin-line 
.... $494.95 ea 2 for $484.95 ea 

Qume DT-8 
MSF-750080 

double-sided double-density 
$524.95 ea 2 for $498.95 ea 

5114" Disk Drives 
Tandon TM100-1 
MSM-551001 

single-sided double-density 48 TPI 
..... $219.95 ea 2 for $199.95 ea 

Shugart SA400L single-sided double-dsnsity 40 track 
MSM-104000 . . . . $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea 

Shugart SA455 nett-sa» doubls-sided 48 TPI 
MSM-104550 $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea 

Shugart SA465 
MSM-104650 .... 

half-size doule-sided 96 TPI 
. $399.95 ea 2 for $379.95 ea 

Tandon TM100-2 double-sided double-density 48 TPI 
MSM-551002 ... . ... $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea 

Shugart SA450 double-sidsd double-dsnsity 35 track 
MSM-104500 $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea 

Tandon TM100-3 
MSM-551003 ..... 

single-sided double-density 96 TPI 
. . . . .. $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea 

Tandon TM100-4 double-sided double-density 96 TPI 
MSM-551004 $394.95 ea 2 for $374.95 ea 

MPI 8-51 single-sided double-density 40 track 
MSM-155100 $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea 

MPI 8-52 double-sided double-density 40 track 
MSM-155200 ..... $344.95 ea· 2 for $334.95 ea 

5'1.' Cabinet. with Power Supply 
END-000216 Single cab w/power supply $69.95 
END-000226 Dual cab w/powsr supply .. $94.95 

Dual Disk Sub-Systems 
Disk Sub-Systems - Jade 

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally balanced air 
flow system, rugged dual drive power supply, power cable 
kit, power switch, line cord, fusa holder, cooling fan, never 
mar rubber feet, all necessary hardware to mount 2-8" disk 
drives, power supply, and fan, does not include signal cable. 

Dual 8" Sub-Assembly CabInet 
END-000420 Bare cabinet 
END-000421 Cabinet kit . 
END·000431 A & T . 

.. $49.95 
$199.95 
$249.95 

8" SUb-Systems - SIngle Sided, Double Denslly 
END-000423 Kit w/2 FD100-8Ds ... $650.00 
END-000424 A & T w/2 FD100-8Ds $695.00 
END-000433 Kit w/2 SA-801 Rs . $999.95 
END-000434 A & T w/2 SA-80IRs .. .. ... $1195.00 

8" Sub-Systems - Double Sided, Double Denslly 
END-000426 Kit w/2 DT-8s $1224.95 
END-000427 A & T w/2 DT-8s . . $1424.95 
END-000436 Kit w/2 SA-8S1 Rs $1274.95 
END·000437 A & T w/2 SA-8S1Rs $1474.95 

8" Slimline Sub-Systems 
Dual Slim line Sub-Systems - Jade 

Handsome vertical cabinet with scratch resistant baked 
enamel finish, proportionally balanced air ttow system, quiet 
cooling fan, rugged dual drive power supply, power cables, 
power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan, all 
necessary hardware to mount 2-8" slim line disk drives, does 
not inctuo» signal cable. 

Dual 8" SlImllne CabInet 
END·000820 Bare cabinet ... 
END-000822 A & T w/o drives 

$59.95 
$179.95 

Dual 8" SlImllne Sub-System. 
END-000823 Kit w/2 TM848-1 . 
END·000824 A & T w/2 TM848-1 
END·000833 Kit w/2 TM848-2 
END-000834 A & T w/2 TM848-2 

$919.95 
$949.95 

.... $1149.95 

.... $1179.95 

Modems 
SIGNALMAN - Anchor 

Direct-connect automatic answer/originate selection, 300 
Baud full duplex, Bell 103, includes RS-232 cable, portable 
perfect for Osborne or KayPro II 
IOM·5600A Signalman $69.95 

SMARTMODEM - Hayel 
Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto-diaJ 
modem, touch-tone or pulse dialing, RS-232C interface, 
programmable 
IOM-5400A Smartmodem . $224.95 
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph . $218.95 
IOM·2010A Micromodem II w/Term prgm $329.95 
IOM·2012A Terminal program for MMII $89.95 
IOM·1100A Micromodem 100 $368.95 

1200 BAUD SMARTMODEM - Hayes 
1200 and 300 baud, all the features of the standard 
Smartmodem plus 1200 baud, 212 compatible, full or hall 
duplex. 
IOM·5500A Smartmodem 1200 $599.95 

1200 BAUD SMART CAT - Novaton 
103/212 Smart Cat & 103 Smart Cat, 1200 & 300 baud, built-in 
dialer. auto re-dial if busy, auto answer/disconnect, direct 
connect, LED readout displays mode, analog/digital loop- 

I back self tests, usable with multi-line phones. 
IOM-5241A 300 baud 103 Smart Cat . 
IOM-5251A 1200 baud 212/103 Smart Cat .. 
fOM-5261A 300 baud t03 J-Cat 

$229.95 
. .. $549.95 

$129.95 
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Printers on Sale 

PRINTER PRICES SLASHED !II 
High speed dot matrix printers with all the features 01 the 
higher-priced best-selling machines tot a lot less money!!! 
100 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix with true lower case descenders. 
high·resolution bit image and block graphics, superscript & 
subscript, underlining, backspacing, double strike and 
emphasized print modes, proportlone! space font, friction 
feed. tractor feed, and roll paper. 5. 6, 8'1~ 10, 12. &'17 pitch. 
programable line spacing, FREE 2.3K buffer. Epsqn pin and 
plug compatible, user replaceable print head, extended 6 
month factory warranty. 
PRM-66010 10" wide carriage 
PRM·66015 IS" wide carriage . 
PRA·66100 Apple card & cable ....•.•.•... 
PRA-66200 Serial interface card ..........•.. 

$439.95 
$569.95 
$45.00 
$69.95 

HIGH-SPEED, HIGH QUALITY - Okldata 
Mlcrollne 82A 80/132 column. 120 CPS. 9 x 9 dot matrix. 
friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed (optional), 
handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear & bottom feed, 
paper tear bar. 100% duty cycle/200,000,000 character print 
head. bi-directional/logic seeking. both serial & parallel 
Interlaces/ncluded. front panel switch & program control of 
10 different form lengths, uses inexpensive spool type 
ribbons, double width & condensed characters, true lower 
case descenders & graphics 
PRM-43082 with FREE tractor. . .. .. .. . . . .. CALL 

Mlcrollne 83A 132/232 column, t 20 CPS. forms up to IS" 
wide, removable tractor, plus a/l the features of the 82A. 
PRM-43083 with FREE tractor CALL 

Mlcrollne 84 132/232 column. Hi-speed 200 CPS. full dot 
graphics built in. plus all the features of the 83A. 
PRM·43084 Centronics parallel ... 
PRM-43085 Serial with 2K buffer 

CALL 
CALL 

PRA-27081 Apple card , . 
PRA-27082 Apple cable . 
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable 
PRA-43081 2K hi eoeeo serial card 
PRA-43082 Hi-res graphics ROMs 82A .. 
PRA-43063 Hi-graphics ROMs 83A . 
PRA-43088 Tractor option lor 82A 
PRA·43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 

$39.95 
$19.95 
$24.95 

$149.95 
$49.95 
$49.95 
$49.95 
$9.95 

8023 DOT MATRIX - NEC 
100 CPS, proportional spacing, hi-resolution graphics, 
correspondence quality printing, bi-directlcnet tractor & 
friction feed. 
NEC-8023A 8023 parallel $499.95 
NEC-8023-01 8023 ribbon ~. $11.95 

Letter Quality Printers 
LETTER QUALITY PRINtER - Jade 

Uses standard daisy wheels and ribbon cartridges, 16 CPS 
bi-directional printing, semi-automatic paper loader (single 
sheet or fari fold). 10/12/15 pitch. up to 16" paper. built-in 
noise suppression cover. 
PRD-11001 Centronics parallel 
PRD-11002 RS-232C serial model 
PRA-11000 Tractor Option 

$899.95 
$969.95 
$119.95 

STARWRITER F-10 - C. Itoh 
New 40 CPS daisy wheel printer with full 15" carriage. uses 
standard Diablo print wheels and ribbons, both parallel and 
serial interfaces included. 
PRD-22010 Starwriter F-IO $1495.95 

TP-1 LETTER QUALITY - SCM 
12 CPS daisy wheel printer from Smith Corona. 
PRD.45101 Centronics parallel ... $648.95 
PRD-45102 RS-232C serial.......... .. . .. $646.95 

PRINTER PALS - F.M·.J. Inc. 
Desk top printer stand and continuous form paper holder. 
PRA.99080 for MX-80. MX-80FT. Oki 82A, NEG .. $29.95 
PRA-99100 for MX-l00. Oki 83A & 84 $34.95 
PRA-99700 for letter quality printers $49.95 



CP/M 2.2 compatIble 
Easily customIzed 
Easler to learn and use 
HIgh performance file system 
TIme and date stamps on file 
AutomatIc dIsk log-In of removable medle 
Support for 1 to 16 banks of RAM 
Supports up to 16 drIves of 512 Megabytes each 
Up to ten tImes faster than CP/M 2.2 
Console I/O re-dlrectlon 
Easy to use system utilitIes wIth HELP facility 
Power batch facility 
DesIgned for applicatIon programmers ResIdent system extensIons r , 
SophIstIcated programmer utilitIes THREE BOARD SET - SD Systems. THREE BOARD SET - CCS 
DesIgned wIth the busIness user In mInd I 00 00 I 0 00 I 

SFC-55009057F CP/M 3.0 8" with manuals $200.00 I CP 1M 3.0 Save $8 . I EE CP 1M 2..2. Save $70. I 
I fREE I fR Limited Quantity I 
I S-100 board set with 4 MHz Z-80A, 64K of RAM I S-100 board set featuring high speed DMA CPU and disk I 

expandable to 256K, serial and parallel I/O ports, controller, includes 4 MHz DMA Z-80A CPU, 64K of high I double-density disk controller for 5'/,' and 8" disk I speed RAM, 2 serial and 1 parallef I/O ports, dOUble-density I 
drives, new and improved CP/M 3.0 manual set, system DMA disk controller for 5%" or 8" drives, FREE CP/M 2.2 on I monitor, control and diagnostic software. Includes SO I 8" disk with full manual set, all necessary "diagnostic and I 
Systems SBC-200, 64K ExpandoRAM 111, Versa floppy 11, control software. Package consists of the new CCS 282C I and FREE CP/M 3.0 _ all boards are assembled & tested. I DMA CPU, new CCS DMA disk controller (notthe old 2422), I 
I 

& CCS 2065 64K RAM, and FREE CP/M 2.2 - all boards are 
• 64K Board Set with FREE CP/M 3.0 $1195.00 I assembled & tested with full factory warranty. I 
L 256K Board Set with FREE CP/M 3.0 $1395.00 • SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE Save over $700.00 .. $694.95 • ------------~-------------. 

New!!! CP/M Plus 3.0 
NEW CP/M 3.0 - Digital Research 

CP/M 3.0 is Digital Research's latest version of the industry 
standard disk operating system. It features many 
performance improvements such as intelligent record 
buffering, improved directory handling, "HELP" facility, 
time/date stamping of files and many more improvements. 
AND A TREMENDOUS INCREASE fN SPEED!!!, it is fully 
CP/M 2.2 compatible and requires no changes to your 
existing application software. A vailable only to Versaffoppy 
II owners with SBC-200 CPU's 

5-100 Memory Boards 
256K RAMDISK - SD Systems 

ExpandoRAM /II expandable from.64K to 2S6K using 64K x 1 
RAM chips, compatible with CP/M, MP/M, Oasis, 
Cromemco, & most other Z -80 based systems, functions as 
ultra-high speed disk drive when used with optional 
RAMDISK software. 
MEM-65064A 64K A & T $474.95 
MEM-65128A 128K A & T $574.95 
MEM-65192A 192K A & T $674.95 
MEM-65256A 256K A & T $774.95 
SFC-55009000F RAMDISK sftwr CP/M 2.2 .. $44.95 
SFC-55009000F RAMDISK with EXRAM III . $24.95 

64K STATIC RAM - Jade 
Uses new 2K x 8 static RAMs, fully supports IEEE 696 24 bit 
extended adqressing, 200ns RAMs, lower 32K or entire 
board phantomable, 2716 EPROMs' may be subbed for 
RAMs, any 2K segment of upper 8K may be disabled, low 
power typically less than 500ma. 
MEM-99152B Bare board .. 
MEM-99152K Kit less RAM 
MEM-32152K 32K kit 
MEM-56152K 56K kit 
MEM-64152K 64K kit 
Assembled & Tested 

$49.95 
......... $99.95 

... $199.95 
.............. . ... $289.95 

...... .. $299.95 
... add $50.00 

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant 
4MHz to-power static RAM board, IEEE S-100, bank 
selectable, addressable in 4K blocks, disable-able in 1 K 
segments' extended addressing. 
MEM-16171A 16K A & T $149.95 

5-100 Disk Controllers 
DISK 1 - CompuPro 

8" or 5%" DMA disk controller, single or double density, 
single or double sided, 10 MHz. 
IOD-1810A A & T . 
IOD-1810C CSC . 

... $449.95 
....... $554.95 

VERSAFLOPPY II - SO Systems 
Double density disk controller for any combination of 5%" 
and 8" single or double sided, analog phase-locked loop 
data separator, vectored mterroote, CP/M 2.2 & Oasis 
compatible, control/diagnostic software PROM included. 
IOD-1160A A & T with PROM .. $359.95 
SFC-55009047F CP/M 3.0 with VF II $99.95 

2:!42 DISK CONTROLLER - C.C.S. 
5114" or 8" double density disk controller with on-board boot 
loader ROM, free CP/M 2.2 & manual set. 
IOD-1300A A & T with CP/M 2.2 .... $399.95 

DOUBLE D - Jade 
High re/iablity double density disk controller with on-board 
Z-80A, auxiliary printer port, IEEE S-100, can function in 
multi-user interrupt driven bus. 
IOD-1200B Bare board & hdwr man 
IOD-1200K Kit w/hdwr & sftwr man 
IOD-1200A A & T w/hdwr & sftwr man. 
SFC-59002001F CP/M 2.2 with Double D 

$59.95 
.. $299.95 

. .. $325.95 
... $99.95 

New CP/M Plus 
Version 3.0 
FREE I!! * 

Shopping for 5-100 Boards? 
WE CAN BEAT ANY PRICE II 

Call Jade Toll Free for Prices 
SO Systems, CCS, CompuPro, SSM Microcomputer, Memory Merchant 
Scion, Jade Computer, Dual Systems, Advanced Digital, Vector Graphics 

5-100 uo Boards 5-100 CPU Boards 
SBC-200 • SD Systems 

4 MHz Z·8OA CPU with serial & osrettetttt», 1 K RAM, 8K 
ROM space, monitor PROM included. 
CPC·30200A A & T ..... $329.95 

1/0-4 - SSM Microcomputer 
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports. 
101-1010B Bare board w/manual $35.00 
101-1010K Kit with manual $179.95 
101-1010A A & T with manual ... ,..... $249.95 

THE BIG Z - Jade 
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-80 CPU board with serial I/O, 
accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM, baud rates from 
75 to 9600. 
CPU-3.0201B Bare board w/manual $35.00 
CPU-30201K Kit with manual . .. $149.95 
CPU-30210A A & T with manual. $199.95 

1/0-5 - SSM Microcomputer 
Two serial & 3 parallel I/O ports, 11O-19.2K Baud 

101-1015A A & T .. $289.95 

INTER FACER 4 - CompuPro 
3 serial, 1 parallel, 1 Centronics parallel. 
IOt-1840A A & T 
101-1840C CSC 

$314.95 
$414.95 2810 Z-80 CPU - C.C.S. 

2 or4 MHZ Z-80 CPU with serial I/O port & on-board monitor 
PROM, front panel compatible. 
CPU-30400A A & T with PROM ... $289.95 

THE BUS PROBE· Jade 
Inexpensive S-I00 Diagnostic Analyzer 

So your computer is down. And you don't have an 
oscilloscope. And you don't have a front panel ... You're not 
alone - most computers have their occasional bad days. But 
without diagnostic equipment such as an oscilloscope 
(expensive!) or a front panel (expensive!), it can be very 
difficult to pinpoint the problem. Even if you have an 
extender board with a superfast logic probe, you can't see 
more than one signal at a time. You're stuck, right? 
Not anymore; Jade is proud to offer. our cost-effective 
solution to the problems mentioned above: THE BUS 
PROBE. 
Whether you' re a hobbyist with a cantankerous kluge or a 
field technician with an anxious computer owner breathing 
down your neck, you'll find THE BUS PROBE speeds your 
repair time remarkably. Just plug in THE BUS PROBE and 
you'll be able to see allthe IEEE 8-1005i9nols in action. THE 
BUS PROBE allows you to see inputs, outputs, memory 
reads and writes, instruction fetches, DMA channels, 
vectored interrupts, 8 or 16 bit wide data transfers, plus the 
three bus supply voltages. 
TSX-200B Bare board 
TSX-200K Kit 
TSX-200A A& T 

CPU-z - ·CompuPro 
2/4 MHz Z80A CPU, 24 bit addressing. 

CPU-30500A 2/4 MHz A & T ..... $279.95 
CPU-30500C 3/6 MHz esc .. $374.95 

8085/8088 - CompuPro 
Both 8 & 16 bit CPUs, standard 8 bit S-1 00 bus, up to 8 MHz, 
accesses 16 Megabytes of memory. 
CPU-20510A 6 MHz A & T 
CPU-20510C 6/8 MHz esc 

$398.95 
$497.95 

5-100 Video Boards 
MICROANGELO - Scion 

Uftra-high-resolution 512 x 480, 256 color or black & white S- 
100 video board 
IOV-1500A A & T . $799.95 

J.A..::DE Compule, Products 
$59.95 

...... $129.95 
$159.95 
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Modifying WordStar 
for an Epson Printer 

How to obtain full use of all the Epson's facilities 

by Ernest E. Mau 

W ordStar's best features normally 
are obtained only with printers 
such as the Diablo and Qume 
daisywheels and the NEC Spin 
writers, which have special capa 

bilities allowing horizontal and vertical motion "in 
small increments. Using those printer capabilities, 
WordStar achieves many attractive effects in its 
printouts, including boldfaced type, double-struck 
type (a lighter boldface), underlining, above-line 
superscripts, and below-line subscripts.' All these 
special features and others combine to allow the 
preparation of documents with a truly professional 
appearance. 

Yet many people can't justify the added ex 
pense of a letter-quality printer and instead choose 
the less costly dot-matrix printers such as the Ep 
son MX-80 or MX-I00. For the price, those are 
excellent printers and have many unique features 
of their own such as an expanded type font, a com 
pressed type font, superscript and subscript fonts, 
an italic type font, and various combinations of 
those with or without underlining, boldfacing, and 
double-striking. The problem is that many of the 
Epson features at first seem to be inaccessible 
from WordStar. However, I'm going to show that 
most of the printer's functions are indeed usable 
with WordStar, and with little difficulty. 

The INST ALL.COM program allows you to 
reinstall WordStar any time you choose, altering 
the operating parameters to accommodate your 
changing needs. To show how WordStar can be 
reinstalled to make maximum use of an Epson 
printer, I'm going to assume that you already have 
a working versiori of WordS tar saved on your disk 
under the name WS.COM. Note that this is not 
the raw, uninstalled program named WSU.COM 
that either you or your dealer have had to install to 
obtain the working program for your system. 

Beginning the reinstallation 
Format and prepare a new copy of the program 
disk using your normal CP/M utilities and copy 
ing procedures. Be sure that the new copy has the 
CP /M operating system, the WS.COM file you 
are going to reinstall, the INST ALL.COM pro 
gram, and the necessary WordStar overlay files. 
Once you have such a disk inserted into Drive A 
and are sure that it is not write protected, type a 
CTRL-C (Control and C keys simultaneously) to 
log the disk and allow data to be written to it. 

Run the installation program by typing IN 
ST ALL followed by a RETURN. The program 

Ernest E. Mau, 3108 South Granby Way, Aurora, 
CO 80014 

will load, run, and begin asking you various ques 
tions. Since you are reinstalling an existing and 
working WordStar program named WS.COM, 
answer the first question about a normal first-time 
installation with an "N" to display your other op 
tions. From those options select either B or C to 
reinstall an WordStar COM file of your choice 
and save it under a new file name of your choice. 
When asked the name of the file to be installed, 
answer with WS to indicate your existing and pre 
configured version. When asked for the name of 
the file under which to save the new program, an 
swer with a different name-I suggest something 
like WSMOD. 

The next series of questions asked by program 
all have to do with the terminal and printer setups. 
Since you should be reinstalling a working pro 
gram already matched to your system, you would 
choose setup "U" (for no change) in each case and 
leave the basic terminal, printer, I/O port, and 
protocol configurations unchanged. You'll also 
have to verify each step with a keyboard "Y" to 
proceed to the next. If you're running a parallel 
Epson printer, you should notice that it is installed 
as a "teletype printer that can backspace," is prob 
ably run as a "LST:" device, and requires no pro 
tocol. If, however, you are setu p as "anyteletype 
like printer," you probably should go ahead and 
change that one parameter to "any teletype-like 
printer that can backspace." 

Finally, you get to the question "Are the modi 
fications to wordstar now complete?" This where 
most users and dealerships stop the installation by 
answering "Y", but it's also where the fun begins. 
To install the special Epson modifications, you 
must answer "N" to this question, thereby 'en 
tering WordStar's "patcher" routine. 
Using the patcher 
The patcher is provided so you can change individ 
ual values within the terminal and printer control 
sections of WordStar itself. For this session, you'll 
be working within the "printer patch area" that is 
documented in an appendix to your manual as the 
"USER4 Listing." 

You must modify some unused segments of the 
printer patch area to build in new controls and op 
erations not normally provided when a teletype 
like printer is specified in an earlier step. These 
patch areas are preconfigured when a letter-quali 
ty printer is installed, but normally are "zeroed 
out" for Epson and other dot-matrix printers. 

Each patch area of concern has a name or mne 
monic that defines it. A typical example would be 
PSINIT: which names the string used to initialize 
the printer at the start of a printout. Note that the 
colon is part of the name and must be entered 
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when accessing a patch area. In all but a few cases, 
each patch consists of one byte that specifies the 
total number of associated bytes to follow, and 
then the actual bytes to be transmitted by Word 
Star to the printer. All values are entered as hex 
adecimal numbers-if you try to use decimal num 
bers or ASCII codes, you will not achieve a work 
able program patch. 

Once you've entered the patching routine, you 
call a patch location by specifying its mnemonic 
(with the colon). The screen then displays a line 
indicating the memory location and current value 
stored in that location, and it provides you with a 
place to enter a new value. To keep the existing 
value, simply strike the RETURN key. To change 
value, simply enter the new hexadecimal number 
and a RETURN. When again asked for a location 
to modify, either enter a new mnemonic or hit RE 
TURN to simply progress to the memory location 
following the one just changed. To terminate all 
changes and exit the patcher, type a zero (0) and a 
RETURN. 

Setting up double-width type 
The first patch is one to use the Epson double 
width type font. From the Epson manual, there are 
three ways to activate this feature, one lasting only 
to the end of the line and the others lasting until 
turned off. The one needed is an "ESC W n" se 
quence, where the value of n indicates whether 
double width is turned on or off. An ideal place to 
install this is in the unused WordStar patch areas 
designated for ribbon color toggling. The patches 
needed are: 

03H 

iBH (ESC) 

S7H (W) 

0iH (on) 

RIBOFF: 

RIBOFF:+l 

RIBOFF:+2 

RIBOFF:+3 

03H 

iBH (ESC) 

S7H (W) 

00H (off) 

indications while editing. I typically get around 
the problem by forcing conditional or uncondition 
al page breaks throughout my documents, and 
simply remember to force a break earlier when 
I've inserted any double-width lines. 

Setting up compressed type 
Installing the patch for Epson compressed type is 
best accomplished using the alternate type font 
available from within WordStar. This provides 
regular 10 cpi type as the "normal" size and 17.6 
cpi as the "alternate." Within the Epson, an 
ASCII SI (Shift In) turns on the compression, and 
an ASCII DC2 (Device Control 2) turns it off, so 
the patches needed are: 

0iH 

0FH (SI) 

PSTD: 

PSTD:+l 

0iH 

i2H (DC2) 

RIBBON: 

RIBBON:+l 

RIBBON:+2 

RIBBON:+3 

Notice that I've entered a hexadecimal 57 for 
the letter W rather than the 61 indicated in Ap 
pendix B of the Epson manual. This is one of sev 
eral items in that appendix for which Epson has 
listed an erroneous hexadecimal code (hex 61 is a 
lowercase "a"). 

With this patch, you'll be able to turn on dou 
ble-width by embedding a CTRL- Y command in 
your text to start double width and another 
CTRL- Y to switch it off again (just like the 
CTRL-B for boldface and the CTRL-D for double 
striking). You need to be a little cautious, howev 
er, since this font is only five characters per inch 
instead of the normal ten. You'll have to play 
around with margin setting and space counting to 
get your copy to look right. I usually reserve this 
just for headers, and I then set the WordS tar ruler 
to half its normal length for the lines affected, en 
ter my text, center it if necessary, and then reset 
the ruler back to normal before continuing. 

Also remember that Epson double-width type 
doubles the number of lines used, so it's necessary 
to account for a displacement of the page-break 

PALT: 

PALT:+l 

With this patch made, you can switch to com 
pressed type by embedding a CTRL-A in your 
text, and then return to normal type by embedding 
a CTRL-N. Again, you have to watch your line 
spacing and make some margin adjustments when 
editing lines to be printed in this size. If the entire 
line is to be compressed, the easiest method is to 
temporarily set the ruler line to its original length 
plus an additional 75% of its length. That is, a rul 
er normally set at 65 characters would be reset to 
114 characters (65 plus 49). If only a portion of a 
line is to be compressed, you'll have to do some 
character counting and combine or force new lines 
when and where necessary. 

With compressed type you don't, however, have 
to keep track of lines on the page as you do with 
the double-width type. Compression doesn't 
change the line height or the number lines on a 
printed page, so the page breaks indicated by 
WordS tar should be valid in nearly every case. 
Setting up italic type 
Setting up the Epson italic type font is a little more 
complicated. It happens that WordStar provides 
four "user functions" that can be specially defined 
for a printer, and at first glance it appears reason 
able to use one to switch italics on and another to 
switch them off. However, we haven't yet ac 
counted for subscripts and superscripts; these re 
quire three codes for superscript on, subscript off, 
and either superscript or subscript off. Therefore, 
at least five patches are needed, and there are only 
four user patch areas. The easiest way around the 
dilemma is to use one user patch area to activate 
italics, use something else to deactivate italics, and 
use the remaining three user patch areas to acti 
vate and deactivate scripting. 

Since scripting will be accomplished by user 
codes rather than the normal WordS tar CTRL-T 
and CTRL- V commands, the "rollup" and "roll 
down" patches used in scripting become available 
for use. Therefore, I like the arrangement where 
user function I (CTRL-Q) switches into italics I 

and either a CTRL- T or CTRL- V switches back 

Many of the Epson features at first seem inaccessible 
from WordStar ••• yet most of the printer's functions 

can be made usable with very little diUiculty. 
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Modifying WordStar continued ... 

to normal. The Epson codes for italics are an 
"ESC 4" to switch on and an "ESC 5" to switch 
off, so the WordStar patches are: 
USRl: 02H ROLUP: 02H 

IBH (ESC) 

34H (4) 

ROLUP:+I 

ROLUP:+2 

ROLDOW: 

ROLDOW:+1 

IBH (ESC) 

35H (5) 

02H 

IBH (ESC) 

tion assures that you won't be caught off guard by 
some parameter set during a previous printout and 
remaining in effect when you start another. As you 
start the print run, reset the Epson to its power-on 
state (all parameters set for normal type)-set it 
so it doesn't attempt to skip over perforations, and 
force the printhead to the left edge of the paper. 
These are accomplished by an "ESC @" to reset 
parameters, an "ESC 0" to not skip over the per 
forations, and a "CR" to return the printhead. 

When ending the printout, it does no harm to 
reset the printer to power-up status with an "ESC 
@" and force the printhead to the left margin with 
a "CR." In fact, if you're doing "cut sheet" letters, 
it's an advantage to have the head at the left mar 
gin when inserting sheets to facilitate loading and 
aligning the paper. The necessary patches are: 
PSINIT: 05H PSFlNI: 03H 

IBH (ESC) 

40H (@) 

IBH (ESC) 

4FH (0) 

PSFlNI :+1 

PSFINI :+2 

PSFINI :+3 

IBH (ESC) 

40H (@) 

0DH (CR) 

USRI :+1 

USRI :+2 

ROLDOW:+2 35H (5) 
This is getting pretty sneaky, isn't it? So far, 

we've conned WordStar into allowing Epson dou 
ble-width, compressed, and italic type fonts. And 
we're not done yet. 

Setting up scripting 
As I've mentioned, you can't use paper motion to 
achieve subscripting and superscripting with the 
Epson printer-the printer isn't capable of doing 
negative line feeds or negative partial line feeds 
that normally are used for these functions with let 
ter-quality printers. Instead, it's necessary to acti 
vate and deactivate special Epson type fonts with 
the remaining three user functions that haven't yet 
been defined. The ASCII codes needed by the Ep 
son are "ESC S n" to switch one or the other on (n 
is zero for a superscript and n is nonzero for a sub 
script) and "ESC H" to switch off again. The 
patches to install these codes are: 
USR2 : 03H USR4 : 02H 

USR2 :+1 IBH (ESC) USR4 :+1 IBH (ESC) 

USR2 :+2 53H (S) USR4 :+2 48H (H) 

USR2 :+3 01H 

USR3 : 1'l3H 

USR3 :+1 IBH (ESC) 

USR3 :+2 53H (S) 

USR3:+3 00H 

Now, you activate a superscript by embedding a 
CTRL-E, activate a subscript by embedding a 
CTRL- W, and turn either off by embedding a 
CTRL-R when the script is completed. Note, how 
ever, that the CTRL-R also turns off any double 
width type in effect at the time, so you will have to 
remember to reset the double-width mode if you 
need it after any superscript or subscript. 

Unless you have either double-width or com 
pressed type in effect when you do scripting, the 
line length should remain unchanged. The Epson 
script fonts are smaller than normal vertically but 
require the same horizontal space as the normal 
font characters, so no margin adjustments are 
needed unless you also activate other commands 
for something like a compressed superscript. 

Altering printer initialization 
It's advisable to alter the initialization and deini 
tialization strings sent to the printer by WordStar 
when starting or ending a printout. Proper altera- 

PSINIT:+I 

PSINIT:+2 

PSINIT:+3 

PSINIT:+4 

PSINIT:+5 0DH (CR) 
You might be tempted to add either the Epson 

double-strike ("ESC G") or emphasized mode 
("ESC E") features to the standard printer initial 
ization string. It might seem logical to do so, but 1 
must caution you against it. First, the emphasized 
mode cannot be mixed with subscripts, super 
scripts, or compressed type, and the resulting con 
trol of the printer from within WordStar would 
become confusing. Second, there is an interaction 
between certain functions, and attempting to use 
the Epson's native double striking or emphasized 
modes can easily result in extra line feeds when 
attempting to boldface, underline, or perform oth 
er functions. A typical problem when doing this 
unrecommended mix of features is that the line of 
type goes downhill as it crosses the page. 
Miscellaneous patches 
The final changes are matters of personal prefer 
ence and aren't required to use the special printer 
functions. It happens that I prefer "strikeouts" in 
text to be done with slashes rather than the normal 
hyphens and that I sometimes like to have my 
boldfacing done with a triple hit on the character 
rather than just two hits. In the latter case, how 
ever, some compromise is necessary because in 
creasing the number of strikes also increases the 
time required to print the affected material. 

SOCHR: 2FH (/) 

03H 

02H 

BLDSTR: 

lJBLSTR: 

Summary of new commands 
Having performed the preceding patches and 
saved the altered WordStar .COM file on disk, 
you will have to recognize some changes to the 

Other printers can also be enhanced-just locate 
an unused patch area and change its function. 
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v' = New items 
ASHTON-TATE 
dBASE II. .call for price ($4??) 

CP/M® 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. 
Medical(PAS-3). . $849 
Dental (PAS-3) $849 
ASYST DESIGN·/FRONTIER 
Prof Time Accounting. . $549 
General Subroutine. . $269 
Application Utilities. ..$439 
DIGITAL RESEARCH· 
CP/M 2.2" 

NorthStar 
TRS-80 Model II 
(P+T). 

Micropolis .... 
CP/M-Intel MDS. 

~ PLl1-80 
BT-80 
MAC 
RMAC 
Sid 
Z-Sid. 
Tex. 
DeSpool . 
CB-80. 
CBasic-2. 
Link-BO 
FOX & GELLER 
Quickscreen 
Quickcode. 
dutil. 
MICRO-AP" . 
S'Basic . $269 
Selector IV . $295 
Selector V. . $495 
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS· 
HDBS. .$269 
MDBS .$795 
DRS or ORS or RTL. $269 
MDBS PKG. .$1999 
MICROPRO· 

v' WordStar 
Customization Notes 
Mail-Merge. 
WordS tar/Mail-Merge . 
DataStar. 
Word Master . 
SuperSort I 

~ Spell Star. 
CalcStar 
MICROSOFT" 

V'" Basic-BO. 
Basic Compiler 
Fortran-BO. 
Cobol-80. 
M-Sort ... 
Macro-80 
Edit-80 . 
MuSimp/MuMath. 
MuLisp-BO. 
FPL: Bus. Planner. 
ORGANIC SOFTWARE" 
TextWriter III 
DateBook II 
Milestone. 
OSBORNE· (McGraw/Hili) 
General Ledger $ 59 

.. $279 

.. $449 
.s 99 
· $369 
· $249 
· $119 
.$199 
$139 
$259 

[[]~~[ffiOOlliJ~IT 
SOFTWARE 

· $149 

Final Word 
Plannercalc 
Condor I 

SAVE $255 ON PRODUCTIVITY PAC *3! 
Everything you need: a wordprocessor, spreadsheet and 
database. And a phenomenally low, low price! 

Retail 
$300 
$ 99 
$295 
$694 

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE: $439 
Offer good to the end of the month of publ ication of th is 
magazine. Call for our other PAC prices. 

$159 
$175 
$135 

.$449 
· $179 
.s 85 
$179 
$ 65 

.s 90 

.s 90 

.s 49 
.$459 
. $ 98 
.s 90 

Regular 
Discount 
$270 
$ 50 
$275 
$595 

Acct Rec/Acct Pay. · $ 59 . $1255 
Payroll w/Cost. · $ 59 . $4500 
A113 . $129 UNICORN" All 3 + CBASIC-2 · $199 Mince · $149 Enhanced Osborne Scribble. · $149 (vandatta) Both. $249 
(Includes CBasic). $269 The Final Word $270 
PEACHTREE" WHITESMITHS· 
General Ledger .$399 "C' Compiler $600 
Acct Receivable $399 Pascal (incl "C) .$850 
Acct Payable. .$399 "PASCAL' 
Payroll $399 ~ Pascal/MT + Pkg. .$429 
Inventory. .$399 Compiler. · $315 
Surveyor. .$399 Sp Pr09. · $175 
Property Mgt. .$799 Pascal/Z .$349 
CPA Client Write-up . .... . $799 Pascal/UCSD 4.0. .$670 
PB Version .Add $234 Pascal/M $355 
MagiCalc .$269 Tiny Pascal $ 76 
Other .Iess 10% "DATA BASE" 
STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS FMS-80. .$894 

~ G/L, A/R, A/R Pay. .s 349 dBASE II $595 
All ~. $1129 V'" Condor I. · $275 
Legal Time Billing . $ 849 Condor II · $535 
Property Mngmt. .s 849 FMS-81 $445 

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS' 
"WORD PROCESSING" 
WordSearch .$179 

Business Packages, V'" SpellGuard. .$199 
Call for Price Peachtext. · $289 
SORCIM" Magic Spell. $269 

v'SuperCalc · $249 Spell Binder. .$349 
Trans 86. $115 Select. .$495 
Act $157 The Word $ 65 

SUPERSOFT· 
The Word Plus. .$145 
Palantier-I (WP). $385 

Ada .$270 "COMMUNICATIONS" Diagnostic I . .$ 49 
Diagnostic II .s 84 Ascom. .$149 
Disk Doctor $ 89 BSTAM. .$149 
Forth (8080 or Z8G) .$149 BSTMS. .$149 
Fortran .$219 Crosstalk. $139 
Fortran w/Ratfor. .$289 Move-it . $ 89 
C Compiler. .. $225 "OTHER GOODIES" 
Star Edit. $189 Micro Plan .$419 
Scratch Pad $266 Plan 80 .. $269 
StatsGraph $174 Target (Interchange). · $125 
Analiza II .s 45 Target (Planner). $189 
Dataview .$174 Target (Task). .$299 
Disk Edit. .s 89 Plannercalc. $ 50 
Encode/Decode II .s 84 Tiny"C" .s 89 
Optimizer. .$174 Tiny "C" Compiler. · $229 
Super M List. 68 Nevada Cobol. .$179 
Term II. · $179 MicroStat. · $224 
Zap Z-8000. · $450 Vedit .$130 
Utilities I · $ 54 MiniModel .$449 
Utilities II .s 54 StatPak. .$449 
ACCOUNTING PLUS .$229 
1 Module. .$385 · $224 

· $135 
$265 

.$ 65 

.$199 
$329 
$349 

· $589 
· $175 
.$144 
.s 84 
.$224 
.$174 
$595 

. $111 
$269 

.$269 

String/80. . $ 84 
String/80 (source) . $279 
ISIS CP/M Utility. .$199 
Lynx. $199 
Supervyz . . $ 95 
ATI Power. $ 75 
Mathe Magic . $ 95 
CIS COBOL. . $765 
ZIP MBASIC, CBASIC. $129 
Real Estate Analysis. . $116 

APPLE II® 

BRODERBUND 
G/L (with A/P) 
Payroll 
INFO UNLIMITED" 
EasyWriter (Prof). 
Datadex. 
EasyMailer (Prof). 
Other. 
MICROSOFT" 

~ Softcard (Z-80 CP/M) 
Fortran 
Cobol 
Tase 

V'" Premium Package. 
I""" RAM Card. 

MICROPRO· 
I""" Wordstar. 

MailMerge. 
Wordstar/MailMerge 
Super Sort I 
Spellstar . 
CalcStar 
DataStar 
VISICORP' 

I""" Visicalc 3.3. 
Desktop/Plan II 
Visiterrn 
Visidex 
Visiplot. 
Visitrend/Visiplot 
Visifile..... . 
Visischedule. 
PEACHTREE" 
GIL, AIR, AIR Payor 
Inventory (each). . . $224 
Peach Pack P40. . $ 795 

SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS, INC. 
Accounting Plus II, 
GIL, AR, AR or 
Inventory (each) ... 
(Needs G/L to run) 

"OTHER GOODIES" 
Super-Text II. 

.$155 
· $129 
.$134 

less 15% 

LOWER PRICES, COME 
HELL OR HIGH WATER. 

.$134 
$184 
$350 
$445 

i6·BIT SOFTWARE 
WORD PROCESSING 
IBM PC 

V"" Wordstar $279 
~ Spellstar . $175 

Mailmerge. $109 
Easywriter. . $314 
Easyspeller $159 
SelectiSuperspel1 . $535 
WriteOn .. .$116 
Spellguard 

(also available for 
8" 8086 systems). $229 
SP Law 
(for Spellguard) $115 

Textwriter III $189 
Spellbinder. . $349 
Final Word . $270 
LANGUAGE UTILITIES 
IBM PC 
Crosstalk . $1 74 
BSTAM .$149 
BSTMS $149 
8" 16-BIT SYSTEMS 

~ Pascal MT + /86, SSP $679 
CBasic 86. . $294 
Pascal M/86 $445 
Act86. $157 
Trans 86 . $115 
XLT 86 .$135 
16-BIT 8" AND DISPLAYWRITER 
CP/M 86 $294 
MPIM 86 $585 
OTHERS 
IBM PC 
SuperCalc $269 
VisiCalc $219 
Easyfiter . . $359 
Mathernaqic . . $ B9 
CP/M Power $ 65 
Condor 21 $265 
Condor 22 $535 
Condor 23. . . $895 
Condor 200 $175 
Condor 20R . $265 
Statpak . $449 
Optimizer. .$174 
Desktop Plan II. . $21 9 
Desktop Plan III . $259 
Visidex $219 
Visitrend. . . . . . . . $259 
Many others available for use 
with the "Baby Blue Boaro'" 
8" 16-BIT SOFTWARE 
SuperCalc. $269 
CP/M Power. $ 65 

.$444 
· $355 

$239 
$179 
.$499 
.$139 
$549 

.$129 

$199 .s 99 
$349 
$159 

.$129 
$175 
.$265 FORMATS AVAILABLE: 

.$189 

.$219 

.s 90 

.$219 

.$180 
$259 

· $219 
.$259 

B" single density 
8" OSI 
Superbrain 
Micropolis/Vector Graphic 
NorthStar Horizon 
North Star Advantage 
Osborne 
Heath/Zenith 
Cromemco 
Televideo 
Xerox 820 
Dynabyte 
Hewlett-Packard 125 
NEC 
Eagle 
Apple II/III 
Otrona 
TRS-80 Model 1/11/111 
DEC VT-180 
Altos 
CP/M-86 
IBM PC 

.$385 

.$127 

ORDERS ONLY· CALL TOLL FREE· VISA· MASTERCHARGE 
U.S. 1-800-421-4003. CALIF. 1·800-252-4092 

Outside Cc-ntine nte! U,S,-~dd $10 plus Air Poarcol Post. Add $.3.50 postage ::lnd handling per G::lch itGm 
• California residents add 6!2%salestax· Allow 2 weeks on checks. C.O.D.$3.00extra· Pricessubjecttochange 
without notice. All items subject to availability· @-Mfgs. Trademark. Blue Label $3.00 additional per item. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC. 

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP 
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309· Los Angeles, Ca. 90028· (213) 837-5141 

lntl TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA· USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn: 499-0446) 
TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn: 499-0446) 
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Modifying WordStar continued. 

Other printers 
Much the same approach can be taken with other 
printers when their full capabilities are not nor 
mally recognized by WordStar. All that's neces 
sary is to locate an otherwise unused patch area, or 
one you normally don't use, and change its func 
tion to one you need or would like to have. You 
must, however, test your installation thoroughly 
since there may be odd interactions between vari 
ous functions on certain printers. I've been trying 
for some time to come up with a good set of 
patches for an Okidata Microline-84, but so far 
I've only been able to activate a few of its special 
functions. Whenever I try to activate the alternate 
type sizes from within WordS tar, I run headlong 
into problems that prevent activation of one fea 
ture or another. I've no doubt it can be done, it's 
just that I've not yet found the right sequence of 
commands and patches necessary. 

In any event, I've shown that you can get a lot 
more from your printer under WordStar than you 
might have thought possible. The rest is up to you, 
and may you forever have attractive printouts. 

For information on WordStar, contact: 
MicroPro International Corp. 
33 San Pablo Ave. 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 

Note: WordStar is a registered trademark of 
MicroPro International Corp. m 

commands defined in MicroPro's instruction man 
uals. Three of the functions remain unchanged in 
their use or their effect: 
CTRL-P CTRlrB -- Retains old function for boldfacing. 

CTRL-P CTRL-O -- Retains old function for double striking. 

CTRL-P CTRL-S -- Retains old function for underscoring. 

The new or redefined printing commands re 
sulting from the patches are: 

CTRL-P CTRL-A -- Set alternate type size (compressed) at 17.6 cpi. 

CTRL-P CTRL-N -- Set standard type size (normal) at 10 cpi. 

CTRL-P CTRL-Y -- Toggles double-width type (5 cpi) on and off. 

CTRL-P CTRL-Q -_ Turns on italic type face. 

CTRL-P CTRL-T -- Turns off italic type face (same as CTRL-P CTRL-V). 

CTRL-P CTRL-V -- Turns off italic type face (same as CTRL-P CTRL-T). 

CTRL-P CTRL-E -- Turns on superscript type face. 

CTRL-P CTRL-W -- Turns on subscript type face. 

CTRL-P CTRL-R -- Turns 'off either or both superscripting and subscripting, 

as well as double-width. 

Of course, various codes can be mixed and 
matched. For example, by embedding multiple 
print commands, you can obtain bold and double 
strike, compressed bold, compressed double strike, 
bold double-width, double-strike double-width, 
bold double-width compressed, italic bold, double 
width italic, and so on. The list goes on and on, 
limited only by your imagination. 

64K STATIC RAM 
FULLY STATIC MEMORY $399 BUILDING BLOCKS 

FOR 
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, 
DEDICATED CONTROLLERS 

AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
CARD CAGES, POWER SUPPLIES 
MAINFRAMES, CPU'S, MEMORY 

1/0, OEM VARIATIONS 

TABLETOP 
MAINFRAMES 
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EPROM PROGRAMMERS 
OPlIMAl TECHNOLOGY. INC. O'P'T'MAL T'E.CHNO\...OG"t, \~<:.. 

e.'P-'2.A.-l~ • !" u_""""""'-.,,~ ... .; _,. 

HARDWARE CAPABILITY 
The EP-2A-87 with RS-232 and EP-2A-79 with parallel 
interfaces program the following devices: 2704, 2708, 
2716, TMS2716, 2732, 2732A, 2S32, 2764, 27128,2564, 
MCM68764, 27C 16, 27C32, 27C64 EPROMS, and 2816 
EEPROM; And microprocessors 8751, 38E70. 

CP/M SOFTWARE 
The program which includes source code provides for 
extensive file management for large files including 15 
commands for programming, reading, and verifying the 
devices listed above. Easy to use, the program is menu 
driven with an expert mode which eliminates many of the 
prompts once the user is familiar with the program. 

PRICE AND DELIVERY 
Available from stock to 2 weeks, the EP-2A-87 is $650 
which includes an 8K buffer, stand alone copy, edit. The 
EP-2A-79 is $169. Personality modules $17 to $36 de 
pending on device. Software $40. S-1 00 parallel interface 
(S-100-3P) is $105. 

OPTIMAL TECHNOLOGY, INC 
EARL YSVILLE, VA. 22936 

804-973-5482 

THE VERSATILE EPROM HANDLER 
• Reads programs 2704, 270S, 275S, 250S, 2516,2716(1supply) 
2532,2732, INTEL'S 2732A and the S755A (INTEL/N EC). 

• Reads/erases/programs Hitachi 4S016 EEPROM'S 
-No personality modules required. 
.AII signals are S-100 compatible (can adapt to most other bus 
• Port mapping occupies NO memory space. 
• Bus clock rates exceeding 6mhz . 
• AII software is SOSO/SOS5/ZS0 compatible. 
• Software "user" friendly. 
• All software is fully CP/M & CDOS compatible. 

Board (A&T) with extensive documentation .. $199.00 
Disk software (S" or NORTHSTAR 5.25") $3S.00 
EPROM-based software with source listing $55.00 
Expansion console, 24 pin $50.00 

coos is a reqrstereo trooemcrk of Cr..OMENCO 
CP/M IS 0 registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH.INC 
NORTHSTAR IS a registered «coernod. of NOn.THSTAR COMDUTER. INC 

Featured in July, August '82 Microsystems 

6020 Doniphan 
E 

EI Paso, TX 79932 
1975 
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Save valuable timel 
5 to 50 times faster 

performance than floppy disks 
and Winchester drives 

PION'S INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is designed for use with a 
family of interfaces and software packages. Currently avail 
able are interfaces for IBM, SIOO, TRS80, Apple, SS50, and 
most Z80 uP, and software for most popular operating systems. 
Additional interfaces are continually being developed for the 
most popular computers. 

Basic Price for 256KB unit [Includes Interface and software] 
Increase your $ 1 095. plus tax (where applicable) and shipping Ipa'il VISA .1 computer's productivity Visa and Master Card accepted. __ 

The INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is a high performance 
data storage subsystem with independent power 
supply, battery backup, and error detection. It has 
256KB to 1 Megabyte of solid state memory integrated 
to perform with your operating system. 

SAVE MONEY! 

PION,INC. 
101 R Walnut St., Watertown, MA 02172 
TRS80 trademark of Tandy Corp. Apple trademark of Apple Computers 
Interstellar Drive trademark of PION, Inc. 
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Svvatting a SpellStar Bug 
A procedure to avoid the "memory shortage" 

error condition 

by Ernest E. Mau 

I ndividuals using MicroPro International's 
SpellStar option with WordS tar version 3.0 
sooner or later are likely to run into a nasty 
little bug that seems to result from some in 
teractions between the two programs. All 

seems normal throughout the creation and initial 
editing of a document under WordStar, proofread 
ing it with SpellStar, and starting the error cor 
rection pass when returned to the WordS tar edit 
ing mode. Then, without warning, up pops an "In 
ternal Error 118: Memory Shortage" message on 
the screen, and the keyboard locks up. 

The first time I saw that, my hand went straight 
to the "panic button"-an internal error from 
within a commercial piece of software isn't some 
thing the user normally can fix without the aid of 
the original supplier. 

In my own case, it occurred a few words into the 
final edit of the first document I tried to proofread 
after receiving SpellS tar. The system in use was a 
64K S-100 computer with the CP/M operating 
system configured for maximum available memo 
ry. I knew I didn't have a true "memory shortage," 
simply because there was no way to increase the 
memory and because the software packages are 
supposed to run on 48K systems without any prob 
lems. 

Hit ESCAPE to duck from under 
Some lengthy phone conversations with several 
people at MicroPro turned up some interesting an 
swers about the internal error. First, other users 
already had reported seeing the problem, so Mi 
croPro was aware of it. Second, nobody seemed to 
know what to do about fixing the program, so 
there was no point in returning the software for 
replacement because a new copy would be no dif 
ferent from the old. Third, users had stated that it 
was a "harmless" error that appeared to do no 
damage to the final editing of the document. The 
recommended procedure, therefore, was to press 
the ESCAPE key as directed by a screen prompt 
and simply continue with the editing as though the 
error never had occurred. 

Usually, I found that the "fix" did indeed seem 
to work. With a few exceptions, pressing ESCAPE 
seemed to allow the continued editing and correct 
ing of a document without further incident. But in 
a few cases, somewhere later in the document, the 
system would' "hang," accepting no more key 
board inputs of any kind and requiring a complete 
restart. or cold boot of the system. I don't know 
how you feel about it, but I don't like to cold boot a 
system when there is a possibility of a disk file be- 

Ernest E. Mau, 3108 South Granby Way, 
Aurora, CO 80014 

ing "open" for write operations. Most of the time 
it's easy to erase the partial file and start over, but 
I have had occasions where the reboot with an 
open file has caused serious and unrecoverable 
damage to the disk or its directory. 

A few weeks later, I found that I had to increase 
the size of the SpellS tar dictionary by proofread 
ing and adding from my own lists of more than 
20,000 words used regularly in my writing. Since 
the new words were arranged in numerous pre 
sorted disk files of 2000 to 3000 words each, it was 
the perfect opportunity to try to identify a pattern 
and find a possible solution to the SpellS tar / 
WordS tar internal error. Luckily, I did find a reg 
ular and repeatable pattern, and I was able to find 
a procedural modification that avoids the error 
condition entirely. 

The bug likes big meals 
The first thing to note is that the error does not 
appear when proofreading and editing short docu 
ments. By "short," I mean documents of fewer 
than 1500 to 2000 total words. Notice that those 
are total words, not just the unique words or the 
words not found in the dictionary. As a result, 
most letters, brief reports, memos, and similar text 
only a few pages long rarely, if ever, trigger the 
memory shortage error. Once documents become 
longer than 1500 words, the chances of running 
into the error increase in direct relationship to the 
number of words. By the time a document reaches 
2800 to 3000 total words, the error is unavoid 
able. 

The second notable thing is that when the error 
is going to occur, it always happens at the fifteenth 
"misspelling." It doesn't make any difference 
what's been done with the previous fourteen 
words, whether they've been ignored, bypassed, 
fixed, flagged for addition to the main dictionary, 
flagged for addition to the supplementary diction 
ary, or any combination thereof. If the document 
is long enough to trigger the memory shortage con 
dition, it happens regardless of correction actions 
taken before the fifteenth word. 
Third, there's a rather subtle bit of damage 

done by the error condition. I've already men 
tioned occasions when simply continuing the edit 
has "hung" the entire computer system. By itself, 
that's bad enough, but there's other damage even 
if the edit can be completed. What happens is that 
the first fifteen words up to and including the point 
at which the internal error occurs are lost from the 
record of what is to be done with them. If you in 
dicated that one was to be bypassed, allowing a' 
return at the end of the first complete pass, the 
return does not occur. Worse, if you flagged any or 
all of the first fifteen words for addition to a die- 
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NEW! 
ATIENTION 

zao 
CP/M & NorthStar 
APe BASIC 
The ROLLS ROYCE of Basics 

2-5 times faster performance 
Accurate aritlunetic 
Reduces program develop- 

ment time up to 25070 
More programming flexibility 
Better memory utilization 
Easier testing and debugging 
Simple to Use 
NorthStar compatible 

(Microsoft basic 
translator available) 

Supports NorthStar floating 
point processor board under 
CP/M 

FEATURES: 

Trace/conditional trace 
Global edit 
Multiple buffer files 
Dynamic code merging 
Dynamic array dimensioning 
Bit functions 
Local variables 
Cross reference program 
Expanded assembly language interface 
Multiline user functions 
Flexible output formatting 
Subscription phone support 
Source code protection 

APCBASIC pays for itself quickly 
ORDER NOW! 

Dealer inquiries welcome 

Includes APCBASIC, editor, cross 
reference program, library modules, con 
figuration and compaction programs and 
manual 

APCBASIC: 
NorthStar Dos, Gdos, CP/M. $400 
Z80CP/M 8" SS SO. $400 
8068/8088 (avail. NOV.) CP/M86. $400 

(avail. DEC.) MSDOS .. $400 
Manual only . $48 

Check VISA 0; MasterCard accepted 

American Planning Corp. 
Suite 423, 4600 Duke Street 

Alexandria, Va. 22304 
703-751-2574 

CP/M, CPIM86 are trademarks 
oj Digital Research. Inc. 

MSDOS is a trademark oj Microsoft Corp. 
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc. 

CIRCLE 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
CIRCLE 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
features: Model FOCI 
• Single or Double density, sides, in any combination of up 
to four 8" or 5.25" drives .• Digital phase locked loop. 
• DMA data transfer with cross 64K boundaries, 24B 
address, DMA arbitation .• Monitor/boot EPROM accomo 
dating two different processors .• CPM Bios programs. 
• Serial port to 19.2K baud. 

zsaa CPU BOARD 
features: Model zao CPU 
• 2, 4 or 6 rnhz clock .• 22 bit Address by Memol) 
Mapping in 16K blocks. • 2 or 4Kbyte EPROM (not 
supplied) with Phantom generation .• Jump on Reset. • 
Provision to run two different CPU's on the same bus, such 
as forth coming B086. 

256K DYNAMIC RAM 
features: Model 256KZ 
• B/16B Data, 24B Address .• Parity bit per Byte • 
Transparent refresh. Unlimited DMA • 180nsec. Access 
time. Will run 80B6, B08B, 6BOOO to Brnhz, lBO, lBOOO 
to Brnhz without wait states. 

64K STATIC RAM 
features: Model 64KS 
• 8/16B Data 24B Address. Disable in 2K increments. 
lBOnsec Access Time (with 64KB) from address on, runs 
8086, 68000 to 1 Omhz. lBO, lBOOO to Bmhz without wait 
states • Battery back up capable. 

32K STATIC RAM 'Uniselect: 4' 
features: Model 32KUSM 
• B/16 bit data, 16/24 bit address .• Bank Select by SW 
selectable port, bit in 32K block .• Battery backup (battery 
not supplied) with power-fail detect/automatic Ram disable. 
• Complete EPROM (2716) capability with wait states (up 
to 3), phantom responding or generating. . 

All boards conform to IEEE696/S100 specifications, fully 
socketed, screened legends, masks, Gold contacts. Guaranteed 
One Full Year. 

New Price Effective February 1, 1983 
Mod.I Pricts with 
FOCI S425 Monitor EPROM 
zao CPU 5349 Memory Mapping, 6mhz clock 
25SKZ S795 25SKB, Parity 
64KS S425 64KB, CMOS 
32KUSM S325 32KB. CMOS 
32KUSM-N S169 no ram, no power fail 
3SPC S259 3 serial, 1 parallel, cassene 
Z80 monitor S55 2K in EPROM, source code 
All Boards come assembled and tested. 
Call for current and package deal prices. 

Delivery is within 3 to 5 working days. MC, Visa or COD 
orders accepted. (Add S6 for COD orders) Illinois residents 
add 5"'% sales tax. 

O.E.M. & DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE 

S. C. DIGITAL 
P,O, Box 906 

1240 N, Highland Ave" Suite #4 
Aurora, Illinois 60507 
Phone: (312) 897 -7749 
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Swatting a SpeliStar Bug continued ... 

f!I 

tionary, they are not added to the dictionaries dur 
ing a subsequent SpellStar "maintenance" run. In 
my case, I was proofing and adding from alphabe 
tized word lists, and I found that the first fifteen 
"unmatched" words of any list were not being 
added to the dictionaries as I had specified. 

The 10-step bug repellant 
There is, however, a good, workable way around 
the problem. It's not a fix in the sense of changing 
the program to eliminate the error condition; it's a 
procedural change that simply sidesteps the prob 
lem and makes it possible to never see the error 
message or the condition that causes it. Briefly, 
the procedure is to ignore the "automatic" editing 
capability that returns editing control to Word 
Star immediately after leaving SpellStar. Instead 
of going ahead with the final editing and correct 
ing pass, the document is "abandoned," apparent 
ly clearing the memory areas causing the problem, 
and a new editing pass then is started from 
scratch. Specifically, the steps to be performed 
are: 

1. Create, edit, and prepare the document in 
the normal fashion with WordStar. 

2. Enter and use SpellS tar in the normal man 
ner (from the WordStar "No Files" menu). 
Note the total number of words in the file 
being proofread. If the number is greater 
than 1500, the following remedial proce 
dures will prevent the internal error. If the 
number is less than 1500, the error probably 
will not occur and you can proceed in the 
normal fashion detailed in the WordS tar / 
SpellStar manual. 

3. Exit SpellStar and return to WordStar just 
as you normally would: You'll be in the edit 
mode with the cursor positioned on the first 
word not found in the -iictionary. At this 
point, your original document is stored on 
disk under its original name, but there is an 
other file on disk with a '@@@ extension, 
and it is this file that contains the marked 
words that need to be edited. 

4. Ignore the spelling-correction prompts and 
type a CTRL-U to interrupt the function. 
Then strike the ESCAPE key to regain key 
board control. 

5. Type CTRL-K Q to quit the editing func 
tion and answer the question about aban 
doning an edited document with a Y (yes) 
to exit back to the "No Files" menu. Do not 
use a CTRL-K D or CTRL-K S command 
to save the document-the spelling mark 
for the first word was deleted by WordStar, 
so if you save the file you lose the first word. 

You just want to quit without saving or re 
saving anything more. 

6. At the "No Files" menu, use the "Y" func 
tion to erase the file with the .ADD exten 
sion. This is an optional step, but it does 
eliminate any preexisting record of an ac 
tion to be taken on the first word in the doc 
ument and tends to make the subsequent 
editing pass a little cleaner. 

7. At the "No Files" menu, select "document 
editing" by typing a D. When asked for the 
name of the file to edit, answer with the 
document name having the .@@@ exten 
sion instead of the original document. This 
will cause editing of the file that has been 
marked by SpellStar. 

8. When back in the editing mode, type a 
CTRL-Q CTRL-L sequence to restart the 
spelling correction operation, and answer 
the subsequent prompt with a G to start the 
corrections at the beginning of the file. 

9. The cursor should be back at the first word 
in the file that SpellS tar was unable to 
match to a dictionary entry. From this point 
proceed to correct and edit the spelling just 
as you normally would. When done, save 
the document with a CTRL-K 0 command, 
returning to the "No Files" menu. At this 
point, the file with the .@@@ extension is 
the fully corrected version of your docu 
ment, and the original unchanged version 
remains under its original name. 

10. Erase the original file name (the uncor 
rected file) and rename the corrected file 
having the .@@@ extension to whatever 
you want to call it. The file with the .ADD 
extension then may be used to update the 
SpellS tar dictionaries as described in the 
manual. 

This may sound like a lot of trouble, but I find it 
far preferable to having the system hang or fail to 
add desired words to the SpellStar dictionary. 
Since adopting this modified procedure, I've never 
encountered the internal error message again, re 
gardless of how long my text files have been or 
how many corrections and dictionary additions 
have been required. It may not be exactly as Mi 
croPro intended, but it does work. 

Note: WordStar and SpellStar are registered 
trademarks of MicroPro International. 

MicroPro International Corp. 
33 San Pablo Avenue 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 

The error does not occur when proofreading and editing 
documents of fewer than 1500 to 2000 words, 

but in those of 3000 words or more it is unavoidable. 
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FMS . 
The Soltware Machine 

Powerful Fast Responsive 
Performance, speed, control, ease of use. That's 
what you expect from a finely tuned machine. And 
that's what your data management software should 
deliver too. The new FMS-80 Version 3 gives you 
this and more-a fully integrated Applications 
Development System that makes even the most 
complex application easy. 
Almost everyone needs to manipulate information. 
With FMS Version 3 even a beginner can follow the 
simple menu selections and be off and running in 
almost no time. Customized screens and user 
menus are easy to design. Powerful full-screen edit 
ing makes entering, modifying, adding or deleting 
data a snap. 

FMS makes getting your information out easy too. 
Interactive QUERY and comprehensive SELECT 
can extract the data you need almost instantly. Our 
powerful Report Generator can produce almost any 
imaginable report with minimal effort. FMS takes 
you by the hand each step of the way. 

More Than Just a Database Manager. 
If you've been around the track a few times already, 
FMS is for you too. Our enhanced Version 3 EFM 
programming language gives you total control. Our 
ISAM-like multi-key data structure, access to 19 
open files, full string handling, alphanumeric vari 
able, field and file names, 18 digit FP&BCD 
math, structured programming constructs 
and other advanced features make EFM 
the language of 

choice for data management applications. FMS can 
make you more productive and save you time and 
money, whether you're developing a simple mailing 
list or a complex turn-key general accounting system. 

The UN IX-inspired FMS Shell brings advanced 
capabilities like command stream manipulation 
and dynamic input and output redirection to the 
CP/M world for unprecedented control of the 
operating environment. 

Don't Run Out of Gas. 
FMS's capabilities go way beyond other data 
manipulation programs. More fields per record, 
more open files, more variables, more everything. 

FMS dBASE Condor 
Maximum fields 

per record 255 
Maximum number 

of variables 281 
Maximum number of open 

files in a program 19 
Maximum number of open 

files in a report ~9 
Maximum display pages 

per record 255 
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Don't lock yourself into a system that can't handle 
the big jobs! 

A Proven Winner 
FMS-80 has been leading the field since 1978. 

NowVersion 3 sets new standards for the 
future. Contact your local dealer for a test 
drive . 

. ~"DJR Associates, Inc. VI' 303 S. Broadway· Tarrytown, N.Y. 10591 
., j (914) 631-6766' Telex 646792 DJR NTAR 

CIRCLE 194 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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A Flexible Solution to the 
Large BIOS Problel1l 

by Andrew L. Bender 

T he six sectors provided by Digital Re search into which one is supposed to 
cram all of that good stuff alluded to in 
the CP/M Alteration Guide just never 
seem to be enough. As I finished my 

four-disk 64K BIOS for myoid Altair 8800, I no 
ticed that I had no room for my list device drivers 
and that the sign-on message or the routine that 
caused it to be printed had to go. In plain talk, I 
was out of space. 

My solution to this problem was exhaustively 
tested and subjected to use for about two months 
before I submitted this revised set of notes. Al 
though this system was tested only under CP/M 
2.2, it should work under CP/M 1.4 as well 
although the extra unused sectors in the second 
track of CP/M 1.4 might make the need for this 
type of system less pressing. 

My objectives in fixing my BIOS were twofold: 
First I had to get the printer-driver for my Dec 
writer III into the BIOS without increasing the 
number of BIOS sectors or system tracks. The disk 
had to be perfectly CP/M-compatible. Second, 
there could be no special operating procedures, or 
"farbeling." The system had to look and act just 
like "plain vanilla CP/M." Any casual user, used 
to CP/M, had to be able to use it just as if it the 
entire system were contained in those two system 
tracks. 

I began investigating the possibility of putting 
the extra parts of the BIOS in a separate COM file 
and then loading this file with CP/M just after 
cold boot. I would allow the condition that this 
COM file had to be present just as if it were a 
processor or other program like PIP or SUBMIT. 
The question was how to load this file smoothly 
and unobtrusively. I read several articles on 
CP /M's undocumented "Autoload" feature. The 
most recent and best explanation was in Microsys 
terns, Vol. 3, No.1, by Kelly Smith. I reasoned 
that this feature could be used to force CP/M to 
load and execute a program that could get my ex 
tra BIOS loaded. In keeping with current termi 
nology, I called this extra BIOS "XBIOS," and 
the loader program that is executed to get it into 
memory, the "segment loader." 

By assembling the XBIOS into the segment 
loader, I got the entire package into a single COM 
file. I used the area above the BIOS to put the 
XBIOS. This area, which is used for tables asso 
ciated with the disk input/output control system, 
is actually quite large in many systems. 

First, you should calculate how much free space 
you have up there above these important tables. 
This will depend on two factors: the total number 
of mass storage devices configured, and the 

Andrew L. Bender, M.D., Neurological Services, 
Inc., 336 Center Avenue, Westwood, NJ 07675 

amount of memory needed for each device. For 
each single-density 8" flexible disk you must allo 
cate 47 bytes. Sixteen bytes are used for the check 
vector and 31 bytes are used for the allocation vec 
tor. If you use double-density disks, two-sided 
disks, or a hard disk, you will not be able to use 47 
bytes but must figure out again what this value 
will be. 

S econd, you need to put aside 128 bytes for a 
directory buffer, and perhaps additional 
space if your system uses a blocking and de 

blocking scheme that needs other buffers. Add up 
all of that, and you will be able to see how much 
space you will use above your BIOS. If you are 
lucky, you will still have quite a generous area of 
memory to put your XBIOS into. 

Using the information above, you will now 
know if you should continue reading-if you have 
no space, just turn to the next article. I prepared 
my segment loader using the Microsoft M80 as 
sembler. This assembler has a very useful set of 
pseudo-operations known as ".PHASE" and 
".DEPHASE". These two pseudo-operations al 
Iowan assembly language program contained be 
tween these two pseudo-operations to be assem 
bled as if it were located at a different address 
when, in fact, it is actually contained within an 
assembly language program being assembled at 
another address, independent of the ".PHASE" 
address. The" .PHASE" pseudo-operation speci 
fies, in its operand, at what address the program 
between it and the closing ".DEPHASE" will be 
assembled, and the resulting machine code ap 
pears in the assembly containing the ".PHASE 
.DEPHASE" as if it were nothing more than some 
data assembled with some "DB" instructions. The 
XBIOS was assembled between the ".PHASE 
.DEPHASE" operations within the outer shell of 
the assembly of the segment loader. In a schematic 
way this appeared as: 
---- -------.- - -------.-- --_ --_ -------------- 100H l Segment Loader Program I 
---.-- - -.- - -.PHA-5E-·- ------.-- ~ I XBIOS Program [.PHASE above BIOS] I 

I- - -.-.-.----- - .DEPHA5E - -------------1 
L ~:~!e:..~~!.m.!.~~~!: J 
Notice that the XBIOS appears within the seg 
ment loader because as the assembly progresses, 
that is exactly where it is placed. In this spot it is a 
"program within a program" and it need not be in 
the middle of the segment loader. It could just as 
well be at the beginning or the end. Only the ad 
dresses in this ".PHASE-.DEPHASE" region 
refer to areas outside of the segment loader. In my 
system the segment loader is loaded by CP/M as if 
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it were any other program. When the segment 
loader gets control, it transfers the XBIOS up into 
the area of memory above the BIOS. It then alters 
the appropriate addresses in the BIOS jump table 
to point to the addresses in the XBIOS, initializes 
the XBIOS if necessary, and returns control to 
CP/M. Just like "plain vanilla CP/M," the seg 
ment loader loads at 0100H, and execution of the 
segment loader begins at this address. 

There are beneficial "side effects" of an 
XBIOS. The first and most important side effect is 
that it is not necessary to generate a new CP/M 
system each time some new feature is to be 
checked out or designed. Just patching the fea 
tures into the XBIOS will ensure that they get 
checked out in the proper environment and under 
easier working conditions. Another side effect is 
that it is possible to design a segment loader that 
can select one of several different XBIOS pro 
grams, depending on an operator message or per 
haps a response gained from one or more input 
channels. 

The Autoload feature in CP/M is not really 
useful for getting the segment loader loaded and 
executed. In the Autoload feature, the console 
command buffer that occupies the sixth to the 
135th byte in the console command processor 
(CCP) is preloaded with the name of a command 
file which the programmer desires to be loaded on 
each occasion when the CCP is loaded. 

The first byte of the command buffer always 
contains the value 7FH, indicating to the system 
that the length of the console command buffer is 
128 bytes in length. The second byte of the console 
command buffer contains the length of the com 
mand file name that follows it. The actual ASCII 
characters of the command file name follow this 
second byte. If you recall, this is exactly the 
format of the buffer required by the CP/M control 
function IO-Read Console Buffer. When the 
CCP gets control, it will examine this console com 
mand buffer and load and execute the command 
file associated with the name in the console com 
mand buffer. In order not to violate your CP/M 
license agreement with Digital Research, you 
should not overwrite the text of their copyright 
message in the console command buffer. There are 
16 blanks before the start of the copyright notice. 
You can move their message down if you need 
more space. 

I f the CCP is altered as directed in the article by Kelly Smith, then the command file name kept 
in the console command buffer will be executed 

each time the CP/M system jumps to "BOOT", or 
the operator does a CTL-C from the keyboard, or 
a program calls CP/M with a function code of 
zero. This probably would not cause harm in many 
cases, but it sure is inefficient having to load and 
execute the segment loader each time one of these 
functions is carried out. It would be much nicer if 
you could just execute the segment loader on a 
"cold boot." 

If you use the cold boot entry into your BIOS to 
move the name of your segment loader into the 
console command buffer into the CCP, you have 
the problem licked, because the CCP as it is 
loaded from the system tracks of your CP/M disk 
contains nothing in the console command buffer. 
You are going to "jam" something into that buffer 
that will be overwritten as soon as the CCP gets re 
loaded. The console command buffer begins at 
CCP+ 7; at that address you need to store the 
length of the filename of the XBIOS segment 
loader. For example: XBIOS64.COM would re 
quire storing a '7' in CCP+7 to represent the 
length of XBIOS64. In the memory addresses 
CCP + 8 and following you would store the char 
acters "XBIOS64". When your BIOS jumps to 
CCP after the cold boot, the file XBIOS64.COM 
would be loaded and executed. Since the name is 
not built into the CCP, as it would be under the 
use of the "Autoload" feature, rebooting the sys 
tem does not reload XBIOS64 because the name is 
not in the CCP-it is moved there by the cold boot 
entry of the BIOS. 

Now you have the mechanism for building a 
system with an XBIOS. Since many tasks 
performed by the BIOS are initialization 

tasks that need to be carried out once on each cold 
boot, these tasks can be put in the segment loader 
where they do not occupy permanent memory. 
You just have to be careful, in laying out these 
tasks, that you do not depend for booting on a de 
vice that is only there or only initialized after the 
segment loader has been executed. You should in 
vestigate very carefully just what tasks need to be 
"up and running" before segment loading. Of 
course the disk driver (at least the disk read rou 
tine) must be in the BIOS, but disk write need not 
be. You could put that in the XBIOS, since you do 
not need it to bring up the system. Console output 
needs to be in the real BIOS, but console input 
may be able to reside in the XBIOS if you do not 
need it for handling disk errors or setting up things 
in the BIOS. Dividing up the BIOS like this is es 
sential for the best use of memory space. You can 
put all one-time initialization into the segment 
loader itself, completely out of the XBIOS. 

The sample BIOS patches (Listing 1) and 
XBIOS (Listing 2) included below show how to 
put the system together so that it works. My 
XBIOS contains a byte at the beginning that has 
either a zero followed by a two-byte address or 
nonzero byte at the beginning. If the first byte is 
zero, it signals the segment loader that the XBIOS 
contains code that needs initialization on loading. 
The segment loader obtains the address contained 
in the two bytes following the zero byte and stores 
it in the operand address of a call instruction that 
is executed after the XBIOS has been moved to its 
destination above the BIOS. This call instruction 
thus becomes the call to an initialization subrou 
tine to set up the XBIOS. Because the initializa 
tion code need not reside in the XBIOS, valuable 

There are beneficial "side effects" of an XBIOS: 
It is not necessary to generate a new CP/M 

to test a new feature-just patch it into the XBIOS. 
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Large BIOS continued 

memory locations are conserved. After the seg 
ment loader has executed, the return address to 
CP /M IS fetched and the segment loader returns 
to CP/M. 

Listing 1 
; refer to CP/M 2.2 Alteration Guide Appendix C Pa g e 51. The 
; Address 4A9C marks the start of the coding for cold boot under 
; the label "BOOT" 
; patches to bios 

;lnsert before "JMP GOCPM" in the "BOOr" code: 

mvi b c Ls t r ; Le n s t h of stuff to go into c c p buffer 
Ix! d,xiocom ;system call 
Lx I h,ccp+7 ; 

loop: Ida x d 
mo v m, a 
Ln x d 
fox h 
d c r b 
.1nz loop ;transfer image to ccp buffer 

thing can happen. You might want to code all ad 
dresses In the CBIOS Jump table that refer to 
XBIOS routines to jump to an error address. 
When the XBIOS overwrites these addresses, you 
will go to the proper routine. This kind of defensive 
programming always pays off. While checking out 
my system, I got into the disk write routine once 
and overwrote some disk space because I did not 
have the error traps In my CBIOS (I confess: I 
overwrote the directory and could not use the disk 
after that!). 

L isting 2 is a skeletal system only. It was de 
signed to demonstrate "How to do it" and not 
how it was really done. The calculation of the 

various disk parameters and system sizes are given 
in detail in this listing. You should refer to them 
and study them carefully before modifying your 
system. If you want the entire system, it is avail 
able through the SIG/M library. 

M80 and Microsoft refer to products of Micro- 
soft, Inc. See page 20 for more on SIG/M. 

SIGjM 
Box 97 
Iselin, NJ 08830 f!I 

Andrew L. Bender practices medical neurology 
and has over 20 years of experience in computer 
programming. His last birthday was too long 
ago to be considered in living memory. 
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t s e gme n t loader name patch (put this out of the way someplace) 
;msize parameter forms proper name for system size. 
x t o c o m : db Ls t r r-I 

db 'X!OS ~ 
db ~O'+(msize/lO). "o t+t e s r e e mod 10) 

Ls t r eo u s+ x t o c o e 

;end of bios patches 

O nce the BIOS patches have been inserted in 
your CBIOS, you should have your copy of 
the the appropriate XBIOS for your system 

size on the system disk. If you don't have the 
XBIOS out there on the disk and you do not use 
the facilities provided by the XBIOS, only a harm 
less ?XBIOS message will appear when it is to be 
loaded by the CCP from the disk. If you use the 
facilities without having them loaded, then any- 
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The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler 
Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed 
a new method of tuning, you had to 
change instruments practically every time 
you wanted to change keys. Very difficult. 

Before Avocet introduced its family of 
cross-assemblers, developing micro-pro 
cessor software was much the same. You 
needed a separate development system 
for practically every type of processor. 
Very difficult and very expensive. 

But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a 
single computer can develop software for 
Virtually any microprocessor! Does that 
put us in a league with Bach? You decide 

Development Tools That Work 
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable 
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual 
use. Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX or the hun 
dreds of other organizations that use them. 
Every time you see a new microprocessor 
based product, there's a good chance it 
was developed with Avocet cross 
assemblers. 
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use. 
They run on any computer with CP/M' 
and process assembly language for the 
most popular microprocessor families. 

XASM05 6805 
XASM09 6809 
XASM18 1802 
XASM48 8048/8041 
XASM51 8051 $200 
XASM65 6502 each 
XASM68 6800/01 
XASMF8 F8/3870 
XASM28 28 
XASM400 COP400 
XASM75 NEC 7500 $500 
(Coming soon: XASM68K .... 68000) 

Turn Your Computer Into A 
Complete Development System 
Of course, there's more. Avocet has the 
tools you need from start to finish to enter, 
assemble and test your software and finally 
cast it in EPROM: 

Text Editor VEDIT -- full-screen text edi 
tor by CompuView. Makes source code 
entry a snap. Full-screen text editing, plus 
TECO-Iike macro facility for repetitive 
tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals 
and personal computers as well as in user 
configurable form. 
CP/M-80version $150 
CP /M-86 or MOOS version....... $195 
(when ordered with any Avocet product) 

In-Circuit Emulators -- MICE _it 
Emulator by Microtek. Full .. y 
emulation in a compact, in ex ve 
device. Accepts high-level PI om- 
mands through RS 232 s rface. 
Down-loads programs ed by 
Avocet cross-assemblers ine and 
modify memory and regis , access I/O 
ports and control pr a execution in 
single instruction an -cycle modes. 
Forward and bac acing for up to 
256 qualified ~y: I '. Assembly/Disas- 
sembly comm n tth symbolic labels 
make it easy to y the program under 
test. ~ 
MICE-~~~ for 6502, 8048, 8085, 
NSC 8~d 2-80 $1,795 each. 
MIC rsions with 2K trace and 32K 

'ClIil~;o_",jWlemory, plus real-time emula 
ardware break points for 6502, 

8000,8085 and 8086/8088 .... 
... $3,995. 

(6805 and 8051 versions available starting 
second quarter) 

ROM Simulator -- ROMSIMby Inner Ac 
cess eliminates need to erase and 
reprogram EPROM. Installed in an S-100 
host, ROMSIM substitutes RAM for 
EPROM in external target system. 16K 
memory can be configured to simulate the 
2708, 2758, 2716, 2516, 2732, 2532, 
2764, 2564 in either byte or word 
organization. Avocet's configurable driver 
makes loading of HEX or COM files fast 
and easy. 
From $495 depending on cabling and 
RAM installed. 
CIRCLE 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128 
EPROM Programmer by GTek programs 
most EPROMS without the need for per 
sonality modules. Self-contained power 
supply ... accepts ASCII commands and 
data from any computer through RS 232 
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex ob 
ject files can be down-loaded directly. 
Commands include verify and read, as 
well as partial programming. 

PROM types supported: 2508, 2758, 
2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 
27C32, MCM8766, 2564, 2764, 27C64, 
27128,8748,8741,8749,8742,8751, 
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS. 

(Upgrade kits will be available for new 
PROM types as they are introduced.) 

Programmer $389 
Options include: 

Software Driver Package $ 30 
RS 232 Cable , $ 30 
8748 family socket adaptor $ 98 
8751 family socket adaptor $174 

Call Us 
If you're thinking about development sys 
tems, call us for some straight talk. If we 
don't have what you need, we'll help you 
find out who does. If you like, we'll even 
talk about Bach. 

VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular disc formats now 
available -- please specify. Prices do not include shipping and 
handling -- can for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED. 

. Trademark of Digital Research. 

AVOCET ~ 
SYSTEMS _Ne. 
DEPT. 383 - M 
804 SOUTH STATE STREET 
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901 
302-734-0151 
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AT LAST! 
A NEW BOOK 
DEALING WITH 
ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE 
FORCP/M® 
SYSTEM USERS 
CP/M is a registered trademark 
of Digital Research. Inc. 

Introduction to CPIM Assembly 
Language is a step-by-step instruc- ••••••••••• ~ •••• .l 
tion manual on how to construct 
simple programs operating in CPIM 
that work' The full size (8'12xll) perfect-bound 
180 pages present the reader with various ways 
of inputting and outputting data to a terminal, as 
well as sending data to a line printer. Since the liD 
methods used are based on CPIM function construc 
tions, the programs are meant to be interchangeable with 
"standard" CPIM systems. The reader can immediately "talk" with 
his computer in assembly language. Only minimal prior exposure 
to assembly language is requtred. Two useful programs are construc 
ted to demonstrate CP/M disk techniques: Single-drive copy program 
(sequential filing); Data base program (random access filing). Also in 
cluded is a simple game program demonstrating some basic game pro 
gramming techniques and a short section on program troubleshooting. 
TO ORDER SEND $15.95 PLUS $1.25 FOR POSTAGE AND 
HANDLING (CALIFORNIA RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX) TO 

EXECUTIVE COMPUTER 
DEPT. E, POBOX 222178, CARMEL, CA 93922, (408) 375-DATA 
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TheRAM67 

Our RAM67 static RAM offers low power for 
cool operation and high reliability. It is the 
first S I 00 memory of its size to offer battery 
back up. The RAM67 will run without wait 
states with any present SIOO bus CPU. 

Advanced static RAM67 features: 
o Low power CMOS RAM 
o 100 ns access time 
o No wait states with our 10 MHz 

Lightning OneT" 
08/16 bit operation 
o Phantom disable 
o Battery back up option 
If you need high performance and high relia 
bility at an affordable price, the RAM67 is the 
memory for you. 
128K RAM _ $1200-110 
Battery back-up option $100.00 

The Lightning One 

The Lightning One is the fastest SIOO CPU 
board presently available. The 8086 processor 
with its two co-processors, the 8087 and 8089, 
provide exceptional data manipulation, nu 
meric processing and I/O handling capability. 

The Lightning One features: 
o 8086 or 8088 16 bit processor 
04,5,8, or 10 MHz jumper selectable 

operation 
o Optional 8087 and 8089 co-processors 
o Onboard monitor with diagnostics 
o 9 vectored interrupts expandable to 65 

When you need mini-computer performance 
at micro-computer prices, the Lightning One 
should be your choice. Benchmarks available. 
Prices start at $395.00 

Other LDP Products 

In addition to the RAM67 and Lightning One, 
Lomas Data Products offers the following fine 
products: 

o HAZITALL System Support 
2 serial ports, 2 parallel ports, clock/calendar, 
9511 or 9512 math support (option), hard disk 
controller host interface ..... A & T, $325.00 

o LDP72 Floppy Disk Controller 
Single or double density operation, single or 
double sided disks, controls both 8" and 5 V. " 
floppy drives, digital data separator for adjust- 
ment free reliable operation . 
........................ A & T, $274.95 

For 16 bit computing on the S100 bus, 
come to the leader ... 

o LDP1281256K Dynamic RAM 
An advanced dynamic RAM with static like 
performance. An ideal choice for large mem 
ory configurations where cost is an important 
consideration. No DMA, or reset restrictions 

.... A & T, 128K $795.00, 256K $1395.00 

o LDP88 8088 CPU Board 
Ideal for inexpensive systems requiring the pro 
cessing power of a 16 bit instruction set. The 
LDP88 has up to 8F.:. of on-board EPROM, IK 
bytes of RAM, 1 serial RS232 port, 9 vectored 
interrppts, 5 MHz operation. Useable as a single 
board 8088 processor A & T, $349.95 

Software Available 

o CPIM-86* 
Full track buffered BIOS, memory disk support, 
double density format $300.00 
o MPIM-86" 
Full MP/M-86 implementation, hard disk and 
floppy disk support, plus memory drive. 1,2 and 
5 user configurations. 
OMS-DOS" 
The IBM Personal Computer operating system, 
includes macro assembler $250.00 
o Other software: 
BASIC86, BASCOM86, FORTRAN86, C, 
FORTH. 

"CPIM-86 & MPIM-86 trademark of Digital Research. 
uMS-DOS trademark of Microsoft. 
Lightning One trademark of Lomas Data Products, Inc. 

Dealer vnd 0. E.M. inquiries imnted. 

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC. 
66 Hopkinton Road, Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 Telephone: (617) 366-6434 
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NorthSIo?~ Topics 
SOFTWARE REVIEW 

DIRALPHA 
A program to solve two North Star directory limitations: 

random order, and lack of a sort 
by Edgar F. Coudal 

A utility that solves annoying and other wise unsolvable petty problems is one 
of the little delights in life, like find 
ing a full six-pack in the back of the 
refrigerator when you thought you'd 

have to run out in the cold. 
Such a utility is DIRALPHA, an assembly lan 

guage program that takes care of two of the most 
annoying shortcomings of the North Star Disk 
Operating System: Its habit of putting new direc 
tory entries into the first available slot in the direc 
tory even though that slot is somewhere back 
among the files you created six months ago, and 
the DOS's inability to sort itself in any meaningful 
way. 

North Star users will attest that a directory on a 

Edgar F. Coudal, 627 S. Crescent, Park Ridge, IL 
60068 

frequently used disk, such as a correspondence 
disk or a program developmen t disk, becomes a 
totally hopeless and disorganized mess after a 
while. 

T he seed program for DIRALPHA was found 
in a crude common-domain form on a disk 
given the Chicago Area North Star User 

Group. As with so many disks that find their way 
into user group libraries, it only ran under a single 
density disk controller. Such challenges interest 
Steve Keith, a group member, author of various 
utilities, and a user with more than passing knowl 
edge of the DOS structure. 

Keith's modification, now known as DIRAL 
PH A, answers both the above needs, without any 
commands, questions, or possible ways to go 
wrong, except perhaps by forgetting to load the 
program. 

No commands? Exactly. You place the disk 
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S·100 STATIC MEMORY 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Finally, you can buy state-of-the-art 
S"100/1EEE 696 static memory for your 
computer at an unprecedented savings. 

Memory Merchant's memory 
boards provide the advanced features, 
quality and reliability you need for the 
kind of operational performance 
demanded by new high"speed 
processors. 
Completely Assembled. 

These memory boards are not kits, 
nor skeletons - but top-quality, high" 
performance memories that are shipped 
to you completely assembled, burned-in, 
socketed, tested and insured with one of 
the industry's best warranties. 
Superior Design & Quality. 

Memory Merchant's boards are 
created by a designer, well known for his 
proven ability in advanced, cost-etticient 
memory design. Innovative circuitry 
provides you with highly desired features 
and incredible versatility. 

Only first-quality components are 
used throughout. and each board is 
rigorously tested to assure perfect and 
dependable performance. 
No Risk Trial. 

We are so convinced that you will 
be absolutely delighted with our boards 
that we extend a no-risk trial offer. After 
purchasing one of our boards, you may 
return it (intact) for any reason within 15 
days after shipment and we will refund 
the purchase price (less shipping). 

NEW S·100 PRODUCTS COMING 
SOON: 
* DUAL8/16 BITCPU BOARD 
* 128K 8/16 BIT STATIC RAM 
* 256K 8/16 BIT DYNAMIC RAM 

48K PARTIALLY POPULATED $519. 
32K PARTIALLY POPULATED $409. 

64K RAM, MODEL MM65K16S 
• 64Kx 8"bit 
• Speed in excess of 6 MHz 
• Uses 150ns 16K (2K X 8) static RAMS 
• Ultra-low power (435 Ma. max. - 
loaded with 64K) 

• Bank Select and Extended Addressing 
• A 2K window which can be placed 
anywhere in the 64K memory map 

• Four independently addressable 16K 
blocks organized as: 
- Two independent 32K banks or 
- One 64K Extended Address Page or 
- One 48K and one 16K bank for use 

in MP/M' (option) 
• Each 32K bank responds 
independently to phantom 

• 2716 (5V) EPROMS may replace any or 
all of the RAM 

• Field-proven operation in CROMEMCO 
CROMIX* and CDOS*. 

• Compatible with latest IEEE 696 
systems such as Northstar, CompuPro, 
Morrow, IMS, IMSAI front panel, Altair 
and many others. 

OEM and DEALER inquiries invited. 

fiTJmczmorl)TM 
Ililil/mczrchClnt 

14666 Doolittle Drive 
San Leandro, CA 94577 

(415) 483·1008 
CIRCLE 98 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FULL TWO·YEAR 
WARRANTY. 

The reliability of our boards, 
through quality-controlled production and 
proven performance, has enabled us to 
extend our warranty to a full two years. 
That's standard with us, not an option. 
This includes a 6"month exchange 
program for defective units. 
Shipped direct from stock. 

All Memory Merchant's boards are 
shipped direct from stock, normally 
within 48 hours of receipt of your order. 
Call us at (415) 483"1008 and we may be 
able to ship the same day. 
16K RAM, Model 
MM16K14 

16K STATIC RAM $169. 16Kx 8 Bit 
Bank Select & Extended Addressing 
Four independently addressable 4K 

blocks 
One 4K segment equipped with 1 K 

windows 
Uses tlelo-proven 2114 (1 K X 4) RAMS 
Low Power (less than 1.2 Amps) 
Runs on any S"100 8080, 4 MHz Z"80 or 

5 MHz 8085 system. 

Prices, terms, specifications subject to 
change without notice. 

·Cromix and COOS are trademarks of CROMEMCO. 
, MPIM is a trademark of Digital Research 



DIRALPHA continued .. 

containing DIRALPHA in Drive 2 and the disk 
whose directory you want straightened out in 
Drive 1, then type GO DIRALPHA,2. After a 
second or two, you see the new directory, alphabet 
ized, and the familiar DOS + prompt. In that 
brief period, two things have happened: 
-The Directory has been read out to memory, 

alphabetized according to ASCII precedence con 
vention (numbers first, then letters, etc.), and then 
written back to the disk directory file. 
-All the blanks in the Directory caused by kill 

ing old files have been removed. Now, any new file 
saved to the disk shows up at the end of the direc 
tory. To realphabetize, simply GO DIRALPHA 
again. 

To complete the cleanup, simply type GO CO 
from the system disk to compact the entire disk. 
The program does not change any data, nor does it 
relocate files. It simply reorganizes the Directory 
so that it makes sense. 

The version of DIRALPHA shown in the pro 
gram listing is written to deal with double-density 
5.2 files, which load at EOOH. However, modifying 
the program to run on different systems is easy 
enough. To change the memory address, simply 
change the OEOOH in the routine source list at the 
top of the program to wherever your Basic loads 
(2DOO or 2AOO, for instance). Similarly, you may 

have to change the point where the DOS loads in 
the second line of the program. 

To use DIRALPHA on a single-density sys 
tem, change line 6 of the source list from 
0181H to 0101H, and change line 7 from 

0081 H to 0001 H. Finally, if you are changing the 
program to run under single density, change line 9 
from 7FH to 3FH to reflect the fact that the sin 
gle-density directory will only hold 64 entries, 
rather than 128, as the user gets under double den 
sity. The body of the program needs no changes 
once these corrections are made in the routine 
source list. 

There's a side benefit-one begins to give more 
thought to what new files are named. In my busi 
ness, for instance, which is marketing communica 
tions for a number of different clients, I have be 
gun naming each file for individual clients with the 
initial letter of the client's name. An article on 
Conveyor Accessories' newest product might have 
been called TITA in the past. Now I call it CTI 
TAN. As a result, all the Conveyor Accessories 
files on a disk are grouped together after running 
DIRALPHA. 

I think I'll go have one of those beers! 

Note: This program is available from the author 
on disk for $10. 
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The directory of a frequently used North Star disk 
soon becomes a hopelessly disorganized mess. 
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Z80 ~ Software. QSAL 

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTIONS 
TPM (TPM I) . S80 A l80 only operating system which is 
capable of running CP/M programs. Includes many features not 
found in CP/M such as independent disk directory partitioning for 
up to 255 user partitions, space, time and version cornrnartds, date 
and time, create FCB, chain program. direct disk I/O. abbreviated 
commands and morel Available for North Star (either single or 
double density), TRS-80 Modell (offset 4200H) or II. Versafloppy 
I. Tarbell I. or Osborne I. 
TPM-II· S125 An expanded version of TPM which is fully CP/M 
22 compatible but still retains the extra features our customers 
have come to depend on. This version IS super FAST. Extended 
density capability allows over 600K per side on an 8" disk. Availa 
ble preconfigured for Versa floppy II (8" or 5"). Epson OX-l0. or 
TRS-80 Model II 

CONFIGURATOR I --------, 
This package provides all the necessary programs for 
customizing TPM for a floppy controller which we do 
not support. We suggest ordering this on Single den 
sity (8SD) 
Includes TPM·II (5125) Sample PI OS (BIOS) SOURCE 
($FREE). MACRO II (StOO) LINKER (S80). DEBUG I (SSO) 
OED (5150) ZEDIT (S50). TOP I (SSO) BASIC I (550) and 
BASIC II (SI00) 
$815 Value NOW $250 

CONFIGURATOR II --------, 
Includes: TPM·II ($125). Sample PI OS (BIOS) SOURCE 
(SFREE), MACRO II (SI00). MACRO III (SI50) LINKER 
(580). DEBUG I (S80), DEBUG II (SI00). OSAL ($200) OED 
(5150). ZTEL (S80) TOP II (SI00). BUSINESS BASIC 
(S200) and MODEM SOURCE (540) and DISASSEMBLER 
(S80) 
SI485 Value NOW S400 

MODEL I PROGRAMMER ------, 
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model I. Note 
These are the ONLY COL programs available for the 
Model I. It includes TPM I i$SO). BUSINESS BASIC 
(S200), MACRO I ($SO), DEBUG I (SSO) ZOOT (540). ZTEL 
($80). TOP I ($80) and MODEM (540) 
8680 Value NOW 8680 

MODEL II PROGRAMMER -------, 
This package is only for Ihe TRS·SO Model II. 
II includes TPM·II (5125). BUSINESS BASIC (S200) 
MACRO II ($100). MACRO III (5150) LINKER (SSOI 
DEBUG I (SSO), DEBUG II (5100) OED (5150). ZTEL (S80), 
TOP II (SI00), ZOOT (540). ZAPPLE SOURCE (580). 
MODEM ($40), MODEM SOURCE (540) and DISAS· 
SEMBLER ($80) . 
$1445 Value NOW 8375 

BASIC I . S50. a 12K. basic interpreter with 7 diqit precision 
BASIC II.· S100. A 12 digit precision version of Basic I. 
BUSINESS BASIC· 5200. A full disk extended basic with 
random or sequential disk file handling and 12 digit precision 
(even for TRIG functions) Also Includes PRIVACY command to 
protect source code. fixed and variable record lengths. simultane 
ous access to multiple disk files. global editing. and more! 
ACCOUNTING PACKAGE -S300, Wlillen in Business 
Basic. Includes General ledger. Accounts Receivable/Payable. 
and Payroll, Set up for Hazeltine 1500 terminal. Minor rnoditica 
tions needed for other terminals. Provided in unprotected source 
form 

MACRO I . SSO. A ZSO/SOSO assembler which uses CDLlTDL 
mnemonics. Handles MACROs and generates relocateable code 
Includes 14 conditionals. 16 listing controls. 54 pseudo-cps, II 
arilhmelicilogical ops.local and global symbols. linkable module 
generation. and more! 
MACRO II . S100. An improved version of Macro I with 
expanded iinking capabilities and more listing options. Also inter 
nal code has been greatly improved for faster more reliable 
operation. . 
MACRO III· $150, An enchanced version 01 Macro tl.Internal 
buffers have been increased to achieve a significant improvement 
in speed of assembly. Additional features include line numbers. 
cross reference. compressed PRN files. form feeds. page parity. 
additional pseudo-ops. internal setting of time and date. and 
expanded assembly-time data entry. 

6502X . S150. A 6502 cross assembler. Runs on the l80 but 
assembles 6502 instructions into 6502 object code' Similar leatures 
as our Macro assemblers. 

DEVELOPER 1---------, 
Includes: MACRO I (SSOI, DEBUG I (580). ZED IT (S50). 
TOP I ($80), BASIC I (550) and BASIC II (SI00) 
$440 Value NOW 8150 

DEVELOPER II ----------, 
Includes MACRO II ($100), MACRO III ($150), LINKER 
($80). DEBUG I ($80). DEBUG II ($100), BUSINESS BASIC 
(S200). OED ($150). TOP II (S100). ZDDT (S40) ZAPPLE 
SOURCE ($80). MODEM SOURCE ($40) and DISAS· 
SEMBLER ($SD) ZTEL (80) 
SI280 Value NOW $350 

DEVELOPER 111---------, 
Includes OSAL ($200). OED ($150), BUSINESS BASIC 
($200). ZTEL ($SO) and TOP II (SI00) 
$730 Value NOW 8300 

COMBO-----------, 
Includes DEVELOPER II (51280) ACCOUNTING PACK· 
AGE (5300). OSAL (5200) and 6502X (5150; 
SI930 Value NOW S500 

LINKER· S80. A linking loader for handling the linkable 
modules created by the above assemblers. 
DEBUG I . $SO. A tool for debugging l80 or 8080 code 
Disassembles to COLITol mnemonics compatible with above 
assemblers. Traces code even through ROM. Commands Include 
Calculate. Display. Examine. Fill. Goto. List. Mode. Open File, Put, 
Set Wait. Trace. and Search. 
DEBUG II . SIOO. A superset 01 Debug I. Adds lnstrucnon 
interpreter. Radix change. Set Trap/Conditional display. Trace 
options. and Zap FCB 
6502X . S150. A 6502 cross assembler. Runs on Ihe l80 but 
assembles 6502rnslructions into 6502 object code' Sirrular teatures 
as our Macro assemblers 
QSAL -5200. A SUPER FAST ZSO assembler. Up to 10 times 
faster than conventional assemblers. Directly generales code into 
memory in one pass but also to offset for execution in its own 
memory space. Pascal like structures: repeat. .. until. if ... then ... else. 
while ... do. begrn ... end. case ... or. Multiple statements per line. 
special register handling expressions. long symbol names. auto 
and modular assembly. and more! This one uses ZILOG Mnemonics. 
QED· S100. A screen editor which is both FAST and easy to 
learn Commands include block delete. copy. and move 10 a 
named file or within text. repeat previous command. change. 
locate. find at start of line. and numerous cursor and window 
movement functions. Works with any CRT having clear screen. 
addressable cursor. clear 10 end of line. and clear to end of screen. 

ZTEL . S80. An extensive text editing language and editor 
modelled afler DEC's TECO 
ZEDIT . 550. A mini text editor. Character /Iine oriented. Works 
well with hardcopy terminals and is easy to use. Includes macro 
command capability. 
TOP I . SSO. A Text Output Processor for formatting manuals, 
documents. etc. Interprets commands which are entered into the 
text by an editor. Commands include justify. page number, head 
ing. subheading. centering. and more 
TOP II . S100. A superset of TOP I. Adds embedded control 
characters in the file. page at a time printing. selected portion 
printing. include/merge files, form feed/CRlF option for paging, 
instant start up. and final page ejection. 
ZOOT· S40. This IS the disk version of our famous lapple 
monitor. II will also load hex and relocatable files. 
ZAPPLE SOURCE· SSO. This is Ihe source to the 5MB 
ROM version of our famous Zapple monitor. It can be used to 
create your own custom version or as an example of the features 
of our assemblers. Must be assembled using one of our assemblers. 
MODEM· A communication program for file transler between 
systems or using a system as a terminal. Based on the user group 
version but modified 10 work With our 5MB board or TRS-80 
Models I or II. You must specify which version you want. 
MODEM SOURCE· 540, For making your own custom 
version. Requires one of our Macro Assemblers. 
DISASSEMBLER· $SO. Does bulk disassembly of object 
flies creating source files which can be assembled by one of our 
assemblers 

HARDWARE 
S-100 - 5MB II Bare Board S50, "System Monitor Board" lor 

5-100 systems. 2 serial ports, 2 parallel ports, cassette inter 
face. 4K memory (ROM, 270S EPROM. 2114 RAMI. and power 
on jump. When used with Zapple ROM belpw. it makes putting 
a 5-100 system together a snap. 
Zapple ROM S35, Properly initializes 5MB 1111 hardware, pro 
vides a powerful debug monitor 

IBM PC - Big Blue laO board $595, Add lSO capability 10 your 
IBM Personal Computer Runs CP/M programs but does not 
require CPIM or TPM. Complete with l80 CPU, 64K add on 
memory. serial port. parallel port. lime and date clock with 
battery backup, hard disk interface. and software to attach to 
PC DOS and transfer programs. Mfr'd by OCS. 
50% Discount on all COL software ordered at the same time as 
a Big Blue (and for the Big Blue) 

APPLE II - Chairman l80board S425.Add l80capability 10 your 
Apple II/II Plus computer. Runs CP/M programs with our 
more powerlul TPM. Includes 64K memory add on (unlike the 
competition this is also useable by the 6502/005 as well as 
the l80) TPM. OSAl assembler. QED Screen Editor. and Busi 
ness Basic. Mfr'd by AMT Research 
Apple Special S175, Buy the Apple l80 Developer at the same 
time as the "Chairman" and pay only $175 instead of $325. 

APPLE zao DEVELOPER ------ 
Includes 6502X ($150), MACRO II ($100), MACRO III 
($150). OSAL ($200). OED ($150), LINKER ($80). DEBUG I 
(SSO) DEBUG II ($100), ZDDT ($40) and BUSINESS 
BASIC ($200) 
VALUE: SI250 $325 
5175 when purchased with AMT "Chairman" Board 

COOE 
SSD 
8DD 
8XD 

5SD 
5EP 
5PC 
5XE 
50S 
5ZA 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
VISAI MasterCard IC,O.D, . _. . 

:~::~~:o" "'0," Density nzs ",""~ sectors/j? tracks Call or Write With order1i og 'P! 
8" Double Density (256 bytes/26 sectorsl77 tracks) lntorrnation; . . 
8" CDL Extended Density (1024 bytes/8 sectorl77 traceks = 616K) OEMS: . VIS4 

5.25" Single Density (TRSSO Modell. Versafloppy I. Tarbell II Many COL products are available for 
5.25" Epson Double Density 
5.25" IBM PC Double Density licensing to OEM's. Write to Carl 
5.25" Xerox S20 Single Density Galletti with your requirements. 
5.25" Osborne Single Density 
5.25" Z80 Apple (Softcard compatible) 

TPM INFO When ordering TPM I or II. in addition to Disk Formal. please specify one of the following codes 
COOE DESCRIPTION 
NSSO/H North Star Single Density for Horizon I/O 
NSSO/Z North Star Single Density for Zapple I/O 
NSOO/H North Star Double Density for Horizon I/O 
NSOOIZ North Star Double Density for lapple I/O 
TRS80·1 TRS·SO Modell (4200H Offset) 
TRS8011 TRS·SO Model II 
VI8 Versafloppy I 8" 
VI5 Versafloppy I 5.25" 
VII8 Versa floppy II S" (XD) 
VII5 Versalloppy II 5.25" 
TRS8011 TRS·SO Model II (XD) 

DISK FORMATS 
When ordering software specify which disk format you would like 

TPM I: 

TPM·II: 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

For Phone Orders ONLY Call Toll Free ... 
1-(800] 458-3491 
Ask For Extension #15 

(Except Pa.) 

For information and Tech Queries call 
(609J 599·2146 

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice. 
TPM. ZBO. CP/M. TRSBO are trademarks of COL. Zilog, DRI and Tandy respectively. 

computer Design Labs 
342 Columbus Avenue/Trenton, NJ 08629 

CIRCLE 84 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



MICROSYSTEMS REVIEWS 

T erminals are an integral part of most 
professional systems. The convenience 
of choosing the features you want in a 
display device/keyboard and just plug 
ging it into your RS-232 port is appeal 

ing. But the selection of a terminal can be trickier 
than the specifications would have you believe. 
This is due in no small part to the large advertising 
budgets that try to sway your buying decision. 

Here we'll look at five terminals, some new, 
some not so new: the Televideo 925, Zenith Z19, 
Wyse WY-I00, Visual 50, and the ADDS View 
point 60. Televideo and ADDS are two of the "Big 
Four" of terminal manufacturers, the others being 
Hazeltine and Lear Siegler. Zenith found itself in 
the terminal business when it purchased the Heath 
Company; Visual has expanded into general busi 
ness terminals from the "name-brand knockoff" 
market (a cheaper DEC-compatible terminal, 
etc.). 

Most of the above terminals are advertised as 
being "ergonomic," the exception being the Ze 
nith, with its attached keyboard. The rest have 
separate keyboards, attached by coil cords. Ergo 
nomics has become the biggest buzzword in termi 
nals this year. What most terminal manufacturers 
mean by this is that they have separate keyboards, 
period. Other factors that may be considered er 
gonomic are non-glare screen, low-angle or sculp 
tured keyboard, tiltable or swivelling screen, 
colored key tops, function and cursor-control keys, 
and tactile feedback. Indeed, most manufacturers 
seem to emphasize physical design over any of the 
performance features of their terminals. It makes 
sense, then, to begin the comparison with the 
cases. 

Cases 
The ADDS Viewpoint 60 is physically identical to 
the earlier Viewpoint model, with the addition of a 
row of function keys above the typing area. The 
case is molded plastic, with a flip-down foot at the 
rear of the CRT housing that allows straight-line 
viewing of the screen. This would be handy if the 
screen were placed on a shelf, but the coil cord, 
attachirig as it does to the back of the CRT -hous 
ing, is too short to allow such placement. The pow 
er switch is also located at the rear of the CRT 
housing, further limiting freedom of placement. 
The "footprint" of the housing is admirably small. 
Style is only one of the many subjective items that 
I will be reviewing, but most people I've asked 

Bill Machrone, 121 North Avenue, Fanwood, NJ 
07023 .. 

Five Video Display Terlllinals 
A comparative review of the Televideo 925, Zenith Z 19, 

Wyse WY-100, Visual 50, and ADDS Viewpoint 60 

by Bill Machrone 
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agree that the Viewpoint 60 is attractively styled. 
The lack of mass of the keyboard unit is compen 
sated for by nonskid feet that work well and don't 
lose effectiveness after picking up the usual desk 
top dust. 

The Televideo 925 has a foamed structural 
plastic case with a matte finish. The back of the 
keyboard nestles into a cutaway just below the 
CRT, permitting the terminal to mimic the non 
detached keyboard style. The structural plastic is 
decidedly more massive than the molded plastic, 
giving the terminal a hefty, solid feel. The coil 
cord attaches to the rear and the power switch is 
located there, too. The terminal's footprint is larg 
er than the ADDS, but small enough to be accom 
modated by most crowded desktops. It is attrac 
tively styled, but less so than the ADDS. 

The Visual 50 is a brand-new model in a molded 
plastic case. The CRT housing is on a plastic ped 
estal that permits 2700 swivelling and an adequate 
degree of tilt. The bearing surfaces are plastic on 
plastic, which causes the motions of the CRT head 
to be somewhat stiff and jerky. On the other hand, 
the head stays where you put it. The case is de 
signed to house the entire Visual line, and will re 
place the older sheet metal cases entirely. In a 
world that has gone crazy over RFI and EMI, that 
is not necessarily a good thing. The case is de 
signed to accept a 12" or 14" tube, making it de 
cidedly larger than the other terminals. The coil 
cord attaches to the rear, but the power switch is in 
the front. The keyboard has sufficient mass to stay 



put, but could benefit from better rubber feet. The 
terminal, taken by itself, is attractively styled, 
with a certain angularity lacking in the others. 
When placed next to the others, the CRT head 
looks large and bulky. 

The Wyse WY-I00 is the only terminal in the 
group to sport a metal (cast aluminum) case and 
keyboard. Its lines are smooth and well-integrated, 
making it the beauty contest winner. The CRT 
head is on a ball-type swivel with nylon gliders. 
The head turns easily in any direction, limited only 
by the cables and power cord. The gliding motion, 
if anything, is too easy, as moving the keyboard to 
a new position often will move the head. A longer 
coil cord would partially compensate. The coil 
cord, as in the others, attaches to the rear. An in 
tegrated on-off/brightness control is on the face of 
the CRT housing. The footprint of the CRT head 
is agreeably small, but the keyboard is enormous. 
More on this later. . 

The Zenith Z-19 is the grande dame of the lot, 
having been in production virtually unchanged 
since 1979. It has a molded structural foam case, 
giving it a solid feel. The attached keyboard is well 
integrated with the CRT portion. The power 
switch and brightness control are on the rear of the 
case. It is the only terminal of the group to come 
with an RS-232 cable. The terminal is well styled 
compared to some of its forebears, such as the 
ADDS Regent. It looks dated, however, when 
compared to the models with separate keyboards. 
There is ample room for a Sy." drive and a single 
board computer, as seen in the Z89 and Z90 mod- 

o els using the same case. 

Keyboards 
The keyboard is probably the most critical factor 
for long-term user satisfaction in a terminal. The 
definition of "keyboard" here is extended to in 
clude the support electronics that give it its person 
ality. The microsystems press has periodically 
been a forum for proponents of alternate keyboard 
designs, notably the Dvorak. I submit that this is 
unnecessary, untimely, and unwise in view of the 
fact that most terminal manufacturers have yet to 
master the QWERTY layout. There are millions 
of people trained on QWERTY, many of whom 
have tried to make a successful transition from the 
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de facto standard (the Selectric typewriter) to one 
or another terminal. Many competent typists are 
stymied by the lack of tactile feedback, nonstan 
dard placement of keys, lack of stroke memory, 
and a host of other design factors. Let's look at 
how many of the current generation of typists 
learned their skill: 

I can still remember myoid junior high school 
typing teacher at the head of the class, reciting his 
litany while we cacophonized on a roomful of man 
ual Smith-Coronas .... "Keep your back straight, 
feet flat on the floor. Palms up, fingers arched. Hit 
the keys like they were hot." Still good advice, but 
ignored by terminal manufacturers, who forgot 
the ergonomics that made the advice sound. Man 
ual typewriters and early electrics were like harp 
sichords-they. demanded an incisive, staccato 
style. The Selectric and electronic typewriters, 
with their ability to remember keystrokes and 
have multiple keys in the depressed state simulta 
neously, permit a more laid back, legato style, like 
a piano. They still respond well, however, to the 
earlier approach. Perhaps a better comparison 
would be between a . organ and an electronic 

Most neophyte users have no idea of the potential 
offered by properly designed terminals. 
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Five Video Display Terminals continued ... 

organ. At any rate, the typist really has to relearn 
his or her skills to use a terminal properly. We 
subjected all of the keyboards to review by highly 
proficient typists and their observations are 
merged into my remarks. 

The de facto standard, the Selectric, has a 
sculptured keyboard that economizes on the dis 
tance that the fingers have to travel. The actual 
motion of the key varies slightly from the vertical 
to allow easy depression of the key. Many early 
terminals, on the other hand, had nothing more 
than a couple of rows of momentary contact 
switches on an angled printed circuit board. Some 
of the early ones (and some of the current ones) 
weren't even stepped. The motion of the keys was 
not vertical but perpendicular to the angle of the 
keyboard's base. This configuration promotes key 
binding and a very ponderous keyboarding tech 
nique, as the fingertips are forced to "stab" the 
keys home. Fortunately, this type of keyboard is 
headed for the last roundup and is not represented 
by any of the terminals reviewed here. There is, 
however, a "cheater" version of the old-style key 
board, in which the switches are perpendicular to 
the angle of the keyboard but the key tops are an 
gled to simulate vertical motion. Careful selection 
of materials and clearances for the bearing sur 
faces of the switch can make this acceptable. See 
the paragraph on the Zenith's keyboard for one 
that isn't. 

The ADDS keyboard layout imitates the Se 
lectric fairly successfully, with a large return key 
and proper placement of the shift keys. There are 
no "extra" keys between the characters and the 
return, a common problem when trying to cram 
the ASCII characters not represented on standard 
typewriters into the same general keyboard space. 
Terminal users have come to expect the escape key 
to be in the upper left-hand corner and the back 
space key in the upper right-hand corner of the 
keyboard, on the numeric row. The delete key is 

usually considered to be a "right pinky" function 
as well, since it is generally implemented as a de 
structive backspace by most word-processing soft 
ware, and the Selectric's self-correction key is 
pressed by the right pinky. ADDS chose to place 
the delete at the extreme left of the home row, next 
to the caps lock key. Most terminal manufacturers 
place the control key in this position, as it allows 
easy manipulation of "cursor-control diamonds," 
where cursor movements are effected by the con 
trol values of (usually) the E, S, D, and X keys. 
ADDS placed the control key at the extreme left 
of the bottom row, which requires a little more of a 
stretch. 

The typists liked the tactile feedback of the 
ADDS keyboard, even though it doesn't come 
close to that provided by a Selectric. Each key has 
a two-stage spring, with light travel until the half 
way point, then heavier travel to the bottom of the 
stroke. This key is made by Keytronics for ADDS 
and several other terminal manufacturers. The 
quality of the feedback was dulled somewhat by 
the lack of rigidity of the keyboard. A full-stroke 
keypress bends the circuit board slightly-a dis 
orienting experience for the touch typist. The key 
board has n-key rollover, an important feature in 
today's legato typing style. The keyboard chirp 
provides aural feedback that a keypress has taken 
place, but it is poorly implemented. The tone is too 
long in duration, too loud and begins to blend into 
a single tone during typamatic (auto repeat) key 
ing. There is a volume control potentiometer on 
the circuit board, which requires disassembly of 
the keyboard to access. Deeper key top depressions 
on the F and J keys help to orient the touch 
typist. 

The Televideo keyboard is a stepped design 
with no sculpturing. The angle of the keyboard is 
fairly steep, making it more of a "reach" to go 
from row to row. It is limited to 2-key rollover-a 
decidedly substandard feature, considering the 
changing style of typing. Mechanically, the key 
board is quite rigid, but has no tactile feedback. 
A . __ r----- on 

edittng no rilt <<< HO-FILE MENU») 
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M Run MailMtrgt 
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CD --------- 

What most terminal manufacturers mean by ergonomics 
is that they have separate keyboards, period. 
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Five Video Display Terminals continued 

The keystroke itself is rather long-another fa 
tigue-producing factor. The layout of the keys is 
slightly idiosyncratic, with cursor and function 
keys flanking the space bar. Televideo uses key 
tops of a contrasting color to differentiate non 
typewriter keys from the rest, making it easy for a 
touch typist to home in. The escape, backspace 
and control keys are located acceptably. Aural 
feedback is provided by a distinctive "boop-boop 
boop" as keys are depressed. The sound drove our 
test typists a little crazy, and they preferred to op 
erate without it. 

The Visual 50's keyboard is .also made by Key 
tronics, but is quite different from the ADDS. 
While it uses the same two-stage spring action, the 
feedback is much better. We were unable to deter 
mine whether the effect was due entirely to the 
metal stiffening plate that backs up the printed 
circuit board or to a spring with different charac 
teristics. The keyboard has n-key rollover and auto 
repeat. As in the ADDS, the keyclick or chirp is 
generated by a piezoelectric beeper, but this had 
no volume control. The terminal samples that we 
worked with were all too loud and required that we 
partially cover the hole on the beeper. The tone, 
like that of ADDS, was also too long, but did not 
blur on typamatic keying. The keyboard is sculp 
tured with indented F and J keys. In accordance 
with the new style of ergonomic keyboards, there 
is a large palm rest area below the keyboard and 
the typing angle is quite low. Our typists voted it 
the best of the lot for speed and comfort. 

The Wyse keyboard has 105 keys on it, making 
it the sheer numbers winner. The keyboard has 
two keypad areas to the right of the typing area, 
one for numeric input and one for local editing. 

tial DIRECTORY of disk 11: AZ=scroll up _ 
p~~X PHR DiAGNOSE. HLP OlilGiWSE.MHU D!SKSUPT. HLP vI,KoUPT .MHU FILES.m 
HELP HLP j EX J LEU LEX.3 LEX.4 L£UMU 
lEX.BRK LuOPBACK.8AS MA:LfILE.RAN Mu~'~M?LIB MO~~mUSN PAIHTIHUAT 
PATeURT PU;).GVL ?Ll(.OYL PLu.OVL PLldB.IRL REBD.ME 
SAHPLLHLP SiHiPLLMNIJ SEQiO.LlB SETUP. HLP SETUP.MHU SIJPERVYZ.HLP 
summ. MNU SYSDISK. SUB WOR[)PROC. HLP ~ORDPROC. MHU ~ORDSUPT. HLP ~ORDSUPT.KHU 
780.m ZBiiG.m 4PRI)M!6.CO~ IlCLCOM CLilCLeOM COPY.m 
CPM64.COM D.COH ili/UOH DEBUG. COM ~FX,COM [)ISINTELCO" 
DSKTST. COM DUMP22.COM Fi)R~AT. COM FORMATHD.COM fORIIFEE[). COn GO. COM 
HELP. COM IHSTHLLZ 0 COM ue 0 COM LlHK.COM USI66. COn _ LORMO" 
"AUO" ~BfiS lLeOH MEMFHT. COM MEMIESLCOH rlENUSm 0 COM ~QDEMo CO" 
Komp.coM PIP.CDM PLLCOM QRSotDM READ24.COM ~MRc.cO~, 
smUOK STHl. COM susm. COA SUPERCCP 0 co." ijsu.PEIIlRT1oD',;Mw_Ult_RYY.,<Oft -, ._--= 

Zenith Z19: Normal full screen 
Un nate y, there are no visual or tactile cues 
to help the typist get oriented on the typing area. It 
is a stepped design, very rigid, with a short key 
travel that helps to overcome the lack of tactile 
feedback. The keyclick suffers the same draw 
backs as the others using a piezo beeper. The key 
board is some 6/1 wider than the others, creating 
potential problems on crowded desktops. The typ 
ing angle is good. The control key is placed on the 
bottom row, as in the ADDS; however, the back 
space key is not the rightmost in the top row 
(break is there), so that it is hard to hit this key 
without aiming. 

The Zenith keyboard is a rigid, stepped design. 
The typing angle is comfortably low and the key 
travel is short, without tactile feedback. The key 
click is generated not by a piezoelectric beeper, 
but by a 555 one-shot that drives a speaker. It is 
short enough, subtle and never gets confused dur 
ing repeat keying. There is no auto repeat on the 
keyboard; you press the repeat key when you want 
multiple characters. It has n-key rollover. Zenith 
changed the design of the key switches in early 
1982, although the external appearance remains 
unchanged. The feel of the old keyboard is vastly 
superior to the new one, which is stiff and balky 
due to too-strong springs or friction between the 
shell and the actuator. The contacts on the new 
keyboard tend to be unreliable, especially the 
heavily used control and return keys. Fortunately, 
they are easily fixed by prying off the keycap and 
bending or cleaning the exposed contacts. All the 
keys are in the right place, with the exception of 
the curly braces, which lie between the apostrophe 
and return keys. This requires an extra reach for 
the return key. The typists voted the old keyboard 
one of the best for fast typing, the new keyboard 
only fair. 

Character set/Video quality 
You might think that character generation and 

Most manufacturers seem to emphasize physical design over 
any of the performance features of their terminals. 
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for 
8080,Z80 
and 6809 

Gives your application a head start 
AMX can save you time and money 
You can capitalize on our years of 
multitasking experience. Start your 
application using a software executive 
proven with three years of fault-free 
operation. 

Professional software designers 
use AMX as the starting point for their 
product and system designs. AMX 
shields them from the difficulties of 
managing the micro, freeing them to 
concentrate on their application. 

SIMPLE OPERATION 
Complex control programs are 

divided into a number of separate, 
more manageable programs, called 
tasks, each designed to do one Job. 
Tasks are written and tested separately 
and then combined to form a reliable, 
finished system. 
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tion of these tasks, assuring that the 
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first. Tasks appear to be executing 
simultaneously It's almost like having 
a separate CPU for each taskl 

HARDWARE INDEPENDENCE 
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hardware configuration. You control 

your environment. You pick the I/O 
method. You decide the preferred 
Interrupt service technique for your 
system. AMX will support your choice. 

AMX is fast, com pact, and ROMable. 
Even though the AMX nucleus is less 
than 1400 bytes in size, it features mul 
tiple task priorities, intertask message 
passing with priority queuing, external 
event synchronization, and interval 
timing. 

AMX General Operation 

Interface modules are available to 
allow AMX to be used with C, PASCAL, 
PL/M, FORTRAN and assembler. 

Access to CP/M" disk files in real 
time IS possible using the AMX I/O 
Su pervisor. 

COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION 
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our documentation. 
We deliver AMX source on diskette 

to perm it AMX to be moved to the soft 
ware development system of your 
choice. Our liberal license agreement 
permits binary (object) distribution 
without royalties. 

CP/M IS a trademark of Dlgltat Researct) Corp. 
Z80 IS a trademark of ZII09 Corp 

HOW TO ORDER 
A specification sheet and price list 

are available, free. Your check or 
money order for $75 will purchase the 
AMX Reference Manual for immediate 
evaluation (specify 8080, 8085, Z80 
or 6809 processor). Add $25 for post 
age and handling outside USA and 
Canada. The standard AMX Multi 
tasking Executive package, including 
source code, is $800. 

AMX is the choice of professionals 
the world over. Make it yours, today. 

KADAK Products Ltd. 
206-1847 W. Broadway Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5 Phone: (604) 734-2796 Telex: 04-55670 
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Five Video Display Terminals continued 

Selection of a terminal can be trickier than the 
specifications would have you believe. 

video isplay were such well-known sk 
terminals would be uniformly excellent. Unfortu 
nately, this is not the case. I found tremendous 
variations in video quality, not only from brand to 
brand but even from terminal to terminal. 

The ADDS Viewpoint 60 is at the bottom of the 
list in visual quality. Poor video bandwidth creates 
smeared horizontal dots and vertical gaps between 
dots that adjustments could not correct. This re 
sults in bright horizontal strokes and dim vertical 
strokes, giving variable contrast to each character. 
This caused eyestrain to our users. Reverse video 
shows a pronounced raster, making it unpleasant 
for use. The standard screen is a non-glare green 
phosphor. In addition to the ASCII character set, 
there is a "business graphics" set that allows forms 
to be drawn on the screen. 

The Televideo visual presentation is quite good. 
Its unique serif-faced character set looks sharp in 
both normal and reverse video. The quality of the 
image appears to be repeatable from unit to unit. 
Tt also has the business graphics line drawing char 
acter set. The standard screen is non-glare green 
phosphor. 

The Visual 50 is in a class by itself for visual 
quality; the character set is unusually clear and 
sharp. Indeed, it begins to approach the clarity of 
the mask-generated IBM 3270 characters. Re 
verse video is almost free of raster, as though it 
were interlaced. The characters also give the im 
pression of being larger than they really are, due to 
their clarity. It, too, has a business graphics char 
acter set. The standard screen is white non-glare 
phosphor, with green available as an option. The 
only thing I found worth adjusting after uncrating 
several copies of this terminal was the angle of the 
yoke on one of them. The video board in the Vi 
sual, by the way, is made by Zenith. 

The Wyse terminal suffers from some of the 
same problems as the ADDS, although not to the 
same extent. The characters were noticeably 
sharper in reverse video mode than in light on 
dark. I am generally opposed to this mode of oper 
ation because it is like looking into a flashlight. 
The adjustments took some tweaking in the sam 
ples I tried before they were at their best. 

Like the keyboard, there are old and new video 
boards and tubes in Zenith terminals. The old 
board was designed by Heath and was quite good, 
with the exception of a tendency towards fuzziness 
at the extreme corners of the CRT. It seemed to be 
more of a yoke design problem then deflection cir 
cuitry. The new board is designed and built by Ze 
nith and has better video bandwidth, giving sharp 
er, more consistent dots. The standard screen is 
now green non-glare instead of the white polished 
tube. The Zenith has a unique set of graphic 
shapes that are okay for business graphics but, un 
like the others, are sufficiently varied to make 
game programming conceivable. I've seen Star 
Wars (shoot down TIE fighters), backgammon, 
and even Pac-Man running on the Z19. 

Operating features 
Operating features are where the advertising and 
marketing people have their field day. Many of the 
hyped features are actually limitations or even 
useless. The definition of useless is anything that 
can't be used in the microcomputing environment. 
Let's take the hackneyed phrase "programmable 
function keys" as an example. This one is getting 
right up there with "user friendly" as an irritant. 
You see, what the terminal designer said to the 
marketing guy was, "program function keys." The 
marketeer simply assumed that he was listening to 
another engineer who couldn't speak English and 
bent the phrase to his own uses. 

There is still only a handful of terminals with 
true programmable function keys, where you tell 
the terminal what to transmit when you push a 
specific key. All of the terminals here have func 
tion keys that transmit predetermined sequences. 
If you write your own programs, it is easy to inte 
grate these keys into their operation. Most com 
mercial software, however, permits only one defi 
nition for a particular function. Therefore, if you 
would like your word processing software to re 
spond to both the control-E and the "up arrow" 
keys to move the cursor up, you have a problem. A 
few products can be patched for multiple defini 
tions, but they are in the minority. For instance, I 
have a dynamite version of WordStar for the Z19 
that uses all of its function keys. But it took a long 
time to do, and I have to redo it every time Micro 
Pro comes out with a new version. Memory is 
cheap. Has been for years. Programmable func 
tion keys are the answer to many programming 
and user convenience problems. 

Now then, if a someone asked you if you wanted 
a smart terminal with editing features or a dumb 
terminal, which would you choose? The former, 
I'm sure. All of the terminals we're talki about 
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LIST MMW 

IEE-696 S-100 (PURE!) SYSTEMS: 

COMPUPRO SYSTEM A 5495. 4690. 
COMPUPRO SYSTEM B 7995. 5690. 
COMPUPRO SYSTEM C B995. 6890. 
SEATTlE GAZELLE 5995. 4395. 

Processor Interlace introduces the Cartridge Disk Con- 
troller lor the S-100 bus. Conligurable lor 12 sector 

PRINTERS: 2315 and 5440 type disk drives (125 -10 Mbytes per 
drive) Complete with CPM- CBIOS. disk formatter DIABLO 620 1595. 1175. 
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Manual only $25.00 riV ... _ .... _ OKIDATA 83-A 995. 70Z 

The performance OKfDATA 84-A 1395. 995. 
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TVI950 1195. 925. 
CIRCLE 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD VISUAL 200 1295. 975. 

VISUAL 300 1195. 975. 
VISUAL 50 745. 675. 
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BETWEEN 
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- __ COST? __ 
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CP/M~DEC 

Compatibility with 

Exchange data files with most IBM and 
DEC equipment through REFORMATTER disk 
utilities. With REFORMATTER, you can read 
and write IBM 3740 and DEC RT-II formatted 
diskettes on your CP/M system. Programs fea 
ture bi-directional data transfer and full direc 
tory manipulation. ASCII/EBCDIC conversion 
provided with CP/M++IBM. 

Each program $249.00 from stock Specify 
CP/M++IBM or CP/M-DEC when ordering. 

Program Data Sheets and Application 
Guide available from MicroTech Exports, Inc., 
467 Hamilton Ave., Suite 2, Palo Alto, CA 
94301 0 Tel: 415/324-9114 0 TWX 910- 
370-7457 MUH-ALTOS 0 Dealer & OEM 
discounts available. :::E. 
CP/M® is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 
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SPELLBINDER Users, Dealers, OEM's 

Get more functions and simplify operation of your 
word processor with hand-wrought M-Speak "m ac ros ." 

Examples: 

• Fast set-up or correspondence typing. 

• Instant file update without typing -- or mis-typing 
-- a rile name. 

• Complete checking account maintenance, reconci 
liation and analysis. 

Co-author of "Sp ef lb inding for the At t crn ey" will 
write custom macros, instruct in macro-writing tech 
niques, modify LEXISOFT's standard macros, and 
download macro files by 300-600 baud modem. Will 
work on time and materials basis or on a royalty basis 
for suitable applications. 

SPELLBINDER is the most flexible word processing 
program in its class. Make it work for you by using all 
its capabilities. 

SANDER RUBIN 
1702 Denison Drive 

Davis, California 95616 

(916) 753-7263 
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MIDWEST MICRO 
WAREHOUSE 

3437 Holmes. Kansas City, MO 64109. Phone (816) 753-1304 
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8" MS-DOS SOFTWARE: 
MS-DOS 1.2X IO.ASM FOR COMPUPRO 
DISK t & SCP CARDS (MMW/COMPUVtEW 

PRODUCTS) 150. 135. 
ASCOM (DMA-THE ULTIMATE MODEM 

PROGRAM) 195. 160. 
ASHTON-TATE DBASE 11-86 700. 420. 
MICROSOFT MULTIPLAN 500. 345. 
MICROSOFT BASCOM 86 400. 270. 
MICROSOFT FORTRAN77 400. 270. 
MICROSOFT PASCAL 400. 270. 
EM-86 (LIFEBOAT) 75. 70. 
SUPERCALC B6 (RUNS 

W/EMULATOR-86!!!) 295. 165. 
SORCIM SUPERWRITER (BETTER 

THAN WORD*!) 395. 24Z 
COMPUVIEW VEDIT-86 195. 175. 
PERFECT WRITER (PERFECT SOFTWARE) 395. 2BO. 
WATFIV FORTRAN '66 (SUPERSOFT) 425. 325. 

S-100 EQUIPMENT: 
COMPUPRO 256-K (STATIC) MDRIVE) 1595. 1445. 
PARADYNAMICS PRONTO 1595. 1355. 
HAYES SMARTMODEM (1200 BAUD) 69~. 549 
TEl DFD-O (DEMO) 595. 445. 
COMPUPRO APPROVED 20 MB HD 

SUBSYSTEM 3695. 3295. 

TAPE DRIVES, SEATTlE & COMPUPRO CARDS, NORTH STAR ADVANTAGE, MS-DOS 
FOR COMPUPRO 8/16 SYSTEMS, ETC. IT'S HERE! CALL!!! 

TERMS: COD CERTIFIED CHECK OR CORPORATE PURCHASE ORDER W /BANK REFERENCE 
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Five Video Display Terminals continued 

are mart, have lo- 
cal editing features. That means you can take the 
page of text displayed on the screen, move the cur 
sor around and add, change, or delete text. Then 
you can transmit the modified text back to the host 
computer. All of which is useless in the microcom 
puter field, since there is no software that utilizes 
any of these talents. 

Want to hear about dumb? All of these termi 
nals offer some form of video enhancement. The 
list includes normal, reverse video, blinking, un 
derlined, half intensity, and blank. Some support 
simultaneous combinations of the above (where 
not mutually exclusive). Trouble is, that three of 
our subject terminals require a byte of display 
memory to turn on or turn off the desired attri 
bute. These attribute bytes appear in the display 
memory as blanks. If you inadvertently write over 
an attribute byte with a character, it disappears 
and the attribute is destroyed. Pardon my rancor, 
but this is the dumbest design imaginable to be 
foisted on the terminal user. Sure, you've been to 
computer shows or stores and seen the gee-whiz 
terminal demo running on a Televideo. Did you 
ever try to program one? What a mess! Word pro 
cessors, in particular, cannot tolerate attribute 
bytes in the middle of text areas. Therefore, the 
only attributes that can be used for emphasis with 
the Televideo and WordS tar are full and half 
bright, with half bright as the emphasis mode. Not 
too bright. The Wyse allows you to use reverse and 
normal or bright and half bright, but reverse and 
normal only works if the entire screen is reverse 
video, with light-on-dark emphasis areas. This is 
really tough on the eyes. The ADDS wins the 
dumb attributes contest by permitting no attri 
butes to work successfully with WordStar. If you 
thought WordStar with dim-and-bright was bad, 
wait till you've seen it with no highlighting. 

The Zenith allows you to turn reverse video on 
and off anytime you want, in as many places on 
the screen as you choose. The Visual 50 says that 

u have two kinds of characters, and 

background. You don't to eave attn te 
bytes between them. You can use any of the half 
dozen attributes for either background or fore 
ground, and the terminal remembers which was 
used for each and saves them as defaults to be used 
in the future. The only system I have seen better 
than this is that of the Ann Arbor Ambassador 
terminal, which permits you to turn any and all 
attributes on and off at will, in any combination, 
without giving up any screen positions. The fore 
ground/background scheme is also used by Tele 
video and Wyse, but not with all attributes or 
combinations of attributes. 

Now that I've gotten that particular pet peeve 
out of my system, here's a rundown on the other 
features offered by the terminals: 
The Viewpoint 60 has a printer port that can 

either accommodate dumps from the screen or 
straight-through printing from the computer. As 
with all the others offering a printer port, it has 
adjustable baud rates and provisions for hand 
shaking with the printer. You set up the options 
from an options status line, using the cursor con 
trols to position the desired attribute or operating 
mode, then toggling the mode on or off with the 
up/down cursor controls, which display as ones or 
zeroes on the options status line. The terminal has 
an operating status line that tells you the row and 
column you are in and its operating mode. If there 
is a way to disable this line, I haven't found it. The 
line cannot be written to. The terminal can be 
made, through setup, to emulate the older ADDS 
Regent 40. Although it is specified to run at 
19,200 baud, it is likely that you will lose charac 
ters at that speed. It has a "form" mode that en 
ables you to build a screen with accessible and 
nonaccessible areas for block entry and transmis 
sion. Custom software is required at the computer 
to use this type of feature. 

The Televideo has a printer port with hand 
shake provisions, as with the others. The status 
line can be made visible or invisible by alternate 
strokes of the setup key (with shift held down). 

The Visual 50 also sports a printer port support 
ing screen dump or pass-through printing. The ter 
minal will emulate a Hazeltine 1500, Lear Siegler 
ADM-3, or ADDS Viewpoint. Its native mode is 
an extended VT-52 set of escape sequences and 
functions. Its setup mode is from three menus, 
each generated internally. To change a particular 
option or attribute, you just push the number indi 
cated on the menu. It then indicates the new status 
of that attribute on the screen. The 25th status line 
contains cursor position and operating mode infor 
mation and can be made to disappear with a single 
keypress in setup mode. The line cannot be written 
to. It supports block mode transmission, if desired. 
It drops characters at 19,200 baud. 

The WY -100 has the same printer port features 
mentioned above. Its setup is done through dip 
switches, accessible through a hatch underneath 
the n late on the board. In addition to 

Many of the operating features hyped by advertisers 
are actually limitations, or even useless. 
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Speaking?f. Computers CP/M' Double the speed of CP 1M , EPROMS ~# 
on Compupro Hardware THE EPROM PROGRAMMING SYSTEM RUNS UNDER CP/M 

for 835.00 SOUNDING ~QMM8!:j1l S!.!MM8RY 
-PROGRAM EPROM(S) FROM DISK FILE -READ EPROM ~TO RAM · BIOS maintains four track buffers BOARD -PROGRAM EPROM FROM RAM -DISPLAY/MODIFY RAM 
-READ OISK FILE INTO RAM -VERIFY EPROM IS ERASED using multisector read/write com- -COMPARE EPROM W/RAM -coev EPROM 

mands. • S-100/IEEE 696 FEATURES · Safe, reliable operation. unlimited vocabulary -STAND ALONE SINGLE BOARD (6X1.5) PROGRAMS 2708,2758, · Memory disk implemented (BIOS-80 • 2718,2732, 2732A AND 2764 EPROMS. 

only). • CP/M software included -NO PERSONALITY MODULES OR DIP SWITCHES TO CHANGE - 
100"' ELECTRONIC SWITCHING OF EPROM TYPES. · Morrow M10 hard disk supported. • numerous applications -INTERFAces THROUGH ONE 8 BIT INPUT PORT AND ONE 8 BIT · Full source code included. (talking terminals, morse 
OUTPUT PORT. 18 WIRES - NO SPECIAL HANDSHAKE LINES. 

• Requires, 96K RAM, Disk l, Dual -ALL SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED - YOU WRITE NOTHINGI 

code training, electronic -SIMPLE CONFIGURATION TO YOUR COMPUTER USING DDT. 
CPU. -DESIGNED WITH LOW COST EASY TO GET PARTS. 

music ... ) -OPERATES WITH ANY COMPUTER THAT RUNS CP/M 
AND HAS A PARALLEL PORT. LANIER COMPUTER SYSTEMS For more information, call or write: -COMPLETE ON BOARD SUPPLY - NO BACKPLANE CONNECTIONS. 

3603 23rd Ave. -SUPPLIED WITH 25 PAGE USER/ASSEMBLY MANUAl. 

Shawmut, AL 36876 Cygnus Systems Now you can aflord to build a professional EPROM programmer. 
[205] 768-2616 

BARE P.C. BOARD WITH COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION 

(303) 393-6526 AND SOFTWARE ON AN 8' SINGLE DENSITY DISKETTE-$7S.00 

WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
BIOS-80 for CP/M-80 1245 Columbine #402 TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
BIOS-86 for CP/M-86 Denver, CO 80206 

••• $3.00 '0' C.O.D. , I + AndraTech Sa5 each, check or C.O.D. 
WE LISTEN! OhiO r •• add 5.5" tax 1235 VILLAGE GLEN 

* CP/M I. a trad.mark of Dlglt.1 Re •• arch BATAVIA, OHIO 45103 CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Binary Protocols: CLINK, XMODEM (with opt. CRC 
and BATCH), HAYES terminal program, IBMPC (text 
files only) 
Macro Strings: 10 of up to 64 characters, fully interac 
tive, able to tie into function keys, supports fully auto 
logon 
Command Style: Menu OR Command 
Parameter Control: Full control on ALL hardware im 
plementations (over 20 systems) 
Text File Upload Features: XON/XOFF support, 
programmable turnaround character, programmable 
intercharacter delay 
Text File Download Features: Programmable flow 
control characters . 
System Commands: Disk directory, display remaining 
disk space, display size of any file(s), type file to con 
sole, list file to printer, erase file(s) with opt. query, 
rename file, login new diskette for read/write, set file 
attributes, set user number 
Utilities: Text file compression/expansion, TRSDOS to 
CP/M text file conversion, Line Numbered Text Editor, 
MFT for single drive systems 
Installation: Simple to use INSTALL program 

Binary Protocols: CLINK 

Macro Strings: 4 of up to 40 characters 

Command Style: Command only 
Parameter Control: (baud rate, parity, data bits, etc.) Only 
on 3 implementations (Hayes SIOO/PMMI SIOO/ IBM~C) 
Text File Upload Features: None 

Text File Download Features: None 

System Commands: Disk directory 

Utilities: None 

Installation: Requires DDT 

Price: $150.00 Price: $II)O.()O 

A product of 

m!:lCROFT 
Laf3SINC 

Post Office Box 6045 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
Telephone (904) 385-2708 

Dealer and distributor inquiries welcome. 
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Crosstalk is a trademark of Microsiuf 
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Five Video Display Terminals continued ... 

block mode capabilities, the screen can be split 
vertically or horizontally wherever you want. Each 
terminal is then independent of the other, select 
able by escape codes. There are two status lines. 
The one at the top is separated from the display 
area by an underline the width of the screen and 
displays the terminal's operating mode and status. 
It also has a message area 40 characters long that 
can be written to. The other line is at the bottom of 
the display area (which is still 24 lines) and is in 
tended for labeling function keys. I'm not sure 
which of the lines irritated me more. The one at 
the top cannot, as far as I can tell, be switched off. 
Its little flashes of information such as "FOX" and 
"WPR T" were annoying, as was the omnipresent 
underline. The line at the bottom is divided into 
eight discrete windows, each addressable through 
an escape sequence. I almost missed the feature 
entirely, as the manual gave very little indication 
of its presence and no examples. Furthermore, 
when I tried it, I found that the default display 
mode for the windows was half intensity. The con 
trast and brightness controls were set sufficiently 
low so that nothing appeared when I wrote to the 
areas. The worst part about this is that the win 
dows are fixed in length, with required spaces be 
tween them. Why not give me 80 characters that I 
can divide up the way I see fit? I understand that 
the function keys are truly programmable, but 
since the feature was totally undocumented in the 
several pieces of documentation that I had, I didn't 
have a chance to test it. The terminal has a maxi 
mum specified speed of 9,600 baud; I found that it 
would communicate at 19,200 baud, but would 
drop characters at that speed. 

The Zenith doesn't have a printer port. In addi 
tion to its VT -52 extension escape codes, it will 
also accept the ANSI standard escape sequences. 
(Whoever accepted them as a standard should be 
shot. They are unnecessarily long-winded and 
downright confusing.) By the way, the extensions 
to the DEC VT-52 sequences are different from 
those used by Visual. The 25th line on the Z 19 
doesn't display anything unless you put it there. It 
is implemented as a one-line terminal, with all the 
operating characteristics of its 24-line counterpart 
above it. The documentation is excellent, in keep 
ing with Heath's longstanding reputation for de 
tailed, well-illustrated examples. It comes with 
schematics, circuit descriptions, and realignment 
instructions. It also comes with a 10-foot RS-232 
cable, the only terminal I know of below $1,000 to 
be so equipped. The hobbyists have been inside the 
Zenith for a long time, including the ROM listing, 
written in Z80 assembler and available from 
Heath. They found out that 19,200 baud had been 
built into the terminal, but that it couldn't keep up 
when processing things that took it longer, such as 
reverse video. 

Summary 
By now you have either discerned that none .of the 

above products is perfect or have dismissed me as a 
hypercritical twit. The point of all this is that the 
features offered by the terminal manufacturers do 
not necessarily jibe with the needs of the typical 
user. Indeed, many of the "features" are down 
right obstacles. I could go down the list of features 
from these five manufacturers and put them to 
gether into a top-flight terminal: 

The video quality of the Visual, the Wyse's case 
and split screen modes, the Zenith's 25th line, the 
Visual's keyboard and setup mode and a few addi 
tional items, such as a fully programmable key 
board (any key can generate any character or se 
quence of characters) with movable key tops, full 
intermix of all video modes or attributes and a 
manual that explained it all. What? No features 
from the ADDS or Televideo? Those are the 
breaks. Biggest is not always best in this busi 
ness. 

While I was writing this article, another author 
called me, wanting to make sure that I didn't have 
any false impressions of the Televideo 925, assur 
ing me that he hated his, and for lots of good rea 
sons. Others to whom I mentioned the article told 
me more horror stories than I can relate here, 
about some of these brands and some others. A 
picture emerged of products coming to market 
without sufficient testing, poor quality control, in 
different customer service, unknowledgeable tech 
nical support, and total lack of understanding of 
the microcomputer market. Another picture also 
emerged, one in which neophyte users have no idea 
of the potential offered by properly designed ter 
minals and were either sold a bill of goods by un 
scrupulous dealers or, even more common, were 
victims of the blind leading the blind. 

Of the terminals I reviewed here, the Zenith is a 
real workhorse, despite its limited features (do you 
really need a printer port?) and lack of "modern" 
ergonomic design. The Visual 50 is the most prom 
ising new terminal to come out so far, especially in 
light of its price. The Wyse has too many of the 
wrong kinds of features and the ADDS and Tele 
video don't, in my opinion, have much to offer any 
one. This doesn't mean, however, that the dealers 
will drop their Televideo lines for Visuals. The rea 
son is simple: profit. The dealer can make 30 per 
cent or better selling the Televideo at list, while 
the Visual nets him less than 20 percent. The mar 
gins are similar to Televideo's on the ADDS, and 
everyone is discounting the Zenith so heavily that 
the dealer virtually can't sell it at list after the cus 
tomer has read one or more ads in Byte. For an 
extra 10 percent, most dealers will turn a blind eye 
towards the qualitative differences among termi 
nals. 

The bottom line, then, is that while none of 
these terminals is perfect, there are clear choices 
to be made by the discriminating buyer. The man 
ufacturers may not be listening closely enough, but 
there is a way to get their attention-with your 
wallet. 

Although none of these terminals is perfect, there are still 
clear choices to be made by the discriminating buyer. 
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S-tOO World News 

1ACROTECH International Corporation 22133 Cohasset Street, Canoga Park, California 91303 • 213-887-5737 

Megabyte S-I00 Memory Here Now 
Major breakthrough made by 
Macrotech International Corporation 

\13 Family Growing 
x nother product recently introduced by 
«lacrotech is soaring to the top of the best 
eller list. The Multiuser II is a 128 kbyte 
'Ons CMOS static ram memory board that is 
mquestionably without peer in the S-100 
narketplace. It's a 6-layer board with blazing 
peed, 8/16 data transfer protocol, and ultra 
ow power external battery support. The 
arne M3 memory mapped addressing archi 
ecture so in demand with system software 
.rof'essionals is now standard in the new 
/lultiuser II. M3 was first developed by Macro 
ech for the popular Multiuser I 256K dynam 
~ ram board to meet the demanding require 
rents of today's sophisticated systems. 

Macrotech's advanced memory mapping 
cheme allows each 4K block of the 16 bit 
54K) logical addresses to be dynamically 
ranslated to any 4K block of the physical 
iemory, Global memory can be configured 
) any size and located anywhere in the log i 
al address space. All remaining memory can 
e addressed through the remaining logical 
ddress space by simply reloading the map 
ing registers to address the desired physical 
iemory blocks. This scheme permits unlimit 
d use of all on-board physical memory. 

CANOGA PARK (Mll-January 20, 1983-Mike Pelkey, president of Macrotech International 
Corporation, today announced a major technological breakthrough in S-l00 dynamic memory 
board density. A full megabyte of high speed dynamic ram is contained on a single stan 
dard size S-l00 multilayer P.e. board. The product, dubbed 'Max' meets all IEEE/696 mech 
anical and electrical specifications and byte 
parity generation/checking is included as a 
standard feature. Max supports IEEE/696 24- 
bit addressing (selectable at any 128K boun 
dary), 8/16 data transfer protocol, phantom 
line operation, and the same ultra low noise 
bus signal filtering provided on Macrotech's 
popular high performance 256K dynamic 
memory board. 
Max is in production now and shipping at 

the all-time low cost per bit list price of $1,983 
in unit quantity. 

Bruce Kimmel, Macrotech's sales manager 
reports that customers are being served on 
a "first-in, first-out" basis and warns that due 
to a high incidence of graphics and similar 
memory-intensive applications, along with an 
unwillingness in the trade to pay exorbitant 
prices for memory, backlogs may occur for 
Max which could delay shipments against 
some late orders. With the improbability of 
second sourcing for some time, interested 
parties are urged to get orders in as soon as 
possible. Bruce can be contacted at 22133 
Cohasset Street, Canoga Park, California 
91303, or reached by telephone at (213) 
887-5737. 

Virtual Disk 
Flexibility Cited 
CANOGA PARK-January 20, 1983-Macro 
tech reports their Multiuser I and Multiuser 
II S-lOO ram memory boards can be used as 
both system memory and "virtual disk" stor 
age in eight or sixteen-bit applications. Ad 
dressing flexibility is the key. The Multiuser 
M3 memory mapped addressing is guaranteed 
to allow memory partitioning to fit the exact 
requirements of your system without ever 
wasting a single byte. 
Today's trend in operating systems appears 

to include extended memory capabilities to 
allow for the recent technological advances 
in semiconductor memory. A close look at 
Digital Research's new CP/M 3™ for example, 
would lead you to believe that it was especial 
ly created to fit Macrotech's family of Multi 
user memory boards. (It wasn't, but try to find 
one that fits better.) 

JVhere it all started: pictured is the popular 
Multiuser 1, Macrotech'sjirstproduct. This 
widely used board provides 256 Kbytes of 
dynamic ram with 4K page memory map 
ping (called M3), 8/16 bit operation, 24 bit 
addressing and byte parity checking. 

CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MACROTECH 
Announces 
Distribution Expansion 
CANOGA PARK-January 20, 1983-Macro 
tech is now establishing domestic and inter 
national dealer/representative networks. The 
California based firm is expanding it's cus 
tomer support through these channels and in 
vites inquiries. Volume users and retailers 
should contact the company for details. 
Macrotech's marketing director Bob Ryle 

states, "IEEE/696 has made S-l00 legitimate. 
It is rapidly gaining acceptance due to its in 
herently superior speed characteristics:' Ryle 
attributes the growing demand for Macrotech 
memories to Macrotech's strict adherence to 
the IEEE standard. 



Five Video Display Terminals continued ... 

Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc. 
100 Marcus Blvd. 
Hauppauge, NY 11787 
(516) 231-5400 

Visual Technology, Inc. 
540 Main St. 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
(617) 851-5000 

Televideo Systems, Inc. 
1170 Morse Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 745-7760 

Zenith Data Systems 
1000 Milwaukee Ave. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(312) 391-8862 
(800) 323-5924 

Wyse Technology 
2184 Bering Drive 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 946-3075 

Below is my attempt to quantify the judgments 
made in the article. Many are subjective, since 
the objective criteria are not the ones that will 
determine whether you love or hate the termi 
nal. The numbers range from a low of one to-a 
high of five. 

Feature Comparison Chart 
Tele- 

ADDS Visual video WY- 
Feature 60 50 925 Z19 100 
Style 4 4 4 3 5 

Overall 
Quality 2 5 3 4 3 

Keyboard 3 5 2 4 2 

Rolloverj 
false keying 5 5 3 4 4 

Video 
Quality 1 5 4 4 3 

No. of 
attributes 5 5 5 2 5 

Attribute 
method 2 5 2 4 2 

Suitability 
for micros 2 5 3 5 3 

24 39 26 30 27 

List Price $895 695 995 895 995 

Another way to skin the cat 

Have you been looking for the perfect terminal 
and been unable to find it? Don't despair-find 
one that is microprocessor based, such as the 
Zenith or Visual (both are Z80 based) and re 
program it to do what you want. 

This is precisely the solution adopted by several 
companies. Prodigy Systems, Inc. offers an en 
hanced Visual 200 terminal with all the func 
tion keys preprogrammed to reduce many of the 
W ordStar's multikey functions to single key 
strokes. There are also several adaptations of 
the Televideo 950 that accomplish the same ob 
jective, with varying degrees of success. 

The most ambitious that I have seen is Ex 
tended Technology Systems' Super-19 enhance 
ment for the Zenith Z19. A single 2732 
EPROM adds a host of features, including vari 
able scrolling area (2 to 25 lines), realtime clock 
and calendar, additional character sets and 
symbols, hardware handshaking, light pen sup 
port, DEC VT100 compatibility, optional inter 
laced video, and operation at up to 38,400 (!) 
baud. To borrow a phrase, the other features 
are "too numerous to mention" here. The docu 
mentation is a little sparse, but there is tele 
phone support available. The best part about 
the Super-19 is its price: $49.95. That's a lot of 
functionality for the money. 

It may be that the most significant feature of 
the Super-19 is its hardware handshaking, us 
ing the R TS and CTS lines. This, in conjunc 
tion with its "slow-transmit" mode of feeding 
escape sequences generated from the keyboard 
to the computer, virtually guarantees that char 
acters will not be lost at either end. Have you 
ever seen a terminal run at 38,400 baud? 
Breathtaking! It eliminates the advantage of 
memory-mapped video in all but the most 
graphics-intensive applications. I feverently 
hope that terminal manufacturers will agree 
upon a hardware handshaking protocol for their 
products, and that computer manufacturers will 
get in sync with them, such as the emerging 
DTR standard for printers. 

Once again, the little guys are pointing the way 
for ,the big guys. The Super-19 is super. 

Extended Technology Systems 
1121 Briarwood 
Bensalem PA 19020 
(215) 376-5043 or 752-4604 

Prodigy Systems Inc. 
501 Route 27 
Iselin NJ 08830 
(201) 283-0600 f!I 
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R> INFORMRTION MRNRGEMENT 
PRCKRGE (indexing, 
sort 8. search, 
tabulation, 
address labels, 
word processor inter 
faces, and lots more! 

R> COMMUNICRTION SOFTWRRE 
R> For CP/M-based Systems 

CP/M Is a trademark of Digital Research 

Configured for a uide variety of systems, 
Disk formats include 8-inch Osborne. Xerox", 

COMPU-DRRW 
1227 Galer House 

Rochester. NY 14620 
Phone: (716)-454-3188 

MasterCard. Visa & Rmerlcan Express cards welcome, 
Separately ordered documentation may be returned 

for full refund within 10 days! 

It's the urltln on the woll 
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Workman & Associates 
112 Marion Avenue 
Pasadena, CA 91106 

EXPAND YOUR CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH 
SCP/SO 

SCP ISO IS AN ENHANCEMENT 
OF THE CP/M 2.2 OPERATING SYSTEM 

BUILT IN FEATURES INCLUDE 
• WORKS WITH MOST ANY TERMINAL • CP/M FILE COMPATIBLE 
• EASY INSTALLAnON • BUILTIN CP/M "HElP" AIDS 
• OVER 50 COMMANDS AND AIDS • OPTIONAL BELL WITH PROMPT 
• DISPLAYS CURRENT MEMORY MAP • BUILT IN DIS-ASSEMBLER 
• HEX MATH CALCULATOR • LOG TERMINAL TO A FILE 
• DISPLAY MAP OF INPUT PORTS • PRINT NOTES ON PRINTER 
• MEMORY BLOCK MOVE • MEMORY BLOCK COMPARE 
• MEMORY BLOCK SEARCH ASCII • MEMORY BLOCK SEARCH HEX 
• MEMORY TEST • MEMORY FlU WITH CONSTANT 
• MEMORY ENTER ASCII • MEMORY ENTER HEX 
• MODIFY MEMORY • DUMP DISK TO CRT HEX/ASCII 
• SAVE FILE OF ANY MEMORY BLOCK • LOAD FILE ANY WHERE IN TPA 
• PRINT ASCII FILES W!TITLE • TYPE ASCII FILES 
• DlR W /DRDERED UST W /PARAMETERS • CONVERT ASCII/HEX ON CRT 
• CRT TEST PATTERN • PRINTER TEST PATTERN 
• CONVERT ABSOLUTE TO HEX FILE • ERASE CRT SCREEN 
• CONVERT HEX TO ABSOLUTE FILE • CHANGE DISK 
• USER COMMANDS MAY BE ADDED • AUTO COMMAND 
• NO TPA LOSS FOR APPUCAnON USE • PIP MENU 
• NO CBIOS CHANGES ARE REQUIRED • CLEAR TPA FEATURE 
• MOST COMMANDS CAN BE BATCH ED • BATCH ISUBMIT) OPERATION 

SCP 180 IS SUPPLIED ON 8" CP 1M DISK WITH MANUAL 
A,B, HUTCHISON ENGINEERING AllOW 20 DAYS 
1354 SW 12th AVENUE PRICE ONLY $100,00 
POMPANO BEACH, Fl 33060 CP/M is TM OF DIGITAl RESEARCH 

(305) 943-1530 
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End Communication Problems With 

The Bridge 
- connects any two CP/M machines with 
matching ports (serial or parallel) 

- requires running program on only one 
machine 

- works with or without modems 
- in-depth manual included 

Minimum Database Program 
Good for mailing lists, recipes, phone 
numbers, or other small lists. Includes 
sources (in CBASIC and CBSO), manual, 
and instructions. 

Disk formats include: 8", Apple CPIM, Northstar, Osborne, Kaypro. 
Otrona. others. Catalog $1.00. refundable on purchase. 

The Bridge $69.50 
Minimum Database $S9.50 

See us at the Computer Faire 
booth P-17W 

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Professionals 
Prefer Q/C. 

For only $95, OIC is a professional, fully-supported C com 
piler for CPIM, OIC supports a large subset of C, and is upward 
compatible with the UNIX Version? C compiler from Bell Labs, 
The OIC library includes over 50 input/output and other support 
functions, all written in C, 

When you buy OIC, you get a working compiler that gener 
ates assembly language, You also receive the complete source 
code for the OIC compiler and the function library, The OIC 
compiler is written in C, with a few functions hand-coded in 
assembler to enhance performance. Most compiler options 
can be customized to suit your taste by using the configuration 
program we supply. 

What really sets OIC off from the competition is our 138-page 
User's Manual, The tone of the manual is informal and per 
sonal, Jim Colvin (the author of a/C) tells you how to use the 
compiler, and clearly describes each library function, There's 
even a chapter that explains in detail the "internals" of a/c. 

O/C is a fully-supported professional product. We continue to 
develop and enhance O/C, and provide updates at a nominal 
cost. Write or call for details of OIC Version 2.0. 

5266 Hollister 
Suite 224 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
(805),683-1585 

THECODE 
WORKS 

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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A Better MULTiply Algorithin 
Increasing speed and flexibility 

by John B. Robb 

O n page 8.11 of Lance Leventhal's Z80 
Assembly Language Programming 
(published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 
Berkeley, CA) appears an 8-bit multi 
plication algorithm coded for the Z80. 

It is accompanied, on page 8.12, by the following 
notes on timing: 
The algorithm takes between 390 and 400 cy 
cles to multiply on a Z80 microprocessor. The 
precise time depends on the number of one bits 
in the multiplier. Other algorithms may be able 
to reduce the average execution time somewhat, 
but 400 clock cycles will still be a typical exec 
ution time for a software multiplication. 
The latter statement is further buttressed by a 

footnote referencing an impressive array of theo 
. retical publications. A thumb of the nose to all us 
seat-of-the-pants bit grubbers out here! 

The Leventhal algorithm goes like this (in Z80 
code): 

LD A,multiplier 
LD B,#bits in multplier 
LD DE,rnultiplicand 
LD HL,0 

nULT: 
ADD I-IL, HL 
RLA 
JR ~K, CBCNT 
ADD BL,DE 

CHCNT: 
DJNZ nULT 

John B. Robb, 55 Sutter St., Suite #283, 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

The 8080 algorithm offered here is my response. 
First, here are a few points by way of comparative 
summary: 

(1) My algorithm is significantly faster: 30-50% 
faster for the usual case, where at least one 
of the numbers to be multiplied is small. 

(2) In the Leventhal algorithm the product reg 
ister pair must be initialized to 0; in mine 
the product RP can be initialized to a base 
value to which the results of the multiplica 
tion are added-an important practical ad 
vantage. 

(3) Both multiplier and multiplicand in the Lev 
enthal algorithm ate restricted to 8 bits; in 
mine the number of significant bits in multi 
plier and multiplicand together need only 
sum to 16. Thus at least one of the numbers 
to be multiplied (the multiplicand) can in 
most cases be larger than 255, depending on 
the number of significant bits required for 
the other (the multiplier). 

(4) Although the Leventhal algorithm takes 
only 6 bytes, versus 11 for mine (when re 
coded for the Z80), its calling sequence re 
quires 2 more to load the B register with the 
number of significant bytes in the multi 
plier. This is not only an unnecessary incon 
venience, it actually squanders more memo 
ry when used as an out-of-line subroutine, 
rather than as an in-line macro. 

I do not offer my algorithm as the ultimate 8-bit 
MUL T. Indeed, since I am a relative neophyte to 
microprocessors and have so far encountered no 
other such algorithms, I would be very surprised if 
it were. Rather, I await the response of other read 
ers and their improvements. 

Drive 
floppy drives off 
inactivity by usirrg a state of the 
with zero crossover controland .. huil.tin 
We've continued to improve the design (it's the size of a business card to 
fit within the drive), ease installation time (about 15 minutes) and models are 
now available for virtually all popular 8 inch drives (including a foreign version). 
So for those of you, who are still grinding down your drives, wearing out media 
and exposing yourself to unnecessary noise .. .isn't it time to give them a break? 

Type of drive MUST be stated with order. 
NY residents add local tax. Include $1.50 
for postage and handling. 
OPTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
P.o. Box 81, Pittsford, NY. 14534, (716) 377·0369 
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i********************************************************************* • 
• HULT is an 8080 routine which returns HL = HL + (A x DE) 

CALLmG SEQUEllCE: lWI A,r:lultiplier 
LXI D, mul tiplicand 
LXI H,0 (or initial value of product) 
CALL I-lULT 

SIDE EFFECTS: A=O; DE clobbered; BC preserved 

Note that the product is developed by ADDING TO the value 
in HL on entry; thus HULT might be used to calculate and add 
a variable offset to a fixed, pre-loaded base value. 

Note also that although HULT is basically an 8-bit multiply 
routine, the multiplicand must be loaded to register pair DE 
with high order zero bits cleared. Actually, for maxinum 
utility, UULT has been designed so it can handle multiplicands 
with more than 8 significant bits, provided the multiplicand 
and multiplier combined have no more than 16 significant bits. 

Bytes Cycl es 

i-IULT: 
ANA 
RZ 
RAR 

A ;sets Z-flag & clears carry 1 
;RET when done (maybe 1st time) 1 
;shift n'plier 1 place right & 1 
; ••• set carry if bit is significant 
;skip the multiply if bit was 0 3 
;IIULTIPLY 1 
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JNC 
DAD 

BUHPNXT: 
XCHG 
DAD 
XCHG 
JlIP 

BUI1PNXT 
D 

H 
1 

;double m'pcand for next time 1 
1 
3 HULT 

EXECUTION TIHE VALUES 

• 
Execution time depends on the number of significant bits 

in the multiplier, and to a lesser extent on the ratio of 
I-bits to significant 0-bits. Execution time in any particular 
case can be calculated according to the formula: 

* 
Exec Time(cycles) = (#sig I-bits * 61) + (#sig 0-bits • 51) + 15 

Thus with a multiplier of 50 (32h), the execution time would be 
(3 * 61) + (2 • 51) + 15 = 30e cycles. A smaller, perhaps more 
typical multiplier, Li k e 7, wou Ld take only 1!l8 cycles. The wor st 
case, with a multiplier of 255, would take 503 cycles • 

Oddly enough. there appears to be no way of improving on the 
execution efficiency of this routine by rewriting it for the Z80. 
And, even odder, it will actually run slightly faster on the 8080 
as coded, due to the fact that the DADs take 11 cycles on the latter. 
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Froln CP/M 2 to CP/M Plus 
Implementing a basic CP 1M Plus system, step by step 

by David Hardy and Ken Jackson 

A P 1M Plus, the next generation of the 
CP 1M operating system, is finally 
available from Digital Research. Since 
the customized BIOS that most popu 
lar machines require is not yet avail 

able, this means that most end-users must now 
wait for their hardware manufacturer to imple 
ment CP 1M Plus on their specific machines. This 
could take a long time, expecially if the machine is 
no longer supported by the manufacturer, or if the 
manufacturer gives a low priority to implementing 
CP/M Plus. 

The obvious alternative to the (sometimes long) 
wait for manufacturer-provided software is to 
write it yourself. In the past, this would have been 
very difficult, especially given the less than great 
quality of the documentation provided with pre 
vious versions of CP 1M. Fortunately, the docu 
mentation furnished with CP 1M Plus is much bet 
ter, and is relatively free of the "gotcha's" that 
were so common in the CP 1M 1.x and 2.x manu 
als. In addition, if you currently have CP 1M 2.2 
running, the work is already more than half 
done. 

The following is a basic step-by-step procedure 
for bringing up a simple (nonbanked) version of 
CP 1M Plus on an existing CP 1M 2.2 system, us 
ing the version 2.2 BIOS. 

Modifying a CP 1M 2.2 BIOS 
The easiest way to make the transition from 
CP 1M 2.2 to CP 1M Plus is by modifying an exist 
ing 2.2 BIOS. By not including some of the more 
advanced (optional) features of CP 1M Plus, a ba 
sic non banked system can be brought up in just a 
few hours (famous last words ... ). In general, the 
BIOS modifications required are: 

1. Make your BIOS RMAC compatible. 
2. Add the 16 new entry points to the jump 

vector. 
3. Modify the BIOS CBOOT, GOCPM, and 

WBOOT routines to add functions to load 
the CCP.COM file and jump to it. 

4. Expand the DPB and DPH data structures, 
and add the Directory Buffer Control Block. 

5. Add the PUBLIC and EXTRN variables re 
quired by CP 1M Plus. 

6. Modify any existing routines that need to be 
changed because of any of the changes listed 
above. 

Step 1. Make your BIOS RMAC compatible. 
Actually, your BIOS doesn't have to be assembled 
with RMAC, but it saves a lot of trouble, especial 
ly if you have to debug your system later. Also, all 
of the source files provided by Digital Research 
are RMAC compatible. 

David Hardy, 736 Notre Dame, Grosse Pointe, 
MI48230 

Whatever assembler you use, it must be able to 
generate a .REL file that can be linked with Digi 
tal Research's link program. Since both RMAC 
and LINK are provided with CP 1M Plus (along 
with the SID debugger and lots of other goodies), 
this is not an unreasonable requirement. 

If you have any Z80 code in your BIOS, then 
just include a MACLIB Z80 instruction at the be 
ginning of the file. 

Step 2. Add the 16 new entry points to the jump 
vector. The CP 1M Plus BIOS jump vector has 
been expanded from 17 jumps to 33. Of the 16 new 
jumps, only four actually have to be implemented 
in order to bring up a simple, nonbanked CP 1M 
Plus system. The rest of the new jumps can just 
point to a RET instruction (see Listing I). 

Note that three of the four implemented new 
jumps (?DVTAB, ?DRTBL, and ?FLUSH) are 
simply used to return messages to the BDOS say 
ing that the device table, drive table, and forced 
buffer flushing are not implemented. 

The fourth new jump (?MOV) is to the MOVE 
routine, shown at the bottom of Listing 2 and List 
ing 6. 

Note also that all of the jumps in the BIOS 
jump vector are defined as PUBLIC, so that the 
addresses are available during linking. 

Step 3. Modify the BIOS CBOOT, GOCPM and 
WBOOT routines to add functions to load the 
CCP.COM file and jump to it. The routines shown 
in Listing 2 are typical CBOOT and WBOOT pro 
cedures. Note that the GOCPM label can usually 
be done away with, unless it is referenced some 
where in the BIOS. basically, the functions per 
formed at the cold-start entry point (CBOOT) 
are: 

I. Load the stack pointer (usually with 
IOOH). 

2. Print the sign-on message. 
3. Initialize any internal BIOS pointers (like 

select "A" drive, etc.). 
4. Initialize page O. 
5. Set the System Control Block pointers. 
6. Jump to the warm-start entry point. 

The functions performed at the warm-start entry 
point (WBOOT) are: 

1. Load the stack pointer. 
2. Set up the initial DMA address. 
3. Load the CCP.COM file. 
4. Initialize page O. 
5. Jump to address IOOH (the CCP). 
You'll also have to add the rest of the routines 

shown in Listing 1 to perform the initialization 
procedure and load the CCP.COM file. The rou 
tines OPEN, SETMULTI, REBOOT, and SET 
BUF are all use by the ?LDCCP routine to load 
the CCP. 
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Step 4. Expand the DPB and DPH data struc 
tures, and add the directory buffer control block. 
Two new bytes have been added to the end of the 
Disk Parameter Block (as shown in Listing 3). 
They are the Physical Shift Factor (PSH), and the 
Physical Record Mask (PHM). Because BIOS de 
blocking is to be used in this simple CP 1M Plus 
implementation, both the PSH and the PHM 
bytes are set to zero to tell the BDOS that it is not 
supposed to perform any deblocking operations. 

The Disk Parameter Headers (see Listing 4) 
also require modification to add several new flags 
and pointers. Three bytes are now reserved as a 
BDOS "scratch" area. Also, a media flag, directo 
ry and data buffer control blocks, and a hash table 
pointer and hash table bank number have been 
added. Because directory hashing is not used here, 
the hash table pointer has been set to OFFFFH. 
Note that these additions to the DPH have placed 
the DPB address pointer in a new position relative 
to the start of the DPH. Note also that the old 
Directory Buffer Pointer has been eliminated with 
the addition of the Directory Buffer Control Block 
(DIRBCB). 

CP 1M Plus requires a directory buffer control 
block to locate physical record buffers for the 
BDOS. Therefore, a Directory Buffer Control 
Block must be added to the BIOS. Only one of 
these DIRBCBs is needed, regardless of how many 
drives are available to the system. The DIRBCB is 
shown in Listing 4. In a non banked system, it is 12 
bytes long. The DR V byte must be set to OFFH so 
that GENCPM will not automatically allocate 
buffers. Three additional bytes (not shown) are 
used in a banked version: the BANK byte, which 
contains the bank number of the BCB, and the 
LINK address of the BCB, which points to the 
next linked BCB. 

Step 5. Add the PUBLIC and EXTRN variables 
required by CP 1M Plus. This is an easy one. In 
clude Listing 5 at the beginning of your BIOS so 
that all PUBLIC and EXTRN variables will be 
properly handled by RMAC. This is necessary be 
cause the CP 1M Plus system is made by LINKing 
.REL files which reference variables between dif 
ferent files. For example, the BDOS references 
several variables that are defined in the SCB, 
etc. 
Step 6. Modify any existing routines that need 

to be changed because of any of the changes listed 
above. This usually includes taking into account 
the expanded DPH and DPB tables. Also, because 
double-bit allocation vectors are used, the size of 
the allocation vectors (pointed to by ALVO-ALVI 
in Listing 4) must be doubled. This is very impor 
tant, and must be done to prevent CP 1M Plus 
from possibly returning an inaccurate amount of 
free space for a drive. 

Generally, the expanded DPBs and DPHs will 
require that some modifications be done in the 
BIOS's SETDR V routine, since SETDR V usually 
uses the DPB and DPH tables to determine densi 
ty, number of sides, etc. 

Making the loader BIOS 
from the BIOS 
After you have made the BIOS, it is a simple mat 
ter to modify it for use as the Loader BIOS 
(LDRBIOS). The basic differences can be seen by 
comparing Listing 2 (BIOS CBOOT routines) 
with Listing 6 (LDRBIOS CBOOT routines). No 
tice that the ?INIT, ?LDCCP, and their support 
ing routines (SETMULTI, REBOOT, etc.) are 
not needed in the LDRBIOS. Note also that the 
CBOOT routine of the LDRBIOS does not load 
the stack pointer, and that the LDRBIOS' 
CBOOT routine RETurns, instead of jumping to 
address IOOH like the BIOS' CBOOT routine. 

Actually, much of the BIOS can be removed 
when making it into the LDRBIOS, but this can 
be done more safely after CP 1M Plus is up and 
running. 

Assembling and linking the BIOS to 
make CPMLDR.COM and BIOS3.SPR 
The general procedure is: 

I. RMAC BIOS 
2. RMAC LDRBIOS 
3. RMAC SCB 
4. LINK BIOS3 [B] = BIOS, SCB 
5. GENCPM (see following section) 
6. LINK CPMLDR [LIOO] =CPMLDR, 

LDRBIOS 
Note that you must GENCPM before linking 

the CPMLDR. To save time and disk space, the 
"$PZ -S" options can be used with RMAC to sup 
press generation of a listing and a symbol file. Step 
4 above will generate the file BIOS3.sPR, which 
is required by GENCPM to generate the file 
CPM3.SYS, which is the actual CP 1M Plus sys 
tem that is loaded and executed by CPMLDR. 
Step 6 above will generate a CPMLDR.COM file 
that can be executed under CP 1M 2.2 to start up 
CP/M Plus. 

Generating the CPM3.SYS 
system file 
Once the BIOS.ASM and SCB.ASM files have 
been assembled and linked, the actual CP 1M Plus 
system must be generated. This is done by execut 
ing the program GENCPM. The GENCPM dia 
log for the simple CP 1M Plus implementation de 
scribed here is shown on page 96. 
Notice that if you answer a question by just typ 

ing a return, the default value (shown in paren 
theses) is used. The only answers that must be en 
tered are "Top page of memory" and "Bank 
switched memory." The top page of memory is, of 
course, whatever you choose it to be, and this im 
plementation of CP 1M Plus is nonbanked, so there 
is no bank-switched memory. 

After GENCPM has been completed, 
CPMLDR should be linked (see step 6 of the pre 
vious section). After that, you should be able to 
execute CPMLDR.COM and see the sign-on mes 
sage of CP 1M Plus. 

The documentation furnished with CP /11/1 Plus is much improved, 
and if you have CP/M 2.2 the work is already half done. 
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LISTING 1 
THE CP/M PLUS JUMp· VECTOR 

BIOS Jump Vector 
?BOOT: JMP CBOOT 
WBOOTE: 
?WBOOT: JMP 
?CONST: JMP 
?CONIN: JMP 
COUT: 
?CONO: JMP 
?LIST: JMP 
?AUXO: JMP 
?AUXI: JMP 
?HOME JMP 
?SLDSK: JMP 
?STTRK: JMP 
?STSEC: JMP 
?STDMA: JMP 
?READ: JMP 
?WRITE: JMP 
?LISTS: JMP 
?SCTRN: JMP 

\() 
00 
w 

; New CP/M 
?CONOS: JMP 
?AUXIS: JMP 
?AUXOS: JMP 
?DVTAB: JMP 
?DEVTN: JMP 
?DRTBL: JMP 
?MLTIO: JMP 

?FLUSH: JMP 

MOV: JMP 
TIM: JMP 
BNKSL: JMP 
STBNK: JMP 
XMOV: JMP 

cold start entry point 

WBOOT 
CONST 
CONIN 

wQcm st~rt entry point 
console status 
console input 

CONOUT 
LIST 
PUNCH 
READER 

console output 
list device 
punch de.v i ce 
reader device 
seek home t r ecjc 
select disk 
seek track 
set sector 
set dma 
read sector 
write sector 
return list status 
sector translate 

HOME 
SETDRV 
SETTRK 
SETSEC 
SETDMA 
READ 
WRITE 
LISTST 
SECT RAN 

Plus jumps 
CONOST 
AUX 1ST 
AUXOST 
DEVTBL 
DEVINI 
DRVTBL 
MULTIO 

; Return Output Status of Console 
; Return Input Status of Aux. Port 
i Return Output Status of Aux. Port 

Return Address of Char. I/O Table 
; Initialize Char. I/O Devices 
; Return Address of Di~k Drive Table 

Set number of logically consecutive 
sectors to be read or written 

; Force Physical Buffer F)ushing for 
user-supported deblocking 

Memory Move for Large Memory Copy 
Get The Time 
Select Alternate Bank of Memory 
Select Bank for DMA Operation 
Set Bank When a Buffer is in a Bank 
other than ~ or 1 

; Reserved for System implementor 
Reserved for future use 
Reserved for future use 

FLUSH 

MOVE 
?TJME 
SELMEM 
SETBNK 
XMOVE 
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JMP 
JMP 
JMP 

USERF 
RESERVI 
RESERV2 

; Device Table not implemented, so reutrn with HL=~ 
DEVTBL: LXI H,0 

RET 

Force Buffer Flush not Imp Lerne n t e d , so return A=0, 2=1 
FLUSH: XRA A 

RET 

Drive Table not implemented, so return HL=~FFFEH 
DRVTBL: LX I H, ~ FFFEH ; DRVTAB 

RET 

These routines are not implemented, so all just RET 
CONOST: 
AUXIST: 
AUXOST: 
DEVINI: 
MULTIO: 
XMOVE: 
SELMEM: 
SETBNK: 
USERF: 
RESERV 1 : 
RESERV2 : 
?TIME: 

RET 
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Wether you already own an IBM Personal Computer 
or you're thinking about buying one, you need PC 
Magazine. 
PC Magazine is the independent guide to IBM Per 
sonal Computers. Each monthly issue is packed with 
the latest information for everyone who's interested 
in IBM Personal Computers. 
This is the magazine for finding out how to put 
together the best IBM "PC" system ... and how to 
get the most out of it. Every month you'll receive 
hundreds of colorful pages of evaluations, in 
sights, and straight talk from respected ex 
perts-professionals in computer science as 
well as lawyers, businessmen, writers, ed 
ucators and many others. 
PC covers software, hardware, applica 
tions, and every other topic of impor 
tance to the thousands of IBM Personal 
Computer users who read it. To make 
sure that we give you the facts you 
need, we include a special "User 
to-User" section, a "PC Wish List',' 
and news about IBM Personal 
Computer clubs, events 
and publications. 
Right now you can save up 
to 33% on an introductory 
subscription. And if you're 
ever dissatisified with Pc, 
just write and tell us-you'll 
receive a prompt refund for 
all the unmailed issues re 
maining in your subscrip 
tion. 

Yes! I want to subscribe to rc, the independent guide 
to IBM Personal Computers: 
D One year (12 issues) only $19.97-20% off! 
D Two years only $36.97-26% off! 
D Three years only $49.97-33% off! 
Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97. 

CHECK ONE: D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later. 

Mr.lMrs.lMs. --;-:_---,---;-7,'_..,.- _ 
(please print full name) 

SH03 

Company _ 

Adruess _ 

City -"'tate ...L.ip _ 

L Offer valid only in the U.S., its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue. ..J -------------------------- 
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IC 
00 

Subroutine 
?LDCCP: XRA 

STA 
LXI 
SHLD 
LXI 
CALL 
INR 
JZ 
LXI 
CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
RET 

CBOOT: LXI 
LXI 
CALL 
XRA 

\C) 
00 w 

WBOOT: LXI 
GOCPM: LXI 

CALL 
CALL 
MVI 
STA 
STA 

; Subroutine 
?INIT: MVI 

STA 

SP,TPA 
H,PROMPT 
MESSAGE 
A 

STA CPMDRV 
STA 
CALL 

CDISK 
?INIT 

LISTING 2 
BIOS BO~T ROUTINES 

SETMULTI: 
MVI C,44 
JMP BDOSGO ;Set Mulit-Record count 

REBOOT: MVI C,20 
JMP BDOSGO ;Read records 

SETBUF: MVI C,26 
JMP BDOSGO ;Set DMA address 

BDOSGO: LHLD @MXTPA ;Find BOOS address and jump to it 
PCHL 

SP, TPA 
H,BUFF 
SETDMA 
? LDCCP 
A,Jr-lP 
e 
5 

LXI H, WBOOTE 
SHLD 1 
LHLD fMXTPA 
SHLD 6 
LDA CDISK 
MOV 
JMP 

C,A 
0100H 

;Set up stack 

;Send the OJ2D sign-on message 
;Select disk A internally 

i r n l t i e l i z c peqe zero a nd sea pointers 

;Set up stack 
;Set up initial DMA address 

; CP/M 3.0 Sign-on message 
LOG$MSG: 

DB 13,H'l,13,U3,'CP/M Version 3.0' ,00 

STA 

to initialize 
A,JMP 
o 
5 
H ,WBOOTE 
1 
@MXTPA 
6 
H ,I 
@CIVEC 
@COVEC 
H,2 
t\LOVEC 
H,4 
@AIVEC 
@AOVEC 
H,LOG$MSG 
MESSAGE 

;Load the eep.COM file 
;Initialize page zero i MISSING CCP.COM error message 

CCPSMSG: 
DB 13,Hl,'BIOS Err on A: NO CCP.COM file' ,00 

LXI 
SHLD 
LHLD 
SHLD 
LXI 
SHLD 
SHLD 
LXI 
SHLD 
LXI 
SHLD 
SHLD 
LXI 
CALL 
RET 

, File Control Block for CCP.COM file 
CCP$ FCB: 

DB 
DS 

FCBSNR: DB 

1,' CCP 
16 
0,0,0 

, , , COM' ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 

;Jump to the CCP.COM file 

page zero and seB pointers 
;Set up Jumps at 0 and 5 

Memory move routine (referenced by BIOS jump vector) 
MOVE: LDAX D 

MOV M,A 
INX D 
INX H 
DCR C 
JNZ MOVE 
MOV A, B 
ORA C 
RZ 
OCR B 
JMP MOVE 

;Set up SeB 

**************************************************************** 
LISTING 3 

DISK PARAMETER BLOCK 
;Print the CP/M 3 sign-on message 

;Start at beginning 

; 
dpb12Bs dw 26 SPT CP/M sectors/track 

db 3 BSH B]ock Shift Factor 
db 7 BLM Block Mask 
db 0 EXM Extent Mask 
dw 242 DSM Number of Blocks - 1 
dw 63 DRM Number of Directory Entries - 1 
db ac ah i"'.L() Initial Allocation Vector 
db 0 ALl 
dw 16 CKS Size of Directory Check Vector 
dw 2 OFF Number of Reserved Tracks 
DB 00 PSH (NEW) Physical Record Shift Factor 
DB 00 PHM (NEW) Physical Record Mask 

to load the CCP.COM file 
A 
eCP$FCB+15 ;Zero extent 

;Open eep.COM file 

r Er r o r if no file 

;Set start of TPA 

;Allow up to 16k bytes 

iRead CCP.COM into memory **************************************************************** 

H,0 
FCBS NR 
D,CCP$FCB 
OPEN 
A 
NOSCCP 
D,01~0H 
SETBUF 
0,128 
SETMULTI 
D,CCP$FCB 
REBOOT 

LISTING 4 
HEADER AND THE DIRECTORY BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK 

Report error if eCP.COM not found, and loop 
NOSCCP: LXI H,CCPSMSG 

CALL MESSAGE 
CALL ?CONIN 
JMP ?LDCCP 

Report missing CCP/COM file 
Wait for a keystroke 
then try again 

" DISK PARM'ETER 
DPH for Drive ~ 

DPZERO DW 0 
DW 0,0,0,0 
DB 0 
DB 0 
DW 0 
DW csv0 
DW alv0 
DW DIRBCB 
OW DATBCB 
DW 0FFFFH 
DB 0 

MF Media Flag 
DPB Address of DPB 
CSV Directory check vector 
ALV Allocation vector 
DIRBeS Directory BeB address 
D~TBC8 Data BCB address 
HASH Directory Hashing Table address 
HBANK Bank Number of Hash Table 

CP/M BOOS fUNCTION INTERFACE FOR ?LDCCP 
OPEN: MVI C,15 

JMP BDOSGQ ;Open file control 

iXLT Address of transJation table 
;72-bit BOOS scratch area 
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CP/M & MP/M 

COMMUNICA TlONS 
It's love at first byte with LOGON, 
full-feature communications software 
that's really simple to use. 

With LOGON, you can dial the call 
yourself, or you can store in a file 
everything you need to know about 
systems with which you communicate. 
Your computer will dial for you and set 
the baud rate and other parameters. It 
can enter your 10 and password for 
timesharing systems, and it can even 
execute commands on the remote 
system. You can override the standard 
parameters when you sign on, or 
change them in mid-session. 

For CP/M® or MP/M® systems using 
PMMI's MM-103 Modem Board, LOGON 
offers unparalleled convenience and 
reliability. Under MP/M, LOGON can be 
interrupt driven, so that you don't lose 
data when another program is executed. 

Fully documented, only $69.95. 

UTILITIES 
Pamper your processor with our 
CP/M or MP/M utilities disk. 

Use UTILITY to execute standard 
CP/M and MP/M utilities from a menu, 
and DCAT to keep track of the files on all 
your floppy disks. Use IDS to send con 
trol codes to your IDS printer, and SETPF 
to program your TeleVideo® 950's func 
tion keys. SETPF can also put your per 
sonal logo on the screen, and it comes 
ready to use with WordStar® functions. 

You get ZAP, a file-level dump and 
modification utility that works with M P/M 
too; FILES, which places a group of 
filenames into a SUB file, with submit file 
tokens if you wish; and USERLlB, a 
group of handy assembler routines. 

Our CP/M disk brings you background 
printing with SPOOL, a print despooler, 
and ERAQ, which asks you to confirm 
which files should be erased. 

Our MP/M disk includes TODSET, to 
set the time and date at startup, and 
MSG, a terminal-to-terminal message 
program. Whatever your logged disk and 
user number, AUTO lets you execute a 
program which can be on a different disk 
and user number, and then returns you to 
your starting posltion, You also get per 
formance enhancements for WordStar, 
VEOIT™, and SupeCalc". 

There's much, much more on our 
utilities disks. Specify CP/M or MP/M. 
Either disk is an exceptional value at 
only $29.95. 

DOD 
Redford Microcomputer Services 

9535 Woodbine 
Redford, Mich. 48239 

(313) 537-0109 
Check, VISA, or MasterCard. 

CP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital 
Research, WordStar of MicroPro International, Super 
Calc of SORCIM, TeleVideo of TeleVideo Systems. 
VEDIT is a trademark of CompuView Products. 

CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

r: ...• 

~e&~Qf.~'" ~c2!f 
COMPUTERS 
COLUMBIA (lBM-P.C.) 128K 
RAM, 2 drives $2546.00 
CROMEMCO CS-10 
Personnel Computer 
w/s~ 1~~OO 
EAGLE II w/s.w. 2339.00 
ITHACA INTERSYST. DPS-1 
w/frt panel & MPU 1795.00 
MORROW MICRODECISION II 
w/22 drives & S.w. 1295.00 

BOARDS 
ADS Promblaster w/s.w. 29BOO 
ADVANCED DIGITAL Super 
quad wi serial port [single 
card computer) 
CCS 2810 CPU 
CCS 64K Dynamic RAM 
CROMEMCO DPU 
6BOOOIZ80 839.00 
COMPUPRO 8/16 bit 64K 
Static Ram [ASM) 488.00 
NORTHSTAR ADV. 8/16 
upgrade w/64K RAM 399.00 
S-1 ~O's PRO-1 2 way Extender 
Card 33.00 
SCION'S Microangelo Graphics Bd. 
[MA520l 986.00 
SDSystems Versafloppy 
w/CP/M 3.0 350.00 
SEATTLE IBM-PC 
64K RAM+ 359.00 
SSM 80 character Video 
Board 375.00 
TARBELL DO FD 

700.00 
259.00 
29900 

Controller 396.00 

MONITORS/TERMINALS 
KB-1 Keyboard by S-1 00 186.00 
LIBERTY FREEDOM 100 
wi detached KB 
SANYO 15" Monitor 

53500 
29500 

PERIPHERALS - ETC. 
EPSON MX 100 III 625.00 
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 
Baud 519.00 
PARADYNAMICS 2018R 
Mainframe 675.00 
INTEGRAND 800 DB/2F 
w/options 497.00 
OPEN SYSTEMS Inventory, 
Order Prod. etc. 
software 600.00 
PLASTIC FILE CASE 
w/10 OS DO 5" VERB/3M 4600 
TANDON TM 100-2 OS DO Drive 
for IBM PC, etc. 245.00 
TECMAR 5 Meg Winchester 
Cartridge for IBM-P.C. 1,525.00 
VOTRAX Personal Speech 
System 275.00 

ALL SALES BACKED BY FULL 
DEALER SUPPORT 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 

Hrs.-9:00 A.M.-S:30 P.M. M-F 
Subject to Available Quantities. Prices 

Quoted Include Cash Discounts Shipping & 
Insurance Extra 

S-100 
1442S North 79th Street, Suite B 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 
SALES 800-528-3138 

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FREE BASIC 
Z-80 BOARD 
COMPUTER 

The MASTER CONTROLLER 
BOARD contains: 

-Z-80 Microprocessor 
72-Parallel I/O lines; three 8255s 

-Keyboard controller: 8279 
12K-EPROM: three sockets for 

2708,2716,2732 
2K-RAM: 2114s 
8-Sixteen bit counter timer 
channels: one 8253 and one 
AMD 9513 

2-Serial I/O ports; one Z-80 SIO 
chip. One port is RS-232 
W/DB-25 

1-High speed arithmetic 
processor: AMD 9511 

A bus expansion connector is 
provided 
All this on one board less than 

nine inches on a side 
Bare Controller Board with Doc. $49.95 
Free Controller Basic is a public domain 
Tiny 8asic that can IN and OUT ports, 
PEAK and POKE RAM, CALL assembly 
language 'programs, and use either 
DECIMAL OR HEXIDECIMAL numbers. In a 
2716. Requires 2k RAM,SIO,8253 (baud gen.) 
With the BARE BOARD $14.95 Alone $19.95 
TDL monitor program allows a CRT or TTY 
to control the MASTER CONTROLLER 
BOARD. Requires 2k RAM,SIO,8253 (baud 
gen.), 4Mhz XTAL. Includes Complete 
Listing on a 2732 $69.95 
Assembled TINY BASIC CONTROLLER 
BOARD has 2k RAM,SIO,8253 (baud gen.), 
8255. This arrangement gives 24 I/O. lines, 2 
spare counter timer channels, and a serial 
channel available after using one counter 
timer channel as a baud gen. and one serial 
channel to talk to a terminal or computer. 
Functions can be expanded by adding 
additional RAM/RaM, I/O. and processing 

chips. EXPANDABLE SPECIAL $299,99 

OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
USA & CANADA include $4.95 

.postaqe & handling. We ship 
World Round. Please include 20% 
for shipping plus $5 handling 

we refund the excess. 

SPACE-TIME PRODUCTIONS 
2053 N. Sheffield 

Chicago, Illinois 60614 
(312) 327-0391 

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



From CP/M 2 to CP/M Plus continued ... 
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ANNOUNCING 
THE C86™ C COMPILER 

-THE COMPILER THAT SPEAKS 
THE LANGUAGE OF THE FUTURE! 

Kernighan and Ritchie's book, The C-Programming Language, is 
the key source for C. Just as fundamental is the CB6 TM C 
Compiler. 
The C86 TM C Compiler is especially designed for the IBM'" 
Personal, IBM'" Display Writer, CP/M·86'" and MS· DOS'" . 
For further information on the C-programming language 
and the CB6TMC Compiler, please contact: 

C86 ,s a t/aaemarl< 01 Computer IrlOOvaltOtls. Inc. CP/M·56II: : Computer Innovations, Inc. 
,s • t.aaema/k 01 D,glt.1 Aeseilfch. IBM and MS·DOS a.e . 75 Pine Street 
.eglsle.tII] I.aaema/ks ollnlemal10nal Busmess ". Lincroft. New Jersey 07738 
Mlichones. Inc; ••• Telephone: (201) 530.0995 
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MICROSTAT® - Release 3.0 
MICROSTAT® + baZic® = PERFORMANCE 
The best just got better: MICROSTAT has been the 
leader in the statistics field for microcomputers si nce 
1979, and the new release 3.0 outperforms and is 
noticeably faster than previous versions. Just a few 
of the features include: 

GREATER ACCURACY 
BCD with up to 14 digit precision; 

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS 
Missing data capabilities and many more; 

FASTER EXECUTION 
Calculation time greatly reduced; 

DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION 
Data can be inserted, added, or deleted; 

SPECIAL PRICE: 
For a limited time get MICROSTAT plus baZic 
complete with program disk and documen 
tation for each for $395.00, save $50.00' 

The MICROSTAT - baZic version requires: a Z80 CPU, 
CP/M'· and 48K of memory. Available formats: 8" SD 
disk or 5'/4' North Star only. Check with your dealer for 
other formats. Also available for: Microsoft's Basic-80", 
North Star DOS and IBM. For more information, call 
or write: 

ECOSOFT INC. 
P.O. Box 68602 

Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602 
(317) 255-6476 

MICROSTAT IS a registered trademark of ECOSOFT. INC 
caztc is a registered trademark of MICROMIKES. INC 
CP/M IS a registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH 

Basic-SO is a registered trademark of MICROSOFT 
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Graphics software from 
quadric systems 
mp1 (mesh-plot) is a versatile surface 
plotting package for Anadex 9000/9500 
series printers. 
mp1 includes an easy-to-use data editor, 
plot generator, plot dump utility, and 
printer control utility. 
mp1 requires CP/M"" and is available 
only in 8 inch ss • sd format. 

$5995 postpaid within U.S. 
$5.00 extra outSide U.S. 

quadric systems 
p.o. box 1547 eugene, oregon 97440 

<C»tm, Digital Research, Inc. 
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C SCREEN EDITOR 
CSE: A full-screen text editor written in C 
• Powerful command set includes cursor control, 

find/replace. block move, file indusion, and nested 
macro commands 

• Installation program allows easy customlzation for most 
popular terminals 

• Available for (P/M_B6', MP/M-861, CPIM 2.21, 
MS-DOSl, and IBM PO 

• Requires 64K CP/M-56 or equivalent MP/M-86; 56K 
CP/M 2.2; 64K MS-DOS; 64K IBM PC 

• Includes object code, C source code, and manual 
• Available in 8" SSSD formal for (P/M-56, MP/M-56, 

CPIM 2.2, MS-DOS 
, $60.00, including UPS; additional versions $20.00 each 

8080 SIMULATOR 
SIM80: An 8080 simulator for the 8086/8088 
• Run CPIM object code (.COM files) on any CP/M-86 
or MP/M-86 system: ASM, DDT, dBase 11\ CI80, 
MBASle,ttc. 

• Retain applications software when upgrading from 
CPIM to CP/M-86 

• Develop and debug CPIM software on CP/M-86 
• 8K overhead, TPA can be 61K 
• 1/3 to 1110 as fast as a 5 Mhz 8085 (not recommended 

for highly interactive programs such as wcrdsters. or for 
very large, slow interpreted BASIC programs) 

• Includes object code, ASM-86 source code, and manual 
• Available in 8" SSSD format for CP/M-86, MP/M-86 
• $50.00, inclu.ding UPS 

Both CSE and SIM80 for $90.00 

VV'O N?rthwest M.crosystem 
Design 

P.O. Box 10853 • Eugene, OR 97401 • (503) 689-7010 
'tm. Digital Research; ltm,Micrmo!t; rtrn, IBM; '1m, A,hlOn-Tate; 

'Im,Micropro 
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80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARO-S·100 

All This on ONE BOARD: 
• Keyboard port with TYPE·AHEAD buffer 
- 8275 CRT controller with light pen port 
• Two 2716's - program & character rom's 
• Optional 2716 for CHARACTER GRAPHICS 
- All screen & keyboard ram 
• SIMULTANEOUS 1/0 or Memory mapped 
• Z·80 MPU - 2 or 4 Mhz system clock 
• Easy to adapt Software 
- Uses only EASY -TO-GET parts 
• Use in any S·100 system 
• 696 Bus Compliance: 08 M16 18 T200 
- Build for less than $200 
.INow includes Crystal and Heat Sink. $9.85 value. 

IntrodUCing The VDB·A 
Bare board with Documentation 549.50 

+ $2.50 s&h (1II.res. add 6% tax) 
Add 3% for MC & Visa 

Sitnpliwa'l PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O. Box 601, Hollman Estates, IL 60195 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
312/359-7337 
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8048 IN-CIRCUIT 
EMULATOR 

·IEEE·696 (S·100), CP/M compatible 
. Emulates 8035, 8039, 8048, 8049, 
8748, 8040,8050, and 80C48 CMOS. 

- Hardware Breakpoints allow Real Time 
Emulation up to 11 MHz 

- Trace includes disassembled code 
. Display/Modify Program & Data Memory, 
Registers, I/O Ports & Flags 

- Scope trigger from breakpoint locations 
Emulator 'comes on one 8-100 board with a 3 ft. 
cable and buffer assy. that plugs into the user's 
uP socket. The board with all supporting 
software is $995. For 8048 MACRO Assembler 
add $150. 
A portable development system with CRT, two disc 
drives and emulator is $ 3200 (213) 4515382 

®D@lIiliUJll'iI ®W®'ii'§Il'iI® 
726 Santa Monica Blvd. 

SANTA MONICA, CA. 90401 
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FBII 
CATALOG! 
Just let us know and we'll mail 
you a FREE Creative Comput 
ing Catalog-l6 pages filled 
with books, buyer's guides, 
magazines, and more! 
To get your FREE catalog, 
write to: Creative Computing 
Catalog, Dept. NB.?<3, 39 East 
Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, 
NJ 07950. 

Software Information Center 
(203) 288-0283 

................. C/UNIX BESTSELLERS . 
The C language and UNIX operating syslem are 
becoming standards in the world of new 16-bit 
micrcocomputers. Key books are: 
DC Programming language, 519.50 postpaid o Primer 10 C, $16.50 postpaid 
DC Puzzle Book, $14.50 postpaid 
DUsing Ihe UNIX System, $20.50 postpaid 
o CIUNIX Market News, quarterly commercial 

news, interviews & note, $12 a year 
................. APL BESTSELLERS . 
APL's high-level operations make it a popu 
lar language among programming end 
users. o APL: An Interactive Approach, $23.50 
postpaid 

o APL Commercial Design Handbook, $26.50 
o APL Micro Report, $26.00 postpaid o A Source Book in APL, $12.00 postpaid 
o A Programming language (Iverson), $31.50 
o Application Dev. Wlo Programmers, $34.00 
o APL Market News, quarterly commercial 

news, interviews & notes, $12 a year 
o All 1980-1981 APL M!lrket News back issues 

(seven total), $21.00 postpaid o APL interpreters for the IBM Personal 
Computer (software, call for quote) 

................. MODULA-2 BESTSELLER . 
Modula-2's premiere work is by N. Wirth, creator of 
both Pascal and Modula-2: 
o Modula-2 (Wirth), $15.00 postpaid 

................. PASCAL BESTSELLERS . 
Pascal's rich data structures and organized syntax 
are causing it to replace BASIC as the defacto 
microcomputer language. o Pascal User Manual & Report, $11.00 PP 
o Pascal Primer (Waite), $18.50 postpaid 
o Pascal Handbook (Tiberghien), $21.50 PP 
o Elementary pascal, $12.50 postpaid o Beginner's Guide to the UCSD Pascal System 

(Bowles), $13.50 postpaid 
o UCSD Pascal Handbook, $17.50 postpaid 
DApple-Pascal, $18.50 postpaid 
o Apple-Pascal Games, $16.50 postpaid o Practical Pascal Programs, $17.50 pp 
o Pascal Market News, quarterly coverage of 

Pascal, Ada, Modula-2, $12 a year 
................. ADA BESTSELLERS . 
Ada, derived from ALGOL and Pascal, and pushed 
by the DoD, looms as a significant new language. A 
Byte Magazine column especially recommends the 
first listing: 
o Ada Programming Language, 519.50 
o Studies in Ada Style, $11.50 postpaid 
o Programming Embedded Systems wI Ada, 

$18.50 o Towards a Formal Desc. of Ada, $30.50 pp o SmaIiTalk-80: language & Implementation, 
$31.50 postpaid 

o C Notes by C.T. Zahn, $20.00 
I want the items checked. 

lam: _ 

I have enclosed payment for $ _ 

Mail 10: Southwater Corp. 
30 Mowry SI. 
MI. Carmel CT 06518 

.......... ORDERING INFORMATION . 
Payment must accompany order. Personal or 
company check or money order (US currency) 
acceptable. Phone for credit card orders. 
Quantity discounts offered as follows: 

Over $100,-19% 
Over $250,-14% Over $1000-22"/0 
Over $500,-18% Over $2500-25% 

Add $4 per order for surface delivery outside of the 
United States. 
If not satisfied, money back upon return of resale 
able merchandise within 15 days. 
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T""o CP/M Enhancel11ents 
by Robert J. Lurie and Kelly Smith 

KEEPCCP: A Short Program to 
Prevent Overwriting the CCP 

K EEPCCP protects CP 1M's console 
command processor from being over 
written by a transient program. 

To use it, type KEEPCCP and 
then, after the prompt reappears, type 

the name of the program. For example: 
A>KEEPCCP 
A>PROGNAME 

The price of the protection afforded by 
KEEPCCP is the temporary loss of slightly more 
than 2 kilobytes of transient program area. The 
first warm boot following the execution of 
KEEPCCP un protects CCP and restores the sys 
tem. 
org lOOh 
Ihld 6 
push h 
lxi d,-809h 
dad d 
shld 6 
pop d 
mvi m,jmp 
inx h 
mov m,e 
inx h 
mov m,d 
ret 
end 

;get the address of BOOS 
;save it 
;fill locations 6-7 with a fake 
; BOOS address that is 3 bytes 
; below the start of CCP 
;put a jump to the real BOOS at 
; the fake BOOS address 

;return to CCP 

KEEPCCP permits using DDT or SID, two 
programs that normally overwrite CCP, to explore 
the workings of CCP. It also guarantees the avail 
ability of CCP for system-level commands issued 
from transient programs. Alternatively, it provides 
a convenient way to reserve 2K of memory for ma 
chine-language subroutines. 

A Simple Subroutine to Check 
for "Stack Overflow" 
Here is a simple subroutine to be CALLed in your 
applications program to check for a possible 
"stack overflow" condition. This subroutine might 
be especially helpful during the "debug stage" of 
your software where you may not be sure of your 
total stack requirements you could make 
CALLs to "check$stack" from numerous places in 
your software as a monitor of stack allocation, and 
by using conditional assemblies, REMOVE all the 
CALLs when your debug is completed. Other ap 
plications, include stack-oriented languages such 
as STOIC, FORTH, or PASCAL, where some 
heavily "compute bound" applications programs 
could eventually "gobble up" memory and clobber 
the operating system. 

I wrote a simple test program which you can use 
to verify the operation of "Check$stack". The exit 
on "blow up" resets the stack pointer to the "old 

Kelly Smith, 3055 Waco St., Simi Valley, CA 
93063 

Robert 1. Lurie, 8 Tingley Rd., Morristown, Nl 
07960 
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stack" pointer, then displays "Stack Over-Flow, code between the "stack$end" and "oldstk" so 
~epth = nn" (where nn equals the "stack depth" that (at worst) you can exit on stack overflow 
In hexadecimal for up to 256 stack "levels"). Re- "gracefully." You clobber "oldstk" , and all bets 
member that the stack works down towards ( typi- are off. 
cally) your applications program. Leave sufficient Reprinted from CP/M Net News, f!J 
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MicroScript™ 
Are you wasting valuable time try 
ing to format complex documents 
with a word processor or obsolete 
text formatter? 

MicroScript™ is a state of the art text format" 
ter specifically designed for the production of 
technical manuals, specifications, and other 
complex documents. This powerful tool pays 
for itself the first time you use it. Featuring: 

• generalized markup 
• left alignment 
• center alignment 
• right alignment 
• justification 
• left indention 
• right indention 
• bold text 
• underscored text 
• proportional spacing 
• fully definable page 
• multiple columns 
• headers and footers 

• floating text blocks 
• footnotes 
• variable line spacing 
• widow supression 
• section numbering 
• imbedded documents 
• automatic lists 
• macro processing 
• symbol processing 
• table of contents 
• direct printer control 
• initialization profile 
• page numbering 

$99 postpaid within U.S., outside U.S. add $10. CA 
residents add 6%. Specify CP/M-SO·, CP/M-S6', 
MS·DOS', or PC·DOS'; printer type; disk format. 

Software Technique" 
6531 Crown Blvd., Suite 3A 

San Jose, CA 95120 
(408) 997-5026 

• CP/M-BO, CP/M-B6 trademarks of Digital Research, MS-DOS 
trademark of Microsoft, PC-DOS trademark of IBM Corporation. 

CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

/ iliii,n'\\\\\\\ 
128K STATIC RAM/512K ROM 

Featuring two independent banks of 8 sites (28 pin sockets) the 
ADS Memorizer™ allows you to mix RAM with ROM or dedicate 
to either. Independent wait states (0-5) per bank supports fast 
RAMS with slow Eproms! Allows system to run at max speed! 
Uses any lK x 8 to *32K x 8 part RAM.or ROMf Extended 
memory address or bank select, *Single supply part 

A & T WITHOUT MEMORY 
- $259.95 

A & T WITH 32K - $325.00 

Ackerman Digital Systems, Inc. 
110 N. York Road • Elmhurst, IL 60126 
Telephone: (3J2) 530-8992 

CIRCLE 95 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Five to Eight and' Back Again 
A method for transferring CP 1M files 

from one disk system to another 
by Ed Scott 

H ere is a way you can transfer languages, 
programs and data files from 5v./I disks 
to 8/1 disks, There are several reasons 
for wanting to transfer CP jM disk files 
from one disk system to another. These 

include switching from minidisks to standard 8/1 
drives, and obtaining software that is not available 
for your CP jM disk system. 

I encountered the transfer problem when I 
switched from Micropolis 5v./I to 8" disks, using 
the Tarbell double-density controller. I considered 
transferring everything to cassette tapes and then 
back to the new disk system. Another possible 
method would have been to use a modem and 
transfer between two computers. Thinking that 
there must be an easier way to accomplish the 
transfer, I figured out the following method. I 
know that it works to go from Micropolis Mod II 
to Tarbell double density and back again. It should 
also work for other combinations of disk systems, 
but may require some modification. I will describe 
the transfer for Micropolis .to Tarbell. You will 
have to work out the details for different systems 
for on your own. 

The solution is really very simple. First you 
need to get CP jM configured for both disk sys 
tems. You will need to configure each system to a 
different size so that they may coexist in memory 
without overlapping each other. I use a 48K Tar 
bel CP jM system and a 58K Micropolis CP jM 
system (see Figure 1). Next you need to put both 
the Tarbell and Micropolis controller cards into 
your motherboard. On my system, the 8/1 disk 
boots on reset and the Micropolis disk boots when 
I jump into its boot routine in ROM. The secret of 
jumping between the two systems is to change the 
warm boot address at location OOOOH to the ad 
dress of the system you want to jump into. DDT 
allows you to pull in disk files under one system, 
change the warm boot address, execute a warm 
boot into the other system and save the file on it. 

Now let me describe the technique in detail for 
transferring a file from 58K Micropolis CP jM to 
48K Tarbell CP 1M: 

1 Reset the computer and boot up the 48K Tar 
bell CPjM. 

2. Run DDT (DDT<cr». Examine the warm 
boot address at location 0002H using .the D 
command. Make a note of this number 
(OBAH in this case). 

3. Use the G command to jump into the Micro 
polis boot routine (GECOO<cr> in my 
case). 

4. Run DDT (DDT<cr». Examine the warm 

Ed Scott, 1843 Lake Street, Glendale, 
CA 91202 

boot address at location 0002H using the D 
command. Make a note of this number also 
(ODCH in this case). 

5. Return to Micropolis CPjM and use STAT 
to determine the number of records used by 
the file you want to transfer (ST AT FILE 
NAME.EXT<cr». Make a note of this 
also. 

OOOOH - 
0100H - 

- WARM START VECTOR 
- TRANSIENT PROGRAM 

AREA 
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-DDT 

- SYSTEM 1-CP / M 48K 

COOOH - 

-DDT 
- SYSTEM 2-CP / M 58K 

E800H - 

Figure 1. A memory map for the file transfer 
method described in the text. 



6. Use DDT to pull in the file to be trans 
ferred. 

7. Use the S command to change the warm boot 
address at location 0002H for the other sys 
tem (BA in this case). 

8. Execute a warm boot by jumping to OOOOH 
(JO<cr». This will transfer you into the 
other CP 1M system. 

9. Use SAVE to write the file to disk (SAVE n 
FILEN AME.EXT <cr». 

The number (n) of records to save can be deter 
mined from the number you found earlier using 
STA T. Going from Micropolis to Tarbell, I divide 
the number of records required on Micropolis disk 
by two (rounding up to the next largest integer, 
when necessary) and use this number as the num 
ber of double-density records to save. Using other 
systems may require appropriate modifications. 

There is one problem you may encounter. Some 
files may be large enough that they exceed the 
TPA of the 48K CP 1M system (i.e., they wipe out 
the 48K CP 1M system). You may need to break 
these into smaller blocks using DDT and then 
transfer them. They can be recombined using PIP. 
Remember that you must use the [0] parameter 
to PIP together COM files. 

The same method can be used in reverse to 
transfer from 8/1 to 5\14/1 disks. I have transferred 
the files on about 80 Micropolis Mod II disks 
across to Tarbell 8/1 double-density disks without 
losing a byte. It was time-consuming to transfer so 
many files, but not nearly as bad as the other 
methods mentioned would have been. Cl 

* aCB·9/1 $·100 BUS * aCB·9/2 $$·50 BUS FEATURES 

• 5 ".' Floppy Controller 
• Serial RS·232 Port 
• Centronics Type Printer Port 
• Keyboard / Parallel Port 
• 24K Bytes of Memory 
• QBUG Resident Monitor 
• 6802 Adaptor 
FULLY ASSEMBLED 
& TESTED S389.00 
• 48-hour Burn-in 
• 90 Oay Warranty 

NAKEO-09 SS-50 6809 CPU CARD 
* lK OF RAM AT E400 Assembled & Tested $149.00 
* 6K OF EPROM AT E800·FFFF 2 MHZ Version $189.00 
* HIGH QUALITY DOUBLE SIDED PCB * SOLDER MASKED 

S50.00 

• 6809 BASED 
• RUNS TSC FLEX DOS 

S49.95* 
PCB & 

iXlcumentation 
Only 

* SILK SCREENED 

QBUG RESIDENT MONITOR 

TSC, FLEX ~OS, ASSEMBLER, EDITOR S150.00 

* Disc Boot * Memory Test * Break Points * Memory Exam & Exchange * Zero Memory * Jump to User Program * Memory Dump * Fill Memory * Register Display & Change 
aBUG IS A TRADEMARK OF LOGICAL DEVICES INC. ' Copyright 1981 

PHONE ORDERS: (305) 776·5870 

LOGICAL DEVICES INC. 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION 

781 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD .• FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33311 
TWX: 510·955·9496 • WE ACCEPT VISA. MC. CHECKS, C.O.D., MONEY ORDER 

CIRCLE 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

THE 

4BBo~ IEEE 488 TO 8-100 INTERFACE 
-Handles all IEEE-488 1975/78 functions 
-IEEE 696 (S -100) compatible 
- MBASIC subroutines supplied; no BIOS 
mods required 

- 3 parallel ports (8255A-5) 
-Industrial quality; burned in and tested 
-$375 I I . .. . . I Dea er rnqurr ie s invi t e d 

C&\N CIGITAL 
1524 REDWOOD DRIVE 
LOS ALTOS, CA 94022 14151 966-1460 S'100 

CIRCLE 66 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

r------------------------------------, Microsystems, P.O. Box 5120, I 
Philadelphia. PA 19141 i 
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: Signature : 

: Print Name l 
l Address : 
I I i City/State/Zip i 
I * PA residents add 6 % sales tax. I L J 

Shelf Conscious? · 
How you can organize your copies of MicIDSY-stems 

Please send: 0 Cases 

Microsystems: 
(Other): 

o Binders QUANT. 

CJ ENCLOSED IS 5 .' Add 5 1.00 
p:er order for postage & handling. Outside USA 
add 52.50 per unit ordered. Send U.S. funds only. 

o CHARGE(Min. 510): 0 VISA 
o American Express 0 Master Card 

Now your magazines can be a handsome addition to your decor, well 
organized, and easy to find, thanks to these durable library-quality cases or 
binders. They're made of luxury-look leatherette over hiqh-quality binders 
board. And both styles are custom- designed for this or any magazine you 
save, with size, color. and imprint seJected by the publisher. FREE transfer 
foil included for marking dates and volumes. 

Magazine binders Open-back cases 
hold a year's issues on individual store yourIssues for 
snap-in rods. combining them individual reference. 
into one volume. $7.95 each; 3 $6.95 each; 3 for $19.75: 
for $22.50; 6 for $42.95. Mixed 6 for $37.50. Mixed titles 
titles OK for quantity prices. OK for quantity prices. 

--- a Charge Orders Only: Phone 24 Hrs. TOU. FREE 800-526-0790. In N.J. only 201·540-0445 

Card # _ 



Software Directory 
Program name: GRAPH for 
Diablo with Hyplot 
Hardware system: 80801 Z80 
CPU, CP/M, 8" SSSD drive 
Minimum memory size: 32K 
Language: Object code 
Description: Does data plots on 
Dia blo printers I terminals (630, 
1640, 1650) equipped with Hy 
plot option. User-friendly inter 
face prompts for input of only: 
1) lengths and labels of x and y 
axes, 2) number of different 
plots on graph, 3) name of raw 
data set (containing ASCII 
data in free-field format), 4) 
plot characters and precision. 
GRAPH reads and scales the 
raw data; it uses the Hyplot op 
tion to connect the points of a 
data plot at selected plot preci 
sions of up to ';-120" in x-direc 
tion and \/48" in y-direction. In 
put instructions are stored for 
easy modification later. 
Price: $55 
Included with price: Manual, 
SSSD 8" disk 

Where to purchase it: 
Maurizi Associates 
1344 Fitch Way 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
(916) 486-2993 
CIRCLE 237 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Program name: INTRCEPT 
Hardware system: Z80 running 
CP/M 2.2 
Minimum memory: Any memo 
ry size supported by CP 1M 2.2 
Language: Z80 object code 

Description: INTRCEPT is an 
on-line system utility that inter 
cepts and processes CP 1M-in 
compatible system calls origi 
nating from user programs run 
ning under CP 1M 2.2. It auto 
matically inserts a Call Han 
dler (for call interception) and 
a Call Processor below the CP I 
M BDOS, and then loads and 
executes the user program. The 
current configuration of the 
Call Processor supports Cro 
memco CDOS system calls 0 to 
27, plus several additional calls 
sufficient to handle most 
CDOS l.xx-2.xx programs. 

There are two versions of 
INTRCEPT: Version I with 
the Call Handler, Call Proces 
sor, and program loader in a 
single .COM file; and Version 
II with the Call Handler and 
program loader in a .COM file 
that automatically loads a sepa 
rate Call Processor file. Version 
II is designed for user customi 
zation and is delivered with 

SHIPPING ADDRESS: 
22129112 S VERMONT AVE ,! 

TORRANCE, CA 90502 ] 

KIT 1, 2 & 3 For S-100 R3 For3xS" (or5%") Disks S3 For S-100 & Two Disks S-100 & DISK POWER SUPPLIES: OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, 6 OUTPUTS, ADJU. & FUSES PROTECT. 
ITEM +SV OVP -SV +24V(OR + 12V) +8V ± 16V SIZE W x 0 x H PRICE 
53 12 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY SA 1A S-7A PEAK 13A 3A 10" x 6" x S" 102.9S 

(1 Floppy & 1 Hard Disk) 
S4 6 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY 4A 1A 4-SA PEAK 8A 3A. 8%" x S" x 4¥'" 92.9S 

DISK POWER SUPPLIES: OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, REGULATED, ADJUSTABLE & FUSES PROTECT. 
ITEM IDEAL FOR +SV OVP -SV +24V (or + 12V) +8V Unreg. SIZE W x 0 x H PRICE 
RO 2 x 8" SLIM LINE 2.SA 2.SA - SA Peak S" x 4" x 4" 49.9S 
R1 2 x 8" or 2 x SY •. · DISK 3A 1A 3A - SA Peak 2A 8" x 4" x 3¥'" S4.95 
R2 px8"(orSY"')FLOPPYJ 6A 1A 6A-8APeak 8'12"xS"x4%"or 10"x4Yo"x3:y.," 69.95 
R3 ~r 1x Floppy & 1x Har~ 6A 1A 6A - 8A Peak 9" x 6Y •. · x 4¥o" or 9" x SY •. · x SY4' 69.95 

OPTION: ±12V@ 1ACAN BE ADDED TO ITEM "R3" SIZE 1. ONLY, COSTS $12.00 MORE. SHIPPING FOR EA. PWR SUPPLY: 

S-100 POWER SUPPLY KITS (OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE, 3 HRS. ASSY. TIME) ~~6NI~A~~~~D~.I~g~H;:' ~T::~~~ 
ITEM (IDEAL FOR) +8V -8V +16V -16V +28V SIZE:WxDxH PRICE FORMER: $5.00 IN ALL STATES; $12.00 
KIT 1 1S CARDS 1SA 2.SA 2.SA 12" x S" x 4Yo" 54.95 IN CANADA. CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 
KIT 2 20 CARDS 2SA 3A 3A 12" x S" x 4Yo" 61.95 6.5% SALES TAX. 
KIT 3 DISK SYSTEM 1SA 1A 3A 3A SA 13Yi' x S" x 4Yo" 69.95 ATTENTION O:E.M.'S 

6 SLOT MAINFRAME ASSY. & TESTED ONLY $399.95 + SHIPPING $18.00 YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS OR I 
FOR EA. 8" THINLINE FLOPPY (TANDON TM848-1 SS/DD & TMB4B-2 DS/DD OR DESIGNS OF TRANSFORMER,' 
EQUIV.) OR ONE HARD DISK. • 110/220 VAC, 50/60 HZ, EMI FILTER & POWER LINEAR & SWITCHING PWR 
ON/OFF INDICATOR. POWER SUPPLY: +BV/BA. ±16V/3A, +5V/5A OVP. -5V/1A 
& 24V/SA • S-100 BUS 6 SLOT CARD CAGE. 1 EA AC CORD. 2 EA DC CABLES SUPPLY WILL BE MADE TO 
WITH POWER CONNECTOR FOR DISK DRIVES. 4.5" COOLING FAN • 7 EA. DB25 ORDER AT SUNNY LOW LOW 
CUT-OUTS, 1 EA. 50 PIN & 1 EA. CENTRONIC CUT-OUTS· CUSTOM FINISH & COST & FASTEST DELIVERY. 
LOGO-LESS, COMPACT SIZE: 12"(W) x 19"(0) x 9.8"(H) 34 LBS. 

MAILING ADDRESS: 
A,VISA I P.O. BOX 4296 
l ••••••••• TORRANCE, CA 90510 

TELEX: 182558 

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL 
(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER) 
(213) 328-2425 MON-SAT 9-6 
CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Software Directory continued 

both object code and fully doc 
umented source code for cus 
tom Call Processor design. 
Both INTRCEPT versions are 
transparent to user programs, 
perform full command line pro 
cessing for the CP/M Default 
File Control Blocks and Com 
mand Line Buffer, and auto 
matically adjust to any size 
CP /M environment from 20K 
to 64K. 
When released: September 
1982 
Price: Version I, $89.95; Ver 
sion II, $149.95 
Included with price: 8 II SSSD 
diskette, manuals, source code 
file for Version II. 
Where to purchase it: 
PRO microSystems 
16609 Sagewood Lane 
Poway, CA 92064 
(619) 578-1240 
CIRCLE 238 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Program name: Personal Fi 
nance Utility 
Hardware system: Z80 CP/M 
system 
Minimum memory: 32K 
Language: Assembler and 
CB-80 
Description: A fully integrated 
menu-driven set of subsystems 
to cover the financial needs of 
the microcomputer owner. Sys 
tems included are Personal 
A/R, Personal A/P, Personal 
Inventory and Net Worth, 
Mailing List/Label, Personal 
Appointments, and a set of util 
ities to handle miscellaneous 
functions such as disk cata 
loging, producing amortization 
schedules, etc. 
Release: November 1982. 
Price: $99.95 
What is included: Program 
diskette with documentation. 
Where to purchase it: 
First Release Software 
5814 Jester Drive 
Garland, TX 75042 
(214) 495-1323 
CIRCLE 239 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Program name: Versa Form 
Hardware system: IBM PC, 
double-sided diskettes 
Minimum memory: 128K 
Language: Pascal. Runtime p 
system included with product. 

Description: Versa Form allows 
a nonprogrammer to use his 
business forms to set up a mi 
crocomputer database, to selec 
tively retrieve and update 
forms, and to print them out on 
preprinted forms. Supports 
hierarchically organized forms 
(invoices, purchase orders, stu 
dent records, etc.). Automatic 
filling, data entry checking and 
calculation options may be 
chosen. A management report 
ing system produces sorted, de- 

tail, or summary reports of any 
data items contained in the file 
of forms. 
Release: September 3, 1982 
Price: $389; includes full docu 
mentation, tutorial disk. 
Where to purchase it: Through 
dealers or from: 
AST 
14125 Capri Drive - Ste. #4 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 
(408) 370-2662 
CIRCLE 240 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD f!I 

J 
ADA 
N 
U 
S 
The language 
that Is based 
on the past 
but looks to 
the uses of 
the future. 

Take A Test Drive! 
We all know how important the 
test drive is when choosing a car. 
But how do you choose the right 
language for your programming 
needs? 

Now we've just made it easier for you to make the right choice. 
Our new demo package allows you to experience the power of 
JANUS/Ada. ' ~\ 
JANUS/Ada is a subset implementation of Ada that includes many 
features not found in any other micro-processor programming 
language. These include true modular programming, full error 
messages in English, error walk-backs. and re-entrant initialized 
variables, These and more features are described in greater detail 
in our informative brochure, 
Take up to 30 days to experience the power of JANUS/Ada, Make 
sure it does what you want. Then if you find it isn't right for you, 
send it back and we'll return your money, no questions asked, But 
we're sure you'll want the complete package after experiencing 
part of the power of JANUS/Ada, Best of all you can get the demo 
package.at the introductory price of $30,00. This offer concludes 
after the West Coast Computer Faire, March 31, 1983, Drop by the 
Faire and see us at ourbootn. 

Information 
Call, write or circle our reader service number to receive our 
informative brochure, 

Ordering 
Please specify your microcomputer, CPU, disk format and operating 
system. 

JANUS/Ada Demo Disk and Manual 
Contains evaluation compiler, linker and example programs, 

Available on 8" MS-DOS, 8" CP/M, Apple softcard 
and IBM-PC . , . , , , , , , , . , , , , , , $30.00 

$30.00 can be applied to full JANUS I Ada package, 

JANUS/Ada Package 
Contains complete compiler, linker, assembler, example programs, 

manual and more .... , . , , , , , , , , , , ..... , .. , Prices from $300 
Available on most disk formats, Call for your system price. 

CP/M, CP/M-BS. MPIM·86 are trademarks of Digital Research, Inc . 
• ADA is a trademark 01 the U.S. Department of Defense 
MS·ODS is a trademark of Microsoft 
Apple Sottcard is a lIadamark of Microsoft. Inc 

©Copyright 1982 RA Software FR SOFTWARE specialists n slate 01 the art pvgrarrmirg 

P.e. BOX 1512 MADISON. WISCONSIN 53701 
CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

(608) 244-6436 
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New Products 
S-100 8080 CPU card 
The Applied Innovations 8088 
Auxiliary Processor provides an 
Intel 8088 processor, sockets 
for up to 4K of 2716 EPROM, 
scratchpad, and 4K of buffer 
RAM space. 

The user may add whatever 
interface circuitry is needed in 
a prototype area. Processor sig 
nals (address, data, and con 
trol) are brought out to labeled 
pads for easy connection. 

The Auxiliary Processor is 
useful for any application 
where it is beneficial to unload 
the host processor by using an 
intelligent controller. An easy 
to-use data transfer mechanism 
is provided and allows indepen 
dent data transfer between the 
host processor and the local 

8088. The host processor may 
be of any type as long as S-100 
signal and timing requirements 
are met; it may be either 8-bit 
or 16-bit, but the data transfer 
ports can only transfer 8 bits at 
a time. 

Included isa comprehensive 
user's manual describing the 
configuration, operation, inter 
facing, and programming of the 
Auxiliary Processor. The user 
must supply the actual interfac 
ing circuitry, and the exact 
software required. 

Price: $300 A&T, $250 kit, 
$35 bare board. Applied Inno 
vations, 3000 Scott Blvd., Suite 
106, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
CIRCLE 230 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Stand-by power 
system for micros 
A new Standby Power System 
(SPS) offered by SAFT auto 
matically supplies 200 VA of 
emergency AC electrical power 
at nominal 117 volts for a mini 
mum of 20 minutes, taking 
over the job of power supply 

within one-half cycle of line 
failure. In addition, the device 
traps and eliminates dangerous 
spikes and transients in voltage 
during normal use. 

The SAFT SPS is plugged 
into a power outlet and the 
computer devices, including 
mainframe, terminal, and other 
peripherals, are plugged into 
the SPS's four 3-prong outlets. 
As long as line voltage into the 
SPS is ok, it passes through to 
the computer. However, if line 
voltage drops below 102 volts, a 
sensing device switches to out 
put from the SPS internal bat 
tery in 4-6 ms. 

The SPS is equipped with 
three types of alarms: A red in 
dicator light shows that invert 
er power is being supplied; an 
audible bleeper provides warn 
ing in case the SPS unit is out 
of sight, and the unit is 
equipped with an outlet for a 
signal that can be used to trig 
ger software to begin an auto 
matic and orderly shutdown. 

The SPS output waveform is 
rectangular. 200V A and 400 
V A models are available with 
voltage ranging from 100 to 
250 V, 50 or 50 Hz. The device 
is protected with line and bat 
tery fuses and a low battery 
cutout; battery is a gelled elec 
trolyte sealed lead unit. It is 
enclosed in a heavy-duty alumi 
num cabinet and is the same 
size and weight as an automo 
bile battery. 

Price: 200 VA, under $600; 
400 VA, under $800. SAFT 
America, Inc., 931 Vandalia 
St., St. Paul, MN 55164; (612) 
645-8531. 
CIRCLE 231 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Fabric ribbon renewer 
Dark-as-original print impres 
sions may be obtained by using 
the Ribbonizer" on used fabric 
ribbons. Ribbons may be re 
newed repeatedly until the fab 
ric wears out or the cartridge 
fails. Models are designed for 
popular letter-quality and ma 
trix printers such as NEC, Ep 
son, Radio Shack, and Diablo. 
The black ink supplied is 
blended to the specifications of 
major ribbon suppliers and is 
available separately when an 
additional supply is needed. 
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Long-life, economy-priced re 
newal fabric ribbons can be or 
dered from Ribbonizer. 

Price: less than $40. Ribbon 
izer, Box 1727, Redlands, CA 
92373; (714) 792-0831. 
CIRCLE 232 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Spooler networks com 
puters and printers 
The Digital MultiSpool is a 
64K buffer that lets up to five 
computers share one printer, or 
one computer share multiple 
printers. Featuring an automat 
ic memory technique allocating 
spool storage between devices, 
the multi port spooler sequen 
tially scans each port, resulting 
in instant, simultaneous task 
transmit-print functions. 

Compatible with all popular 
printers and computers, the 
Digital MultiSpool uses a sin 
gle-board Z80 processor, 64K 
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New Products continued . . 

DRAM, 8K ROM, 4 UART 
channels, and 2 parallel 8-bit 
ports; it is packaged in a 12\12" 
x 4\12" x 11 \12" enclosure. LEOs 
provide a visual status check, 
and models range from 2 ports, 
2 serial to 6 ports, 4.serial, one 
parallel output and one parallel 
input. 

Price: $595 to $995, depend 
ing on configuration. Digital 
Laboratories, Inc., 600 Pleas 
ant St., Watertown, MA 02172; 
(617) 924-1680. 
CIRCLE 233 ON READER 
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Pie xi glass printer stand 
The B.T. Space Saver Printer 
Stand allows continuous-form 
paper to be stored under the 
printer, allowing for easy stack 
ing of completed forms behind 
the printer. Clear plexiglass 
construction gives the B.T. 
stand a clean look for any 
home or office environment. 

Available in many configura 
tions, including regular for 80- 
column printers and large for 
132-column printers. Both sizes 
are available with an optional 
shelf for storage of a second 
type of continuous data form. 

The large stand may be pur 
chased with a slot, allowing pa 
per to feed up through the 
stand in order to accomodate 
bottom-feed printers. 

Prices start at $29.95. B.T. 
Enterprises, lOB Carlough Rd., 
Bohemia, NY 11716; (516) 
567-8155. 
CIRCLE 234 ON READER 
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4-slot Z80 system 
MASTERMAX, a 4-slot S-100 
Z80 system with dual 8" flop 
pies, features a single-card 
computer and CP/M. The sin 
gle-card computer includes a 
Z80 CPU at 4MHz, IEEE- 

696.10 compliance, 64K RAM 
with bank select, and a 4-chan 
nel DMA controller. The flop 
py disk controller handles both 
single- and double-density data 
transfers and up to 4 drives 
(5v." or 8") in DMA, inter 
rupt, or programmed I/O 

mode. In addition, two RS-232 
channels are supplied with one 
channel programmable in ei 
ther DMA, interrupt or pro 
grammed I/O mode and 2 par 
allel I/O ports; memory man 
agement up to 16MB, 8 vec 
tored priority interrupts 
chained together with I/O in 
terrupts for use with Z80 mode 
2 interrupts, and disk emula 
tion (virtual disk). 

Two slim-line 8" floppy disk 
drives are housed in the same 

- ~~- , . 
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* * * FEATURING 8 AND 16 BIT SYSTEMS * * * 
MASTER MAX: S-100 system, 2-80, INTERCONTINENTAL CP248000 single 

card computer with four channels of DMA, dual 8" double density drives, 
CP/M $2,540. 

double sided drives, Winchester, TURBODOS, 2 user, nOv/50hz. 
IMS 8X MULTIUSER SYSTEMS: 2-80, 5-100. Each user has own 2-80 

64K RAM, 2 I/O. TURBODOS multiuser CP/M compatible operating system cut~ 
link/edit time in half. 2-80 code. Interrupt driven. 8088 upgrade w/256K RAM has 
been announced. 

........... $1,695. 

8086 S-100 SYSTEMS: 
LOMAS: with MS-DOS or CP/M-86. Winchester option. 
SEATTLE: with simultaneous 8" and 5" drives. Will IBM/PC software. 

EPSON QX V ALDOCS: Extremely user friendly! HX 80: Notebook-sized battery 
280 to 256KRAM, built-in hard LCD scroll able screen. 

PRINTERS (dot matrix and LQ): 
EPSON, NEC, QUME, C.ITOH, IDS, 
FLORIDA DATA, TELETYPE. 

TERMINALS: WYSE, HAZELTINE, 
IBM 3101, TELEVIDEO. 

Voice recognition board for TELEVIDEO 
950. 

GRAPHICS: 
MICRO ANGELO GRAPHICS. 
MIRAGE: new from SCION. 

AUTO-CAD Interactive graphics soft 
ware; for engineers, architects, design 
ers. 

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 
PLOTTERS, DMP-29 $1,775. 

1200/300 
...... $525. 

l!)-------------____i IBM PC ACCESSORIES: Extensive 
line including QUAD RAM, SEA TILE, 
8080/8086 EMULATOR 

S-100 MAINFRAMES: 
PARADYNAMICS, ECT, some TEl 12 
slot still in stock. 

IBM 3270: compatible equipment from 
Teletype Corp. Fast delivery! Cost ef 
fective! 

We have an extensive product line including systems, peripherals, software, 
boards, drives, consulting services. Write or call for detailed specifications. 

We have knowledgeable technical staff. 

WE EXPORT Overseas Callers: Phone (212) 448-6298 
TWX 710 588 2844 or Cable: OWENSASSOC 

JOHN D. OWENS Associates, Inc. 
12 Schubert Street, Staten Island, New York 10305 

(212) 448-6283 (212) 448-2913 (212) 448-6298 
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CBASIC USERS! 

Speed up your programs by 5x. 

Operation Co. will 
existing CBASIC' BAS 

into CB-80' COM files. 

SOFTWARE OPERATION CO. 
P.O.Box386 

Lafayette, CA 94549 
or call (415) 283-6630 

S. We also offer programmer 
forms of developed and debugged 

functions and subroutines. 

CB-80 are @ of 
Research, Inc. 

DYNAMIC RAM 
64K 200 ns $4.95 
64K 150 ns 5.20 
16K 200 ns 1.25 

EPROM 
2764 250 ns $9.25 
2732 450 ns 4.00 
2716 450 ns 3.33 
2532 450 ns 4:10 

STATIC RAM 
2016 100 ns $4.00 
6116P-3 150 ns 4.20 
2114 200 ns 1.60 

ZSOA FAMILY 
CPU, CTC, or PIO $ 3.39 
DART 12.00 
DMA or 510/0 13.50 

MasterCardtVlSA or UPS CASH COD 
All Prime Parts 

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED 
24,000 South Peoria Ave 

BEGGS, OK, 74421 
(91S) 267-4796 

~ CP/M® 

8086/8087/8088 
CROSSSOFnNAREPACKAGES 
1 C cross compiler for the 8086. All facilities of the 

complete C language. including floating point 
for the 8087. are supported. Optionally. memory 
can be allocated for use with the 8088. Output is 
symbolic assembly language. The compiler is suita 
ble for use in porting UNIX to the 8086. 

ZCross assembler/linkerllibrarian/downline 
loader for the 8086. Assembler input is an ex 

tension to that used by Intel. loader output is a tile 
in standard Intel hex format. 
S Simulator/debugger for the 8086. Capabilities 
~ include display. breakpoints, interpretive execu 
tion. as well as many others. 
Host System: PDP-II running RT- I I. RSX- I 1M. 
~~:~¥~VUNIXlV7; or VAX-" running VMS, 

For additional Information: 

~anced 
~igital Products, Inc. 

1701 21st Ave. S .. Suite 222· Nashville, TN 37212 
Phone 1615) 383-7520 

Intel Is a l1ademark of iorer Corporation; UNIX and UNlXJ32V ar~ 
tradt'milooof Bt'HLabor.atorlt's; RT-II. RSX-I 1M. POP-II. VMS. and 
VAX- I I art' trademarks of Digital Equipmt'nt Corporation. 

STARTJOB 
& 

O. T. cnLEnDnR CLOCK 
for npple or $-100 Compute" 

Oftly 1150.00 

Silltem SOlutlOftl, Iftc. 
POBOX 35 

KNOB NOS TE'" MD 65336 
(816) 625·7863 

'_,~I STARTJOBrequiresCP/M 5-100 
APPL~ IS a reqistered Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 
CP/M IS a registered Trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 

COMPUTER MART 
FORMAT 
2" X 3" 

PICTURE YOUR AD HERE! 

NEXT CLOSING DATE: 
MAR 3 

Disk 1 
Disk2 . 
RAM 16 ............•..... 
DBasell . 
Interfacer 4 . 
Enclosure 2(Desk) 
Dual Processor (8085/8088) 
CPU 8086/87(8 MGHZ) . . . ... $510.00 

WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPLETE 
PRICE LIST 

(415) 453-0865 

Electronic 
Circuit 
Analysis 
• OC and AC analysis 
• Very fast, machine language 
• Infinite circuits on multiple passes 
• Worst case, sensitivity analysis 
• Dynamic modification 
• 64 Nodes, 127 branches 
• Compare circuits 
• Log or linear sweep 
• Full file handling 
• Frequency response, magnitude and phase 
• Complete manual with examples 
• CP/M $150.00 

Tatum Labs 
P.O. Box 722 
Hawleyville, CT 
06440 
(203) 426-2184 

EDGE·86 
AN INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

8086 OEM SYSTEM 

HARDWARE 
- A Mutttbus ' COMPATIBLE 8086 CPU 

WITH DMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER. 
CONTROLLER. PROGRAMMABLE 
SERIAL PORTS. TWO PARALLEL 110 
BK BYTES OF PROM WITH 
LOADER FOR CPM/86IM. 

- 12BK BYTES DYNAMIC RAM BOARD 
- 4·SLOT MUL TIBUS CARD CAGE. WITH 

PLETE DOCUMENTAT10N AND 
ALL FOR .. 

SOFTWARE 
- CPMIB6 O.S. WITH COMPLETE UTILITIES. 

-OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY- 

3L.~ MICRO SYSTEMS 
195 W. EL CAMINO REAL. SUNNYVALE, CA 

TELEPHONE: 408·738·4729 



ADVERTISE! 

SAVE 90% 
YES you can save up to 90% on a computer 
system by ROLLlNG- YOUR-OWN 
TECHNOLOGY! 

68000 Microsystems (8MHz) with 
128KB & three RS-232C ports, 
$252.00 

8086 microcomputer with 128KB & 
three RS-232C ports, $204.00 

Z80A 4MHz micro with 64KB & two 
RS-232C ports, $110.00 

Floppy Interface as little as $60.00 
FREE BROCHURE TODAY 

DIGATEK CORPORATION 
Suite 10 
2723 West Butler Drive 
Phoenix, AZ 85021 

350 Computer Book Titles, 
List $1.00 

Microsystems Mart ads really 
generates sales $205 each, 
6x $185 each, 12x $170 each. 
Send ad and payment to: 

microsystems 
CLASSIFIED AD DEPT. 
ONE PARK AVENUE 
NEW YORK. NY 10016 

OR CALL COLLECT: 
LOIS PRICE (212) 725-4215 

CPM UTILITIES 
CPUTIL SYSTEM 

Utility programs to allow users 
with large disk-storage needs 
to more efficiently manage thei 
files. 

Log-on and -off of your user 
areas and access glob~1 files 
without creating multiple 
copies. 

Runs on any Z80, CPM 

$69.95 

Earth Science Associates 
10218 Cantertrot 

Humble, Texas 77338 

(713) 446-1555 

New Products continued . . , 

cabinet. The standard unit is 
supplied with single-sided, dou 
ble-density drives, but can be 
optionally provided with dou 
ble-sided, double-density drives. 
The system is available for ei 
ther 110V 160Hz or 220V I 
50Hz and can be delivered with 
a wide range of CR Ts, printers, 
modems, and other peripheral 
devices and software from the 
Owens catalog. Dimensions: 
17yg" x 5Y2" x 23"; the weight 
is 45 Ibs. 

TurboDos (optional) is of 
fered as either single user, sin 
gle user with spooler, or mul- 

classified ads 
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum. 
REGULAR: $1.00. EXPAND-AD®: $1.50. GENERAL 
INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. 
Payment must accompany order except credit card 
-Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include expo date)-or 
accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to 
publisher's approval; must be typewritten or printed. 
First word set in caps. Advertisers using P.O. Boxes 
MUST supply permanent address and telephone 
number. Orders not acknowledged. They will appear 
in next available issue after receipt. Send order & 
remittance to: Classified Advertising, MICROSYS 
TEMS Magazine, 1 Park Avenue, New York, NY 
10016. Direct inquiries to: Kenneth L. Novotny (212) 
725-3927. 

COMPUTER NETWORKS 

THE CRITICAL CONNECTION! Now you can buy an inex 
pensive ATARI-400, and have it use the disk drives, printer, 
and keyboard on your CP/M computer. Complete package 
$175.00 DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. USS ENTER· 
PRISES, 6708 Landerwood Lane, San Jose, Calif. 95120, 
(408) 997-0264. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SMALL ADS PRODUCE BIG RESULTS! Your Classified Ad 
in these columns will reach 35,000 advanced computer ex 
perts each month. This market has more than doubled in the 
past year. .. and the rapid increase in readership is expected 
to continue in an expanding market. Now's the time for you to 
get in on the ground floor by featuring a word ad for your 
product or service on a regular schedule. The low cost virtu 
ally guarantees that classified advertising is a profitable in 
vestment in the future growth of your business. Plan to get 
into the next available issue. For assistance or information 
please call (212) 725-3925. Or, for fastest results, send your 
copy and payment to: MICROSYSTEMS, Classified Advertis· 
ing, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016. 

tiuser. For the multiuser (4 
max.) environment, a 10, 20, or 
40MB Winchester is recom 
mended. 
Price: $2,540. John D. Ow 

ens Assoc., 12 Schubert St., 
Staten Island, NY 10304; (212) 
448-6283. 
CIRCLE 235 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

256K 5-100 dynamic 
RAM board 
Computime has introduced an 
IEEE-696 IS-I 00 RAM board 
called the CT256-1. The board 
supports 64K to 256K using 
64K x I DRAM memory chips 
and 256K to I MB using 256K 
x 1 DRAM chips. It includes 
24-bit addressing, phantom 
mode and parity error trap op 
tions, memory management ca 
pability to allow addressing of 
I MB RAM for systems gener 
ating 16-bit addresses, memory 
mapping on 16K or 64K 
boundaries, and refresh cycles 
performed transparently to the 
system. 

Flexible parity generation 
and detection capabilities in 
clude parity latch and LED er 
ror indicator, optional interrupt 
on parity error, with parity 
available on input status port. 

The board operates at 4MHz 
with no wait states and has op 
tions for 200 ns or 150 ns 
RAMs. An on board MI wait 
state generator allows use in 
systems with clocks up to 6 
MHz. 

Price: (256K of RAM) 
$750. Computime, 8614 Hamil 
ton, Huntington Beach, CA 
92646; (714) 536-5000. 
CIRCLE 236 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

Business computer 
with dual processor 
CompuPro has entered the 
business computer systems 
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New Products continued . 

prietary solid-state disk emula 
tor. 

CompuPro, Oakland Airport, 
CA 94616, (415) 562-0638. 
CIRCLE 241 ON READER 
SERVICE CARD 

market with dual processor 
based desktop microcomputers 
featuring simultaneous 'Ywbit 
software operation. 

Designated the System 816 
family, the new product line is 
configured around an 8085/ 
8088 CPU and offers perfor 
mance capabilities ranging 
from a single-user workstation 
to a high-performance multius 
er system supporting 16 users 
under MP / M 8-16@, Compu 
Pro's proprietary implementa 
tion of MP /M-86. 

The System 816/ A ($5,495) 
includes CompuPro's 8085/ 
8088 CPU board running at 6 
and 8 MHz, 128 KB RAM, 4 
serial ports, 1 parallel and 1 
Centronics/Epson port, and 2 
8" floppy disk drives storing 
2.4 MB. CP/M 80, CP/M-86, 
Supercalc-86, and dBase are 
standard software offerings. 

The System 816/B ($6,995) 
is the same as 816/ A, but con 
tains 256KB of RAM and 6 
serial ports to support addition 
al user workstations and a 

wider complement of peripher 
als. Up to 40 MB of hard disk 
storage can be added. 

The top-of-the-line System 
816/C ($8,995) supports 16 
user workstations and a com 
plete range of mass storage pe 
ripherals. CompuPro's propri 
etary MP /M 8-16 is offered 
standard with this model, 
which also incorporates 384 KB 
of RAM, 9 serial ports, and 24 
MB of floppy disk storage. As 
with the other two versions, this 
multiuser configuration is ex 
pandable to 1 MB of RAM, 
4.8 MB of floppy disk storage, 
and up to 40 MB of hard disk 
storage. 

All System 816 configura 
tions offer convenience features 
such as clock/calendar, inter 
rupt controllers, interval times, 
and optional math processor. 
Programming languages avail 
able include Assembler, Basic, 
Fortran, and Cobol, as well as 
all CP/M-based programming 
tools. Hardware options include 
M-DRIVE/H, ComPro's pro- 

Conference on Unix 
The second annual Uni-Ops 
Conference for Unix and C 
language users will be held 
March 28-29, 1983, at the fi 
nancial district Holiday Inn in 
San Francisco. It is organized 
into general meetings that fo 
cus on Unix's potential, lun 
cheons where users can talk in 
formally, and a vendor exhibi 
tion featuring Unix systems 
and software packages. 

Uni-Ops is a nonprofit group 
interested in the advancement 
of Unix and C. Its activities in 
clude a monthly newsletter, lo 
cal meetings of users, and tuto 
rials on Unix and C. The regis 
tration fee is $65 in advance or 
$100 at the door. Contact: Uni 
Ops, Box 5182, Walnut Creek, 
CA 94596; (415) 945-0448. f!I 
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End S100 Bus Sinlle BOlrd COIDuler and Memorv Confusion 
The S100 bus has come a long way. 
The old standards, 64, 8 or even 2K of 

memory, and separate boards for 110, 
processing, floppy control and a host of other 
functions, are obsolete. 

If you use S100 boards, that's great news. 
And bad news. 
The great news is you can buy, off the shelf, 

incredibly sophisticated S100 single board 
computers and memories. 

Now the bad news. 
With different prices and 

features on dozens of available 
boards and the fact that some 
boards are still more 
sophisticated than others, it's 
getting tough to decide what 
boards to buy for particular 
applications. 

Intercontinental Micro Systems can help. 
Call or write today and we'll send you 

information defining the state of the art in S100 
bus memories and SBCs. We'll explain DMA, 
memory management. vectored priority inter 
rupt inputs, RAM disk, parity error detection, 
window deselection and a host of other newly 
available features. 

There is a catch. 
When you call or write, we'll tell you about 

our super-sophisticated CPZ-48000 single 
board computer,our 256KMB-100 bank 
selectable or linear memory and a complete line 
of personality boards that allow you to easily 
interface with anything from floppies to 
winnies, including printers and modems. 

Call or write today and find out how 
Intercontinental Micro Systems can solve your 
S100 bus SBC and memory problems. 

We think once you know 
state-of-the-art, you'll want 
Intercontinental Micro. 

1733 South Douglass Road, Suite E Anaheim, California 92806 (714) 978-9758 Telex: 678401-TAB-IRIN 
CIRCLE 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD 




